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The Hon. V. O. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing): The answer to this
question is statistical and I seek
leave of the House to have it incorporated in Hansard without my
reading it.
Leave was granted, and the answer
was as followsDistrict

Birchip ..
Boort ..
Charlton
Cohuna ..
Dimboola
Donald ..
Goroke ..
Hopetoun
Horsham
Irymple ..
Kaniva ..
Kerang ..
Koondrook
Leitchville
Merbein
Mildura
Minyip ..
Murtoa ..
Natimuk
Nhill
..
Nyah West
Ouyen ..
Pyramid Hill
Quambatook
Rainbow
Redcliffs ..
Robinva]e
Rupanyup
Sea Lake
St. Arnaud
Swan Hill
Warracknabeal
Wedderburn
Wycheproof

TumoverNumber of
tenants

Percentage

Nil.
Nil.

Nil.
Nil.

5

4
1

Ni 1.
Nil.
1

3·57
Nil.
Nil.

11·11

35
Nil.
Nil.
7

11·9
Nil.
Nil.

NiJ.

Nil.
Nil.

Nil.
2

22
Nil.
Nil.
1

Nil.
2
5

1
Nil.
Nil.

12

7

Nil.
1
1

..

25
12·5

15

9
Nil.
1

6·19
4·44
8·53
Nil.
Nil.

25

NiJ.

15·38
38·46
16·66
Nil.
Nil.

on Notice.

The Hon. V. O. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing): The answer supplied
by the Minister of Health is(a) Yes, but only if they are artificial
swimming or wading pools.
(b) Yes.
(c) No pools are registered under the
Act. Most salt-water pools are not deemed
to be artificial and consequently do not come
within the provisions of the Swimming Pools
(Water Purification) Regulations 1969 which
are made under the provisions of section
140 (36) of the Health Act.
When an artificial salt-water pool does
exist, such pool is required to comply with
the water purification and clarity requirements of the regulations.

14tgislatittt Asstmbly
Tuesday, October 21, 1975.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) took the chair at 4.4 p.m.
and read the prayer.
ABSENCE OF MINISTER.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler): I advise the House that
the Premier will be late for question
time.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.

15

13·73
Nil.

16·66
3·45
10·27
15·8
Nil.
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SALT-WATER SWIMMING POOLS.
(Question No. 574)

The Hon. D. E. KENT (Gippsland
Province) asked the Minister of Housing, for the Minister of Health(a) Do salt-water swimming pools come
within the provisions of the Health Act
1958?
(b) Can salt-water pools be chlorinated?
(c) What salt-water pools are registered
under the Act, and are these pools
chlorinated?

SYME-TOWNSEND REPORT
ON HEALTH SERVICES.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds):
I direct a question to the Minister of
Health. Is it a fact that the Government intends to accept the recommendations of the Syme-Townsend
report on hospital and health services
in Victoria, including the recommendations that a health commission
should run health services in Victoria? If so, can the Minister assure
the House that there will be no interference with the present hospital
building programme in Victoria, and
particularly with the Essendon and
District Memorial Hospital and its
priority in hospital buildings in Victoria?
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Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of
Health):
The Government has
agreed to implement the principal recommendation contained in the
Syme-Townsend report for the establishment of a health commission. I
assure the honorable member that
the priority programme that has been
established by the Hospitals and
Charities Commission will be in no
way affected by this decision of the
Government.
FIRE SAFETY IN SCHOOLS.
Mr. WHITING (Mildura): Can the
Minister of Education inform the
House whether there is a requirement
that schools under the administration
of the Education Department must
have fire-fighting appliances within
their buildings? If so, who is responsible for the servicing and maintenance of those units, and whence are
the funds for this purpose derived?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education): All schools should have
some type of fire-fighting equipment
or precautions. It will be the responsibility of the Public Works Department to make recommendations on
the type of equipment required. At
present, as a result of the fire that
occurred in the Elwood High School,
discussions are taking place with the
Public Works Department to ascertain
what additional precautions are
necessary.
FEDERAL ELECTION.
Mr. LACY (Ringwood): I direct
a question to the Attorney-General.
In view of the fact that the Parliament of the Australian people, the
Commonwealth Parliament, has refused to pass the Budget of the
Whitlam Government-The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler): Order! I want an assurance from the honorable member that
this matter comes under the administration of the Attorney-General, as
his opening remarks would indicate.
Mr. LACY: Yes, Mr. Speaker. And
in view of the fact that the Prime
Minister appears to be unwilling to
act according to the only constitu..
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tional means of resolving this deadlock, will the Attorney-General inform the House of the implications-Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER: Order! I appeal
to honorable members. It is difficult
enough for me to give rulings that
are acceptable and in the best interests of this place without having
undue interference. I ask the honorable member for Ringwood not to
preface his remarks but to come to
the point of his question more specifically.
Mr. LACY: Will the Attorney-General inform the House of the implications for the people of Victoria of
the unwillingness of the Prime Minister to act according to constitutional law?
The SPEAKER: Order! I cannot
accept the question because the honorable member is asking the Attorney-General for an opinion. I ask
the honorable member to rephrase
the question.
Mr. LACY: Also will the AttorneyGeneral undertake to inform the
Prime Minister that Parliamentary
democracy demands that he immediately ask the people of Australia
for a new Parliament by calling a
general election?
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows):
On a point of order, elections for the
national Parliament are a matter for
the Government CYf that Parliament
and his Excellency the GovernorGeneral.
I make a further point that under
Standing Orders questions must relate to the Minister's sphere of
responsibility. I also suggest that any
answer that the Attorney-General
was inclined to make could only
express an opinion. Finally, I respectfully submit that Federal elections
do not come within the Ministerial
responsibility
of
the
Victorian
Attorney-General.
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General):
On the point of order, I am vitally
concerned with constitutional matters on behalf of the Government
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and the Parliament of Victoria. Dur- can the Minister inform the House
ing the time I have been Attorney- why on the 9th September, 1975, he
General, I have been involved, of stated in an answer to a question, "I
course, in matters pertaining to the still have not received a complete
interpretation of the Australian Con- copy of the report "?
stitution. Indeed, this particular
Mr. SCANLAN (Minister of Health):
question, which has implications to Honorable members have been
Victoria and also to the whole of through this matter many times. The
Australia, is spoken of in the Consti- question has been answered pretution of Australia in relation to the viously, and my position is still conpower of the Governor-General to sistent with the original answer
dissolve the House of Representa- given. I did receive a document
tives. I am not going any further. from Sir Colin Syme. The document
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. related to certain tables, page numWheeler)! Order! On page 323, bers, and statistics that were essential for a complete understanding of
May statesQuestions addressed to Ministers should the nature of the report. There were
relate to the public affairs with which they considerable delays in printing, and
are officially connected, to proceedings I still have not received sufficient
pending in Parliamentprints from the printer to enable the
fullest publication of the document
that is this Parliamentor to matters of administration for which which, incidentally, costs $4.50.
they are responsible. A question should be
I have taken the liberty, however,
addressed to the Minister who is primarily
responsible, and misdirected questions are for the sake of this Parliament and
for the sake of the public, of releastransferred by the clerks at the tableing the report and making it public
and so on. The question, If I can before all the copies requested
memorize it-become available for public distribuMr. HOLDING: The honorable mem- tion. Sufficient reports will be availber for Ringwood will give you a able in the Papers Room, as arranged
copy. It is in the AUorney-General's for yesterday, for each member to
obtain a copy. On advice given to me
handwriting; that is the problem.
late yesterday, sufficient copies are
The SPEAKER: If the Leader of still not available for the widest
the Opposition is finished, I shall con- possible circulation.
tinue. The question was, "Will the
Attorney-General advise the Prime
REFRIGERATED MILK VATS.
Minister", and the honorable member for Ringwood went on \\'ith
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East) :
respect to constitutional matters, Has the Minister for Fuel and Power
and so on, I rule that the question is yet made a decision on the deputation
not permissible because I do not which waited on him recently conbelieve its subject-matter is relevant. cerning the augmentation charge for
the installation of refrigerated bulk
milk vats? If so, what is the decision?
SYME-TOWNSEND REPORT
If not, when may a decision be
ON HEALTH SERVICES.
expected on this matter?
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
Opposition): I ask the Minister of
and
Power): I indicated to the deHealth: In view of the fact that a
letter dated 31st July, 1975, from Sir putation that the applications would
CoHn Syme and Sir Lance Townsend be subjected to a thorough investigaat the beginning of the Syme- tion and that this involved myself,
the Minister of Agriculture, and the
Townsend report statedWe are now pleased to submit to you the Minister of Lands, who is in charge
of the Rural Finance and Settlement
unanimous report of the committee.
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Commission. The officers of the respective departments have examined
certain facts and figures, but the Government is concerned about whether
moneys will be available from the
Federal Government for the number
of applications that have been received. In the next two weeks, I
hope to be able to provide the honorable member with some answers.
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Mr. WILKES (Northcote): On a
point of order, the question of the
Federal Government's vacating any
site is irrelevant. The honorable
member for Sandringham asked a
specific question and now the Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation
is endeavouring to give a long dissertation on the why's and wherefore's of the situation.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler): The question directed to
the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation related to a sports complex at the showgrounds, and therefore I uphold the point of order.
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation): On a point
of order, the honorable member for
Sandringham prefaced his question
by asking whether my attention had
been drawn to an article in a newspaper which referred, among other
things, to that particular point. The
other things referred to in the article
were other sites for such a sports
stadium. As I have seen the article,
which does refer to these other sites,
I submit that I am in order.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler): I have not read the article.
If the Minister assures me that it
refers to other sites, I will hear the
honorable gentleman.
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation): From the
Government's point of view it is
desirable that the space alongside
Olympic Park, which is at present
occupied by a section of the Defence Department, should be made
available for a major indoor sports
stadium. In the event of financial
difficulties associated with the viability of a stadium at the showgrounds,
together perhaps with one at
Olympic Park, it may be essential to
combine these projects into one.

INDOOR SPORTS STADIUM.
Mr.
CRELLIN
(Sandringham):
Has the attention of the Minister for
Youth, Sport and Recreation been
drawn to an article in today's Australian that Melbourne desperately
needs an indoor sports stadium large
enough for the playing of tennis?
Can the Minister inform the House
of the current state of negotiations
concerning the Government's proposal to build such a stadium at the
Royal Agricultural Society's showgrounds?
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation): It is the
Government's intention that a major
entertainment centre should be built
at the showgrounds. In conjunction
with the Royal Agricultural Society,
the Department of Youth, Sport and
Recreation placed an advertisement
in newspapers seeking applications
from various bodies which would be
in a position to build and finance a
stadium. As a result, four applications were received, and the applicants were then invited to prepare
financial feasibility studies. To date,
two of those studies have been received, and the other two are yet to
be received but are expected shortly.
In addition to the entertainment
centre, it is considered that Melbourne should have a major indoor
centre, which will cater, on a
week-to-week
basis, for
intraState, interstate and major national
sporting competitions in a variety
of sports.
In this connection,
one possible site would be adjacent
METCON SYSTEM.
to Olympic Park. It is very desirable
Mr. WILKES (Northcote): Is
that the Federal Government should
vacate that site which is at present the Chief Secretary aware of
occupied by a section of the Defence the confusion being caused by
Department.
the use of "Give way to the
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right" signs in conjunction with
the Metcon system at certain intersections? Motorists who are asked to
comply with the Metcon system are
at times being directed, instead, to
give way to any vehicles on the right.
If the Minister is aware of the situation does he propose to instruct the
Road Safety and Traffic Authority to
continue with the Metcon system
alone or does he intend that this other
system should work alongside it?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary):
The "Give way to the right" signs
are a proper and integral part of
the Metcon system. It is proposed
that traffic lights will be erected at
the intersections where these signs
are placed. This is all in the propublic is being
gramme. The
educated to be ready for traffic lights
at these intersections. I reject the
proposition that these signs will confuse motorists. They will not. They
will allow motorists to be specifically
informed about the incidence of traffic lights in the future.
CARETAKERS FOR HIGH
SCHOOLS.

Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the National Party): Will the Minister of Education consider incorporating single accommodation for caretakers in high school buildings? New
high school buildings are magnificent, they have sophisticated equipment and are carpeted, and the danger
from vandals is frightening. As the
investment in each school is now
millions of dollars, I urge the Minister to accede to this request.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education): At this juncture, for
reasons
previously
stated,
the
Department is looking at ways and
means of reducing costs rather than
increasing them. However, it is
aware of the need for the effective
safeguarding of valuable property
and this suggestion, along with
others, will certainly be given consideration.

without Notice.

FLOOD DAMAGE IN SHIRE OF
KARA KARA.
Mr. AUSTIN (Hampden): I direct
a question to the Minister of Transport. In view of the recent heavy
rains, amounting to 622 points, which
caused heavy damage to roads and
bridges there, will the Minister consider directing that investigations be
made with a view to granting financial assistance to the Shire of Kara
Kara?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport): If the shire will supply details
of the damage, any request would
certainly be considered.
PENSIONERS' RATE REBATES.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows): I
ask the Treasurer whether the 25 per
cent rebate for pensioners on Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works rates will apply to all the
items listed in the rate notices or to
part only. If it applies to part oRly,
to what part will it apply? Will the
rebate apply to current rates for
which notices have been issued?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer): I take it that the honorable member is referring to a Bill
which has not yet appeared. I referred
to this matter in the Budget speech,
and I said then that throughout Victoria water and sewerage rates
would be the subject of a 25 per
cent rebate for pensioners. I stress
that this applies to water and sewerage rates which are incorporated, in
the case of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, with other
rates. Outside the metropolitan area,
in some cases they are separate
rates levied with the municipal rates
and, in others, they are levied by a
separate water and sewerage trust.
SYME-TOWNSEND REPORT
ON HEALTH SERVICES.
Mr. HANN (Rodney): I direct a
question to the Minister of Health.
In view of the importance of the farreaching recommendations contained
in the Syme-Townsend report on hospital and health services in Victoria,
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will the honorable gentleman ensure
that a limited number of additional
copies of the report are made available to honorable members requiring
them so that they can discuss the recommendations and the cost thereof
with administrators within their
electorates?

department hopes the increase in the
subsidy, together with the annual review which will take place, will mean
that municipalities will be more likely
to employ these people. At present
twenty recreation officers are employed by municipalities, and a further six are about to be employed.

Mr. SCANLAN
(Minister
of
Health): There is a heavy demand
for copies of the report. Earlier I indicated that I am under pressure because of the demand for them, and
at the moment there are not enough
copies to go around. Through you,
Mr. Speaker, on behalf of the Parliament, I inform the honorable member
for Rodney that I will make additional copies available to the Leader
of the Opposition and the Leader of
the National Party for use by their
party spokesman or research officers.
I would be quite happy to discuss that
proposition with the honorable members concerned.

TRAINING OF DEAF CHILDREN.
Mr.
FORDHAM
(Footscray):
Can the Minister of Health confirm
that Dr. McCloskey, the Chief Health
Officer, has approached the Institute
of Early Childhood Developmentformerly known as the Kindergarten
Training College--requesting it to
arrange courses for pre-school teachers to undertake certain work in the
training of the deaf which is currently undertaken by the Education
Department in Victoria? If so, can
the honorbale gentleman also advise
whether the Education Departmentparticularly the Assistant Minister of
Education-was consulted prior to
this action being taken?
of
Mr. SCANLAN
(Minister
Health): I understand that discussions took place today with Professor
Clarke, of the Consultative Council
on Maternal and Child Health, on the
training of teachers of the deaf and
other related matters. As yet I am
not in a position to confirm whether
a formal approach has been made by
Dr. McCloskey to the Institute of
Early Childhood Development, but I
will make inquiries about that matter.

MUNICIPAL RECREATION
OFFICERS.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas);
I direct to the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation a question relating to the funds made available for
the employment of muncipal recreation officers. Can the honorable
gentleman advise whether it is intended to increase the number of
officers available under this scheme
or to review the basis of the subsidy?
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation): The Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation
regards municipal recreation officers
as the principal officers responsible
for encouraging activities associated
with youth, sport and recreation and
liaison with municipalities in the
field.
They are most important
officers.
Subsidies of $7,000 have been
made available; these will now be increased to $7,500, and they will be
reviewed annually. The reason for
the increase is higher wages and the
need to make some provision for
travelling and office expenses. The

FIRE REGULATIONS IN
PARLIAMENT HOUSE.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne): Can the
Minister of Public Works advise the
House whether the fabric of the
Parliament House building is subject
to building regulations or fire regulations? If it is subject to those regulations, could the honorable gentleman examine the area on the third
floor-the Phantom Of the Opera
area, just above the Library doorto see whether it is in conformity
with fire regulations, particularly for
the provision of fire escapes for honorable members, especially if the lifts
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
are out of order, and to determine
whether the wiring is subject to the Wheeler): The matter which was referred to by the Chief Secretary as
normal requirements for houses?
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public supplementary was an interjection.
Works) : Regarding the first part of The question asked by the honorable
the question, the Crown is not bound member for Brunswick West is the
one to be considered.
by regulations.
Mr. ROSSITER: It is a fact that
Regarding the second part of the
question, I would certainly not want the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
to see the honorable member for Mel- and I inspected the area concerned.
bourne trapped in any part of Parlia- I invited the local member to accomment House, and later, at a con- pany us but for reasons of State he
venient time, I will accompany him to was not available. The mayor of the
inspect the area that he would like local municipality was also not available. I am surprised that the honorme to see.
able member for Brunswick West is
now interesting himself in this matRAIL UNION DEMANDS.
ter, against the wishes of his Deputy
(Gippsland Leader.
Mr.
MACLELLAN
West): Can the Minister of TransAfter the inspection I discussed the
port confirm whether the Central matter with Minister of Transport,
Council of the Combined Rail Unions and I believe that he has also disShop Committees has recommended cussed it with the Deputy Leader of
a series of black bans, strikes and the Opposition and that an amicable
guerilla tactics to try to obtain a $40- conclusion has been reached.
a-week over-award payment and
fourteen other claims?
REGIONAL CHILDREN'S CLINIC
Mr.
MEAGHER (Minister of
YOUTH ADVISORY CENTRE.
Transport): I have seen a document
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
in roneoed form which purports to
be a report of a meeting of the organ- Opposition) : Is it a fact that the
ization to which the honorable mem- Regional Children's Clinic Youth
ber referred. The words to which he Advisory Centre off St. Kilda Road
referred were contained in that docu- closed without ever being occupied,
and is it also a fact that for a period
ment.
of twelve months when it was unoccupied a rent in the vicinity of
ROAD COURTESY LINES.
$2,800 a month was paid?
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West):
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of
With the Deputy Leader of the Op- Health) : I request that the question
position did the Chief Secretary con- be placed on the Notice Paper.
duct the investigation last week of
the so-called road courtesy lines in
Nicholson Street, Fitzroy? If so, did COMMERCIAL GOODS VEHICLES
LICENCE FEES.
the honorable gentleman discuss the
danger of those road courtesy lines
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East):
with the Minister of Transport and I ask the Minister of Transport: Is
are proposals under way to remove it a fact that licence fees under the
the danger to motorists coming into Commercial Goods Vehicles Act have
and leaving the city?
been increased? If so, to what exMr. Ross-EnwARDs: Does the hon- tent have they been increased, from
orable member not discuss these what date was the increase operative
matters with the Deputy Leader of and what steps were taken to publicize the fact?
the Opposition?
Mr.
MEAGHER
(Minister ot
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary):
There has been a
That is a good supplementary ques- Transport):
recent small increase in the 'licence
tion.
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fees. The increase leaves the fees
substantially below those recommended in the Bland report. The
actual date from which the increase
became operative escapes me; I believe it was about 1st October. I will
check the details for the honorable
member. It was the responsibility of
the Transport Regulation Board to
advise all licence holders of the
change.
COMMONWEALTH

EDUCATION

FUNDS.

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas):
Is the Minister of Education aware
that Mr. Kim Beasley, in the Federal
Parliament last week, referred to the
State Minister's figure of $9·2 million
for capital works in education in the
first half year as being a mystic suggestion? Is the Minister able to give
further clarification regarding the
amount being made avai'lable and has
he supplementary information from
the Schools Commission?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education): Last week I answered
the first part of the question
to
the
effect
that
I
had
received a telex from the Schools
Commission which indicated that
$9.211 million of new capital money
would be made available for Victorian
Government schools for the first six
months of next year. If the Federal
Minister for Education regards the
telex from the Chairman of the
Schools Commission as being of a
mystic nature, perhaps it was a mystic thing.
In the past week I have received
additional information relating to the
second half of 1976 which indicates
that a figure of $19.6 million will be
made available for the twelve-month
period. This compares with the recommendation made by the Schools
Commission of $135 million for the
three-year period.
The Victorian Government was expecting to receive $135 million for
three reasons-firstly, because the
Schools Commission was the creation
of the present Commonwealth Gov-
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ernment; secondly, because its recommendation for the previous biennial period was accepted in toto
for Victorian Government schools despite the fact that it was during a
period of acute inflation; and thirdly,
because the Schools Commission itself had said it had taken into account
the state of the economy and had
postponed the attainment of certain
objectives for a further two-year
period and had made its recommenda tion accordingly.
PETITION.
FLUORIDATION OF WATER SUPPLY.

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) presented
a petition from certain citizens of
Victoria praying that the House take
action to amend existing legislation to ensure that fluoridation of any
public water supply is not undertaken
unless requested by a majority of
voters in a referendum held in the
area administered by the water trust
concerned. He stated that the petition
was respectfully worded, in order,
and bore 595 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be
laid on the table.
PAPERS.
The following papers pursuant to
the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid upon the table by
the Clerk:Education Act 1958-Resumption of land at
Werribee-Certificate of the Minister of
Education.
Milk Board-Statement of accounts for the
year 1973-74.
National Museum of Victoria Council-Report for the year 1974-75.
Police Regulation Act 1958-Determination
No. 245 of the Police Service Board.
Public Record Office-Report of the Keeper
of Public Records for the year 1974-75.
Statutory Rules under .the following Acts : Agricultural Colleges Act 1958-No. 356.
Dairy Products Act 1958-No. 353.
Dried Fruits Act 1958-No. 361.
Education Act 1958-No. 363.
Egg Industry Stabilization Act 1973-No.
354.
Farm Produce Merchants and Commission
Agents Act 1965-No. 359.
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Industrial Training Act 1975-No. 355.
Local Government Act 1958-No. 215.
Milk and Dairy Supervision Act 1958-No.
360.
Milk Pasteurization Act 1958-No. 358.
Motor Boating Act 1961-No. 362.
Portland Harbor Trust Act 1958-Nos.
364,365.
Stock Medicines Act 1958-No. 357.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Eppalock Planning Scheme, Amendment
No. 3, 1975.

STATE ELECTRICITY
COMMISSION.
Mr. AMOS (Morwell) : I desire to
move the adjournment of the House
for the purpose of discussing a definite matter of urgent public importance, namely, the failure of the
Minister for Fuel and Power to ensure
that the provisions of section 102 of
the State Electricity Commission Act
1958 are being properly used by the
commission.
Approval of the proposed discussion was indicated by the required
number of members rising in their
places as specified in Standing Order
No. 26 (b).
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) : I raise a point of order,
Mr. Speaker. I appreciate the fact
that I was given a copy of the motion
some time ago, but I seek your ruling
on whether it is admissible. In the
seventeenth edition of May, at page
364, it is stated that the matter raised
by the motion must be definite, must
not be couched in general terms or
covering a great number of cases, and
must be urgent.
Section 102 of the State Electricity
Commission Act is the widest-drawn
section in the Act. It is the general
powers section and has four subsections. Sub-section (1) providesThe Commission may enter into all such
contracts and do all such acts matters and
things as are necessary or incidental to the
execution and discharge of its powers duties
and authorities under this or any other Act.

Other sub-sections cover the general
powers to enter into contracts and so
forth.

Commission.

I believe this motion should name
a specific subject. I have no idea what
the honorable member for Morwell
wishes to discuss or how many matters he wishes to raise. Therefore, I
seek your ruling, Mr. Speaker, on
whether the motion can stand. I believe it is far too wide and should be
ruled out of order.
Mr. AMOS (Morwell): On the
point of order, Mr. Speaker, the whole
point of my moving the motion is for
the purpose of discussing a definite
matter of urgent public importance.
Although section 102 of the Act deals
with the powers of the commission
to enter into all such contracts and
do all such acts, matters and things
as are necessary, nevertheless it is
one of the sections of the Act which
the commission relies upon very
heavily. It is the continued operation
of that section of the Act which is in
serious doubt. The insistence of the
commission to continue to use the
Act makes the matter urgent because
the matter is current. The matter has
not taken effect only recently but
some time ago, as that section of the
Act is continually being relied upon
by the commission. It was recently
brought to my notice that the provisions of the section have been publicly put in doubt by the SolicitorGeneral.
I remind the House, Mr. Speaker,
that this is the first opportunity that
I have had of raising this matter in
this way because it was the subject
matter of questions placed on the
Notice Paper some time ago and
directed to the Minister for Fuel and
Power.
Those
questions
were
answered only recently. From the
date of those answers, today is the
first opportunity I have had of raising
this matter. I contend that the motion
is in order.
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General):
I rise to a point of order, Mr. Speaker,
to assist you. I have always recognized the procedures governing adjournment motions, but it does not
seem to me that this motion falls
within the very clear rules which
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have been laid down in May's Parliamentary Practice and by your predecessors.
As my colleague, the Minister for
Fuel and Power, correctly stated-I
am very happy to support him, as
he did very well-May at page 364
states that the matter raised by the
motion must be definite, it must deal
with a single specific matter, and it
must not be couched in general terms
or covering a great number of
cases. There is also the second
leg, that before the motion can
be accepted by you, Mr. Speaker,
the
matter
must be
urgent.
This has not been shown. The motion
must be specific. No particulars are
given. Section 102 of the State Electricity Act relates to contracts and
the manner in which they should be
entered into. I.t is clear that the honorable member has not made out a
case to have the matter considered
as an urgency motion. There are
ample opportunities that the honorable member would have to raise this
matter and I shall be happy to advise him of them in due course.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition): On a point of order,
the basis of the objection by the
Minister for Fuel and Power, which
was supported by the AttorneyGeneral, is that you, Mr. Speaker,
should rule the motion out of order
by virtue of the fact that it fails to
reach four criteria: Firstly, that it
is not urgent; secondly, that it is
couched in general terms; thirdly,
that it does not deal with a definite
ma,tter; and, fourthly, that it is not
specific. I submit that the question
of urgency is resolved by members
of the Opposition indicating their
support for the motion.
I refer to the ruling of Mr. Speaker
McDonald, which was followed by
Mr. Speaker Christie on numerous
occasions, and has been followed by
yourself, on the question of whether
the matter is definite and deals with
a single m1aUer and is not couched
in general terms. The honorable
member for Morwell, proposing to
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move a motion for the adjournment
of the House, indicated that what he
was concerned to address to your
attention was the proper exercise
of section 102 of the State Electricity
Commission Act. He indicated, by
way of explaining what :the matter
was about, that he was relying,
amongst other things, on a view
expressed by the Solicitor-General.
If a section of an Act is being
improperly exercised by the State
Electricity Commission, tha,t is a
single matter. It does not stop being
a single matter, for the purposes of
this debate, by vir.tue of the fuct
that the State Electricity Commission
might be improperly exercising the
section on a number of matters. They
should simply be used as illustrations. The motion alleges that there
has been an improper exercise of the
section. If that is so, it is ,a matter
for the House to decide by resolution
whether there has in fact been an
improper exercise of the section, but
if that is so, that is a single matter.
The faot is that the motion is specific
because it deals with a specific section of the Act, and the motion is
not couched in general terms. Accordingly I believe you, Mr. Speaker,
ought to uphold that ,the motion is
in order.
The arguments put forward by the
Minister for Fuel and Power are not
cogent. If there was an improper
exercise of the section of .the Act in
respect of a specific matter, on his
own logic, he would Slay this motion
would be in order, but if there were
two matters he would say it was not
in order.
The point made by the honorable
member for Morwell, and it is
couched in the terms of the motion,
is that there has been an improper
exercise of section 102 of the Act.
He says it is not being properly used.
That is a single charge. It is a single
allegation. It is quite definite and it
is quite specific. If the House takes
the view that that is so, it does not
detract from the efficacy of the
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single matter involved in the argument, that the seotion might be improperly used in a number of cases.
The number of cases does not add
to the fact that the motion deals
with a single item. That is a single
item and you, Mr. Speaker, ought to
uphold it.
Mr. THOM'PSON (Minister of Education): I support the views expressed by the Minister for Fuel and
Power and the Attorney-General,
particularly in relation to two
m·atters. Firstly, it was pOin.ted out
clearly and concisely that :the subject
matter of a motion for the adjournment of the House must be definite
and must relate to a specific single
item. Reference has been made in
the proposed motion to the widest
section in the State Electricity Commission Act, section 102.
It has been a consistent principle
adopted by Speakers in this House
to rule out of order broad general
motions of this type. For example,
on that basis in 1968 a motion relating to decentralization, and another
relating to the Geelong area, were
ruled out of order. If it were permissible to introduce adjournment
motions of this type in general terms
there would be no end to them and
they would lose their purpose and
significance in this House. I submit
that on the basis of those two previous decisions this motion is certainly not couched in terms of specific definite matter and is out of order.

Mr. WlLKES (Northcote): The intention of the honorable member for
Morwell is to highlight a deficiency
in the State Electricity Commission
Act and the failure of the State
Electricity Commission and the Minister to do anything about it. That
is the purpose of the motion. The
honorable member could not have
been in possession of the information to act on it sooner than today,
for the simple reason that he was
waiting to get replies to questions
on how the Minister and the State
Electricity Commission were applying
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the provisions of section 102. It was
absolutely essential for him to be in
possession of that information in
addi tion ,to the opinion given by the
Solicitor-General when he appeared
before the Public Accounts Committee. The Solicitor-General expressed
some doubt as to :the validity or purpose of section 102 in respect of
what the State Electricity Commission and the Minister wanted to do
concerning the people at Yallourn
and the compensation for their
houses.
All the honomble member has done
is to show, as the Leader of the
Opposition pointed out, that urgency
has been demonstrated to you, Mr.
Speaker, by the number of honorable
members who have stood in their
places to support him. If the Government is frightened, as apparently
it is, and if the Government does not
want ,to know why section 102 of
the Act is being used by the State
Electricity Commission to the detriment of certain people in Victoria,
loan understand why the Government is taking the view.
To argue the question logically,
there is no reason why the House
should not accept the right of the
honorable member for Morwell to
put these matters before it and then
let the House decide. How can the
House decide on the poin.ts put forward by the Minister of Education
when he does not know what the
honorable member for Morwell proposes to say in suppot.t of his motion
for the adjournment of the House?
The House could not possibly know
those details until the matter is
debated.
I submit that the motion is in order
and that the honorable member for
Morwell should be able to put this
very important question before the
Parliament.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) : Order! T have heard
argumen.t from both sides. I have
heard three honorable members for
and three honorable members against
the motion and it appears to me that
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that is sufficient argument for me to
consider whe:ther the motion is admissible or not. At the outset, the
matter of urgency has been raised
and I refer honorable members to a
Standing Orders Committee that gave
the following adviceIn the opinion of the Committee twelve
members rising to support the motion for the
adjournment of the House under this Standing Order should be deemed to be sufficient
proof that the subject proposed for discussion is one of urgent public importance.

That was adopted by the House.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Interjecting).
The SPEAKER: Perhaps the honorable member will write it down.
Mr. DoUBE: He thinks the Minister
is superior to the Speaker in the
House. It is an offence to interject
when the Speaker is on his feet.
The SPEAKER: I have given a
direction in ,this place before today
that members should be addressed
as honorable members. I do not want
the inference to be drawn that I
cast aspersions on a member of this
House.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary):
On a point of order!
The SPEAKER: There is no point
of order. I take it that there is an
inference that I do not address members in this place with their correct
title. I claim that I do.
Mr. ROSSITER: Mr. Speaker, if
you address an honorable member as
Mr. Minister you are wrong if he is
not a Minister, and if you address a
Minister as a member you are wrong
in my view because he is the honorable, the Minister. He is a member,
but he is also a Minister and ought
to be directed and addressed as such
by the Speaker.
The SPEAKER: I note the views
of the Minister. The question asked
by the honorable member for Morwell in this place on the 14th October, 1975, relative to the State Electricity Commission, and :the answer
given on the same date, did not
give the opportunity to the honorable
member to bring this matter up
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earlier than the present occasion
therefore I accept the matter of
urgency and the availability of his
first opportunity.
The motion that is put forward by
the honorable member makes reference to ensuring that the provisions
of section 102 of the State Electricity
Commission Act are being properly
used by the commission. Section 102
presently contains four sub-sections,
all relative to the one. Right through
section 102 there is emphasis on
contracts, contracting, contractual
procedures, and so on.
It is true that at page 366 of the.
seventeenth edition 'Of May it is
stated that the matter raised by the
motion must be of a single specific
matter. I believe the wording of
the provisions of section 102 of
the Act is specific, but in the
true sense of the word it is
not single. That is the only matter
that is exercising any doubt in my
mind. I make reference to a previous
ruling given by Mr. Speaker McDonald on the 17th March, 1964,
when there was doubt about the
admissibility of a motion. In that
case he saidIn a case where the Speaker was extremely doubtful as to the admissibility of
the motion he allowed it in order to maintain
the rights of the minority.

After taking all those matters into
consideration, I accept the motion.
Mr. STEPHEN (Ballaarat South):
On a point of order, could honorable
members be supplied with some information on the subject which is to
be debated? Honorable members cannot take part in the debate unless they
are provided with copies of the relevant provisions.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) : Copies of the motion
moved by the honorable member for
Morwell have been circulated. What
argument the honorable member will
develop will be up to him, and I can
only suggest that the honorable member for Ballaarat South will have to
listen to those arguments.
Mr. AMOS (MorweIl): I move-That the House do now adjourn.
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1 regard the matter as urgent and
important, otherwise I would not have
moved the motion. The Minister's
responsibility in this area is clearly
set out in section 12 of the State
Electricity Commission Act which
readsSubject to the Minister the Commission
shall administer .this Act and shall have and
may exercise the rights, powers and authorities and discharge the duties conferred or
imposed on it by this or any other Act.

Commission.

.It is my contention that the State
Electricity Commission has looked
upon this section of the Act as allembracing, as giving the commission
power that other sections of the Act
have not given to' it. The opinion of
the Solicitor-General, which is set out
in Appendix B of the report submitted
by the Public Accounts Committee to
the Parliament, states, inter aliaThe absence of a proviSion such as section
102(1) would not diminish the powers
of the State Electricity Commission
and the sub-section does no more than declare what would otherwise be the case.

Therefore, the Minister is directly
responsible for the administration of
the Act and the actions of the comOne has to ask why is it necessary
mission in administering the Act.
for the section to be included in the
A reference to Hansard and a num- Act.
The Solicitor-General conber of related incidents over the years tinuesindicates that the State Electricity
Whenever powers are granted by statute
Commission has relied-very heavily everything
necessary or incidental to their
at times-upon section 102 (1) of the exercise is impliedly granted. Provisions
Act to give authority to a number of such as section 102(1) have been used by
payments made for a variety of rea- the courts in cases of doubt to resolve the
in favour of the existence of a power.
sons. This subject has recently come doubt
That is, such provisions may assist in interunder the scrutiny of the Public Ac- preting the extent of powers which can be
counts Committee of this House. In seen to have been conferred. They cannot be
bringing down its report, the commit- used to add powers which do not otherwise
tee mentioned that its limited terms of exist.
reference did not enable it to go fur- The crux of my argument is the
ther, but that it was able to conclude words, "they cannot be used to add
that this section was being used by powers which do not otherwise
the commission in an improper exist". I have researched the State
manner.
ElectriCity Commission Act concernin three specific areas and have been
The committee's report was sup- unable
to find any power granted by
plemented and supported by an any section
of the Act which would
opinion from the Solicitor-General. enable the commission
rightfully to
Before developing the argument in make payments to persons,
the two or three ways I should like, tions and authorities as it organizahas been
in the time available, I remind hon- dOing. As the Solicitor-General
says
orable members of what the Solicitor- in his opinion to the Public Accounts
General said in connection with this Committee, there was a clear absence
section of the State Electricity Com- of power with respect to the paymission Act. In this instance the ment of certain moneys to business
Public Accounts Committee was in- companies in Ballarat and Bendigo,
vestigating the powers of the com- and again there is a clear absence of
mission to make available certain power in relation to the payment of
sums of money to bus operators in compensation to persons and bodies
Ballarat and Bendigo following the in other parts of the State, quite apart
abandonment by the commission of from the ma tters rela ted to the
the tramways in those regional cities. inquiry by the Public Accounts
Committee.
Section 102 (1) providesThe Commission may enter into all such
Honorable members have heard
contracts and do all such acts, matters and
things as are necessary or incidental to the arguments concerning the abandonexecution and discharge of its powers duties ment of the Yallourn township to
and authorities under this or any other Act.
enable the commission to use the coal
Mr. Amos.
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beneath the town. Those honorable
members who are interested in that
matter have followed questions on
notice in this place and the answers
given by the Minister concerning the
power of the commission to pay certain organizations and persons compensation to entice them to leave the
town. Section 21 (1) (f) of the State
Electricity Commission Act provides
that the commission may on behalf
of Her Majestyopen establish supe~se operate and m~in
tain open-cut workmgs for the productIon
of raw brown coal briquetting works and
by-products recovery works.

Prior to that provision and after it
reference is made to the powers of
the commission concerning the
generation, distribution and sale of
electricity in Victoria. I have not been
able to find any reference there or
elsewhere in the Act of the commission being empowered to make unspecified amounts of money available
to organizations and individuals by
way of compensation. This matter
has been referred to in a number of
questions on notice and in the
answers given by the Minister for
Fuel and Power. Last week, the
Minister for Fuel and Power answered
question on notice No. 1870, in which
I askedUnder what statutory provision payments are made by the State Electri~ity
Commission to Yallourn residents vacatmg
the town and what is the reason for such
payments?

In his answer, the Minister referred
to section 102 (1) and statedUnder the provisions of the State Electricity Commission Act, section 102 ( 1) ,
the commission is empowered to take all
necessary action as is incidental to the execution and discharge of its powers and duties
under the Act, which include under section
21 (1) (f) the development of open cuts for
winning of brown coal.

Section 21 (1) (I) gives the commission power to establish and operate open-cut mines. Neither section
102 (1) nor section 21 (1) (f)
covers the payment of compensation
to certain individuals. On 18th
September, 1973, in answer to a
question on notice No. 114, concern-
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ing the payment of compensation to
Yalloum residents, as recorded at
page 368, volume 313 of Hansard,
the Minister said that, in accordance
with powers vested in it by the State
Electricity Commission Act, the
commission had made a decision to
pay compensation to the people of
Yallourn.
In answer to a question on how
many employees at Yallourn qualified
for payments and how many received
salaries in excess of $7,000, $9,000,
$11,000, $13,000 and $15,000, respectively, the Minister said that 330
employees were eligible. I also asked
the Minister how much money was
involved, how many of those eligible
employees were still with the commission and how many had left, as
well as the whole purpose of the payment of compensation. I make it
clear that the moral question of paying compensation to people who have
been forced to leave Yallourn because
of action by the State Electricity
Commission is an entirely different
matter. If the State Electricity Commission decided, and later the Government confirmed that decision, that
the town must go, that the people
must move and so compensation must
be paid, that is a matter for the Government to decide at the time. It is
not a matter for the State Electricity
Commission, under powers which it
does not possess, to decide upon and
make payments from general revenue
funds. Clearly, there is an absence
of power in this case.
It is not only the honorable member
for Morwell who is questioning the
power of the State Electricity Commission in this regard. A former
senior property officer of the commission, Mr. Heskey, has questioned
the commission's power to make compensation payments. This recentlyretired officer has written to the
secretary of the commission asking
what powers the commission has to
make payments of compensation. Mr.
Heskey referred to the payment of
compensation to residents of Yallourn
and mentioned that tenants at Yallourn were on weekly tenancies and
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therefore they could not be classified
as long-term residents. In these
cases, the landlord could terminate
the tenancy on one week's notice.
There was no suggestion that compensation would be paid to those
tenants. In his reply the secretary of
the State Electricity Commission
refers to section 102 (1) and statesThe payment of financial assistance to
facilitate the settlement of Yallourn residents is a legitimate incidental expense in
the development and extension of the
Yallourn open eut.

This view is contrary to the report
by the Public Accounts Committee and the opinion given by the
Solicitor-General, and the State
Electricity Commission should have
taken stock of the situation.
It should have taken steps to ensure
that this authority for those areas
was clarified. Clearly, the State Electricity Commission has failed in this
regard, as has the Minister for Fuel
and Power. The existence of the
Solicitor-General's opinion has been
known to the honorable gentleman
since it was tabled in Parliament, and,
I dare say, before that time.
As I indicated, the Public Accounts
Committee referred to the fact that
because of its limited terms of reference it was unable to investigate
other
payments
made
under
section 102 (1) of the State
Electricity Commission Act. The
committee referred specifically to
payments to the Latrobe Valley
Bus Lines by way of a subsidy
for the transport of State Electricity
Commission employees in the Latrobe
Valley from their places of abode to
their place of work and home again
in the evening.
If one looks at a number of areas
one sees where, without any specific
reference of power in the State Electricity Commission Act, the commission has been making certain payments and entering into certain agreements in the absence of power to do
so. The only excuse the commission
has been able to give is that it is
authorized by section 102 (1) to
make those payments.
Mr. Amos.
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In passing, I refer to yet another
area where the State Electricity Commission clearly has no power to make
payments; where it in no way can
argue-nor can the Minister arguethat the payments made and the expenses so incurred have anything to
do with the generation, distribution
and sale of electricity in the State of
Victoria. My examination of the State
Electricity Commission's charter as
contained in the State Electricity
Commission Act does not show where
the commission has that power.
The Minister for Fuel and Power
ought to have taken the initiative of
advising his Ministerial colleagues, the
Premier and others in the Cabinet,
either that the State Electricity Commission requires this additional
power, or that the whole Act ought to
be examined by an all-party committee such as the Public Accounts
Committee. That ought to have been
done before now.
I also asked the Minister for Fuel
and Power questions relating to the
State Electricity Commission's use of
an accommodation house at Mt.
Beauty. This matter arose because an
advertisement appeared in the metropolitan press calling for a new
manager - housekeeper - "host" if
honorable members like - for this
accommodation house.
Questions
which were put to the chairman of
the State Electricity Commission
revealed that the accommodation
house was one used by the commissioners when they performed official
functions and duties in the Kiewa
area. Honorable members all know
the area concerned; it is where the
commission's hydro-electric undertakings are situated. Following the
disclosure by the chairman of the
commission I asked a number of
questions on notice of the Minister
for Fuel and Power, one of which
wasWhat is the present purpose of this property and for how long has it been so used?

The Minister's reply wasIts principal use is still the accommodation of commissioners, senior officers when
they are in the area on official business and
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also other official visitors who need to visit
the area. There is no other suitable alternative accommodation for these purposes.

I also asked the MinisterOn how many occasions all the commissioners have visited the accommodation
house together and on how many occasions
one or more of the commissioners have so
visited?

What was the Minister's reply? What
honorable members are considering
here is a legitimate exercise where
the State Electricity Commission has
maintained an accommodation house
for the purposes of accommodating its
commissioners to view hydro-electric
undertakings and similar works relating to the generation, distribution and
possible sale of electricity in the
State. Quite clearly the State Electricity Commission is following a
proper course.
In the Minister's reply to that section of the question he referred to the
principal use and to the costs of maintenance and operating, including caretaking and garden maintenance. The
Minister referred to the number of
times the commissioners have used
the house because that is the principal
use. The reply is now recorded at
page 7459 of Hansard, and it readsThe commissioners .together have not used
the house at any time in the past three years
but individually they have as follows1972-73-eight times.
1973-74-six times.
1974-75-four times.

That amounts to a total of eighteen
times in the past three years. The Minister then went on to state how many
times the accommodation house has
been used by people other than commissioners, and that number totalled
243. The proportion of visits by commissioners of the State Electricity
Commission individually-not in concert-to those by other people is only
7 per cent. There were thirteen times
more visits by other people, not necessarily related to the commissioners,
to the accommodation house. One
wonders how this occurred.
Clearly State Electricity Commission funds are being used to maintain
this accommodation house. A perusal
Session 1975.-272
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of the State Electricity Commission
Act does not reveal any specific
power by the commission to own and
operate the accommodation house for
any reason other than the one which
I mentioned earlier. I know of no
reason for visits to an accommodation house paid for out of the State
Electricity Commission funds by
people other than those directly
involved in the generation, distribution and supply of electricity in Victoria.
One could ask who are these people
who have visited this accommodation
house. I am pleased to be able to
advise the House and you, Mr. Acting
Speaker, of all the facts relating to
this ex~rcise, because I am in possession of the full guest list which goes
back three years. I concede that on
all occasions when the Minister for
Fuel and Power or the commissioners
of the State Electricity Commission
or its senior officers have visited the
accommodation house, they had a
valid reason for doing so.
The payment for maintenance of
this accommodation house should be
properly accounted for by the State
Electricity Commission. If one refers
to the annual report of the commission, one does not see a clear
reference to the operation of such
a chalet. The only reference one
can point to in the report is the
heading "Miscellaneous Expenditure" under which appears an item
headed "Other expenditure and
income" at page 38 of this
voluminous State Electricity Commission report for the year 1973-74.
It is stated that for the previous year
the figure was $38,000 and that for
the current year it was $113,000. I
assume that that sort of expenditure
catered for the costs and expenses of
operating this hideaway chalet. I ask
the Minister for Fuel and Power, and
you, Mr. Acting Speaker, to look at
the guest list-I will be happy to table
it-to see who the people were who
were involved in these visits, and who
involved the State Electricity Commission in all this expenditure.
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Let us look at the year 1975. The
occasions of these visits to the guest
house were given by the Minister in
answer to my question last week.
From 31st December to 9th January
the guests were Mr. and Mrs. ScottMr. Scott is a commissioner of the
State Electricity Commission; Sir and
Lady Connelly-I take that as being
a legitimate visit; Sir and Lady
Haworth - I understand that that
gentleman is a former Liberal Party
Minister of the Crown. 1 do not know
what he has to do with the State
Electricity Commission. An interesting entry occurs on 4th February;
who should arrive at the accommodation house-paid for by the
State Electricity Commission and
by every electricity user in this
State-but the Minister of Health!
Who should join him on 7th
February but the Minister's wife
and son, who stayed until 9th February, and the Minister left on 11th
February. I do not suggest that this
was not a legitimate visit, but the
Minister for Fuel and Power should
advise the House where State Electricity Commission funds are being
so used and why that is regarded by
the commission and the Minister as a
legitimate expense.
It makes interesting reading to go
through the accommodation list for
the first eight or nine months of this
year, but if one goes back a further
two years, it can be seen that there
were regular guests at the accommodation house. It seems strange
that they arrived on public holidays,
long week-ends, Christmas time and
other holidays throughout the year.
It also seems strange that the people
concerned have no direct relationship
with the generation, distribution and
supply of electricity to Victoria.
Surely the State Electricity Commission and the Minister do not regard
section 102 (1) of the Act as enabling
payments to be made for the upkeep
of an accommodation house for this
purpose? Surely they do not so
regard it in a year when electricity
tariffs have already risen by 10 per
cent, and when notice has been given
and it has not been denied by the
Mr. Amos.
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Minister for Fuel and Power that
tariffs could increase by a further 10
per cent before the expiration of another six months?
Let us go back to before this time.
One could ask why it was necessary
for these people, who have no
apparent direct relationship with the
State Electricity Commission, to visit
this accommodation house. On 1st
September 1973 Mrs. Callinan and
son, together with Mrs. Buxton and
daughter Mary, arrived at the accommodation house. On 2nd September
Mr. Callinan arrived, and another
member of the Callinan family
arrived on 3rd September. I do not
know what relationship they have
with the State Electricity Commission. On 22nd September Mr. and
Mrs. De Campo arrived-Mr. De
Campo is a State Electricity Commission officer. Mr. and Mrs. Trethowan-the Chairman of the State
Electricity Commission and his wife
-and one other lady, as well as the
State Electricity Commission driver,
arrived on 22nd September, and they
were there until the 25th. 1 shall ask
the Minister whether he will give me
leave to have these guest lists incorporated in Hansard, but first I shall
go through some more interesting
entries.
On 24th November, 1972, Mr. and
Mrs. Trethowan, Mrs. Bowen, Mr. and
Mrs. Chibber-Mr. Chibber is a
State Electricity Commission architect-arrived, and they left on 26th
November. From 1st to 10th December Mr. and Mrs. Shopley were
there, recuperating from illness. On
3rd December Mr. Kurt Albrecht and
daughter arrived; the State Electricity
Commission driver arrived on 10th
December, and Mr. and Mrs. White
and Mr. and Mrs. Williams were there
from 7th to 10th December.
I
take it that Mr. White is the former
Chairman of the State Electricity
Commission. On 26th December the
arrivals were Mr. and Mrs. White,
Deborah White and son and Mrs.
Valence. 1 am not aware what Mrs.
Valence has to do with the State
Electricity Commission and legitimate
expenditure.
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In 1973 Mr. and Mrs. Scott stayed
at the accommodation house from
2nd to 12th January; Mr. and Mrs.
Simpson arrived on 7th January and
Sir and Lady Haworth arrived on 12th
January. Sir and Lady W. Connelly
were there between 7th and 16th
January, and on 16th January the
arrivals were Major and Mrs. Williams, Mrs. Derbyshire and Mrs.
Valence.
The Leader of the National Party
has been asking by interjection who
else has been visiting this place. It
is of particular note-and perhaps the
Leader of the National Party, as well
as the Minister for Fuel and Power
could explain this-that the regular
visitors to this accommodation house
were Lady Fairley, Mrs. Mott and
Mrs. Perry. Perhaps he can tell us
why they have been regular visitors
and what connection they have with
the State Electricity Commission and
the exercise of the distribution of
funds to cover the costs of the accommodation house to which I have been
referring.
Further visitors included Mr. and
Mrs. Trethowan from 10th to 21st
May; Mr. and Mrs. Badenhope and
son Peter, from 14th to 18th May,
and Mr. and Mrs. Pajo, from 18th
to 20th May. I understand that Mr.
Pajo is a furniture manufacturer. I
am unaware what function a furniture manufacturer plays in the
generation, distribution and sale of
electricity.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr.
McLaren): The honorable member
has one more minute.
On the motion of Mr. WILKES
(Northcote), Standing Order No. 26
(c) was suspended so far as to
allow the honorable member for
Morwell to continue his speech for
fifteen minutes.
Mr. AM OS (Morwell): I thank the
honorable member for Northcote and
the House. As I was saying, I seriously question the use of State Electricity Commission funds for this
purpose.
I intend to continue
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because on 12th March, 1973, again
Lady Fairley, Mrs. Mott and Mrs.
Perry visited the accommodation
house-as I have said they are
regular visitors.
Mr. and Mrs.
Paterson arrived on 26th April.
As I stated, Mr. Pajo, a furniture manufacturer, visited the accommodation house from 18th to
20th May, 1973. I ask the question
why a furniture manufacturer needs
to take advantage of the State Electricity Commission tariff contributors of this State to enjoy a visit to
the accommodation house which is
supposed to be, in the Minister's
own words, for the accommodation
of commissioners of the State Electricity Commission and other senior
officers on offidal business. That
question remains unanswered.
Between 4th July and 7th July,
Mr. and Mrs. Dixon and four children visited the accommodation
house. Perhaps the Minister for Fuel
and Power can advise how Mr. and
Mrs. Dixon and four children could
have some remote connection with
the generation and distribution of
electricity and therefore need to use
the State Electricity Commission
facilities. Perhaps the Minister could
explain another visit. I ask why on
1st December, 1973, Mr. and Mrs.
Borthwick and son and driver arrived
to make use of the accommodation
house.
These matters are not covered in
the annual report of the State Electricity Commission. One cannot find
in that report whether the commission has been using its funds for
this purpose. One cannot find in the
State Electricity Commission Act
where it has the power or the authority to allow its funds to be used
for this purpose. Already a public
announcement has been made indicating that $38,000 is provided for
maintaining
this
accommodation
house.
I asked the Minister for Fuel and
Power this question, inter aliaIn each of the past three years-(a) what
was the maintenance cost of the accommodation house?
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The answer I received to that part
of the question was1972-73-$29,000.
1973-74-$38,000.
1974-75-$38,000.

That was the cost to the electricity
consumers of this State. They have
every right to ask the Government
why, when they are asked to pay
10 per cent more in electricity
tariffs, the State Electricity Commission is able to use money for this
purpose. Why is it that some people
receiving salaries in excess of
$20,000 a year are able to obtain
this accommodation? If payments
have been made to pay the commission for this generous use of the
accommodation house, where in the
annual report is mention made of
that additional income? That is
what it would be referred to if the
commission carried out its functions
in accordance with the Act. In the
annual report the commission would
have to relate that additional income
was received which covered the expenditure incurred in feting these
people in the accommodation house.
On 16th March, 1974, Lady Fairley, Mrs. Mott, Mrs. Mills and Mrs.
Perry arrived and remained there
until 30th March. On 13th June, 1974,
Mr. and Mrs. Volute, Mrs. Meates
and a State Electricity Commission
driver arrived. What did they have
to do with the commission? I ask
that question of the Minister and I
trust he will be able to reply. On
29th July, 1974, Mr. and Mrs. Borthwick and son, her sister and his
older son arrived. They were joined
on 2nd August by Mr. and Mrs.
Buxton and daughter. On 7th August Mr. and Mrs. Lancaster arrived,
and on 9th August Mr. and Mrs.
Shumman and Peter Manders joined
the party. Most of the party left on
10th August.
. ~s I.indicated, a number of people
VISIt thIS accommodation house quite
regularly, but one cannot understand
their relationship to the State Electricity Commission. I do not question the use of the accommodation
house by officers of the commission
Mr. Amos.
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who visit the area to review the
electrical undertakings. I have no
objection to Ministers of the Crown
using the accommodation house if
provision is made for payment for
the generous hospitality they receive. If provision were made for
accountability it could be understood, but I have looked everywhere
and have not been able to find any
accountability; certainly not in the
annual report of the commission. I
have found no record of where Mrs.
Perry or Lady Fairley have repaid
the commission for the generous
hospitality they have received.
The people of Victoria have a
right to question the use by the
State Electricity Commission of section 102 (1) of the Act in this way.
Perhaps I could conclude by making
this statement: I believe the allegations I have made are quite serious.
I have not lightly raised the whole
question of section 102 (1) of the
State Electricity Commission Act. I
suggest that it is serious enough for
the House to consider referring the
question to an all-party committee
of inquiry, because if the SolicitorGeneral is of the view that the State
Electricity Commission does not
have the power, surely that is
enough for the Minister for Fuel and
Power to take notice of it. If the
questions are being raised of how
this section is being used in certain
areas-namely the payment of compensation to organizations and
people in Yallourn; the payment of
subsidies to various business companies in Ballarat and Bendigo;
and, in this instance, the expense
incurred in running an accommodation house for people who have no
relationship to the operations of the
State Electricity Commission-that
fact should be enough for the Government to appoint an all-party committee of inquiry. I commend that
suggestion to the House.
I ask for leave to have the list
I have referred to incorporated in
Hansard.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER
McLaren): Is leave granted?

(Mr.
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Mr. BALFOUR: No.
Mr. AMOS: In conclusion, as the
Minister for Fuel and Power has
indicated the position of the Government by refusing to have the list
incorporated in Hansard, I recommend to the people of Victoria that
they read Hansard if they are interested in finding out what the State
Electricity Commission is doing with
their funds because they will not
find out if they read the annual
report of the State Electricity Commission.
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power): I do not believe the
honorable member for Morwell has
made out a case to support the contention that I have failed to ensure
that the provisions of section 102
of the State Electricity Commission
Act 1958 are being properly used
by the commission. The honorable
member based his assertion, that
the provisions of section 102 are
not being properly used by the Commission, on an opinion given by the
Solicitor-General to the Public Accounts Committee. In that opinion,
the Solicitor-General raised a doubt
on whether the commission could
pay subsidies to bus operators in
Ballarat and Bendigo.
I believe the Solicitor-General held
that view because when the State
Electricity Commission abandoned
its tram service ,in Geelong in 1956,
it gave financial assistance only in
the form of track removal, road reinstatement and a payment in lieu
{)f rates for the site occupied by
the tramway depot. The circumstances which existed in Geelong at
that time were totally different from
the circumstances which existed in
Ballarat and Bendigo when their
tram services were terminated.
In fact, in a statement made in
the House at that time, I believe I
pointed out that in addition to reinstating the roadways, the State
Electricity Commission was going
to provide fare concessions for pensioners and to assist the bus operators who were chosen by the Trans-
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port Regulation Board to operate a
decent service for the residents of
Ballarat and Bendigo.
Up to the time of the comment
made by the Solicitor-General, the
State Electricity Commission believed
that what it was doing under section
102 (1) was legal. That sub-section
statesThe Commission may enter into all such
contracts and do all such acts matters and
things as are necessary or incidental to the
execution and discharge of its powers duties
and authorities under this or any other Act.

Maybe it could have been held by
lawyers that once the trams were
abandoned and the money paid for
reinstatement of the roadways, that
was the end of the matter. The commission believed, as did the Government, that it had a moral obligation
-Parliament agreed to this-to ensure that a decent bus transport
system was established in Ballarat
and Bendigo. I believe the commission has achieved this by assisting
the bus proprietors to purchase good
buses, by keeping the fare structure
down by paying a concession for
pensioners and by giving a general
subsidy. The commission agreed to
continue to do this until October,
1976.
The honorable member for Morwell said that I have done nothing
about this. Since the opinion of the
Solicitor-General became known, the
matter has been investigated. The
report of the Public Accounts Committee was tabled in the Legislative Assembly on 18th September,
1975. There has been much discussion on what was said in the report.
Earlier the Premier indicated that if
the commission unwittingly had done
anything wrong, the matter would
be validated. It is possible that before too long I may be introducing
a Bill into this House to validate
the payment of moneys to the bus
operators in Ballarat and Bendigo.
The honorable member then spent
some time dealing with the township of Yallourn. Under section 21 (1)
(f) of the Act the State Electricity
Commission has the necessary power
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to do what it has done in Yallourn
because that section provides, inter
alia, that the commission mayopen, establish, supervise, operate and maintain open-cut workings for the production
of raw brown coal, briquetting works and
by-product recovery works.

The whole purpose of removing the
township of Yallourn is to gain the
coal which is located under it and
that has always been the intention of
the commission from the early 1920s.
When that occurred, the residents
would be assisted to make other
arrangements. The clubs established
would be compensated, and in particular the churches would be compensated-they would own the only
freehold sites in the area.
Under section 102 the Government
has the right to do what has been
done in Yallourn. I do not believe
that fact has ever been queried
legally.
Mr. WILKES: The compensation
has been queried by the SolicitorGeneral.
Mr. BALFOUR: The SolicitorGeneral queried the bus operations
at Ballarat and Bendigo. To the best
of my knowledge, what is occurring
in Yallourn has not been queried.
The honorable member for Morwell
said a lot about the place known as
Bogong Lodge, which was built in
1941, at the time of the construction
of the Kiewa hydro-electric project,
for use by top State Electricity Commission commissioners and personnel.
It has been used for that purpose
ever since. The honorable member
read out a list of people. The lodge
has always been within the jurisdiction of the Chairman of the State
Electricity Commission.
Mr. RaPER: So the Minister cannot decide; it is up to the chairman.
Mr. BALFOUR: The chairman has
always taken the responsibility for
looking after the lodge. Nothing has
happened of which one need be
ashamed. I suppose certain members
of the Opposition have been to the
lodges at O'Shannassy reservoir and
Wallaby Creek and other places

Commission.

where Board of Works personnel and
other people go. A very few people,
who must have been close friends of
the chairman of the time or connected with the State Electricity
Commission in that area have gone
to the lodge.
Mr. RaPER: What about the three
Ministers?
Mr. BALFOUR: I have been there
three or four times. My purpose was
to visit the Falls Creek village, for
which I have some responsibility.
From memory, the last time was in
January of this year, when I went
with officers of the State Electricity
Commission to inspect the proposed
power line from Dartmouth to Mount
Beauty or Dederang.
Mr. DOUBE: What was the purpose
of the visits of the other Ministers?
Mr. BALFOUR: Three other Ministers have been mentioned. The Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation
was there with his children during
the school holidays at the same
time as I was there. He came over
to inspect the school camp at Bogong,
which is well within his province, the
national fitness camp at Howman's
Gap, and the ski resort, and generally to look at the area as a Minister
of the Crown.
The Minister of Health has been
referred to. The honorable member
for Morwell suggested that I sent the
Minister there to recuperate after
an operation. He also went there to
inspect the medkal centre at Falls
Creek, which comes within his jurisdiction. The Minister for Conservation
has also been in that section of Victoria on official Government business.
I have no qualms about having
arranged for three of my colleagues
to visit the area. They have all been
there for specific purposes, and I do
not believe the Government should
be concerned about that.
The honorable member for Morwell
has not established his case. I do not
propose to delay the House any
further, other than to say that the
Government is considering the comments of the Solicitor-General on the
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buses. Apart from that, I do not
believe the State Electricity Commission entered into any negotiations
to which it is not entitled to enter
under the provisions of the legislation.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote): The
tragedy of the adjournment motion is
the Minister's answer, if it can be
called an answer. The honorable
member for Morwell took great pains
to point out where, in his opinion
and in the opinion of the SolicitorGeneral, section 102 of the State
Electricity Commission Act 1958 was
being misused by the State Electricity
Commission. The subject-matter under
discussion isthe failure of the Minister for Fuel and
Power to ensure that the provisions of
section 102 of the State Electricity Commission Act 1958 are being properly used by
the commission.

That was clearly pointed out by the
honorable member for Morwell, and
the Minister glossed over it. In his
eight-minute speech to the House the
honorable gentleman gave no explanation other than to refer to one
aspect, that honorable members
should not worry about "Balfour
House" at Kiewa, or whatever it is
called, and that the Solicitor-General
was concerned only with the operations of tramway operators in
Bendigo and Ballarat. If the SolicitorGeneral referred to the operations at
Bendigo and Ballarat, which were in
accordance with the policy of the
State Electricity Commission, a
similar conclusion could be levelled
at the Minister and the commission
regarding the operations at Morwell,
particularly concerning the compensation that is proposed to be paid.
That is the essence of the motion
moved by the honorable member for
Morwell.
It would be a dreadful state of
affairs if for some reason known to
the Minister or the State Electricity
Commission, on the advice of the
Solicitor-General, the compensation
to be paid to these unfortunate
people in Yallourn-who will be compensated in some meagre way by the
commission-is invalidated because
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of the opinion that the SolicitorGeneral has given on operations in
Ballarat and Bendigo, which the Minister will not concede extends beyond
those two areas.
The honorable member for Morwell
points out that there is a danger in
the compensation that is to be paid.
On 14th October he asked a series of
questions in the House and received
answers from the Minister. If one
examines the Minister's answers,
one must doubt the validity of what
the State Electricity Commission is
doing. If the powers of the Minister
and the commission under the Act
are challenged and that challenge is
sustained, I should like to know what
action the Minister proposes to take.
These matters should not be considered as lightly as the Minister has
considered them in this debate. They
affect the livelihood of people.
What compensation will people
who are being forced to leave their
town receive if the commission is
acting illegally and the question of
the compensation paid is challenged
in court? Does the Minister not
believe the opinion of the SolicitorGeneral carries any weight in such a
situation? What if the opinion of the
Solicitor-General is upheld in a court?
There are always times when
amounts offered in compensation are
disputed and the matter has to be
resolved in a court. If the compensation is invalidated by the stupidity
of the Government and the reluctance
of the Minister to consider fully the
report of the Public Accounts Committee and the opinion of the
Solicitor-General, that will be the
tragedy.
That is why the honorable member
for Morwell today enlightened the
House on what could happen as a
result of the failure of the Government and the State Electricity Commission. I do not blame the commission; I blame the Government.
The commission can do 'Only what
the Minister and the Government will
allow it to do; it is only as good as
the Minister and the Government will
allow it to be. If the Minister is
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stupid enough to disregard the advice
of the Solicitor-General and the commission finds itself in conflict over
the compensation that must be paid
at Yallourn, that is solely the responsibility of the Minister.
Members of the Opposition have
some feeling for the people who may
or may not be affected. We certainly
hope they will not be affected. I
make this passing comment, that we
do not agree that the compensation
is sufficient in any sense, but we
hope it is not contested. If it is, we
hope the Minister will back the
people and take steps to alter the
powers of the commission.
I make an oblique reference to the
Minister's comments on the " ranch"
in Kiewa. Perhaps it is necessary for
the purposes of the officers of the
State Electricity Commission, but
surely there could be no reason to
use this property to the extent that
it has been used at the expense of
the electricity consumers of this
State. The Minister had the audacity
to say that members of the Oppositi'On must have been to the lodges at
Wallaby Creek or O'Shannassy reservoir, two places run by the Board of
Works. You know my views about
them, Mr. Deputy-Speaker, but I am
bound to tell you that the Minister
does not understand the difference
between the Board of Works and the
State Electricity Commission. No one
receives the hospitality of the Board
of Works without paying for it. If
councillors go, the Mayor pays. If it
is a private trip by a commissioner,
the commissioner 'Or the people
accompanying him pay.
However, when people visit this
exclusive lodge run by certain people
in the community who have nothing
to do with the State Electricity Commission, the taxpayers of Victoria
pay. Certainly the Minister would not
pay. The taxpayers pay in their electricity accounts. The Minister makes
n'O apology for increasing tariffs by
10 per cent to subsidize the people
who spend a week-end, a week, a
Mr. Wilkes.
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fortnight or a month in the lodge at
Kiewa, which should be called
" Liberal Lodge".
That is the objection of the honorable member for Morwell. It is useless for the Minister to attempt to
highlight the properties of the Board
of Works, because in that case a
legitimate charge is involved. The
cost of the Minister's invitation to
people to visit the State Electricity
Commission's lodge are met by the
taxpayer. I do not believe it does
Ministers any good to go there. They
would be better employed attending
to their departments and the way in
which they are run. That is where
Ministers should be, instead of in
.. Liberal Lodge" in Kiewa at the
expense of the electricity users of the
State.
The Minister cannot answer tlle
charges of the honorable member for
Morwell. The honorable member did
an excellent job and it is a credit to
him that he raised these matters in
the interests of the unfortunate
people wh'O may be penalized because of the stupidity of the Minister.
Members of the Opposition hope they
will not be, and we hope there will
be no challenge to the validity of the
compensation that is handed out. If
there is, the responsibility clearly
rests on the Minister for not taking
the advice of his Solicitor-General.
The Minister has not taken any action to overcome a glaring anomaly.
I support the motion moved by the
honorable member for Morwell.
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East) :
I consider that the members of the
Opposition could have dwelt on
something more relevant than the
use or abuse of the lodge of the
State Electricity Commission at
Kiewa. I cannot find anything to get
excited about. People have been able
to enjoy this very fine area of the
State and I wish there were similar
institutions in my part of the world
because it seems that in many cases
it is the only way members can be
made to go into that part of the
State to see what is happening. I am
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not terribly concerned about that aspect. As for the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition waxing eloquent
about the cost to the electricity-consuming public, I venture to suggest
that the cost involved would be
negligible in the over-all cost of the
operations of the State Electricity
Commission.
I am very grateful to the Opposition for moving this motion because
of another factor which has not been
mentioned so far in this debate, although it has been mentioned before
in the House and was the subjectmatter of a question today. I refer to
the charges for refrigerated bulk
milk vats. It seems that section 102
of the State Electricity Act is the
provision under which the charge is
made. I found nothing else in the
Act specifically conferring upon the
commission the power to force compulsory loans on people to whom
electric power is supplied.
It is interesting to read the opinion
of the Solicitor-General which states
that the existence or the absence of
section 102 would not diminish the
power of the State Electricity Commission and that the relevant subsection does no more than declare
what would otherwise be the case.
The opinion goes on to say that this
section cannot be used to add powers
to those which otherwise exist. This
led me to go through the State Electricity Act again to see what powers
were in .existence to entitle the
commission to make a charge of this
kind. The only section which I can
see relating to this power is section 22, which states that the commission or any undertaker may carry
on the business of trading in electrical apparatus, and so forth. Section
22 (2) states, inter aliaThe Commission or any undertaker may
on such terms and conditions as it thinks

fit-

(a) supply, erect, maintain, repair and

recondition service Hnes for the
supply of electricity to any
premises;

It makes no mention of upgrading
or augmentation, as the State Electricity Commission chooses to des-
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cribe this process of improving the
actual supply. It uses the words,
"supply, erect, maintain, repair and
recondition service lines". Section
22 (3) provides, inter aliaThe Commission or any undertaker may
on such terms and conditions as it thinks fit
advance to any person money for or
towards(a) the purchase or hiring by such
person of any electrical apparatus;

My contention is that the commission, in applying its augmentation
charge, is acting contrary to the provisions of the State Electricity Commission Act. The Act specifically
states that the commission may advance money for the purchase of
additional electrical apparatus.
The whole import of this adjournment motion, as I understand it, is
tha t section 102 is not being used
properly. The Solicitor-General's
opinion is that section 102 does not
matter anyway, because it does not
alter the Act. The Solicitor-General
saidThe absence of section 102 would not diminish the powers of the State Electricity
Commission.

This section does not add anything
to the Act. Because I was not able
to find any other relevant section in
the Act, I was under the impression
that the commission was using section 102 as its authority for implementing this charge. I am trying to
make the point that section 22 enables the commission to lend money
for the purchase of electrical apparatus, and I do not believe any part of
the Act, much less section 102, gives
the commission power to force a
compulsory loan upon an individual
to provide for augmentation, as it is
called, of power supplied.
Mr. WILKES: Are you supporting
the motion?
Mr. B. J. EVANS: The National
Party must inevitably support the
motion on this point.
Mr. DOUBE: You are going to vote
for the motion?
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Mr. B. J. EVANS: Yes, unless, of
course--I must add this proviso-in
the meantime the 'Minister can point
precisely to a section of the Act giving power to levy this charge. I do
not believe that power is there. If
the Minister or any of his colleagues
can point out to the satisfaction of
the National Party which section of
the Act he relies on to make this
augmentation charge, the National
Party will reconsider its position. On
the information now available, the
National Party must support the
motion. I sincerely hope the Minister
can clarify the position.
Mr. DOUBE: He cannot speak again.
Mr. B. J. EVANS: The Minister
can get a supporter to speak. If he
does not, the question will be a big
headache for the State Electricity
Commission because it throws open
to doubt the whole question of payment for augmentation of electricity
supplies. This involves millions of
dollars, both in the past and in the
future. It will be an immense problem for the State Electricity Commission to overcome if the Minister
cannot prove in this debate that the
commission has the power to make
this augmentation charge. Unless the
Minister can clarify that matter the
National Party proposes to vote for
the motion.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray): I am
delighted to speak in support of my
colleague, the honorable member for
Morwell, the shadow Minister for
Fuel and Power. I believe the case
he has put forward is unanswerable in that there is no doubt
the State Electricity Commission has
misused section 102 of the Act under
which it operates. There is also no
doubt that the person who must take
prime responsibility is the Minister
for Fuel and Power. Under our Parliamentary system, it is proper that
the Minister must take responsibility
for the instrumentality operating under his control, but the Minister has
refused outright to discharge the responsibility vested in him.

Commission.

In my five short years in this
Chamber, there has not been a more
shallow response from a Minister
when an adjournment motion has
been moved. It has been clear from
the response of the Minister that he
is unable to answer the charges put
forward concerning maladministration by the State Electricity Commission simply because of the wrong
interpretation of section 102 of the
Act. The commission has admitted
that this section has been used to
cover a whole host of activities,
which have been shown not to fall
within the ambit of the commission.
No member of the Government
party rose ,when it was their turn to
support the Minister. This was simply because the case is unanswerable. The Minister is put in a very
invidious position, not just by the
State Electricity Commission but by
the members of his own party, on
both the front and back benches, in
refusing to support him when he is
under attack. The reply of the Minister for Fuel and Power was short,
simply because he did not have' an
answer, and because he was unable
to cope with the material put forward
by the honorable member for Morwell.
Three matters were raised by the
honorable member for Morwell
speaking to this very important adjournment motion. The first one concerns the operation of private bus
lines in Bendigo and Ballarat.
One might ask: What in the world
has the operation of private bus
lines in Ballarat and Bendigo got
to do with the State Electricity Commission? All honorable members
need to be reminded that the commission is funded by the electricity
consumers of the State. The Minister has allowed the electricity consumers to subsidize private bus
lines in Bendigo and Ballarat in
this ridiculous way. Of course, it can
be related back to the fact that
the State Electricity Commission
opera ted trams in those cities
and the Government has replaced the
trams with private buses.
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The Solicitor-General has shown
clearly and beyond argument-although the Minister attempted to
argue that perhaps the opinion was
not correct-that the State Electricity Commission has acted outside
its Act. Therefore, the Government
has operated outside the ambit of
the State Electricity Commission Act.
If the Government wants to subsidize private bus operators, it should
do so openly from funds provided
for that purpose and not at the expense of the electricity consumers.
The basis of the subsidy in Ballarat and Bendigo has not been gone
into in detail. I commend to honorable members the detailed report of
the Public Accounts Committee
which inquired into the system. The
subsidizing of private bus operators
in Ballarat and Bendigo was
forced on the State Electricity
Commission by Cabinet, and the
Minister again must take responsibility. In addition to the normal
levels of subsidy for loan payments,
for pensioners, for restoration of
roadways and for the provision of
run-offs at bus stops, and so on,
there is this subsidy to bus operators
to meet operating losses on urban
services.
This is a remarkable thing for a
Liberal Government to do. Private
enterprise is having difficulty in
meeting its mark, and the Government has decided to bolster it up.
When the same thing applies to a
Socialist enterprise, this enthusiasm
is not seen. If the Government had
the same goodwill and co-operation
with the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Board and the Victorian
Railways, a much better public transport system would operate. But the
Government maintains this attitude
of benevolence only to certain private
bus operators.
There is a profit margin of 15 per
cent on turnover. What has the basis
of the subsidy got to do with turnover? The more the private bus
operators increase their turnover, the
more subsidy they receive. The sub-
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sidy is not related to any loss incurred on particular routes on which
the bus companies are operating, or
on any other losses than can be
shown. This subsidy is an incentive
to these people to increase their
turnover, and the 15 per cent put
forward by the Minister of Transport, and originally endorsed in
Cabinet, had to be reduced to 10 per
cent. But once again the Minister
for Fuel and Power forced on the
State Electricity Commission a subsidy system which has been shown
clearly by the Solicitor-General to be
outside the scope of the State Electricity Commission Act.
The sitting was suspended at 6.15
p.m. until 8.5 p.m.

Mr. FORDHAM: The second matter I wish to raise concerns the decision of the State Electricity Commission and the Minister to pay compensation to residents of Yallourn
who have to move following the Government's decision to win the coal
under that town. Nobody, especially
Opposition members, argues about
the desirability of paying compensation to those people who have to
suffer because of the lack of planning
by the Government in the past. There
is no specific power within the State
Electricity Commission Act for the
commission to make payments of
this nature. The commission is once
again acting outside the scope of its
charter and the Minister must take
responsibility.
The people in Yallourn may challenge this matter in the courts
through the legal system of the land
because of the awkward situation in
which they find themselves. The Minister must quickly seek the opinion
of the Solicitor-General s'o that if the
matter is challenged in the courts
validating legislation can be put
through the Parliament to ensure that
the people of Yallourn will not be
subjected to any harassment later.
The same situation applies to Ballarat
and Bendigo. If the Government is
sincere it will bring in a validating
Bill.
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The third aspect that needs to be
raised concerns the holiday home for
Ministers and others that the Government has set up at Mount Bogong.
The Shangri-Ia of the Liberal Party
which has been established and used
by Ministers of the Crown, retired
public servants and occasionally public servants in the course of their
duties ought to be exposed. The Opposition still awaits a reply from the
Minister and the Government, and
looks forward to the next Government party speaker trying to cover
up and explain how this centre has
been and is operating supposedly in
the interests of Victorian electricity
consumers who are funding the home
for the Ministers who, because of incompetence in Victoria, are no doubt
languishing and need some sort of
holiday home. However, when outside the Melbourne area Ministers receive a generous allowance, and to
receive the rest home facility is a
remarkable extra feature of Government contribution to Ministerial safety and care.
The House has heard the long list
of visitors to the holiday home and
members of the Opposition still await
the Government's reply on who are
the Liberal ladies who visit the centre
for recuperative purposes on the
same week-end each year. I hope a
member of the front bench of the
Government party will support the
Minister. It has been interesting to
note that so far not one of the honorable gentleman's colleagues has
been prepared to support him in this
debate.
The honorable member for Morwell, who is the shadow Minister for
Fuel and Power, ably raised the
points that the State Electricity Commission has undoubtedly been operating outside its charter and outside
the legislation that was passed by
Parliament, the Government has been
feather-bedding the bus operators in
Ballarat and Bendigo, the people of
Yallourn have been receiving financial assistance outside the powers of
the State Electricity Commission and
the Government, for its own benefit,
Mr. Fordham.
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has been operating a health centre
in the mountains of Victoria. The
electricity consumers of the State
should not be forced to pay for the
centre. They have been forced to pay
increased tariffs and until the Minister can give a better explanation than
the poor performance he gave earlier,
the Parliament of Victoria will stand
condemned in the eyes of this State.
Honorable members should support
this adjournment motion.
Mr. STEPHEN (Ballaarat South):
The honorable member for Morwell
advanced three points. To begin with
he mentioned a hypothectical case in
which he believed compensation was
being paid to home-owners for inconvenience when being removed at Yallourn. He interpreted the State Electricity Commission as operating outside the Act. Section 21 (1) (1) ,
section 102 (1) and (2) and section
106 (1) (g) confirm that the State
Electricity Commission has been
operating in a strictly proper way.
The honorable member for Morwell
then criticized the State Electricity
Commission and the Government for
what happened with the Ballarat
tramway system and for subsidizing
the bus services which are currently
being operated in Ballarat and Bendigo.
Mr. AMOS: So did the SolicitorGeneral.
Mr. STEPHEN: I should like the
honorable member for Morwell to go
to Ballarat during the next State elections and to criticize the actions up
there or in Bendigo. The State Electricity Commission has done much
towards providing suitable urban services with pensioner and student rebates and has eliminated the loss of
$500,000 a year which the tramway
services were incurring. If members
of the Opposition had had their way
they would have been instrumental
in committing the State Electricity
Commission for $17 million to
renew the tramway service, which
was only half a public service having
regard to the fact that the bus services were already providing a
service.
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I reiterate my support for the State
Electricity Commission's action in the
agreement with the bus services in
both Bendigo and Ballarat and I am
sure the reference made in the Public
Accounts Committee report to Parliament is one of which the Government is well aware and about which
it is considering the legal position.

the challenge of a small-minded Opposition which has very little else to
do.
The matters raised by the honorable member for Gippsland East concerning contracts let by the State
Electricity Commission for the installation of milk refrigerated vats are
covered by section 21 (1) (a), which
provides that the commission may-

The real reason for the adjournment motion was not the foregoing
two problems
raised by
the
honorable member for Morwell but
the snide muck-raking by the
honorable member to which other
honorable members have become
accustomed in this Chamber. The
House has been occupied for two
hours with this adjournment motion
because in 1973-74 Bogong Lodge
cost the State Electricity Commission
$28,000. If I heard correctly, the honorable member for Morwell said that
in 1974-75 the cost was $38,000. The
State Electricity Commission has an
annual turnover of about $300 million. Members of the Opposition are
bleating their hearts out about a 10
per cent increase in tariffs which will
be· placed on the people because of
Bogong Lodge. How ridiculous! Ten
per cent of the annual turnover of
the State Electricity Commission
would amount to about $30 million,
and for hours this House has been
arguing about an expenditure of
$38,000, which could easily and
adequately be put down to a public
relations expense.

Construct maintain and work any electrical undertaking as defined in this Act;

This can be contrasted with the
fact that the authorized loan borrowings of the State Electricity Commission total $1,125 million and it is proposed that a Bill be introduced into
the Parliament in the near future to
increase the borrowing powers of the
commission by $250 million. Yet the
Opposition has moved for the adjournment of the House over an
amount of $38,000. It is ludicrous.
It is not really a serious challenge to
the authority of the Minister. It is

This should be read in conjunction
with section 102 (1), which providesThe commission may enter into all such
contracts and do all such acts matters and
things as are necessary or incidental to the
execution and discharge of its powers duties
and authorities under this or any other Act.

Then section 102 (2) providesSubject to the approval of the Governor in
Council the commission may contract with
any other body corporate or public body for
or with respect to the doing and the control
and management by either or both of the
contracting parties of any matter or thing
which such contracting parties are or either
of them is by law empowered to do control
and manage, and to carry out every such
contract according to the tenor thereof.
Section 106 (l) (g) provides the

answers to both the honorable member for MorweIl and the honorable
member for Gippsland East. It provides that the commission maydo all other things necessary or convenient
for constructing maintaining altering repairing or using any works and undertakings
of the commission.

The words " necessary or convenient" give the commission power,
for example, for the winning of coal.
It is obvious that if there are houses
in an area which is required to be
used for an open-cut mine, one must
remove the houses and compensate
any owners, and make all other
necessary arrangements. If the commission is selling power it may lend
money for the convenience of people
to install equipment for the purpose
of connecting and using the product
of the commission.
This motion for the adjournment of
the House is frivolous. It has enabled
the small-minded member for Morwell
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to indulge in a little bit of muckraking. I believe when the numbers
go up this House will display its confidence in the Minister. The Minister
can take as much enjoyment out of
having the support of the members
on this side of the House as Mr.
Whitlam obtained in the Federal
House the other day.
Mr. McINNES (Gippsland South):
The honorable member for Ballaarat
South has been jumping from section
to section of the Act, but he did not
read them very well. He has been
trying to find some justification for
the action taken by the State
Electricity Commission.
The adjournment motion moved by
the honorable member for Morwell
concerns the provisions of section 102
of the Act. The Minister for Fuel and
Power was asked in question No.
1871 by the honorable member for
Morwell on 14th October, 1975Under what statutory provision the State
Electricity Commission acts in its proposals
to replace sporting and community facilities
in other municipalities, including the estimated total cost and how the respective
amounts are calculated?

The Minister for Fuel and Power
said in replyUnder the provisions of the State Electricity Commission Act section 102 (1) in
conjunction with section 21 (1) (I). The
decision to replace the major sporting and
community facilities in neighbouring municipalities takes into account the movement
of Yalloum residents-

Honorable members are not talking
about the sporting facilities in the
context of this debate, but the wideness of the powers that the State
Electricity Commission believes it
has. There is no doubt that this
spreading octopus believes it has
those wide powers, if not under
section 102, then perhaps under
section 106 or section 21, which was
quoted by the honorable member for
Ballaarat South. How far do these
powers go without some form of
censure by the Parliament?
A Liberal lodge has been provided
at Kiewa, but I do not suppose honorable members are too concerned
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about that. I suppose it is a privilege
for senior officers of the commission
to go up there, but at the same time
it forms a utility function of providing accommodation in an area that
is otherwise not well supplied with
accommodation. This is not so
important. The important thing is
that the State Electricity Commission,
without any real power, decided
some years ago to subsidize bus lin~s
in Bendigo and Ballarat as a substItution for withdrawing tramway services. Reference was also made to
Latrobe Valley Bus Lines in a report
of the Public Accounts Committee
when it inquired into the financial
assistance given to Bendigo and
Ballarat bus operations.
Latrobe Valley Bus Lines is a company functioning in Gippsland under
the management of Mr. Furlonger, a
former member of the Transport
Regulation Board. For som~ years
that company has been recelvmg a
subsidy.
I recently asked the Minister of
Transport, in question No. 1680 on
14th October, 1975, in regard to
Latrobe Valley Bus LinesWhat transport subsidy has been paid in
each of the past five years by the State
Electricity Commission?

The answer given wasIt would not be appropriate to disclose
details of the subsidy without the agreement
of the bus company as particulars relating
to the financial position of the company
could be gleaned from this information.

It did not stop the Minister of
Transport from enabling Latrobe
Valley Bus Lines to gain control of
another route at the expense of a
Sale bus operator, effectively putting
that operator at risk because he had
just bought a coach for $35,000 after
acquiring a loan from the Ministry of
Transport. He now has a new vehicle
without any use for it. This is an
example of the growing octopus of
the Latrobe Valley sponsoring another
monopoly of bus lines in the valley.
Public money is being expended to
support one commercial opera tor
against another. This goes beyond
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any powers contained in section 102
of the State Electricity Commission
Act.
The honorable member for Gippsland East mentioned the very vexed
question of the $800 that farmers
have to pay the State Electricity
Commission in order that they may
have electricity connected to their
refrigerated milk vats. We have been
trying to find where the State Electricit~ Commission has the power to
do thIS. I do not believe it has the
power. I do not think its actions
would stand up in a court of law. The
Ombudsman should look at this misuse of Government authority.
. When farmers purchase a property
In areas that are fortunate to be well
developed with electricity reticulation, they pay a price for that land
which takes into account the fact that
amenities are present.
Mr. HOLDING: They do not get
free holidays, as some of the Ministers do.
Mr. ~cINNES: They do not get
f~ee hobdays at the Kiewa lodge
eIther. Money is being extracted from
the farmers who install bulk refrigerated milk vats in order to pay for the
privilege that others look to under
the welfare blanket of the State
Electricity Commission. In Gippsland
farmers are being forced to pay $800
before the power is turned on. It is
as simple as that. In many cases
capital outlay for augmentation of
the services is not necessary. When
money was being provided by the
Federal Government, the State
Electricity Commission saw an opportunity to get its sticky paws into
the honey pot and get money out of
the farmers. The argument was that
this ,,:as a means of assisting farmers.
That IS rubbish. The fact is that it is
the farmer who is left with the contin~ency of paying for this scheme.
It IS understandable that farmers are
resentful of this impost being put
upon them, and, I should think quite
illegally being put upon them. '
Once again the State Electricity
Commission is claiming that its
powers are so wide and so far-ranging
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under section 102 that it can virtually
do anything, including thumbing its
nose at the Government. It also acts
in a similar manner in other ways. At
one stage a contract was being let and
the contract price was $25,000, and
the commission gave the contract to
a Melbourne company against a
local company for the sake of a
difference of $19.77. The State Electricity Commission is a dictatorship
and it has privileges of its own. It is
squeezing the last bit of money out
of farmers, but at the same time it
is benevolently funding other operations such as compensation for houses.
It is rather unfortunate that the Government did not take an even-handed
approach when farmers asked for
support with irrigation charges and
so forth to the extent of only
$100,000 or so. It is now seen that
that sort of money is handed out in
a couple of years to bus operators.
Honorable members know that
people in country towns do not get
the same transport facilities as those
who live in the city. The other night
I listened to Mr. Beruldson, the
Director of Social Services at Sale.
~e stated that one of the problems
IS that young people of sixteeen to
eighteen years of age are too young
to own or drive a car and need public transport to get from Heyfield or
Rosedale to take up a position at
centres such as Sale. The same thing
applies to the rest of the rural communi ty; they have to provide their
own vehicle as a matter of necessity.
Yet it is taken for granted that Latrobe Valley Bus Lines should be supported at a profitable level to provide
low-cost bus transport for people
fortuna te enough to work and live in
that area.
It must be asked very seriously
whether the State Electricity Commission is acting within its rights.
As honorable members know the
Solicitor-General also raised' that
question very forcibly when he
saidThe S.E.C. is a corporation created by
statute and its powers are limited and circumscribed by that statute. Its powers extend no further than is expressly stated in
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the statute or is necessarily and properly
required for carrying into effect the purposes
of its incorporation, or may be fairly regarded as incidental to, or consequential
upon, ,those things which the legislature has
authorized. What the statute does not expressly or implicity authorize is to be taken
to be prohibited.

Commission.

have had occasion to ask him to stop
interjecting and I will not ask him
again.
Mr. REESE: The reason for this
was to replace tramways services in
the two cities that had been a constant drain on funds of the commission through the whole period since
their acquisition in the 1930s.
Secondly, the honorable member for
Morwell raised the question of payment of compensation to tenants of
commission homes in the town of
Yallourn. In particular he raised the
question of the cost of operation of
what he terms an accommodation
house, referred to as Bogong Lodge.

The Solicitor-General was asked
later to give an addendum to his
opinion on section 102 (1) and he
quite clearly said that the commission's powers under section 102 (1)
cannot be used to add powers which
do not otherwise exist. But the State
Electricity Commission says that it
has full and complete power. The
National Party says it does not, and
we support this adjournment motion.
These things have to be spelt out.
Honorable members interjecting.
The State Electricity Commission is
too large a business undertaking in
The SPEAKER: The Minister of
Victoria for there not to be some Health is interjecting whilst out of
control over it by the people.
his place.
Mr. HOLDING: You have done
Mr. ~EESE: The first of these
your chance of a holiday.
points questioned the authority of
Mr. MoINNES: I do not want to the State Electricity Commission to
be invited for a holiday. Let me look make payments to the bus operators
very realistically at refrigeration at Bendigo and Ballarat, and the
charges. I believe now that the ,Min- Opposition used the report of the
ister's attention has been drawn to Public Accounts Committee which
this matter, he should be good was tabled in this ,House on 18th Sepenough to review that decision in the tember by myself. In that report
the committee incorporated an
light of its illegality.
opinion of the Solicitor-General. 'In
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. his reply the Minister indicated
Wheeler): There is a lot of talk clearly that that report is at preabout holidays. Some people might sent under consideration. To do so
be getting one if the interjections between 18th September and today,
continue.
does not indicate to me any failure
on
the part of the ,Minister to look
Mr. W. F. L. REESE (Moorabbin):
The honorable member for Morwell objectively at matters raised in the
has sought to censure the Minister report. If one 'looks overall at the
for Fuel and Power for failure to State Electricity Commission and its
ensure tha t the State Electricity attitude to the private transport sysCommission properly complies with tems in Ballarat and Bendigo, would
the provisions of section 102 of the one question the arrangement that
State Electricity Commission Act. In has preserved for those two cities a
doing that, he raised the question public transport system, and the penof the authority of the State Electri- sion fare concessions which were
city Commission to make subsidy operating in those cities when trams
payments to private bus operators were in use? That is what the members of the Opposition think of the
in Ballarat and Bendigo.
average person in this community;
Honorable members interjecting.
they are more concerned with cheap
The SPEAKER: I appeal to the publicity, with time-wasting in this
Leader of the Opposition to cease in- House and with the raising of very
terjecting. This is the third time I frivolous matters. As I said, the first
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point raised by the honorable member for MorweU covers a report
which the Minister says-and 1
accept his statement-is at present
under consideration. 1 do not run
away from the contents of the report. I believe it was accurately
presented and worthy of the consideration now being given to it.
When one comes to compensation
for tenants who are being moved
from the township of Yallourn, 1
presume the honorable member for
Morwell would not wish to look after
his constituents. Transfer of the
township of Yallourn is undoubtedly
within the powers of the State
Electricity Commission under its
Act, in the process of achieving its
objective of winning coal and providing electricity. There is no doubt
that that is within the powers
granted in this Act, and the question
of whether or not compensation is
payable generally to people who
have to move does not in any way
enter this consideration of confidence in the Minister in his handling
of the Act. Rather it points to the
complete unconcern of the honorable
member for Morwell.
1 now come to the matter concerning Bogong Lodge. It was a pathetic
approach by honorable members of
the Opposition.
Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler). Order! Again 1 appeal to
the Leader of the Opposition to cease
interjecting. 'If he continues the honorable member will leave me no option but to name him and 1 am very
reluctant to do that. It will do nothing for this institution to have the
Leader of any party named in this
House, and )1 appeal to the honorable member to cease interjecting.
Mr. REESE: The honorable member for Morwell told us that in 197374 the total cost of operating Bogong
Lodge was $27,000. This year he
estimates the cost to be $38,000. 1
take up the interjection of the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition;
chicken-feed" is the best way to
describe it. If the annual turnover
H
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of the State Electricity Commission is about $300 million, that
cost represents one ten-thousandth
of that turnover.
I do not
believe, as the members of the Opposition suggest, that the operation of
the lodge has been completely outside its justified use. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition described
the amount as "chicken-feed" and
that about sums up a realistic
attitude on this matter.
Rather than waste the time of this
House, 1 shall conclude. The members of the Opposition are enjoying
themselves; they are not adding
one whit to the activities of this
House or benefiting its activities.
The honorable member for Morwell
tried to say that the relevant
section of the Act has been improperly used by the State Electricity
Commission. He has tried to say that
the Minister failed in his duty, but if
honorable members look at the
points that he raised, can they
seriously suggest that there has
been a failure by this ,Minister? The
honorable member for MorwelI has
a lovely sense of humour but even
with that I cannot accept what he
says, any more than 1 can accept What
the honorable member for Footscray
says. 1 believe 1 have accurately
stated the position in relation to the
bus operators and in relation to the
Solicitor-General's opinion, and 1 believe this is a matter which does not
justify the motion before the House.
The changes that have occurred in the
public transport systems of Ballarat
and Bendigo have reduced the cost of
those systems to the consumers of
electricity.
They have definitely reduced the
losses that were previously being incurred by the tramways; they have
given to the people of those cities a
better transport system than they previously enjoyed. If there is any
shadow of doubt about the legality
of the State Electricity Commission's
actions, as suggested by the SolicitorGeneral, no doubt it will come before
the House and be corrected. This is
the only item which can even be
looked at seriously in this whole
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abortive exercise by the Opposition,
which does not justify wasting the
time of the House for two hours.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West):
In the brief time remaining I should
like to draw the attention of the
House to the kind of argument that
has been put up by the three speakers
for the Government. The argument is
simply, "It is all right to break the
law as long as we do it; it is all right
to go outside the powers of an Act
or a Federal Constitution as
long as we do it; it is quite all right
for us to spend public money on our
own supporters, as long as we do it".
Of course, it is not right for anyone
else to do so but it is quite all right
for them. Government supporters
have presented a weak argument to
the House tonight, and I point out
that not one of the Ministers who
received free hospitality at the expense of the State Electricity Commission has bothered to repay the
courtesy by defending the Minister for
Fuel and Power. The Minister for
Conservation, the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation and the Minister
of Health have received substantial
benefits at the Liberal lodge at
Bogong but they have not bothered to
repay the hospitality of the Minister
at the table.
Honorable members
have heard an exercise in trying to
get over the private problem of the
annual holidays which they have
given to their own supporters.
If one examines the document that
the Minister for Fuel and Power refused leave to my colleague to have
incorporated in Hansard, one finds
evidence of three years of illegal use
of a public resource the abuse of
which was not made public until the
honorable member for Morwell mentioned it. The same party of good
Liberal supporters has attended
Bogong Lodge for purposes other than
work on each of the last three
Christmases as well as the last three
Easters. They are the same people
who ha ve been chosen by the
Minister to benefit from
the
money that the contributors and
the public put into the State Electricity Commission, and they are the
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kind of people whom the Government supports.
It is all right
for them to do that because, after all,
somehow they have a God-given
right to rule-or so honorable members are told-but the people of this
State and the Opposition do not
believe that they have a right to rule
or that they should be able to perpetually put off their Ministers when
they are a little tired, and send them
away for ten days or so at public expense to the Bogong Liberal lodge.
In this motion the honorable member for Morwell has pointed out
that the Government has been involved in illegal activity in the sense
that it has been using powers that the
State Electricity Commission does not
have. That is the first point which he
made, and the Solicitor-General said it
was so. The fact that the AttorneyGeneral, who is supposedly the
Crown's chief law officer, has not even
bothered to grace the House with his
presence tonight probably typifies
the attitude of the Government to the
exercise of its own statutes. His only
contribution was to take a point of
order, which he lost, to try to prevent this motion from coming on.
That is typical of the AttorneyGeneral. From recent research I
ascertained that the honorable gentleman loses more than half the points
of order he takes, and that in fact
points of order are the only contribution that he makes to the running of
this Parliament. That is a poor contribution.
The second matter raised was the
question of the proper payment to
the people of Yallourn. That matter
has not been answered by any of
the three Government speakers. The
third matter raised was the misuse
of Government funds. The amount
of $38,000 does not represent the full
cost to the people of Victoria of this
item, but that is not the important
point. The important point is that
the Government is using a public
resource for party purposes.
The
State Electricity Commission Act and
the various Acts that govern the
State Electricity Commission--
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Mr. SCANLAN (Minister of Health):
On a point of order, this could well
be taken as a reflection against the
Parliament, because my understanding is that members of Parliament,
including members of the Labor
Party, have used the privileges of the
lodge.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West):
On the point of order, as I was pointing out before the thin-skinned holidayer got up to raise his point of
order, the Government-The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler): Order! The time for this
adjournment motion has expired.
The House divided on the motion
(the Hon. K. H. Wheeler in the
chair)Ayes
25
41
Noes
Majority against the
motion .,
Amos
Curnow
Doube
Edmunds
Evans

(Gippsiand East)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Fogarty
Fordham
Ginifer
Hann
Holding
Jones
Kirkwood
Lind

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Austin
Balfour
Birrell
Borthwick
Burgin
Chamberlain
Dunstan
Ebery
Evans

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

McAlister
Mclnnes
Mutton
Roper
Ross-Edwards
Simmonds
Trewin
Whiting
Wilkes
Wilton
Tellers:

Mr. Baxter
Mr. Stirling
NOES.

(Ballaarat North)

Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
Mr. Hamer
Mr. Hayes
Mr. Jona
Mr. Lacy
Mr. Loxton
Mr. McCabe
Mr. McKellar
Mr. McLaren
Mr. Maclellan
Mr. Meagher
Mr. Rafferty

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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THE CONSTITUTION ACT
AMENDMENT (CONJOINT
ELECTIONS) BILL.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary),
by leave, moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to amend The Constitution Act
Amendment Act 1958 with respect to
the holding and conduct of conjoint
elections.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
POLICE REGULATION (LONG
SERVICE LEAVE) BILL.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary),
by leave, moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to amend the provisions of the
Police Regulation Act 1958 with
respect to long service leave.
The motion was agreed to.

16

AyES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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Ramsay
Reese
Rossiter
Scanlan
Skeggs
Smith

The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
TRUSTEE COMPAMES
(UMON-FIDELITY) BILL
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General),
by leave, moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to vary the restrictions imposed
in relation to the capital and shares
of the Union-Fidelity Trustee Company of Australia Ltd., to amend
the Second Schedule of the Trustee
Companies Act 1958, and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

(Bellarine)

Mr. Smith
(Warrnambool)

Mr. Stephen
Mr. Suggett
Sir Edgar Tanner
Mr. Templeton
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Vale
Mr. Wilcox
Mr. Williams
Mr. Wiltshire
Mr. Wood
Tellers:

Mr. McClure
Mr. Plowman

EDUCATION (SCHOOL
COUNCILS) BILL.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education), by leave, moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the Education Act 1958 in relation to State
school councils, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
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HEALTH (FEES) BILL
Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister of
Health), by leave, moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the Health
Act 1958 and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
MEDICAL PRACTmONERS
(FEES) BILL
Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister of
Health), by leave, moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to amend the Medical
Practitioners Act 1970 and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
VICTORIAN INSTITUTE OF
SECONDARY EDUCATION BILL.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education), by leave, moved for leave to
bring in a Bill to establish a Victorian Institute of Secondary Education and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADES
(LONG SERVICE LEAVE) BILL.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary),
by leave, moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to amend the prOvisions of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Act 1958
with respect to long service leave.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
TRANSPORT WORKS AND
SERVICES BILL.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) announced the presentation
of a message from His Excellency
the Governor recommending that an
appropriation be made from the Con-

Services Bill.

solidated Fund for the purposes of
the Transport Works and Services
Bill.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport), pursuant to Standing Order No.
169, moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to authorize expenditure on
works and services and other purposes relating to railways and road
transport.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
PUBUC WORKS AND SERVICES
BILL (No. 2).
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) announced the presentation
of a message from His Excellency the
Governor recommending that an
appropriation be made from the Consolidated Fund for the purposes of
the Public Works and Services Bill
(No. 2).
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works), pursuant to Standing Order
No. 169, moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to authorize expenditure on
public works and services and for
other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
TEACHING SERVICE
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education) : I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure deals with a number of
unrelated matters. The major provision will allow the permanent employment in the Teaching Service of
people who are not Australian
citizens or British subjects. For some
time the Government has been
examining this problem but it temporarily bamboozled its legal experts
because of the fact that the statute
on which limitations were based
dated back to the Act of Settlement
in the year 1700. For the first time in
my experience in the Victorian Par-
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liament a statute 'Of the reign of
William Ill. is referred to. Honorable members will notice that clause
6 states, inter aliaSubject to the provisions of section 3 of
the Imperial Act 12 and 13 William III.-

This Bill overrides that Act to the
extent that disqualifications will no
longer apply to American and other
teachers coming to this State.
The aim in Victoria is to staff
schools with people trained here. We
have endeavoured to supplement the
supply of teachers with married
women teachers recruited from outside the service and by encouraging
previous teachers to return to the
service. However, there has still been
a shortage 'of qualified teachers in
certain areas such as crafts, mathematics and music. This applies particularly in the country.
We have brought some 2,600
Americans, Canadian and British
teachers to these shores over the past
five years. Of that number, 1,600
would be employed at the moment.
Most of those teachers came to Victoria for two and a half years, but
there would be a substantial number
-1 cannot give an exact figure-who
would be prepared to stay for a
longer period if it were possible for
them to become permanent members
of the Education Department without
forgoing the citizenship of their
country of birth. The provision which
requires that is somewhat archaic
and should be removed. It is no
longer appropriate, in 1975, when
deciding whether somebody should
be a permanent member of the Teaching Service, to ask what his citizenship is. Clause 6 introduces a welcome change.
Other clauses of the Bill merely
alter or remove some of the dead
wood or archaic sections of the Act.
Clauses 2, 4, 9 and 10 are in this
category. Clause 2 changes the term
cc sewing mistress" to "rural school
aide ". "Sewing mistress" was the
term applied to a class of additional
teacher employed at a rural primary
school. The modern term is "rural
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school aide", and it is necessary to
amend the Act in a number of
places.
Student teachers, as such, no
longer exist. Sections 39, 40 and 41
deal with the employment and the
discontinuance of employment of
student teachers. In days gone by,
and up to not so long ago, the
custom for those wishing to embark
upon a teaching career was to start
work in a school as student teachers
directly upon their leaving school.
They then underwent teacher-training
courses, sometimes on a part-time
and sometimes on a full-time basis.
For good or ill, that class of person
no longer exists and the opportunity
is taken of removing the term
" student teacher" from the Act.
Clause 5 makes a change of a
different nature. It makes it possible
for applicants for positions in .the
principal class to appeal agamst
failure to be appointed even though
they may be junior to the person who
was appointed. For example, in
the technical principal class, some
teachers have served only as
vice-principals of large technical
schools. But they may be senior to
people who have had years of experience as principals of technical
schools. The latter are not allowed
to appeal on a transfer appointment
because they are junior on the list.
This is an anomaly and the change
is made at the request of the Technical Schools Principals Association
of Victoria. The same would apply in
the Secondary Schools Division and
I believe it is also supported there.
A second change deals with
appointments in the Primary Schools
Division in the principal and senior
teacher classes. As the Act stands the
Committee of Classifiers is obliged to
take into account whether an applicant for a position at a school
desires to live in the house provided.
There have been one or two instances in which applicants have
indicated that they did not desire to
make use of the house provided and
have possibly or probably lost the
appointment because they were
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honest enough to state that. The
provision makes a suitable amendment to the Act to ensure that the
Committee of Classifiers is not bound
to consider-as one of the criteria
for appointment-whether the applicant wants to live in the house
provided by the Education Department.
Clause 6 deals with the permanent
appointment of people who, for want
of a better term, are called aliens.
They are those who are not Australian citizens. That is a preferable way of referring to them.
Clause 7 makes provision for the
termination of service of teachers
who have, in Army terms, gone absent without leave. Several hundred
people who were in the Teaching Service have just disappeared without
giving any indication of why they
have departed or whether they
wished to resign. The only way of
bringing the rolls up to date is to
formally charge these people, through
the Teachers Tribunal, with being absent without leave. This position occurs in the case of many married
women who do not wish to remain
teachers after having confinement
leave. It also applies to teachers who
have gone overseas. The present system is rather an impractical approach, and clause 7 provides for a
different procedure which will automatically terminate service if the person has not returned within three
months after the leave has been completed, unless there are special circumstances. If there are special circumstances they may apply to the
Director-General of Education for
special consideration.
Clause 8 provides that the same
benefits shall apply to members of
the Teaching Service who serve with
statutory corporations. This provision
already applies to members of the
Public Service who serve with statutory corporations. In other words,
their rights to superannuation, long
service leave and promotion are safeguarded. This seems a reasonable approach as it will affect only a limited
number of personnel.
Mr. Thompson.

(Amendment) Bill.

Mr. GINIFER: Can the Minister give
an example?
Mr. THOMPSON: For example, the
department might need to second
somebody to the State Electricity
Commission lodge at Mount Bogong
about which we have heard something
tonight. If such a teacher were
seconded for three years I am sure
the honorable member for Deer Park
would be the last one to wish that
person to lose his rights of promotion, long service leave and superannuation benefits because of a threeyear absence from the Teaching
Service.
The Bill deals with a number of
varied matters, the most important of
which is the permanent appointment
as teachers of people who have not
been born in this country. I believe
this move will be welcome, especially
to people who come to our shores and
wish to teach. It will also encourage
a greater number to stay here for a
longer period. I commend the Bill
to the House.
On the motion of Mr. FORDHAM
(Footscray), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November 4.
LIQUOR CONTROL (CHAIRMEN)
BILL.

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary):
I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Its main purpose is to alter the qualifications necessary for appointment
as Chairman of the Liquor Control
Commission.
Section 6 (2) of the Liquor Control Act 1968 provides that the Liquor
Control Commission shall consist of
not more than six persons, appointed
by the Governor in Council, of whom
one shall be a County Court Judge
and chairman of the commission and
one shall be a person with experience
in hotel accounting and finance. The
Governor in Council may also appoint
a County Court Judge to be an additional chairman of the commission.
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Members of the commission, sub- for appointment as a judge of the
ject to good behaviour, may hold County Court and who shall be chairoffice for the period of appointment man. If required, another judicial
but not exceeding seven years and be member with similar qualifications
eligible for reappointment at the ex- may be appointed an additional chairpiry of such period of appointment. man.
The Governor in Council may at any
A chairman of the commission shall
time remove a member from office.
have the same designation, rank,
Upon the retirement in September, status and precedence as a judge of
1975, of His Honour Judge J. X. the County Court and shall hold office
O'Driscoll as Chairman of the Liquor during good behaviour but shall retire
Control Commission, my colleague upon attaining the age of 72 years.
the Attorney-General agreed to ap- He may, however, be removed from
point His Honour Judge J. R. O'Shea office if he becomes incapable, or
to that important post. However, it neglects to perform the duties of his
was understood that the appointment office, or by address of both Houses
was to be for a short period only as of Parliament.
the absence of Judge O'Shea from the
Clause 2 (1) (c) of the Bill subCounty Court for a prolonged period
stitutes
two new sub-sections in secis highly undesirable.
tion 8 the effect of which is that
More recently close consideration a chairman and any deputy of a chairhas been given to the appointment of man shall be paid the salary and althe chairman and the additional chair- lowances fixed for judges of the
man and to the qualifications neces- County Court by the County Court
sary for appointment to those Act 1958 and shall be entitled to
positions.
travelling expenses as fixed by Order
of the Governor in Council. All
Although it is recognized that the amounts so payable are to be met
appointment of a County Court Judge from the Consolidated Fund, which
as chairman, and more recently also is appropriated accordingly.
as additional chairman, gives status
to the Liquor Control Commission
Clause 2 (1) (d) of the Bill amends
and to its decisions, unfortunately it the Act by adding to section 8 four
is not practicable to continue that new sub-sections. Those new subsituation in view of the heavy work- sections make provision for pension
load carried by the County Court and entitlements for the chairman upon
the need for judges within the juris- retirement or resignation after attaindiction to concentrate their efforts on ment at the age of 60 years and comdealing with matters before that pletion of at least ten years in office,
court.
or through ill health. Provision is
made for payment of a pension to
Accordingly, it is intended to the widow of a chairman or former
change the qualifications for appointment as chairman of the commission. chairman who dies.
Clause 2 (1) (a) of the Bill repeals
It is further provided that unless
four existing sub-sections of section the Governor in Council otherwise
6 of the Act and substitutes there- determines the right to a pension
for nine new sub-sections relating to shall cease upon acceptance of apthe
appointment,
qualifications, pointment to any judicial office in or
status, terms of office and removal outside Victoria and shall be susfrom office of chairmen and members pended while any office or place of
profit under the Crown in right of
of the commission.
the Commonwealth or of a State is
The effect of those amended sub- held or whilst practising as a barrister
sections is that at least one of the or solicitor or employed by any barsix members of the commission shall rister or solicitor in connection with
be a judicial member who is qualified his practice in any State or Territory
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of the Commonwealth. The pensions
so provided for are to be paid from
the Consolidated Fund.
These amendments are necessary
to provide pension benefits for a
chairman of the commission whose
rights in this regard were formerly
covered by the County Court Act
1958 in respect of County Court
judges. Clause 2 (2) of the Bill inserts transitory provisions concerning the reconstruction of the Liquor
Control Commission.
On the motion of Mr. WILKES
(North cote) , the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November 4.
STATE DEVELOPMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL.

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) : I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill, which I have pleasure in
introducing into the House, is a very
short one, but its long-term effect
will be of real significance to the
balanced development of this State.
It is aimed at updating the principal
Act to the needs of 1975 and widening the use of the Industrial Development Fund. Its proposals will encourage greater use of the port of
Portland and make provision for the
appointment of a Deputy Director of
Tourism.
The major proposal of the Bill, contained in clause 3, is to amend the
State Development Act 1970 to provide for greater use to be made of
the Industrial Development Fund.
This fund is a key factor in the incentives scheme to attract industry
to all regions of the State.
At present the State Development
Act gives the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization
wide powers to carry out certain functions to promote the decentralization of industry and the development of the State. However, the
Industrial Development Fund in its
present form restricts the use that

. (An1entbnent) Bill.

can be made of the moneys available
to it. The results of the proposals
contained in this Bill should greatly
assist the development of country
Victoria by permitting the use of
moneys in the fund for the balanced
development of those industries
which are ancillary to secondary industries and in particular for the development of industrial estates.
As honorable members are aware,
an industrial estate is an area of land
subdivided and developed in accordance with a comprehensive overall plan for use by a community of
industries. It needs to have satisfactory access to main roads and have
all the necessary services such as
water, sewerage and power for the
use of firms purchasing or leasing
sites on it. The proposals in this Bill
will permit the Department of State
Development and Decentralization to
plan such estates in conjunction with
other Government agencies including
local government and instrumentalities.
These planned estates will guard
against the intrusion of industry into
unsuitable areas where full services
could be long delayed and ultimately
provided only at enormous cost. It
will be the policy of the department
to ensure that estates are situated in
areas which will be of maximum
benefit to local communities where
industry will operate in harmony with
the total environment.
In making provision for the proper
planning in relation to the siting of
secondary industry, the measure does
not propose to stop there. My Government recognizes the need at the
same time to assist the development
of ancillary industries in order that
development may be balanced. Under
the provisions of this proposed legislation, the basic needs of both the
people and the industries associated
with these industrial estates can be
assisted from the Industrial Development Fund as well as tertiary industries which may provide services
such as research or electronic data
processing now regarded as essential
in most industrial enterprises.
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The development of industrial
estates has been gaining momentum
throughout the world over the past
decade, and in New South Wales,
Queensland and Western Australia
many millions of dollars have been
expended in their development. If
country Victoria is to attract the right
kind of industry to the right areas, it
must have an adequate means of
doing so. The proposals in this Bill
will do just that.
Another important proposal in the
Bill is the provision for moneys from
the fund to be used to provide incentives to users of the port of Portland.
During last year an inter-departmental committee of inquiry inquired
into the use of the port of Portland.
This committee reported that the
general cargo trade through Portland
in the major export areas of wool,
dairy products and meat had declined
markedly in recent years. A significant factor in this decline had been
the growth of containerization leading
to the centralization of cargo in Melbourne. In the case of wool, where
there was little evidence of customer
requirement, shipping companies had
even introduced the use of containers
into this field.
The committee reported that there
was an urgent need for the redirection
of some or all of this trade through
Portland. Certain incentives for users
of the port were approved as an
urgent measure by the Government;
for example, a payment of $1.50 a
bale on the first 100,000 bales of wool
delivered for export through the port
each financial year.
Portland has one of the best deepwater ports in Australia with wharfage facilities which cost many millions of dollars and is the ocean gateway to the whole of western Victoria.
It is the firm intention of my Government to encourage its use, and every
incentive and opportunity will be used
to bring home to shippers and shipping companies the advantages to be
gained by its use. The proposals in
this Bill will give permanent legisla-
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tive status to the incentives the Government has offered or will offer to
revitalize this most important port.
Clause 2 of the Bill makes provision
for the creation of a position of
Deputy Director of Tourism. Tourism
is one of Australia's and Victoria's
fastest growing industries. It is now
the eighth largest industry in Australia, and in order to ensure the
sound planning, development and promotion of tourism in this State there
is need for a Deputy Director of
Tourism to assist the Director of
Tourism at the highest level.
Experience has shown that the updating of legislation is needed from
time to time to meet new ideas and
developments, particularly in industry. The provisions in this Bill will
meet the needs and challenges of the
present and foreseeable future, and I
am sure that its proposals will be a
further decisive step in the decentralization and balanced development of
the whole of this State. I commend
the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. EDMUNDS
(Moonee Ponds), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November 4.
APPROPRIATION MESSAGES.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) announced the presentation
of messages from His Excellency the
Governor recommending that appropriations be made from the Consolidated Fund for the purposes of the
following BillsLand Bill.
State Development (Amendment)
Bill.
ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS
(AMENDMENT) BI,LL (No. 2).

The debate (adjourned from September 11) on the motion of Mr.
Borthwick (Minister for Conservation) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
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Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park): This
Bill amends the Zoological Gardens
Act 1967 to make provision for
zoological parks to be administered
by the Zoological Board of Victoria.
In his second-reading speech, the
Minister for Conservation spent most
of his time describing what could
probably be called the immediate
intention of the Government regarding management of a park in the
vicinity of Werribee. He saidIt is now proposed .to extend the responsibilities of the present Zoological Board of
Victoria and develop a broad-acre fauna
park in the area to the west of the Werribee
River, on part of the Werribee Park estate,
which was purchased by .the Government
some two years ago.

Apparently the Minister was referring
to an area of land formerly owned by
the Roman Catholic Church and later
purchased by the Government. The
Minister continuedThis development would be similar to
Whipsnade Zoo which is operated and admmistered by the Regent Park zoo authorities in London, and to San Pasquale Zoo
which is the responsibility of the San Diego
Zoo in California.

I understand that the Government has
had difficulty in making a commercial
venture from the area of land which
It purchased. The buildings on the
site are used for purposes such as
musical conventions and similar functions, but I understand the land has
not been brought to any economic
level. Apparently this measure has
been introduced to provide an opportunity for the Government to obtain
some economic return from the land.
The Minister further saidIt is envisaged ,that the fauna park will
contain free-ranging animals such as giraffes,
bison, kangaroos, deer and wallaby, many of
which will be transferred from the Melbourne zoo. Birdlife will include emus,
ostriches, brolgas, rheas, peafowl and waterfowl.

The Minister's comments are reported
at page 6504 of Hansard. It will be
seen from the mixture of flora and
fauna referred to that this zoological
park will not deal with indigenous
animals only. There will be a mixture
of exotic species and indigenous
creatures. There is some general

argument in the community on the
usefulness of zoos. Doubtless they
have an educational use, but an argument has been strongly put that with
the tremendous capacity of television
there is now hardly any reason for
keeping the zoo, as we know it, still
in operation. Many people might
argue that the zoo is a source of great
delight and instruction for children,
but a strong argument is also put that
the same amount of delight and instruction can be obtained from watching animals on television as can be
obtained from seeing them caged in
unnatural surroundings in zoos. There
is much to be said for this argument.
I believe the day of the zoo has gone,
and that there is no real argument for
keeping animals in close captivity
now that there is the new medium of
television.
The Minister pointed out that
many of the animals and birds which
I have mentioned will be transferred
from the Melbourne zoo. I suppose
that is an improvement; they will
have a much freer and open life. The
Minister also saidMoats will be used to provide boundaries
between the animals and the public who will
be able to view the animals from a high
picnic site on .the east side of the Werribee
River. The Werribee Fauna Park will be a
major part of the Government's plans to
develop the historic Werribee Park estate.

I take it from what the Minister has
said that it is not proposed to keep
carnivorous animals in this freeranging state. Honorable members
will be aware that some private concerns have carnivorous animals freeran ~ing, but the Minister did not
men tion '-hem in his speech. I assume
that it is not proposed to keep such
animals, and that only the herbivorous animals will be in this freeranging situation. I do not know
whether that is actually the case.
It is proposed to transfer this piece
of land to the control of the Zoological Board of Victoria. If that was all
that was in the Bill, one could let it
pass. However, it appears that instead of being specific, clause 2 makes
it possible for the Governor in
Council to declare any land which has
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an area of not more than 400 hectares
-which I understand is slightly less
than 1 000 acres-and which is
reserved under the Land Act 1958
as a site for a zoological park or as
a State wildlife reserve within the
meaning of the Wildlife Act 1975 to
be a zoological park. Therefore, the
Bill deals not only with the park at
Werribee, but also with areas of land
of less than 1,000 acres. Honorable
members might rightly have expected
the Minister to be a little !!lore. explicit on what he has In mInd.
Werribee Park has been frankly
referred to, but there are many other
parks with boar~s .of manageme~t
which come wIthIn the definItions laid down in clause 2.
Clearly one of these would be the
Sir Co1i~ MacKenzie Sanctuary,
which has an area of some 80 to
90 acres. I am wondering whet~er
the Minister has anything in mInd
for this area. Honorable members
will recall that some years ago a
committee of inquiry was set up to
inquire into the administration of
the sanctuary and also. that the
Bland report made certaIn recommendations about the sanctuary.
Neither of the reports recommended
that it should come under the c~n
trol of the Zoological Board of VICtoria. Many recommendations were
made, but that was not one of them.
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scope of clause 2. Other parkS
throughout the State are currently
State wildlife reserves.
Once the Bill is passed, the Parliament will have no further say in
the future of any wildlife reserve.
Under the Bill, all of these reserves
which are less than 1,000 acres will
or can be immediately transferred to
the control of the Zoological Board
of Victoria. The Minister may suggest that similar action was taken
when the Government set up the
National Parks Authority to take
over the control of some of the
national parks from local groups. On
that occasion, the local committees
of management were retained in an
advisory capacity, and therefore the
members were not entirely dismissed. Some argument ensued concerning this proposition.
Members of the National Party
argued whether it was the correct
thing to do as they wanted the
national parks to remain under local
control. It was pointed out to them,
and I think members of the OpposItion agreed, that the local body
would still be used in an advisory
capacity.
Under this Bill, no mention is
made of the local committee being
kept on in an advisory capacity. For
example, the Sir Colin MacKenzie
Sanctuary, by order of the Governor
in Council, could be placed under
the control of the Zoological Board
and the existing committee of management would go out of existence.
This is a strange departure and I
cannot see why the Government
should be empowered to vest control of some existing wildlife reserves
in the Zoological Board of Victoria.
Some good reasons might exist for
this action, but the Minister has not
made them known to the House.

I am wondering why the cla~se
has been included. Many State wIldlife reserves are less than 1,000 acres
in area which as I said, is almost
the sa~e as 400 hectares. For instance, Chinaman Island at Cranbourne is a game reserve and a reserve for water fowl comprising 150
acres. J ones Bay at Bairnsdale is
also a water fowl reserve of 900
acres and would come within the
definition of clause 2. Seal Rocks
off PhilIip Island are a fauna park for
the preservation of fur seal, 7
One weakness in the Minister's
acres in area, and would also come case is that, having explained what
within the definition of the clause. the Government has in mind for the
Lawrence Rocks in Bass Strait off Werribee area, the honorable gentlePort Fairy are a faunal reserve and man has given no similar explanation
gannet rookery comprising 20 acres concerning the future of any of the
and would also come within the wildlife reserves throughout Victoria.
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The Minister asks Parliament to give Minister asks honorable members to
a blank cheque. Once the Bill is trust the Government, but that is
passed, Parliament will have no say not the way Parliament works. I
in the future of these wildlife re- am suspicious about the matter and
serves and it will be at the behest I should like the Minister to explain
of .the Minister, his department and why such a wide power is needed in
the Cabinet as to which of the many clause 2.
wildlife reserves in Victoria will be
At this stage, the Opposition does
placed under the control of the
not oppose the proposition that there
Zoological Board.
should be a faunal park on the WerIf a substantial number of these ribee site. There is some advantage
parks are placed under the control in that some of the animals which
of the board, this will be a major are currently housed at the zoo will
example of centralization.
One have a more free-ranging area, but
must admit that the board has a members of the Opposition are disgreat deal of expertise, but if its turbed that other parks can come
activities are to be dispersed over under the control of the Zoological
the whole of Victoria and if local Board. One such park could be the
control is to be entirely eliminated, Sir Colin MacKenzie Sanctuary at
then the Parliament could be making Healesville which comprises some
a great mistake. In some of the 80 acres. Earlier I referred to reareas which I have mentioned, the ports concerning that park and the
local people have substantial know- recommendations contained therein.
ledge. They may not be academically
Until the Opposition receives some
qualified but they have a knowledge
of the breeding and feeding habits reassurance about what the Governof the wildlife and the geography of ment has in mind concerning these
the area. Their knowledge of such wildlife reserves, it is keeping its
areas is substantial and honorable options open.
members are being asked to pass
Mr. WHITING (Mildura): The Bill
over to the Government the power contains a number of provisions conto dispense with these local com- cerning the establishment of a new
mittees of management. I do not zoological park area in the Werribee
want to be an alarmist, but one is district. The National Party believes
entitled to be suspicious when the this is a good move, because, with
Minister has mentioned only one the increasing growth of both Melpark.
bourne and Geelong, the site will be
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN: The honorable reasonably central and provide easy
access for the public. Accordingly,
member is a suspicious type.
members of the National Party supMr. DOUBE: When one eats or port that portion of the Bill.
sups with the devil, one needs a
We agree with a number of points
long spoon, and when one is dealing
raised
by the honorable member for
with this Government, one has to be
very careful indeed. Perhaps the Albert Park about the breadth of the
honorable member for Dundas might measure. As he pointed out, a number of provisions would allow any
be able to clear away my fears.
zoological park area to be eventuWhen explaining the Bill, the Min- ally brought under the control of the
ister spoke about the Government's Zoological Board of Victoria. Alproposals for the Werribee Park but though technically this may be
clause 2 provides that any wildlife sensible, it will cause some heartpark in Victoria, of which there are burning and result in centralization
many, which is smaller than the of power which may not be in the
limit set by the clause, and which is best interests of the management of
less than 1,000 acres, can be taken the more widely dispersed parks
over by the Zoological Board. The throughout the State.
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Mr. DOUBE: Especially the State
wildlife reserves which are scattered
all over the place.
Mr. WHITING: I do not altogether agree with the honorable
member concerning wildlife reserves.
When explaining the Bill, as recorded at page 6504 of Hansard, the
Minister said, intJer aliaThe Bill provides in clause 2 for the Governor in Council by order to declare any land
which has an area of not more than 400
hectares and is reserved under the Land Act
1958 as a site for a zoological park or as a
state wildlife reserve within the meaning of
the Wildlife Act 1975, to be a zoological
park.

I would doubt the wisdom of allowing the Minister to declare a wildlife
reserve in a very remote part of the
State to be a zoological park. I cannot
believe that that would be in the best
interests of the wildlife or the public.
The general concept of a zoological
park is one in which animals and
birds of all sorts are kept in captivity
to some degree. However, in most
wildlife reserves the animals are freeranging in every sense and can come
and go as they please. There should
not be any possibility of that area
being declared a zoological park. If
the Minister has that in mind he
should tell the Parliament at this
stage; if that were the position certainly the National Party would take
a different view of the Bill.
The honorable member for Albert
Park referred to the diminishing need
for zoological parks in the future, and
it is of interest that in the latest
annual report of the Zoological Board
of Victoria, for 1972-73, which I could
find by courtesy of the Library of
this Parliament, some interesting
figures were given regarding educational facilities available in that area.
The figures showed that the educational division of this zoo commenced
only in 1969 and that the number of
students to visit the zoo in that year
was 2,900, made up of 88 groups. The
children were expected to visit the
zoo and presumably did so. In 1970
a total of 8,000 visited the zoo in 243
groups; in 1971 15,000 visited it in
455 groups; and in 1972 31,000
children visited the zoo in 940 groups.

As well as that dramatic increase
in numbers in 1971, 6,500 children in
197 groups were unable to be accommodated at the zoo. Presumably they
applied to visit it with educational
people to show them around and were
not able to be accommodated. In
1972, 14,300 children in 433 groups
were again not able to be accommodated. Surely there is a tremendous demand for the facilities of the
educational division. There is no
doubt that the zoological gardens or
the zoological park, as it will henceforth be called, is a vital thing in
Victoria.
Mr. DOUBE: One can see the same
things on television. Why does one
have to go to a zoo?
Mr. WHITING:' The answer to the
comment is that there are many
things on television that I and perhaps many other people disbelieve.
To see something in the flesh is real
indeed. There will always be a need
for a zoological park, so much so
that it may become necessary to provide for the domesticated animalsthe cow, the sheep, the goat and so on
-for city people who are rapidly
losing sight of these animals in their
everyday lives.
Mr. DOUBE: So the honorable
member would keep an elephant on
a 2-acre site?
Mr. WHITING: The conditions of
a zoological park are dependent on
the area involved and the circumstances. They have been developed
over a large number of years and
obviously improvements are continually being made. In Werribee
Park these improvements will be
obvious. To that point the National
Party supports the Bill.
Like the honorable member for
Albert Park I was concerned about
the ramifications of the breadth of
this Bill. With that in mind I checked
out the Sir eolin MacKenzie Sanctuary at Healesville and a statement
contained in a publication called
Sanctuary Guide, which is apparently
published periodically, indicates that
an area of 78 acres was developed
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in 1921 and was the original size of
the area, but since then the Government has added to the sanctuary 350
acres of virgin bushland which now
is under the control of the committee
of management appointed under the
Land Act. I am unable to find the
date on which the additional area was
provided. I was so concerned with
this problem that I placed a question
on notice-No. 1885-and today I
received a reply. I asked-

(Amendment) Bill (No. 2).

question of centralization of control
by the continuation of the expansion
of the efforts of the Zoological Board
which is provided for in this Bill.

Like the honorable member for
Albert Park I am concerned about the
future of zoological parks in Victoria
and the fact that at some time in the
future they will obviously be brought
under the provisions of this Bill. I
hope the people concerned will be
given
some say in whether this is the
1. Which committees of management were
best
move
in the interests of the
affected by the provisions of the Bill?
public of Victoria. When one conThe answer I received wassiders the composition of the ZoologiAt the present time no committees of cal Board and the expert technical
management are immediately affected. It is knowledge that is available on that
the intention of the Government at an as
yet undetermined date to consider placing board, one cannot argue against the
the management of the Sir Colin MacKenzie fact that its members are probably
Sanctuary under the direction of the Zoo- the best people to make technical
logical Board of Victoria.
decisions regarding the animals or
The other part of question No. 1885 birds that are housed at the parks.
wasHowever, I agree with the honor2. Whether the Minister has held discus- able member for Albert Park that
sions with these committees of management some local knowledge could be made
on the contents of the Bill; if so, on which
use of. According to the constitution
dates?
of the Zoological Board of Victoria as
The answer wasat the end of 1973 the Board will comNo discussions have been held with the prise three persons, perhaps four if
committee of management of the Sir Colin one included the person whose definiMacKenzie Sanctuary but it is intended that tion is that of an architect, and five
if Parliament approves the measure, at some
if one included the person who is a
future time discussions will be initiated.
barrister, who are not appointed for
It is rather surprising that the Min- their technical knowledge.
Obister should require the passage of viously at this stage the only
this Bill before talking to the com- concern of the board is at the
mittee of management of the Sir Colin Zoological Gardens at Royal Park. If
MacKenzie Sanctuary, when ob- the Sir Colin MacKenzie Sanctuary is
viously once the Bill has been to come under the direct control of
passed by Parliament that com- ths board, surely provision should be
mittee will be able to do noth- made for additional members from
ing about a future takeover, if the community who live in the Healesthat is the correct term, by the ville area and who have some local
board. I should have thought that in knowledge of the situation which
fairness to that committee of manage- could be extremely valuable.
ment, which has received the acclaim
Under this Bill there does not
of people throughout Victoria for
many years, the Minister would, out appear to be any need for the Zooof sheer courtesy, have discussed the logical Board to produce an annual
matter with the committee and per- report to be placed before Parliament.
haps informed its members of his The present Zoological Board has to
intentions, have given them some lead make an annual report of its financial
as to the length of time they would be situation and activities only to the
continuing to operate at the sanctuary Minister. That does not necessarily
and have answered any questions they mean that it is presented to Parliamay have had for him apart from the ment. In view of the expansion that
Mr. Whiting.
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is to take place in this field, provision
should be made for a report to be laid
before this Parliament.
Members of the National Party support the Bill up to the stage where it
includes the Werribee Fauna Park
provision and they reserve their
opinions regarding the intentions of
the Government in the future. They
believe the committee of management
of the Sir Colin MacKenzie Sanctuary
has been done a considerable disservice by the Minister and/or his
experts within the Ministry for Conservation by not discussing with that
committe of management its future
operations and the time at which the
committee of management will be
taken over.
From the answer provided by the
Minister to my question it is obvious
that it is the intention of the Government eventually to take over or
place the management of the Sir
ColinMacKenzie Sanctuary under the
direction of the Zoological Board of
Victoria. One cannot deduce from
the answer whether there will still be
an advisory committee in that area,
but from my own experience and that
of members of the National Party in
relation to advisory committees,
although for a period they may be
keen in providing advice and assisting
in the day-to-day running of a particular national park or a fauna
park, only the hard core people
maintain
the
interest,
because
from time to time members of the
committee believe their advice is not
being heeded and their time is being
wasted. I hope the Minister will have
some satisfactory answers to these
points.
If so, the National Party will be
prepared to give the Bill its wholehearted support; otherwise, it will
have serious doubts about the future
of this legislation.
Mrs. GOBLE (Mitcham): I am
pleased to support this measure, particularly because of the reference to
the park at Werribee. I have visited
Chirnside park and consider it a magnificent property. It is greatly to

the credit of the Government that the
park has been equipped as an amenity
for the people of Victoria, and it is
obvious that the utmost use should
be made of it. To use it as a fauna
park seemsi to be an excellent idea.
The honorable member for Albert
Park has stated that zoos are on the
way out. It may well be that zoos as
we have known them in the past are
on the way out but I believe
there will be a continuing need
for zoos in the latter concept
of animals roaming fairly freely.
Thanks to the good offices of the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, the Treasurer and my fellow
members of the Parliamentary Liberal
Party, I recently had a trip abroad.
On that trip it was brought home to
me for·cibly that there is no substitute
for seeing the actual thing or place.
We travelled through South-East
Asia, Europe, and the British Isles.
I suppose that I had seen photographs throughout my life of all of
those places, but until I visited them
I really did not have a proper idea
of what they were like. I believe the
same situation applies with animals.
The greater part of our popUlation
lives in the cities in Australia and
consequently children are brought up
in those cities. It is vital that they
should be able to see live animals and
not merely photographs of animals on
television. If they can see animals in
fairly natural surroundings, so much
the better. I am indeed pleased that
this Bill has been introduced.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (New sections inserted).
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation): I thank honorable
members for their contributions. The
honorable member for Mitcham referred to Werribee Park as Chimside
park. Actually, it is a property that
was developed by the Chimside
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family. When the Government purchased Chirnside park it had an interdepartmental committee to make
recommendations about how it should
be administered. Initially, there was
a large and well developed old building of great charm and attraction,
and the property also included a
beautiful garden which was designed
by Guilfoyle, who did so much work
in Melbourne, particularly with the
Royal Botanic Gardens.
It also included a substantial
acreage of land which had been
farmed and was still being farmed at
the time of purchase. The committee
recommended that that substantial
segment of farmland could well be
considered for an open area zoo,
similar to Whipsnade Zoo in London.
This area was not under the control
of a committee of management; it
was not committed land, and it was
reasonable to include it in this Bill
because it was accepted by the
Government that that area would be
suitable for that type of purpose.
However, there could be other areas
in the future that the State does not
yet own or which may be given to
the State and would be suitable for a
similar purpose.
I do not agree with the honorable
member for Albert Park who sees a
reducing value in these types of
centres. I agree with the honorable
member completely when he makes
caustic comments about the administration of the old traditional type
zoo. That is why the Zoological
Board of Victoria has made such vast
changes and has such great plans for
the Melbourne zoo to bring it up to
date.
The Education Department is
taking an extraordinarily active
interest in the zoo and it expects that
this year 100,000 children will be
taught in class-rooms at the Melbourne zoo. This indicates that large
numbers of people in the community
consider that there is great value in
this activity. The Government has in
mind ultimately taking, for example,
Haining Farm, in the Yarra Valley,
Mr. Borthwick.

which was gifted to the State, and
developing there a place where
children can be involved with nature
and life on a farm. It is envisaged
that this type of development will be
administered by the National Parks
Service. I can see the need for a number of centres of various types around
the metropolitan area where children
can obtain direct involvement with
wildlife and natural things. It is to
their great benefit in the future, particularlychildren from the city, to be
able to do that. It is magnificent to
see at the Melbourne zoo the faces
of children from metropolitan schools,
who have never had the opportunity
of raising a day-old chicken, when
they are confronted with that fragile
and delicate animal.
In regard to other areas, the
Deputy Leader of the National Party
referred to an answer that I gave him
about the Sir Colin MacKenzie
Sanctuary at Healesville. I cannot
give him a more definite answer than
I did because I have not had a discussion with the Zoological Board of
Victoria on that question; nor have I
had a discussion with the sanctuary's
committee of management. Certainly,
I should be loath to take action on
the Sir Colin MacKenzie Sanctuary
unless there were general agreement
and some understanding between the
sanctuary and the Zoological Board.
That could well hinge on the question
of some local involvement.
I believe that could be established
if that was the correct thing to do,
but I would have lied to the honorable member if I had not said that this
matter has been raised. It has been
suggested. It was first suggested
when the Government conducted a
public inquiry into the administration
of the Healesville sanctuary, when it
was found that the sanctuary did not
have all the facilities and all the professional advice necessary for looking
after the animals, which perhaps the
Melbourne zoo has. Suggestions have
been made along those lines, but I
certainly have not been involved in
a takeover bid.
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I can see advantages in some
degree of local involvement. There
is some degree of local involvement
in the administration of the Sir Colin
MacKenzie Sanctuary today, but a
number of people in the administration are not local, as I am sure the
honorable member realizes. The concept of the Bill is not tied to the
Healesville sanctuary; it is tied to the
thought and belief that in the years
that lie ahead perhaps other areas of
land may be placed under the control
of the Zoological Board for the same
purpose as that envisaged at
Werribee.
Mention was made of carnivorous
animals at Werribee Park. There is
no firm plan of development for
Werribee Park a t this stage.
The Zoological Board has not
drawn up plans, but there is a
general idea of how Werribee Park
could be developed. In my view it
will be an immense task and will take
some years to develop. Perhaps the
Zoological Board may take the view
that even if the Government wanted
to pass to that board some other
responsibilities in the next year or
two, or in five years' time, it may well
feel that with the development of
Werribee Park it could not accept any
additional responsibilities at that
stage. I have not discussed that
matter with the board or with anybody else. The only body that has
been suggested for inclusion in
the administration of the board is
the committee of management of the
Sir Colin MacKenzie Sanctuary, but
no positive decision has been made
on that point and certainly it will not
be made without full discussion with
both the Zoological Board and the
committee of management of the
sanctuary.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park): There
is not much that is reassuring in what
the Minister has said because
although he has spoken about
Werribee Park it is not clear to me
which park he is referring to. The
honorable member for Mitcham referred to Chirnside park. In his
second-reading speech the Minister
Session 1975.-273
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spoke about the Werribee Park estate.
Knowing that the Government has
purchased two areas of land around
Werribee--the old Corpus Christi
College seminary and the Werribee
Park estate--I am not clear which
park the Minister is talking about. He
said that it is proposed to develop a
broad-acre fauna park in the area to
the west of the Werribee River and
part of the Werribee Park estate. Both
of the areas contain beautiful old
homes.
It would be of assistance if honorable members could have the precise
location. I should not be surprised if
the area I have spoken of, that is, on
the seaward side of the railway line,
is the same as that to which the
Minister has referred. No doubt that
point will be clarified before the Bill
reaches another place.
There remains the problem that
Parliament is handing over to the
Governor in Council the power to
enable the Zoological Board to
change wildlife reserves. A wildlife
reserve is an area of land temporarily
or permanently reserved by an Order
in Council for the preservation of
wildlife and placed under the control
of the Fisheries and Wildlife Division.
Wildlife reserves are maintained
simply because they are significant
for the preservation of the species in
the area. What is the point of handing
them over from the Fisheries and
Wildlife Division to the Zoological
Board? The problems of managing a
zoo are quite different from the problems of managing a wildlife reserve.
For example, some areas, such as
Seal Rocks which occupies an area
of 7 acres, would come within the
definition of a wildlife reserve which
could be handed over, not by the
Parliament but by the Governor in
Council, to the Zoological Board.
What would be the purpose in handing over Seal Rocks to the zoo?
The Zoological Board is involved in
attracting people to the area under
its management. As the honorable
member for Mitcham and the Deputy
Leader of the National Party have
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said, zoos are visited by large numbers of people. If people are taken to
Seal Rocks there will be no more
seals there.
Mr. BORTHWICK: Some people are
living there.
Mr. DOUBE: There may be one or
two research people in the area. I
should like the Minister to explain
why it is necessary for some of these
rather minute and, in the conservation sense, tender areas that are preserved particularly for a species of
wild fowl or for fur seals to be
handed over to the Zoological Board
and taken away from the Fisheries
and Wildlife Division. This is a
dangerous situation because if the
zoological people press their educational aspect they will take people into these areas and treat them as zoos.
If that is done there is a strong
possibility that the whole habitat of
wildlife that the Ministry for Conservation is preserving will be
destroyed.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3 (" Zoological parks").
Mr. WHITING (Mildura): This
clause raises an interesting situation
to which members of my party have
always been opposed. It concerns
the declaration of further areas by
executive action. The clause provides
that in section 3 of the principal Act
the interpretation of "zoological
gardens" shall be repealed and replaced by the expression " zoological
parks", which shall mean the
zoological parks eXisting upon the
lands described in the schedules and
any land declared to be a zoological
park or parks by Order of the
Governor in Council. That means that
in the future the Governor in Council
can declare any land to be a zoological park. This was referred to in
the second-reading debate. Presumably the Governor in Council will
have power to declare any land under
400 hectares in extent to be a zoological park regardless of any other
conditions.

I ask the Minister to elaborate on
his statement that the Government's
only concern is the Werribee proposal. At some future time there
may be a rearrangement which
will mean that the Sir Colin
MacKenzie Sanctuary will come
under the control of the Zoological
Board or that any other wildlife park
or zoological park in future will not
come under the control of the board.
For the purposes of this decentralization of administration and for many
other reasons the Minister should
give some undertaking to the Committee that there will be limitations.
The best limitation, in my view,
would be that for any future addition
an Act of Parliament amending the
schedule to the Act would be necessary. That will not be required if
this clause is agreed to. A second
schedule is to be inserted to apply
the provisions of the Act to the
Werribee Fauna Park. I hope the
Minister has some vaHd reason why
future additions will not require to
be authorized by amendment of the
Act to include another schedule.
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation): The alteration of a
reservation of land or the proclaiming of a reservation of land under
the Land Act does not require an
Act of Parliament. The only circumstances that I know of in which an
Act of Parliament would be required
would be in relation to a national
park. One of the major administrative acts performed by the Minister
of Lands is the preparation of an
Order in Council varying reservations
of lands. I am constantly setting
aside for reservation land for flora
and fauna reserves, wildlife reserves
and other purposes, just as is done
for public buildings. There is nothing
unusual in this action.
By arranging for an Order in
Council I can set aside an area of
land for the Zoological Board. At
present, if the Government wanted to
proclaim a piece of land for the purpose of a zoo, or something like that,
the Government or I, as Minister of
Lands, could well do it by Order in
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Council. An Act of Parliament is not
required. An Act of Parliament is
required if it is desired to change the
use to which a permanent reservation
is put. No Minister can change the
purpose for which land that is
permanently reserved under the Land
Act is used, but he can permanently
reserve land by an Order in Council.
He cannot revoke a permanent
reservation by Order in Council.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS: You mean
he can do something by Order in
Council, but cannot change it by
that means?
Mr. BORTIlWICK : Under the
Land Act, yes. The Minister of
Lands can effect two forms of
reservations - temporary
reservations and permanent reservations.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS: Always by
Order in Council.
Mr. BORTIlWICK: An alteration
can be made only by Act of Parliament.
Mr. DOUBE: Not after the passing
of this Bill.
Mr. BORTHWICK: There are two
provisions here. Land that is already
reserved either for the purpose of a
zoological park or a wildlife park can
be re-reserved by Order of the Governor in Council as land to be
administered by the Zoological Board.
The honorable member for Mildura
raised some objection to the right to
be able to reserve land by Order of
the Governor in Council for the purpose of a zoological park under the
Land Act. I could do that now.

Mr. WHITING (Mildura) : I do not
understand the Minister's reasoning
because at present in section 3 of the
Act "zoological gardens" means
"zoological parks existing upon the
lands described in the schedules to
this Act". It is obvious that any land
that is to be a zoological garden must
be described in the schedule to the
Act, and if there was to be any

alteration of the reserve there would
need to be an amendment to the Act.
Clause 3 of the Bill providesIn section 3 of the Principal Act the interpretation of "Zoological Gardens" shall be
repealed and the following interpretation
shall be inserted : , "Zoological parks" means the zoological
parks existing upon the lands described
in the Schedules and any land declared
to be a zoological park or parks by
Order of the Governor in Council. '

The National Party has no quarrel
with the change of name. The existing zoological parks are described in
the schedule, and any others can be
declared at any time by the Governor
in Council. The point I am making is
that before any further zoological
park can be declared, it should be
necessary for the Minister to bring
to this Parliament a Bill to amend the
Act to include in the schedule the
new areas to be declared. If that is
not done, the Sir Colin MacKenzie
Sanctuary could by a decision of the
Governor in Council be declared a
zoological park and could automatically come under the Zool'Ogical Board.
It could be the areas which the
honorable member for Albert Park
said are declared by the Governor in
Council as zoological parks, and there
would be no reference to this Parliament of the new areas declared as
zoological parks.
If it is good enough for the declaration of a national park to require an
amendment to an Act of Parliament,
the setting up of a zoological park,
which would presumably place a
much greater cost burden on the
State than many of Victoria's
national parks, should come before
Parliament for full debate.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park) : Honorable members have a great responsibility to know precisely what is
being done. The Minister has said
that it has always been in his power
as Minister of Lands to alter land
which is temporarily reserved. I
think he said that where land is
permanently reserved an Act of
Parliament is necessary t'O change
its use. But I warn the Committee that that will not be so
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after the passing of this measure.
When the Bill is passed, the Minister will not have to seek the
approval of Parliament to change the
status of permanently reserved wildlife parks and to place them under
the control of the Zoological Board.
Honorable members should realize
what is happening.
For a long time, permanent reservations have had a special status
which could be altered only by Parliament, but under the Bill this will
not apply. Under clause 2, the Governor in Council will have special
powers to alter the status of land
that has been permanently reserved
as a wildlife reserve. He can pass
that control to the Zoological Board
so that the land can be used for a
zoo.
In a sense, this is stupid because
what is the point of having a wildlife
reserve and then handing it over to
the Zoological Board to operate as a
zoo? The board is probably more interested in introducing other animals
into the habitat and having people
view them in that habitat than preserving the existing wildlife. The
more one examines the Bill, the more
disastrous it seems to he. I do not
think the Minister will deny that
when the Bill becomes law Parliament will 'lose a right that it has
had for more than 100 years of controlling the future of permanently reserved land.
Whereas the words "zoological
gardens" had a special meaning
under the statutes, namely, the area
of the Zoological Gardens situated
at Royal Park, that definition is being thrown out and a much wider
one of "zoological parks" is being
introduced which means the zoological parks existing upon the lands
described in the schedule--that is
the present Zoological Gardens-or
any lands declared to be a zoological
park or parks by order of the Governor in Council. This is an historic
night for the Parliament because the
Minister and the Governor in Council
are being given the power, which they
Mr. Doube.

have never had before, of changing
the status of land which has been
permanently reserved.
At this stage, the Minister ought
to report progress. The Opposition
does not want to oppose the Bill but
these matters should he cleared up
and the Minister should explain what
special significance there is in passing over the right to change these
permanently reserved lands.
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation): The honorable member for Albert Park has been talking about something that has already
been passed by the committee-The Governor in Council may by Order
published in the Government Gazette declare
any land having an area of not more than
four hundred hectares which is vested in the
Crown and reserved either temporarily or
permanently, under the Land Act 1958 as a
site for a zoological park or as a State
wildlife reserve within the meaning of the
Wildlife Act 1975 to be a zoological park to
which this Act applies.

The Committee having passed that
clause, the honorable member is now
re-arguing the matter.
Mr. DOUBE: Earlier the Minister
said that the Bill did not change
the status of permanently reserved
land, so therefore the honorable
gentleman has learned something.
Mr. BORTHWICK: As he so often
does, the honorable member has
shown his utter confusion. I said that
the Committee is dealing with specific things that are in fact mentioned,
and that the power is limited to
those lands which are already reserved as zoological parks or as
State wildlife reserves. The honorable member is under a general misapprehension that this power applies
to any permanently reserved land.
Mr. DOUBE: It gives the Governor
in Council the power to change it.
Mr. BORTHWICK: Only under
the terms and conditions set out in
the Bill. The amendment places on the
Zoological Board, for the first time, a
specific charge concerning the protection, preservation, management
and care of wildlife, and the protection or preservation of wildlife
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habitat, including native plants and
trees. This is provided for in clause
5, which has not yet been considered
by the Committee. Under the provision which has been passed and
which the honorable member for
Albert Park is now talking about,
the reservations which can be altered
are spelt out in black and white.
The honorable member suggests
that the Zoological Board will destroy the habitat, but this Bill for the
first time places on the board a
special charge to protect the habitat
and to protect the wildlife. I certainly would not take up the honorable member's suggestion that progress be reported.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 4 to 6.
Clause 7 (New section inserted).
Mr. WHITING (Mildura): This
clause refers to the regulation-making powers. During the secondreading debate, I drew the attention
of the Minister to the possibility of
the board laying an annual report before Parliament. The principal Act
provides for the board to make an
annual report, including a statement
of receipts and expenditure, to the
Minister, but at this stage no provision is made for a report to be laid
before Parliament. I ask the Minister
to give an undertaking that, before
the Bill is passed by another place,
provision will be made for reports
of the board to be laid before Parliament.
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation): The last time a Bill
to amend the Act was before the
Parliament, the honorable member
for Albert Park very rightly drew my
attention to the fact that the annual
report of the board did not include
a financial statement. I took that
matter up and as a result the situation has been rectified. The suggestion made by the honorable member
for Mildura is good, and I give an
undertaking to prepare an amendment to be submitted when the Bill
is being considered in another place.

Mr. BIRRELL (Geelong): Undoubtedly, the words" necessary or
expedient" in proposed section 17A
will be omitted by another place.
Therefore, to save the time of that
House, perhaps the Minister might
like to have the words removed in
this place.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
DECENTRALIZED INDUSTRY
INCENTIVE PAYMENTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The debate (adjourned from September 30) on the motion of Mr.
Balfour (Minister for Fuel and
Power) .for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds):
The Opposition does not oppose this
measure. The Bill is designed to provide the timber milling industry with
the same benefits as those received
by other industries included in the
Decentralized Industry 'Incentive Payments Act of 1972. When that Act
was proclaimed, the timber industry
was omitted from its terms for a
number of reasons. The principal Act
is now being amended to give incentive payments to the industry, but
not to provide it with the freedom of
the use of the roads because of the
nature of the industry.
The measure is supported by the
Victorian Sawmillers Association and
the Timber Workers Union. Both
those organizations have wanted this
legislation to be enacted for a long
time. If any criticisms have been
made, it was because of the delay in
introducing the measure.
One of the reasons for restricting
this industry from using the roads in
the same way as other decentralized
industries use them is the enormous
contribution to the State's rail
freight revenue made by the industry. Railway lines such as the one
between Orbost and Bairnsdale carry
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freight :almost entirely, and they
would become inoperable if the timber industry stopped using the rail
services.
The Labor Party does not oppose
the measure and believes that it
should be implemented as soon as
possible to ensure that the thousands
of people associated with the timber
milling industry will be assured of
their jobs and that the industry will
be placed on the same footing in regard to subsidies by the taxpayer as
are other 'construction industries.
Steel, concrete and other building
materials are 'all subsidized in cases
where the industries in which they
are used are based in country areas.
The timber milling industry has been
left .out in the cold for too long. The
Opposition wishes the ,measure a
speedy passage.
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East) :
This pr.oposed legislation has been
awaited for many years by members
of the National Party, and I clearly
recollect when the original Bill to
give benefits to decentralized industries was introduced. It gave the
Government a blanket power to -approve any industry outside Melbourne engaged in processing or
manufacturing as an approved decentralized industry. nuring that
debate, when examining the effects
of the proposed legislation, I asked
what would happen if a sawmill was
approved as a decentralized industry,
because there was ample power in
the provisions of the Bill for the Government to so declare it. The then
Premier, Sir Henry Bolte, indicated
in no uncertain terms that sawmilling
would not be declared an approved
decentralized industry because of the
effect that transport c.oncessions
would have on the railway system if
the industry obtained the same types
of concessions as were available to
other industries.
The question of whether the sawmilling industry should not receive
the same benefit c.ould well be
argued, but the major relief it will
obtain under this Bill will be fr.om

Incentive Payments

pay-roll tax. That will be of tremendous assistance to the sawmilling industry.
I should have liked to have more
time to carry out further investigations in this matter, to detemline
how much the Government expects
that the industry will save in payroll tax concessions. I wonder
whether it will equal the $2·6 million
extra which the industry will have to
pay in royalties to the Forests Commission for the extraction of forest
products? This will be a case .of giving with one hand and taking away
with the other.
It was noticeable that in the Budget speech the Treasurer referred to
the various increases which he proposed, but made no reference to the
fact that Forests Commission royalties would be increased. This involves
the removal of revenue from s.ome of
the remote areas of the State and
pouring it into the coffers of the
State Treasury without recompense
for the wealth that is being rem.oved.
Time will show that the Government
will finance this pay-roll tax concession to the sawmilling industry by
the simple expedient of "upping the
ante"
on Forests Commission
r.oyalties.
I hope the sawmilling industry
does n.ot fall int.o the trap of believing that the Government is dOing it
a good turn by this measure, unless
at the same time the G.overnment
recognizes the over-all financial
difficulties of the industry and Sh.oWS
a degree .of m.oderati.on in the
demands for r.oyalties f.or the extracti.on of f.orest produce.
The Bill is certainly a move in the
right direction, but it is long overdue,
and the National Party is anxious
that the proposed legislati.on should
take effect as soon as p.ossible.
Mr. STEPHEN (Ballaarat S.outh):
I support the Bill because I am sure,
as other h.onorable members have
indicated, that all h.onorable members
are wondering why it has taken so
long to rec.ognize the sawmilling
industry in the way in which this
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measure does. What the Bill does 50,000 people is complementary to
not do, although it might have done, the sawmilling industry, and the
is to change the reference to a radius benefits will flow to them.
of 50 miles to a reference to a radius
Between 1890 and 1930 the sawof 80 kilometres and the reference
milling
industry produced a material
to 5 miles to a reference to 8 kilowhich was extensively used for road
metres.
making in Melbourne. There is still
The Bill will have a two-way ad- evidence of this in Bridge Rood and
vantage. It will encourage the saw- Wellington Parade, and possibly in
milling industry and make it more other roads, where wooden blocks
viable, and it will give greater en- about the size of a brick were used
couragement for sawmills to remain to pave the road. Recently, when
well away from the metropolitan travelling by tram along Bridge Road,
area. There has been a tendency to I noticed that some of these blocks
cart logs to inner areas for proces- had been removed in the process of
sing. So, I reiterate, this measure will relaying the tram tracks. I presume
provide a double benefit. I wish it a they were sold for firewood.
speedy passage. I hope the provisioI1s
They iappeared to me to be a
of the Bill will assist a viable industry which is a large employer of deeply-coloured red-gum type of
labour, and one which I hope will timber. I understand that in the early
days a timber called apple gum was
continue to prosper.
available in Victoria. It produced a
Mr. McKELLAR (Portland): I very durable wood and was of a
support the Bill because for many deep red colour. The colour of the
years the sawmilling industry has wooden blocks in Bridge Rood sugbeen seeking recognition as an ap- gested to me that they may have
proved decentralized industry with been apple gum. Much apple gum
the benefits which flow from that was used in the 1860s and 1870s for
designation. Under the Government's railway sleepers-some are still in
ten-point plan, those benefits are now use.
considerable.
Most of the timber produced in
The sawmilling industry is one of Victoria is sold here. A large perthe oldest in Victoria. Perhaps it had cen tage is used in house framing
its first growth injection during the and, among other things, for telegold rush when many timbers were phone and electricity poles, fencing,
required for assistance in the win- and what have you. Mr. Brabham,
ning of gold. A few days ago I read President of the Victorian Sawmillers
in the Victorian Year Book that in Association, and all those associated
the 1850s this State had 71 sawmills. with the industry are to be comThey were mainly associated with mended for their perseverance which
the gold industry and the building has resulted in this measure being
industry which was complementary presented to Parliament. It is most
to it. Over the years sawmills have desirable. Much of the credit for the
virtually followed their source of raw Bill must go to the Minister for
material. Victoria had its largest State Development and Decentralimnumber of sawmills in the mid-1950s, tion, the Honorable Murray Byrne.
This is another success story.
when there were 650-odd.
Mr. MclNNES (Gippsland South):
Since then most have become
This
measure is long overdue but
mechanized. With amalgamations,
none
less acceptable. The main
better machinery, and better methods benefitthe
will be the remission of payof winning timber from the forests, roll tax. As the honorable member
there are now about 300 sawmills for Gippsland East pointed out, this
which will benefit from this measure. is something of a pyrrhic victory.
However, the employment of about In 1974-75 the Forests Commission
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garnered royalties of $8·9 million.
For 1975-76 they are expected to be
$12·4 million. It is obvious that part
of the money gained by a remission
of pay-roll tax will flow back to the
commission.
On top of that, as pay-roll tax can
be assessed only at the end of the
financial year, sawmilling companies
will be obliged to pay the full tax
in the meantime and then apply for
a remission. With private and public
companies being taxed at the rate of
about 50 per cent, half of the gain
will be lost because of company tax
and the other half through the additional royalty that the companies will
be obliged to pay.
To provide any real benefit the
Government should continue to consult the Commonwealth Government
to see if a formula can be found
to provide that the taxable portion
of pay-roll tax which is remitted can
be exempted from company tax.
Perhaps that should be taken up
with the new Federal Government
whenever it takes office.
This is a long-awaited measure.
The National Party is happy to see it
arrive and gives it full support.
Mr. AMOS (MorweH): Do not let
us delude ouselves that this measure
will have significant value for the
decentralization programme of this
State or of the nation. That is not
the case. When honorable members
spoke about the former Premier, Sir
Henry Bolte, opposing sawmilling
companies receiving the same incentives as other decentralized industries, they should have realized that
the reason the honorable gentleman
put forward that view, which was
strongly maintained, was one of
common sense, that the sawmills are
naturally decentralized. Timber grows
in decentralized areas and, on the
basis of economics, that is where
most of the sawmills are situated.
When I say that, let it not be
thought for one moment that I
depart from the view put forward
by my colleague, the honorable member for Moonee Ponds, who said that
the Opposition supported the Bill. I

support the Bill for no other reason
than that I believe some of the sawmillers involved with decentralized
industrial outlets have been seriously
disadvantaged by the Government's
policies in the past.
The industries to which I am referring will in no way be assisted
by this Bill. I refer to the sawmills
which have various processing works
for supplying kiln dried or dressed
timber and which are required to
transport the finished product to
markets in Melbourne and interstate.
The way in which the Victorian Railways have transported the finished
product in the past has left much
to be desired and there is no way in
which the recognition of these
industries as decentralized industries
will mean that they will use
road transport. They will still be
required to use the rail as they
have been doing for some years past.
Pay-roll tax concessions and the
range of incentives to the industry
will be of some value but will not
help the industries that I have described.
Mr. WHITING: Do you not support
the State railway system.
Mr. AMOS: I am not talking
about not supporting a State-owned
system. I am talking about the maladministration of the railway system
under a Conservative Government
because time and again representations have been made by members
of the corner party, by members of
the Labor Party and by the sawmillers pointing out to this lazy, incompetent Government that the railway system is inefficient. Despite
the number of complaints made
about the way in which the Government has allowed the railway system to run down, improvements have
not been made.
The Bill will not improve the
situation of the sawmills about which
I have spoken. The plain fact is that
one should not -accept the statement
that in Victoria a great deal is being done for decentralization by
passing this Bill. The measure will
assist the sawmills. Because of the
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nature of their activities, they will
always be where the timber is
grown. However, not one extra person will be moved from Melbourne
to the country as a result of the
passage of this Bill.
Honorable
members should not be moved
by the grandiose grandstanding
of the Liberal Party on this
matter. Members of the Opposition
will not be satisfied until the Government grasps the nettle and does
something about the industries which
are operating in the country, which
are forced to use the railways and
which should be given the relief they
richly and rightly deserve.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
Clause 4 (Amendment of No.
8383, s. 4A).
Mr. BIRRELL (Geelong): I have
had something to do with this
clause. It relates to those who make
late applications for decentralization
funds. Last year there was a case
in which the stipulated 30 days was
transgressed by only a couple of
days and under the law as it then
stood there was no way, except by
a special ex gratia grant from the
Government, in which the company
could obtain any benefit. The firm
missed out on a substantial sum.
Under this clause there is a graduated penalty fee with which I agree.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
INTERPRETING SER~CES ---- STALE
CAKES - TAKEOVER OF M. B. JOHN
LTD. ---- AEROSOL PROPELLANTS MINYIP HOSPITAL-TEACHER STUDY
LEAVE-POLICE STATION FOR HALLS
GAP-CLEARING OF FLOOD AREABEL KRAFT INTERNATIONAL LTD.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education) : I moveThat the House do now adjourn.
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Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West): I
raise a matter which I intended to
raise with the Premier. As the honorable gentleman is not in the House
I address my remarks to the Deputy
Premier. They relate to the total lack
of interpreting services within the
Victorian Public Service. You Mr.
Speaker, would know the difficuJty
that the hundreds of thousands of
migrants in the Australian community and particularly the Melbourne
community have when they are faced
with a whole barrage of State Government departments which have no
available interpreting services. I refer to the difficulty of the Greek
or Italian person who finds himself
confronted by the Consumer Protection Bureau, the Housing Commission
or the police in which no interpreting services are available. This is an
area in which the Premier should give
a lead to the Government but he has
not done so, and as Minister responsible for the Public Service Board
he also has not given a lead in
providing interpreting services.
Last week in a question on notice
I asked the Premier whether
the Public Service Board had received applications from Government
departments for a special 'award for
the employment of interpreters. I
was flabbergasted to find that the
answer was, "No," that not one
Government department had requested the Public Service Board to
prepare a scale of payments.
Mr. RAFFERTY: Rubbish!
Mr. ROPER: The Minister of
Labour and Industry should talk to
the Premier about the answer which
the honorable gentleman gave me.
Several departments pay a gratuity
to officers----a total of five departments in the whole of the Govern'ment service. If one considers these
gratuities, one finds that they are
singularly small. In four of the cases
the gratuity is $104 a year which is
hardly the sum of money which a
competent interpreter would come
out of the work force to obtain. It
is more serious, however, that the
only decent allowance provided was
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in the Chief Secretary's Department
-$550 a year as a special gratuitybut in April the person concerned
died and has not been replaced, nor
has the position been filled.
It is all very well for the Premier
to open community centres with a
lot of hullabaloo and to put in five
interpreters, but the interpreters are
required in the operative departments to which people go for service
and where at present they are not
provided. The Government departments are not taking action through
the Public Service Board to get the
interpreters and the Public Service
Board is not taking the initiative
which it should to ensure that the
departments have the interpreters.
In the mental health area because
of this weakness people are interviewed by psychiatrists whose language is not understood by the
patients, and vice versa. During this
session the Minister of Health gave
me an answer which suggests that
no interpreters are employed by his
department. In fact, one talks only
about cleaners and the like in terms
of the Mental Health Authority.
Regrettably that seems to be the
practice throughout the Government
service.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds):
We live in difficult times and
everywhere standards are being
eroded. In the midst of the constitutional crisis that has arisen in
another place, I wish to draw to the
attention of the Minister of Labour
and Industry the fact that all over
Melbourne people are being sold
stale cake. Samples which were
taken in two supermarkets in the
Niddrie-Essendon area today showed
that cake 40 days old and 35 days
old was being sold to the public.
I do not want to mention the name
of the company; suffice to say that
it is a top tasting cake making company in Melbourne which makes a
particular type of rainbow cake.
As the Minister is aware, the date
of manufacture is stamped on the
cellophane of all pre-packaged cakes.
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The sample to which I draw attention had the number 254 stamped on
it and as today is day number 294,
there is a difference of 40 days
which means the cake had been manufactured or on the shelf for that
period of time. The second sample
had the number 259 printed on the
cellophane package which means
that it was manufactured or had
been put on the shelf 35 days ago.
There is nothing that can be done
with stale cake, so far as I am aware,
although I believe it is possible to
make wine trifle with it. However,
people do not buy cake for the purpose of making wine trifle; they
specifically buy cake to eat it as
fresh cake.
There are three things which the
Minister of Labour and Industry
can do. Firstly, there is the responsibility to ensure that stale cake
is not sold to the public and to
make sure that the stamp bearing
the day of manufacture is clear and
legible on the packaging. The public should be aware of what they are
looking for when purchasing cakes,
as it is difficult to see the stamp on
the cake package.
Secondly. whose responsibility is
it to ensure that the public is not
sold stale cake? Under the Labour
and 'Industry ,Act is it the sales representative of the company who
changes the cake on the shelves, or
is it the responsibility of the shopkeeper? The Minister of Labour and
Industry has an obligation to ensure
that the public is not "flogged"
stale cake.
Thirdly, I ask the Minister of
Labour and Industry to make a statement so the public is made aware
that there is a code numbering system for cake. Some pUblicity should
be given to this system to ensure
that the public is not deprived· of
knowing whether they are purchasing fresh cake in supermarkets.
Mr. A. T. EVANS (Ballaarat North) :
I wish to draw to the attention of the
Attomey-Generalcertain undesirable
features of the takeover offer by
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Blue Metal Industries Ltd.-a conglomerate company from Sydneyfor all the shares inM. B. John Ltd.,
a highly successful Ballarat-based
company. I ask the Attorney-General
to give consideration to amending
the Companies Act to prevent a repetition of these practices in the future.
Blue Metal Industries Ltd. is making the offer for M. B. John Ltd.
under high pressure which, if successful, will mean that the shareholders of M. B. John Ltd. will 'be
robbed of $6 million. Not only that
but the future of the biggest manufacturing concern in Ballarat, employing more than 800 people, is in
jeopardy.
Blue Metal Industries Ltd. has
outstretched itself in takeover offers,
having made thirteen in the past few
years, including a couple of recent
unsuccessful bids. Not being a company which is enjoying the juiciest
of plums, it wants to plunder the resources of M. B. John Ltd., which has
prospered under sound and conservative management, thereby building up excellent resources. Blue
Metal Industries Ltd. is trying to
regenerate the withering fruit on its
own tree by taking over the juicy
resources of M. B. John Ltd. Blue
Metal Industries Ltd. can only
bolster its own financially weakened
and overstretched conglomeration by
obtaining the resources of M. B. John
Ltd., whose assets are located not
only in Victoria but also throughout
the Commonwealth.
As an example, I point out that
in recent years Blue Metal Industries
Ltd. has borrowed massive sums, including an $8 million debenture issue
earlier this year with interest rates
up to 14 per cent. In contrast in
1975 M. B. John Ltd. paid record
dividends whilst retaining within its
business more than 50 per cent of
its record earnings.
It is more likely that M. B. John
Ltd. will develop immensely if it remains independent rather than becoming a division of a poorly performing conglomerate based in Sydney.
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Another undesirable feature was
carried out last week-end when Blue
Metal
Industries Ltd.,
in
an
endeavour to bolster its case, issued
a pamphlet to employees of M. B.
John Ltd. in Ballarat and throughout
Australia. Perhaps more correctly,
this question should be directed to
the Minister of Consumer Affairs because the pamphlet is little short of
a confidence trick and should be investigated as misleading advertising.
I ask the House to consider this
statement which appears in the pamphletAs far as Blue Metal Industries are concerned, the many companies that make. up
our group have joined us since the formation
of Blue Metal Industries as a company back
in 1952.

Have they joined as reported? I
suggest to this House that these companies could also be victims of takeovers. Further, only recently Blue
Metal Industries Ltd. was unsuccessful in two other large take-over bids.
It is regrettable that the present
circumstances have arisen. I suggest
that they have arisen because of the
irresponsible action of the Labor
Government sponsored Australian
Industries Development Corporation,
which held 20 per cent of the shares
of M. B. John Ltd., disposing of its
shares to Actrol Ltd. without consultation with the company directors.
This company, Actrol Ltd., after its
own unsuccessful takeover of M. B.
John Ltd., sold its shares to Blue
Metal Industries Ltd. thereby throwing the present employees and
shareholders of M. B. John Ltd. to
another pack of wolves.
Unless action is taken to protect
M. B. John Ltd. from the takeover
by Blue Metal Industries Ltd., Ballarat will lose a major manufacturing
industry.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne) : I express
my concern over the failure of the
Minister of Consumer Affairs to provide the House with information
about aerosol propellants, particularly aerosol propellants which use
fluorocarbon as the propellant. The
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information has been refused on and that the honorable gentleman concedes
three occasions, namely, 16th Sep- that a high concentration f1uorocarbon aeropropellant can be hallucinogenic and can
tember, 7th October, and 14th Octo- sol
cause death? If it has been brought to his
ber.
attention will the Minister reconsider, as
requested on 16th September, providing honOn 16th September I asked the orable members with a list of f1uorocarbon
Minister of Health a question about aerosol propellants currently aV'ailable to
the inhalation of aerosol sprays. The Victorian consumers?
Minister indicated that he was aware The Minister repliedof reports of a death in Sydney and
I ask the honorable member to put the
asked me to put the question on question
on the Notice Paper.
notice. I did so and on 30th September the Minister of Health replied Essentially I was asking the same
that he was aware of the findings question as I did before and requestof the Sydney Coroner concerning ing the Minister to make a list availthe death of a young man, and able. On 14th October the answer
came back from the Minister to my
made this observationWhen inhaled in heavy concentrations question placed on notice in these
fluorinated hydrocarbon would be intoxiating termsand perhaps hallucinogenic and if in sufficiently high concentration could cause death.
I am referring the question of whether the
sales of aerosols containing these substances as propellants should be controlled
to the Poisons Advisory Committee for a
report and recommendation.

That was a proper response from the
Minister of Health.
On the same day I asked the
Minister
of
Consumer
Affairs
whether he was aware that the Minister of Health had referred the question of sales of aerosol propellants
to the Poisons Advisory Committee
and whether the attention of the
Minister had been drawn to the advertising campaign of Johnson's Wax
in which they were pointing out
some of the features of fluorocarbon
aerosol propellants as opposed to
hydrocarbons. The Minister's answer
was yes. I asked him if he could provide a list of aerosol products
available to Victorian consumers,
indica ting which aerosol propellant
was used in each case. The Minister
repliedNo. The information is not available in
the Ministry of Consumer Affairs.

I then raised the matter during
questions without notice on 7th
October, when I asked the Minister
of Consumer Affairs-Is the Minister of Consumer Affairs aware
that the Minister of Health has referred the
question of the use of f1urocarbon used as
aerosol propellants to the Poisons Advisory
Committee for a report and recommendation
Mr. Jones.

No. The information is not available within
the Ministry of Consumer Affairs.

One wonders what the Consumer
Affairs Council is for. Its charter,
according to section 6 of the Act, is
to investigate, to recommend and to
consult. There is not an unlimited
number of aerosol manufacturers.
There is quite a small number, and I
should have thought that it was a
simple question for the Minister or
his staff to ask which aerosol propellants available on the market have a
hydrocarbon propellant and which
have a fluorocarbon propellant. It
seems to me that consumers in a
free market economy should be able
to make a rational choice. If two
,aerosol propellants are offered on the
shelves of a supermarket, customers
ought to be able to know which is a
fluorocarbon and which is a hydrocarbon. One may be potentially
dangerous,
the other is
not
dangerous.
If the Ministry of Consumer
Affairs has any relevance at all to
the public, it should be able to provide this important information for
consumers who wish to make use of
it. Otherwise it is pointless having a
Ministry of Consumer Affairs. I ask
the 'Minister to reconsider the matter
and to ask his department to inquire
from the manufacturers and provide
that information to the community.
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Mr. MeCABE (Lowan): I draw to
the attention of the Minister of
Health a problem in the Minyip dis~rict which concerns the
people
Interested in the Minyip hospital.
The hospital has a daily bed
average of eight. During the past
twelve months it has made a
profit of $46,000 odd. Recently a
building inspector from the Hospitals
and Charities Commission arrived unannounced. On the way he called for
the shire engineer and they inspected
the building. Some members of the
hospital committee arrived.
The
gentleman said to them that he had
made up his mind, and I repeat what
I believe to be his words, "You can
rule the conversation off here· it is
finished ".
I draw the Minister's attention to
the comment of the inspector because this hospital has been in operation for a number of years. Some
eleven years ago, in company with
the committee, I inspected the place.
At the time some similar comments
were made. There has been no alteration to the building in any shape or
form. For some years no doctor was
available. There is now a doctor in
this small country area. This is something with which many srn-all country
areas have problems. I appeal to the
Minister to ensure that the hospital is
not closed, and that either another
building is put in its place or if the
building inspector is correct, that
funds are made available and the
hospital which serves a small
country area is kept open.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) : I raise
with the Minister of Education a
~att~r .whiph conc~rns an aspect of
dIscrImmatlOn agamst education in
country areas that the Minister
should and oan quickly remedy. I
refer to facilities available for
teachers undertaking courses of
study. Following pressure from
teacher unions, over recent years the
Govern-ment has wisely granted leave
to teachers to upgrade their qualifications with considerable benefit
both to the teachers and students in
Victorian schools. Increasing numbers of teachers have been taking
t
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leave full time and more particularly
part time to upgrade their qualifications at universities and colleges of
advanced education in the form of
teachers' colleges.
The difficulty being faced by
teachers in the country is the policy
of the Education Department not to
grant leave for teachers in country
areas to do external courses. This
means that teachers throughout
country Victoria who want to upgrade their qualifications are unable
to take the sort of leave which will
allow them to stay in the district.
They wish to take external courses
which -are recognized by the Government as being of benefit to both
teachers and students. Part-time
leave is not granted, which means
they can do only one or two subjects
at anyone time.
This seems discriminatory against
teachers in the country who for one
reason or another need to remain
there while doing their course of
study. They may have a husband or
wife or commitments in the district.
Therefore, they should be given the
opportunity to undertake various
courses. I have been contacted by a
number of people in ,this regard.
For a number of years, Mrs. King, a
teacher at Beechworth Primary
School, has been undertaking various
courses. Time and again she has
been refused part-time study leave
by the department to allow her to
undertake a number of these courses
at any one time. I hope the Minister
will consider the m-atter. It would
considerably assist teachers in
country districts to upgrade their
qualifications with considerable side
benefits to the students of those
teachers.
Mr. AUSTIN (Hampden) : I raise a
matter which comes under the jurisdiction of the Chief Secretary. It
concerns the small town of Halls
Gap which is situated in the far west
of the State in the electorate of
Hampden and under redistribution
will be in the far west of the new seat
of Ripon. I have been approached by
various people, including the Stawell
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council, the StaweIl Tourist Promotion Advisory Council and residents
and business people of Smwell, and
they are most desirous that a oneman police station should be established in Halls Gap. I am well aware
that it is the policy of the Police
Department to do away with oneman police stations and to centralize
police stations in larger towns.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS: The honorable
member does not agree with that
policy?
Mr. AUSTIN: I agree with the
policy in the broad sense, but I do
not agree when it applies to towns
such as Halls Gap which have special
and peculiar geographical conditions.
Halls Gap is sited at the foot of the
Grampians. It has a network of roads
and tracks and there are many camps
scattered through the area. Halls Gap
has a tourist trade which is increasing at a significant rate. Because of
its peculiarities, I do not believe
someone sitting behind a desk in
Melbourne can make the type of
judgment which is necessary in this
case. Recently some $1,500 worth of
damage was done to signs which
are the responsibility of the Forests
Commission. The local shire has
ceased to put up road signs and other
signs which are normally provided
for the benefit of local people. Over
recent years it has been the policy
to station two policemen in a caravan
in the area during peak tourist times.
This has been most successful. The
people of Halls Gap are not asking
for an expensive police station. They
are asking for a police station on
which would be prominently displayed a sign "Police" and where a
policeman can reside. They believe
this would be in the best interests
of the town.
Mr. LIND (Dandenong) : I draw the
attention of the Minister of Health to
a most important matter. Recently
the Town Planning Appeals Tribunal allowed a flood-prone area at
Werribee to be cleared for home
sites. When the matter was brought
to the attention of the Minister for
Planning in another place he said
that the tribunal was independent
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and impartial and he could not comment. Uniform Building Regulation
No. 1701 statesLand liable to flooding.-( a) Except as
provided in sub-clause (b) hereof, no person
shall construct a building on any land which
the council is satisfied is likely to be subject
to flooding from the overflow of waters
from any river creek stream water-course
lake lagoon swamp or marsh.
(b) the council may by resolution permit
a building to be constructed on any such
land provided that;
(0 the surface of the lowest floor and
all inlets to a sewerage system are
constructed to a level approved by
the surveyor, but in any case not
lower than 300 mm above the maximum flood level.

In its case to the tribunal, the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission, saidThe commission concludes its submissions
by recommending to the tribunal that, having regard to the substantial planning, engineering and "community" considerations
involved:
(a) The Long figures be adopted as an
appropriate "safety computation"
for assessing flood flows and frequencies.
(b) The lOO-year flood frequency be
adopted by the tribunal as delineating the area in which no further
development should be allowed.
( c) The tribunal refuse to grant the development permits sought by the
applicants herein in respect of the
seven applications under appeal.

That may appear to be all right, but
the evidence given by the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
was disregarded. The Long report on
flooding was disregarded, and two
other reports were accepted. Everyone may think all is well in this matter. However, I wish to draw to the
attention of the Minister of Health
section 205 in the Health Act of 1958
which says, without any trimmings
or without any qualifications or modificationsNo person shall erect or undertake begin
or carry on the erection of any dwelling on
any land liable to flooding from the overflow
of water from any river creek stream watercourse lake lagoon swamp or marsh.

I ask the Minister of Health how he
proposes to see that the law is carried
out. It is quite plainly stated in the
Health Act that this land must not
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be built on. I believe the tribunal has Government departments. He spoke
exceeded its powers, if one reads the of the Community Service Centre,
Health Act, irrespective of what it which was recently opened, where
thought of the uniform building regu- there are five interpreters speaklations. I ask the Minister to explain ing eleven languages. I know that
to the House how he can permit arrangements have been made
building to go ahead on this land for access to interpreters speaking
under these conditions; the houses other languages. Interpreters not only
must be on stilts of a minimum length speak to the people who come in to
this centre, but they accompany them
of 51 inches.
to Government departments, speak
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir): I on their behalf, make their wishes
wish to raise with the Minister for known and help solve their problems.
Consumer Affairs the activities of a
However, the important aspect of
group called Bel Kraft International
Ltd., and their Nep Palomo Austra- this question is not just whether there
lian representative, whose address is are interpreters, but whether there
given as 10/278 Lakemba Street, are people who speak the various
Lakemba, New South Wales, and a languages. That is the important
Canadian address in Windsor, On- thing, and throughout all the departtario, Canada. The documents that I ments there are people who speak
have had forwarded to me purport various languages. In the Department
to be for the sale of goods compris- of Consumer Affairs there are intering mainly chinaware and very ex- preters who speak eleven languages.
pensive crockery. The people who In every major hospital there are
have signed documents for these people who speak Italian, Greek and
goods are committed to terms which Turkish, and in the Mental Health
include, in one document, a total Authority there are many people
amount of $391 for crystal and china- who speak different languages beware, plus a service charge of 21 per cause in many cases it is their native
cent, which is approximately $24.35, language. The Government is preand additional payments relating to pared to provide interpreters where
necessary-in the courts for instance
costs.
-but if the honorable member inOn the bottom of the document in stead of just making generalized
small type there is a statement to this statements, will bring to my
effectattention where, to his knowledge,
The unpaid balance on a time payment there has been a difficulty over
plan is covered by a promissory note. The interpreting, I will deal with it. The
company reserves the right to accept or
Government has made every effort to
r~ject the order. 'PIe co.mpany is not responSible for delays In debvery due to circum- make sure that people who go to
stances beyond their control and in the Government departments are spoken
ev~nt of a national emergency I ~gree to
wait for delivery until such ,time as the to by people in their own language,
and by people who can help them.
merchandise is available.
The Government will pursue that
The cases which I have had drawn to
policy
and I will be glad to have
my attention include amounts up to
$593. In no case have the goods been notice drawn to any areas where
delivered, and the people who have action is required.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Labour
paid this significant amount of money
are concerned that a company should and Industry): I listened carefully
take money in the circumstances I to what the honorable member for
Moonee Ponds said. It would be helphave indicated.
ful if the honorable member would
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Trea- convey to me - he did not give it
surer) : The honorable member for to the House - the other information
Brunswick West raised the question he had in relation to the product
of interpreter services in various about which he spoke. I found it
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difficult to know whether his complaint inferred that there might be
a health hazard because of the stale
matter. If that was so, it would be
a matter for the Minister of Health.
If the honorable member was referring to fruit cake, I understand from
the experts that the longer it is kept
the better it is. The honorable gentleman raised an important matter and
if he gives me the additional information I will have it examined. I
cannot say at the moment whether
any existing law is being broken.
In relation to the matter raised by
the honorable member for Melbourne,
I am aware of the subject because the
correspondence was read out and I
am aware, too, that he recently tried
desperately to get publicity in the
media in Melbourne on this matter,
and he failed dismally. In view of
what the honorable member said tonight, I will examine his statement
to see if there is any other matter
raised in it that would require an
answer different from those that he
has already received.
The honorable member for Reservoir raised a matter and, with his
usual courtesy, he has handed me the
relevant correspondence. I will certainly have it examined and let him
know the result.
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General):
In relation to the matter raised by
the honorable member for Ballaarat
North, I shall have some inquiries
made to see if the provision of the
law on takeovers is being observed.
I would say to the company which
apparently has been taken over, M.
B. John Ltd., that if it has the record
as stated by the honorable member, it
should get out and conduct its campaign and notify the shareholders.
The directors are digging their toes
in, and I have had experience on some
occasions that if companies really
fight they come out on top. It is the
same with political parties.
Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister of
Health) : The honorable member for
Lowan raised a question concerning
the Minyip Hospital. No deci~ion has
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been made on whether the hospital
should be kept open or be closed.
Rather it is a matter of considering
the best use of the facilities.
I shall be happy, on behalf of the
honorable member, to arrange a conference with the Hospitals and
Charities Commission to consider the
best usage that can be made of the
facilities for the benefit of the people
of Minyip and the adjacent district.
The honorable member for Dandenong raised a very complex question
concerning the Uniform Building
Regulations, regulation 170 1 (b) (i).
I am not aware of the tribunal hearing, or of any determination made in
the matter. By the honorable member's comments, I am not even aware
that a determination was made. Certainly, because of the complexity of
the matter, it will be reviewed. I shall
refer the honorable member's comments to the Commission of Public
Health and my advisers. I shall
advise the honorable member in due
course. I suggest that it will entail
some serious consideration in the
light of the legal aspects involved.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education): In reply to the honorable
member for Footscray, I point out
that I am not aware of any discrimina tion being practised against
teachers, whether they live in Footscray or J eparit, desiring to further
their qualifications.
I do know
that in excess of 1,500 teachers are
currently on study leave and in
recent years the department has
created regional study centres in 44
country towns for the benefit of those
teachers in the primary service who
want to upgrade their qualifications.
I will be pleased to investigate the
particular case mentioned by the
honorable member.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary) :
The honorable member for Hampden
raised a matter concerning a police
station for Halls Gap. I am aware of
his interest in the matter and also
that the area has special geographic
qualities which induce multitudes of
tourists to visit the area. Perhaps a
one-man police station will be the
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answer. I would like to investigate it
with the hon-orable member on the
spot. I shall look at it.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.53 p.m.
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.

The following answers to questions
on notice were circulatedCAR RESTRAINTS FOR YOUNG
CHILDREN.
(Question No. 1434)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick
asked the Chief Secretary-

West)

In respect of car restraints for young
children, whether the Road Safety and
Traffic AuthOrity has yet reported to the
Government on making such restraints
compulsory; if so, when and with what
result?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary):
The answer isThe Road Safety and Traffic AuthOrity
submitted a report on 14th August, 1975,
regarding car restraints for young children.
The report, together with information provided by other organizations and interested
persons, has been examined by the Parliamentary Road Safety Committee in the
course of its current inquiry relating to the
subject. I understand that the committee
will present its report shortly and, if the
compulsory use of restraints is recommended, every effort will be made to introduce the appropriate legislation without
delay.

1975.]
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
PLANS FOR SCHOOLS.
(Question No. 1562)

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park) asked
the Minister of Education1. What charge is made by the Public
Works Department for plans for Government schools?
2. As most schools built over the past
twenty years have been largely uniform in
design, what justification there is for the
same charge for each school?
3. How these charges are funded in the
Government's estimates of expenditure on
education?
4. Whether, in calculating the per capita
cost per pupil in Government schools, the
department's charge is one of the factors
involved?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education): The answer is-

of

1. No specific charge is made by the
Public Works Department for plans for
Government schools.
An over-all charge of 12 per cent is made
to cover design, supervision and administr~
tion for works carried out by the PublIc
Works Department for all Government
departments.
2. Design is only one component of the
over-all charge. Site characteristics such as
levels, foundations, services etc., necessitate variations in design.
3. The charges are included in the allinclusive cost of buildings.
4. Yes.

GRANTS FROM COMMONWEALTH
GOVERNMENT.

LEARNER PERMIT AND
DRIVING TESTS.

(Question No. 1502)

(Question No. 1651)

Mr. WILKES (Northcote) asked
the Minister of Public Works, for the
Minister for Local Government-

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Chief Secretary-

1. What amounts have been made avail-

able by the Commonwealth Government for
local government in Victoria in the form of
non-repayable grants for the financial year
1974-75 and for this financial year?
2. What is the form of these grants, and
how they are allocated?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works): The answer supplied by the
Minister for Local Government isThe required information is set out in
Commonwealth Budget Paper No. 7-Payments to or for the States and Local
Government Authorities 1974-75.

In respect of the learner-driver permit
provisions of the Motor Car Act 19581. What fees were received since 20th
September, 1974 for-(a) appointmen~s
for learner permit tests; (b) learner permit
tests; (c) permits; (d) appointments for
driving tests; and (e) driving tests?
2. How many persons undertook-(a)
learner permit tests, indicating the percentage pass rate; and (b) driving tests,
giving the percentage pass rate?
3. What was the cost of administering
both the issue of permits and the testing
for licences in the year since 20th September, 1974?
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Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary) :
The answer isThe following information relates to the
period 30th September, 1974 to 30th September, 19751. (a) $583,360.
(b) $1,372,455.

(c) $247,898.
(d) $617,630.

(e) $1,183,257.
2. (a) 140,660 (percentage pass rate-88·12 per cent).
(b) 125,476 (percentage pass rate73 ·39 per cent).

3. $1,292,066.

COT DEATH SYNDROME.
(Question No. 1766)

Mr. . SIMMONDS
(Reservoir)
asked the Minister of HealthWhether he is aware that recent investigations in the United States of America
have established that the cot death synd~ome is very frequently associated with
hIgh levels of cadmium and lead in tissues
even though blood levels have not bee~
elevated; if so, what action has been taken
?r wil! be taken to. have the matter urgently
InvestIgated, partIcularly in the light of
the recent disclosure about pollution in
Victoria?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health): The answer is-

of

No-if the member for Reservoir will
provide the .reference to. the investigations
referred to In the questIon, I will arrange
for the professional officers of the department to assess the reports.

CLEFT PALATE AND LIP SOCIETY.
(Question No. 1779)

Mr. LINO (Dandenong) asked the
Minister of Health1. Whether the Department of Health has
recognized the Victorian regional group
of the Cleft Palate and Lip Society?
2 .. ~at provision is made for. the highly
specl,abzed orthodonture that IS required
for the cleft condition of Victorian children?
3. What financial assistance is available
either to the society or to individuals?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health): The answer is-

of

1. The Cleft Palate and Lip Society has
had communications with the Hospitals and
Charities Commission. The society has been
informed that the Cleft Palate and Lip
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Society (an Australian-wide organization)
and the regional group of that society
(whose policy and finances are under the
control of the national body) are not accepted for registration under the Hospitals
and Charities Act of Victoria.
2. Provision is made in four public
hospitals for the treatment of cleft palate
and lip conditions in children. They areRoyal Children's Hospital,
The Royal Dental Hospital of Melbourne,
St. Vincent's Hospital, and
The Queen Victoria Memorial Hospital.
For in-patients dental treatment and for
plastic surgery there is no charge as a
standard hospital patient in those public
hospitals which provide such service.
For out-patients dental treatment only,
a means test may be imposed which allows
specifically for the financial position of the
family. Where there are family financial
difficulties, the treatment could be free of
charge.
In no case would treatment be refused.
3. No direct financial assistance is made
available to the society or individuals but
indirect assistance is provided to individuals
as detailed in (2) above.

OPERATION OF BOILERS.
(Question No. 1813)

Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir) asked
the Minister of Labour and Industry1. How many boilers operating within
Victoria are not required to be attended by
personnel?

2. How many approvals for unattended
operation have been granted?
3. How many prosecutions have been
launched or are pending in respect of the
operation without approval of unattended
boilers?

Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Labour and Industry): The answer
is1. The law at present exempts owners of
certain classes of boilers from the requirement to have a certificated attendant in
charge of a boiler. The records of the Department of Labour and Industry are not
kept in a manner which would enable the
question to be answered.
2. Boilers complying with the conditions
of exemption applying to that class of
boiler can be operated without an attendant.
No approval is necessary.
3. Seven prosecutions have been launched
in the last three years; none is pending.
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WILLSMERE HOSPITAL.
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PRIVATE SHAREHOLDINGS IN
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION.

(Question No. 1826)

Mr. FOGARTY (Sunshine) asked
the Minister of HealthIn respect of Willsmere Hospital. 1. Whether the present staff mess-room
~s a t~mpo!ary measure resulting from an
mdustnal dIspute which arose approximately
ten years ago?
2. Whether the complex comprises a hall
mess-room, kitchen, toilet area and store?'
. 3. Whe~er the toilet area adjoins the
~Itchen WIth the door opening to the outside'
If so, what toilet facilities are provided and
~hether such facilities are used by staff,
kItchenhands, patients 'and visitors?
4. What other toilet facilities are available
to visitors?
5. Whether there is an open drain outside
the mess-hut?
6. Whether the load-out door for food
trolleys is situated within 15 feet of the
toilet doorway?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health): The ,answer is-

1975.]

of

1. As a result of an industrial dispute
some ten years ago, renovations were undertaken to Improve messing facilities for the
~taff at Willsmere Hospital. Originally, the
Intended renovations were to provide temporary relief but after a survey of kitchen,
staff mess and recreation hall area had
been carried out, .the project and ultimate
renovations evolved into one of a permanent
nature.
The arrangement has proved to be highly
successful, particularly in the light of the
fact that compulsory messing by the staff
has now been deleted and the number of
staff attending for meals has diminished
accordingly. The alterations to the staff
mess were completed in 1966-67 at a cost of
$16,000.
A new catering service for WiIlsmere
Hospital, using the regothermic system of
catering at an estimated cost of $300 000
is listed on the five-year programm~ to
commence in 1976-77 and planning for this
work will include a review of messing
arrangements for the staff at Willsmere
Hospital.
2. Yes.
3. Yes-female and male toilet facilities
are available with hand basins in each of
these toilets and they are used by both staff
patients and visitors.
'
4. Visitors can use the toilet facilities at
!he main administrative office or staff toilets
In the wards.
5. Yes-an open storm-water drain.
6. No.

(Question No. 1838)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister for Fuel and PowerWhat is the percentage of private shareholdings in the Gas and Fuel Corporation,
indicating-(a) what increase in private
shareholdings occurred with the acquisition
of the Colonial Gas Company; (b) whether
there have been any moves to make available any further private shares or debentures
in the Gas and Fuel Corporation; and (c)
whether there has been any substantial
trading in corporation shares recently?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power): The answer is(a) The make-up of issued share capital
of the Gas and Fuel Corporation as at 30th
June, 1975, was(i) 4,000,000 ordinary shares of $2 eachall held by Government.
(ii) 3,940,976 4 per cent cumulative preference shares of $2 each-95·9
per cent held by Government; 4·1
per cent held privately.
(Hi) 3,010,503 6 per cent cc B" cumulative
preference shares of $2 each-all
held privately.
The increase in private shareholdings that
occurred with the acquisition of the Colonial
Gas Company was 3,010,503 shares.
(b) (ii) There is no intention to make
any further issues of shares in the corporation.
(ii) It is normal practice, however, to
issue both private and public debentures.
These are issued with the consent of the
Victorian Governor in Council and the Australian Loan Council as security for loans
obtained by the corporation withm the Treasury approved borrowing programme.
(c) In shares which may be traded, i.e.
the 6 per cent cc B" cumulative preference
shares of $2 each, 121 transactions involv~
ing 152,720 shares took place for the twelve
months ended 30th September, 1975, i.e.
around 5 per cent of the total shares issued.
This is not considered to be subst'antial.

ST. ALBANS TECHNICAL SCHOOL.
(Question No. 1840)

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park) asked
the Minister of Education1. Whether plans have been prepared for
a music room and gymnasium complex at
St. Albans Technical School; if so, when
tenders will be called and construction
commenced?
2. What other additions are planned for
this school?
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Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education): The answer is-

of

1. Specifications have been documented
for the provision of a music block, but
because of the uncertain financial position
no indication can at present be given as to
when the department will be in a position
to schedule this work for the calling of
tenders.
2. A gymnasium block and the additional
class-room and workshop that may be required at some later stage are listed for
future provision on the Technical School
Division's building programme.

TRAMWAYS BOARD EMPLOYEES.
(Question No. 1848)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of TransportWhat was the total number of Melbourne
and Metropolitan Tramways Board employees as at 30th June in each of the years
from 1971 to 1975 inclusive, indicating in
each case-( a) how many were employed
in the administration of the board: and (b)
how many were employed as engineers?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister
Transport): The answer isAa at 30th lune

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

Total
employees

4323
4331
4283
4193
4575

of

(a)

(b)

Official and
clerical
staff

Enginccrs
(included

711
701
727
726
735

in (a»
18
20
25
26
29

AIR POLLUTION.
(Question No. 1857)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister for Conservation1. Whether the Environment Protection
Authority has investigated air pollution
from industries and other causes in the city
of-( a) Coburg; and (b) Brunswick; if so,
in what manner and with what result?
2. Whether any deposit gauges or other
monitoring machines are situated in either
municipality; if so, where, and what results
have been obtained in each of the past five
financial years?

Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation): The answer is1. The Environment Protection Authority
has investigated complaints of alleged air
pollution concerning industry and other
sources in the cities of Coburg and Brunswick.
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Investigations were carried out by inspectors of the authority. The usual manner is
for the complainant to be interviewed followed by an inspection of industries in the
area.
During each investigation it was established whether or not the premises concerned were subject to the Environment
Protection Act 1970 or the Clean Air Act
(as amended), and appropriate action was
taken accordingly where either of these
Acts applied.
The authority has investigated a total of
47 complaints concerning alleged air pollution against a total of seventeen premises
in the City of Coburg and 63 complaints
against 24 premises in the City of Brunswick.
The authority has granted approval under
the Clean Air Act (as amended), for the
installation of plant discharging wastes to
atmosphere, in twelve premises in the City
of Coburg and sixteen premises in the City
of Brunswick. A further two premises in
the City of Coburg are currently awaiting
the granting of such approval.
There have been 37 applications submitted to the authority for licences to discharge wastes to atmosphere for premises
in the City of Coburg and thirteen licences
have been subsequently issued, with a
further 24 applications awaiting assessment.
There have been 62 applications submitted to the authority for licences to discharge
wastes to atmosphere for premises in the
City of Brunswick and 22 licences have
subsequently been issued, with a further
40 applications awaiting assessment.
As at 14th October, 1975, the Environment
Protection AuthOrity had the following files
registeredCoburg37 Air licence,
48 Clean Air Act,
21 Air complaints investigations.
Brunswick62 Air licence,
74 Clean Air Act,
26 Air complaints investigations.
2. Deposit gauges are situated within the
cities of Coburg and Brunswick as followsThe deposit gauge No. 141 is located at
the Brunswick Croquet Club, Victoria
Street, Brunswick.
The deposit gauge No. 142 is located at
the council nursery, corner of Victoria
Street and Cross Street, East Brunswick.
The deposit guage No. 251 is located at
173 Elizabeth Street, North Coburg.
The deposit gauge No. 252 is located at
the Sacred Heart Hospital, Moreland
Road, Coburg.
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Monitoring for sulphur dioxide and suspended smoke is carried out using
equipment located at the Brunswick
council depot, Albert Street, West
Brunswick.
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The Environment Protection Authority's
air monitoring results are published
in terms of calendar years rather than
financial years and the following results are for the calendar years 1970
to 1974 inclusive-

(a) Coburg-

Year

Insoluble in
water

76
47-

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

50

72
79

108

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

60

57
66
37

Dustfall (millgrams/metrel/day)
Combustible
Ash
Soluble in
water

Total

pH

Deposit gauge No. 251
16
60
103712
39
22
49
18
61

86
3021
25
69

162
7771
96
149

6'6
6'46'3
6'1
6,3

Deposit gauge No. 252
30
78
47
13
14
44
22
44
1525-

84
23
22
32
36

192
83
80
98
74

6,4
6'2
6'1
6'2
5,8

Total

pH

197130

6'36'5
6'8
6'7
6'7

(b) Brunswick-

Year

Insoluble in
water

Dustfall (millgrams/metr'el/day)
Combustible
Ash
Soluble in
water

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

14984
104
124
79

Deposit gauge No. 141
3911061
23
77
27
86
38
33
46

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

106
72
956558

Deposit gauge No. 142
33
73
30
42
38SS353027
31

The dustfall figures for 1970 and 1971
were given in the annual reports for those
years in units of long tons per square mile
per month, and have been converted to
units of long tons per square metre per
day.
For the years 1973 and 1974 the dustfall
figures shown in the annual reports have
been rounded off.
Asterisks signify limited data only.
The annual results for sulphur dioxide
and suspended smoke are as follows-

Year
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

4846

51
41
37-

81
39
29*
52*
91

155

165
116

187
111
124*
116*
150

Sulphur dioxide
Micrograms
per cubic
p.p.h.m. (V/V).
metre
1·4
1'1
1'0
0'9
0'9

40
32
29
26
27

6,9
7'1
6·S*
7-0-

6·S

Smoke density
COH Units/
100 Linear/
metres
0'089
0'069
0·057
0'068
0·064

P.p.h.m. (VfV)' = Parts per hundred million (volume (or
volume) .
C.O.H.
... Coefficient of haze.
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STATE ENVIRONMENT
PROTECTION POLICY.
(Question No. 1874)

Mr. DOUBE Albert Park) asked
the Minister for ConservationWhether the State environment protection
policy provides standard for protection
from pollution in respect of shellfish,
similar to those provided for fish and
crustacea in any part of Port Phillip Bay;
if so, what standards are set to provide
such protection and to what sections of
the bay these standards can be equated?

Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation): The answer isStandards are provided for the protection
of shellfish as part of the natural aquatic
ecosystem in all segments of State environment protection policy for Port Phillip
Bay (see schedules B, C, D, E and F).
However, as indicated in the Ministerial
statement of Tuesday, 7th October last,
shellfish possess an unusually high ability
to accumulate pollutants, such as bacteria
and heavy metals, due to their filter feeding
action. Although this phenomenon is not
necessarily harmful to the shellfish themselves, it can sometimes endanger the suitability of shellfish for human consumption.
Very high water quality standards are,
therefore, required for the protection of
shellfish as a resource for human consumption. In addition, shellfish are normally only found in commercially harvestable
quantities in the deeper waters of estuaries,
rather than in-shore areas.
For these
reasons, the necessary high water quality
standards for the production of shellfish
for human consumption have been provided
only in the central and exchange segments
of the bay (refer schedules B and C).

FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE
DIVISION.
(Question No. 1875)

Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park) asked
the Minister for ConservationIf he will lay on the table of the Library
copies of the statutory declarations referred
to in his Ministerial statement to the House
on Tuesday, 7th October, 1975, attributed to
senior officers of the Ministry for Conservation and indicating that no Fisheries and
Wildlife Division files had been taken to
240 Victoria Parade or impounded at his
direction or at the direction of any other
member of the Ministry?

Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation): The answer isNo.
As I indicated in my statement to the
House, the decision to make the statutory
declarations referred to by the honorable
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member was taken by the relevant senior
officers of the Ministry for Conservation on
their own initiative.
These declarations are the property of
the officers concerned.

CREDIT POLICIES AND FACILITIES
OF MAJOR RETAILERS.
(Question No. 1877)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of Consumer
AffairsWhether the Ministry of Consumer Affairs
has carried out a survey of the credit policies
and facilities of major retailers; if so, when,
with what result, and whether the file will
be made available to the member for Brunswick West?

Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Consumer Affairs): The answer isYes; a survey was conducted during July
and August, 1975. The result was that information on the range of credit facilities
available to consumers was obtained. The
file will be made available to the member
for Brunswick provided he is prepared to
respect the confidentiality of the information in the file.

COUNTY COURT CASE.
(Question No. 1879)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of Consumer
AffairsWhether the Ministry of Consumer Affairs
is aware of a recent case in the County
Court before Mr. Justice Gorman concerning charges against Mr. Haagsma of Malvern, an ex -employee of Waltons Ltd., if so,
whether an investigation of the case and
comments made by Mr. Duggan who appeared for Mr. Haagsma has been carried
out, indicating with what result; and if not,
why?

Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Consumer Affairs): The answer isA newspaper article on the case has been
brought to my attention. No investigation
of the case has been undertaken nor is one
proposed.
The contents of the article do not indicate
that an investigation is warranted.

SUNSHINE TIP.
(Question No. 1884)

Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park) asked
the Minister for ConservationIn view of his statement to the House
on Tuesday, 7th October, 1975, that the
conditions of the licence granted in respect
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of the Sunshine tip for disposing of 9
million gallons of liquid waste per annum
makes it illegal for toxic liquid waste to be
disposed of at the tip, how such toxic
material is presently disposed of, indicating
where it is being disposed of and in what
quantities?

Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation): The answer is-
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Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation): The answer is1. At the present time no committees of
management are immediately affected. It is
the intention of the Government at an as yet
undetermined date to consider placing the
management of the Sir Colin Mackenzie
Sanctuary under the direction of the Zoological Board of Victoria.
2. No discussions have been held with
the committee of management of the Sir
Col in Mackenzie Sanctuary but it is intended,
that, if Parliament approves the measure, at
some future time discussions will be intiated.

The definition of a toxic waste is not easy
as account must be taken of the concentration of the toxic material in the liquid in
deciding whether there is a real problem
in disposal.
Information on the amount and nature of
toxic materials for disposal is difficult to
acquire, and details of the amount and
nature of these materials being disposed of
are not available at present. The Environment Protection Authority has recently
implemented a carrier certificate system
which will provide information in this
regard. However most toxic materials are
expensive and are not discarded in large
quantities or at other than low concentrations. Many types of waste with a sufficiently low concentration of toxic material
to render them acceptable for discharge to
a sewer, are accepted into sewers under
trade waste agreements between the generator of the waste and the appropriate sewerage authority.
Some toxic materials have been chemically treated to render them harmless by
companies which may be able to extend
their treatment operation for certain
specialized wastes. Some of these wastes
are being stored against such processing
arrangements being developed. There is
also a company which recovers solvents
and chemicals, some of which are of a
toxic nature from industrial wastes.
Some toxic liquid wastes are being dispo'sed of at various tips-Broadmeadows
Tullamarine and in special cases at othe;
suitable tips, generally located in old clay
pits. Generally speaking, the concentration
is low or the material is buried in impervious material.

A loan of $75,000 was approved for Kryal
Castle Pty. Ltd. by the Victorian Development Corporation on 4th February, 1974,
to assist in the completion of a castle complex as a tourist attraction.
It has been stated that some 400,000
people have already visited Kryal Castle and
such is its success that it has attracted a
number of industries which are located in
the complex and provide employment in the
manufacture of fibreglass and metal-ware
products.
These industries have been
declared approved decentralized secondary
industries and are entitled to all the normal
incentives available to such industries.

ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS
COMMIITEES OF MANAGEMENT.

BALLARAT RAILWAY
WORKSHOPS.

(Question No. 1885)

(Question No. 1906)

Mr. WHITING (Mildura) asked the
Minister for Conservation-

Mr. STEPHEN (Ballaarat Soutn)
asked the Minister of Transport-

In respect of the Zoological Gardens
(Amendment) Bill (No. 2)1. Which committees of management are
affected by the provisions of the Bill?
2. Whether he has held discussions with
these committees on the contents of the Bill'
if so, on which dates?
'

What is the proposed works programme
for the next twelve months for the Ballarat
railway workshops, indicating-( a) the type
of work to be undertaken; (b) any new
equipment proposed to be installed; (c) the
number of new apprentices to be employed'
and (d) the estimated staff level at June'
1976?
'

KRYAL CASTLE.
(Question No. 1904)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister for Fuel and Power, for the
Minister for State Development and
DecentralizationWhether Government assistance, loans,
concessions or grants have been given for
the development of the tourist enterprise at
Ballarat known as Kryal Castle; if so, how
much, and in what form?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power): The answer supplied by
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization is-
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Mr. MEAGHER (Minister
Transport): The answer is-

of

SALE OF WEAPONS.
(Question No. 1910)

(a) The type of work to be undertaken

at Ballarat workshops during the current
financial year is(i) the construction of new freight rollingstock;
(il) the general maintenance and overhaul
of carriages and wagons;
(iii) .the manufacture of components for
use in vehicle repairs;
(iv) the repair of vehicles damaged in
service, as required.
(b) New equipment to be installed during
the current financial year includes a twist
drill grinding machine, ten welding machines
and an electrostatic spray paint unit. In
addition, replacement equipment will be installed as required depending on economic
practicability.
(c) 'Ibe present plans are for fifteen new
apprentices to be employed at Ballarat
workshops from the beginning of 1976. This
number will be subject to suitable applicants
being available.

Applications for these vacancies are.in the
course of being considered.
(d) It is not possible to indicate the
anticipated staff level at Ballarat workshops
at June, 1976. However, staff will be maintained at a sufficient level to carry out the
work required.

ERROL STREET, NORTH
MELBOURNE, PRIMARY SCHOOL.
(Question No. 1907)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of EducationWhat provision is being made to build
additional toilets for the use of infant
classes at the primary school, Errol Street,
North Melbourne?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education): The answer is-

on Notice.
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The Public Works Department has been
requested to prepare a scheme for the provision of additional infant toilet accommodation and improvements to the staff
and administration accommodation, documentation for which is nearing completion.
Because of the Federal Government's
severe cut-back in the Schools Commission's
recommendation for school building funds,
no indication can be given as to when the
project is likely to commence.

Mr. STIRLING (Williamstown)
asked the Chief SecretaryWhether any controls exist concerning the
sale of swords, bayonets, daggers and
similar weapons that ~re displayed i~ the
many disposal stores m the State; If so,
what controls?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary) :
The answer isAs far as can be ascertained, there is
no State legislation which provides for controls over the sale of such weapons displayed in disposal stores.

INDUSTRIAL WASTE.
(Question No. 1913)

Mr. WILKES (North cote) asked
the Minister for Conservation1. Which companies in Victoria handle
the collection and disposal of industrial
waste?
2. By what means this industrial waste
is disposed of?
3. Whether the companies concerned are
issued with licences; if so, by whom and
what is the charge for a licence to handle
industrial waste?
4. What volume of industrial waste is
collected and disposed of under licence in
Victoria and what is the estimated cost of
collection and disposal?

Mr. BORmWICK (Minister for
Conservation): The answer is1. There is a very large number of companies engaged in collection and disposal
of wastes, including industrial wastes in
Victoria. Up to 30th September, 1975, a
total of 539 licences had been issued to
such carriers. The full list of licence holders
can be obtained from the Environment
Protection Authority if required.
2. Most industrial wastes which 8!'e not
usable for other processes are depoSIted in
sanitary landfill sites, along with other
solid wastes, such as municipal garbage.
3. Yes. Environment Protection Authority licences are i~su~ by the !ielegated
agencies, the CommISSion of PublIc Health
and the Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage
Board. The licence fee is based on a fee
of $25 for each vehicle used by the licence
holder.
4. The volume of industrial wastes collected and disposed of in Victoria based on
returns from municipal and other sources
show a total of 1,700,000 cubic metres of
solid waste and about 100,000 kilolitres of
liquid waste~ disposed of at licensed. municipal and privately operated waste dISposal
sites.
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There is no information available on the
cost of collection and disposal of these
wastes.

CONSUMER AFFAIRS BUREAU.
(Question No. 1917)

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) asked the Minister of
Consumer AffairsHow many cases have been referred to
him by the Consumer Affairs Bureau for
consent under section 9B of the Consumer
Affairs Act 1972 indicating-Ca) in how
many cases consent has been given; and (b)
in how many cases consent has been refused, specifying the reasons for such refusal in each case?

Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Consumer Affairs): The answer isNone.

SHIRE OF DAYLESFORD AND
GLENLYON.
(Question No. 1919)

Mr. A. T. EVANS (Ballaarat North)
asked the Minister of Health, for the
Minister for TourismIf the Minister will lay on the table of the
Library the file relating to the application
of the Shire of Daylesford and Glenlyon for
tourist grants towards the cost of installing
barbeque facilities in picnic areas in the
shire?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
of
Health): The answer supplied by the
Minister for Tourism isThe Shire of Daylesford and Glenlyon has
not lodged an application for tourist grants
towards the cost of installing facilities in
picnic areas in the shire.

KING STREET, WEST MELBOURNE,
PRIMARY SCHOOL.
(Question No. 1922)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of Education1. Whether it is proposed to close King
Street Primary School; if so-( a) when;
(b) to which schools it is proposed to-(i)
transfer 1975 pupils; or (H) divert the 1976
intake; and ( c) what is the proposed use
of the King Street site?
2. How many children are currently
attending the school?
3. Whether consideration has been given
to providing technical school classes for
children in the area?

on Notice.

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education): The answer is-
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1. It is not proposed at this stage to close
the King Street, West Melbourne, Primary
School No. 1689.
2. Sixty-two (62) pupils currently attend
the school.
3. The provision of technical school
classes is not contemplated for the area in
the immediate future.

LONG SERVICE LEAVE PAYMENTS
FOR TEACHERS.
(Question No. 1928)

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Minister of Education1. Who is responsible for the payment of
accrued long service leave to retired teachers
who, at the time of retirement, were
seconded from the Education Department
to the State College of Victoria?
2. When it is expected that such officers
will receive payment for accrued long service leave?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education): The answer is-

of

1. The long-established principle, which
goes back to the days when long service
leave was first introduced, is that the latest
employer must meet the full cost and there
is no entitlement to pro rata recoupment
from authorities in whose employ part of
the long service leave entitlement accrued.
2. Determined by the councils of the
constituent colleges of the State College of
Victoria.

URBAN RENEWAL.
(Question No. 1932)

Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister of Housing1. Whether the work of the Urban Renewal Authority has directly or indirectly
affected the life style of Victorian citizens;
if so, to what extent?
2. What procedures are adopted by the
authority to ensure that details are submitted to the municipal council concerned
prior to receipt of the request to commence an urban renewal scheme?
3. What amount has been spent to date
on urban renewal in Victoria, indicating the
areas and the details of expenditure?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport): The answer supplied by the
Minister of Housing is1. No.
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2. The Housing Commission, as a renewal
authority, initiates renewal action in a municipality only after the relevant council has
issued an invitation to the authority to do
so. Further, the authority and the council
form a liaison committee which receives and
considers all renewal material and is responsible for making all recommendations
to the council and the Housing Commission,
Victoria, in respect of all phases of the
renewal proposal.
3. The amounts spent on urban renewal
by the Housing Commission are$
Administration costs 1971-72 47,396.88
1972-73 76,347.43
1973-74 88,210.91
1974-75 127,479.77
Capital expenditure 1974-75 90,563.85
429,998.84

Administration expenses have not been
apportioned between areas of renewal actiVIty. They have been incurred in establshment of general renewal operations within
the commission. All of the capital expenditure was in the City of Collingwood.

ALBURY-WODONGA
,DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION.
(Question No. 1935)

Mr. A. T. EVANS (Ballaarat North)
asked the Minister for Fuel and
Power, for the Minister for State
Development and DecentralizationIf the Minister will lay on the table of

the Library the minutes of the meeting
of the Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation on 14th July, 1975?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power): The answer supplied by
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization isThe Albury-Wodonga Development Corportion did not meet on 14th July, 1975.

SOCIAL WELFARE DEPARTMENT
LAND IN CARLTON.
(Question No. 1938)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of Agriculture, for the Minister for Social Welfare-With regard to the development of the
Uniting Church site at the corner of
Nicholson Street and Princes Street, Carlton,
whether the Minister is aware that the
advisory committee formed at his request
has recommended development to provide
youth services for the immediate area, including emergency housing and training
workshops; if so-( a) whether an estimate

on Notice.

of the cost of development has been made;
and (b) who will be responsible for funding
the project?

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture): The answer supplied
by the Minister for Social Welfare
is(a) The first meeting of the advisory
committee was held on Wednesday, 8th
October, 1975. At this stage, no specific
recommendations have been made to the
department.
It is part of the department's overall objectives for the project to provide youth
services for the immediate area, including
emergency housing and training workshops.
No specific estimates of costs for these
aspects of the development have been made
to date, although overall estimates for the
broader aspects of the programme have
been made.
(b) It is envisaged that the responsibility for funding of the over-all project will
be on a joint basis involving Federal, State
and local government and voluntary
org·anizations. Submissions are being prepared for the relevant departments at the
different government levels. Considerable
planning is required in relation to the overall project and different funding arrangements before action could be taken to develop specific parts of the project.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY FOR
WALHALLA.
(Question No. 1942)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister for Fuel and PowerFurther to the answer to question No.
1858 asked on 15th October, 1975, what
are the details of the differences between
the two proposals and whether the State
Electricity Commission will again offer the
first proposal in an amended form to allow
for inflationary effects, as an alternative to
the one recently offered; if not, why?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power): The answer isThe differences between the two proposals
are(a) The expected number of customers
has reduced from 51 to 24.
(b) The costs of the extension have increased considerably due to inflation.
(c) The refundable deposit per customer
has reduced because of a change
in 'policy regarding uneconomic
extensions.
Because of the changes in the number
of expected customers and in policy, the
commission cannot repeat the 1968 offer.
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It would not be fair to other customers to
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than that included in the current policy
which was adopted in 1970.
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Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport): The answer supplied by the
Minister of Housing is-

(Question No. 1945)

Yes; Yes in some instances.
(a) Not yet determined.
(b) Geelong, Dandenong, Morwell, Traralgon, Ballarat, Bendigo, Benalla, Warrnamboo 1.

Mr. BIRRELL (Geelong) asked the
Minister of Education-

SCHOOLS FOR THE DEAF.

ACCOMMODATION FOR
APPRENTICES IN GEE LONG.

Regarding the distribution of technical
and further education grants during the
current financial year, whether residential
accommodation will be provided at Geelong
East Technical School for country apprentices in training in Geelong during 1975-76?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education): The answer is-

of

Planning for the provision of a student
residential in Geelong is in progress and
$40,000 has been made available for the
purpose.
It is unlikely that a residential building
will be provided during 1975-76 period.

HOUSING COMMISSION OFFICE
FOR BENDIGO.
(Question No. 1947)

Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the Minister of Transport, for the Minister of HousingWhether the Housing Commission will
establish an office in Bendigo and include
in its functions a rent collection service; if
not, why?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport): The answer supplied by the
Minister of Housing isYes.

ESTATE AGENTS RETAINED BY
HOUSING COMMISSION.
(Question No. 1973)

Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister of HousingWhether estate agents are retained by
the Housing Commission to sell commission
homes and to collect purchase payments
and rents; if so, whether it is proposed to
replace these agents by employing commission staff for this purpose and, in that event
-(a) what compensation, if any, has been
or will be paid to these agents; and (b) in
which areas of Victoria these agents have
been or will be replaced?

(Question No. 1976)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Assistant Minister of EducationWhat plans there are for the establishment of further schools for the deaf in Victoria and, in particular, what steps will be
taken to meet the needs of children in(a) the western suburbs; and (b) the
northern suburbs, of Melbourne?

Mr DIXON (Assistant Minister of
Education): The answer isThe needs of deaf children in Victoria
are being kept under continual review by
officers of the Special Services Division of
the Victorian Education Department.
As a result of investigation, measures
have been taken to provide for three classes
of deaf pupils drawn from the western and
northern suburbs in the new St. Albans Special School due to open in February, 1976.

LANGWARRIN PRIMARY SCHOOL.
(Question No. 1978)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of EducationWith regard to the Langwarrin Primary
School1. What is the present enrolment?
2. What is the expected enrolment in
1976?
3. How many portable class-rooms are at
the school and how many will be available
in 1976?
4. Whether plans have been completed for
the replacement of these portables and for
the provision of a library at the school; if
so, when these works will be commenced?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education): The answer is-

of

1. The present enrolment is 456.
2. The expected enrolment is 496.
3. There are five portables on site at present and based on anticipated enrolments
one more is to be supplied in 1976.
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4. Plans have been completed for eight
class-rooms, art/craft room, library, general
purpose room, staff and administration improvements, toilet block and a covered play
area.
This project is one of those that has had
to be deferred because of the level- of funding received from the Commonwealth Government At this stage no indication can
be given as to when work will commence
on this project

ESSENDON HIGH SCHOOL.
(Question No. 1979)

Mr.
FORDHAM
(Footscray)
asked the Minister of EducationWith regard to Essendon High School1. What is the present enrolment?
2. What is the expected enrolment in
1976?
3. What is the departmental staffing
target and what is the actual number of
teachers on staff?
4. Whether the Education Department has
received a request from the school concerning staff shortages in regard to remedial English testing and home economics;
if so, what action is to be taken to overcome
these shortages?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
of Education): The answer is-

of

1. 954.

2.955.
3. The tribunal schedule for this schooJ
is 40'2, departmental target is 52'7, there
are 55·6 teachers on the staff.
4. On 13th October a home economics
teacher was appointed to this school on
0·6 time. Two positions 'are listed with the
secondary staffing officer for remediaJ
English testing. As soon as two remedial
English teachers who desire to go to Essendon become available, appointments will be
made.

CARETAKER'S HOUSE AT
IVANHOE EAST
PRIMARY SCHOOL
(Question No. 1980)

Mr.
FORDHAM
(Footscray)
asked the Minister of EducationWith regard to the physical condition of
the resident caretaker's house at the Ivanhoe East Primary School, whether an inspection has been carried out to determine
repairs needed; if so-(a) when, and what
were the recommendations; and (b) what
action will be taken to undertake necessary repairs, indicating when such repairs
will be carried out?

on Notice.

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education): The answer is-

of

(a) Yes.
On 17th July, 1975. The
recommendations were-to strip portions of fibrous plaster and
replace with new;
new bath and basin to be provided;
replace trough and cabinet in laundry;
repair floors in laundry and bathroom;
patch plaster where possible;
replace or repair lock, doors, window
etc. where required;
line kitchen bench tops with laminex,
replace sink and fix tiles over sink and
bench tops;
when repairs have been completed the
interior and exterior are to be repainted.
Education Department approval has been
given for this project and the Public Works
Department is currently drawing up specifications.
(b) At this stage I cannot say when
these works will be carried out as it will
depend upon the priority allocated by the
Regional Priority Review Committee ·and the
availability of finance.

SUBSIDIES FOR DAY NURSERIES.
(Question No. 1982)

Mr.
FORDHAM
(Footscray)
asked the Minister of HealthWhether he will extend to day nurseries
the recently altered subsidy policy in regard
to kindergartens, namely that payments are
made to the centre concerned in advance
rather than after the completion of a subsidy period; if not, why?

Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister
Health): The answer is-

of

The Department of Health has already
a ,:cepte~ the principle of maintenance subsidies t.> day nurseries in advance on a
similar basis as now applies to kindergartens. However it has not always been
possible to effect advance payments to
day nurseries as early in the quarter as payments to kindergartens as day nursery payments are subject to constant review and reassessment in respect of variations to
awards etc. necessitating returns from day
nurseries to provide for adjustment of under
or over payments made during the previous
quarter.
The system of subsidy payments to day
nurseries is at present being reviewed in
an endeavour to ,arran~e that advance payments to these organIZations are paid as
early in the quarter as payments to kindergartens.
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VALUATION OF LAND
(AMENDMENT) BILL (No. 2)

Wednesday, October 22, 1975.

The Hon. A J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government), by leave, moved
for leave to bring in a Bill to amend
the Valuation of Land Act 1960, and
for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett) took the chair at 4.27 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS
(AMENDMENT) BILL (No. 2).
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. Murray Byme (Minister for
State Development and Decentralization), for the Hon. V. O. DICKIE
(Minister of Housing), was read a
first time.
DECENTRALIZED INDUSTRY
INCENTIVE PAYMENTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister
for State Development and Decentralization), was read a first time.
INFLAMMABLE LIQUIDS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON (Minister
for Social Welfare), was read a first
time.
POLICE OFFENCES
(PUBLICATIONS) BILL.

LATROBE VALLEY (MANAGER'S
QUALIFICATIONS) BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply), by leave, moved
for leave to bring in a Bill to amend
the Latrobe Valley Act 1958 with
respect to the qualifications required
of the manager of the undertaking of
the Latrobe Valley Water and
Sewerage Board, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
SOCIAL WELFARE (AMENDMENT)
BILL (No. 2)
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare), by
leave, moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend the Social Welfare Act
1970 and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.
SOCIAL WELFARE (PAROLE OF
PERSONS SENTENCED TO LIFE
IMPRISONMENT) BILL.

The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province), by leave, moved for leave
to bring in a Bill to make further
provision with respect to restricted
publications, with respect to the constitution of the State Advisory Board
on publications and to amend the
Police Offences Act 1958 and for
other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province), by leave,
moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
amend the Social Welfare Act 1970
with respect to the release on parole
of any person sentenced to imprisonment for the term of his natural life.

The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

The motion was agreed to.
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PAPERS.
The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of several Acts of
Parliament, were laid on the table by
the ClerkAnti-Cancer Council-Report and statement
of accounts for the year 1974-75.
Education Act 1958-Resumption of land at
Bendigo and Werribee-Certificates of the
Minister of Education (two papers).
Grain Elevators Board-Report for the year
ended 31st October, 1974.
Milk Board-Statement and accounts for the
year 1973-74.
National Museum-Report of the Council
for the year 1974-75.
Police Service Board-Determination No.
245.
Public Record Office-Report for the lear
1974-75.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of
ParliamentAgricultural Colleges Act 1958-No. 356.
Dairy Products Act 1958-No. 353.
Dried Fruits Act 1958-No. 361.
Education Act 1958-No. 363.
Egg Industry Stabilization Act 1973-No.
354.
Farm Produce Merchants and Commission
Agents Act 1965-No. 359.
Industrial Training Act 1975-No. 355.
Local Government Act 1958-No. 215 (In
lieu of S.R. No. 215 tabled on 9th
September, 1975).
Milk and Dairy Supervision Act 1958-No.
360.

Milk Pasteurization Act 1958-No. 358.
Motor Boating Act 1961-No. 362.
Portland Harbor Trust Act 1958-Nos.
364 and 365.
Stock Medicines Act 1958-No. 357.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Eppalock Planning Scheme-Amendment
No. 3, 1975 (Shire of McIvor).
Shire of Flinders Planning Scheme 1962Amendment No. 70, 1975.

VAGRANCY (INSUFFICIENT
MEANS) BILL (No. 2)
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province): I moveThat the following Order of the Day,
General Business, be read land dischargedVagrancy (Insufficient Means) Bill (No.
2)-Second Reading-Resumption of Debate.
and that the Bill be withdrawn.

The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was withdrawn.

CULTURAL AND RECREATIONAL
LANDS

(DETERMINATIONS) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 8) on the motion of the Hon. J.
W. Galbally (Melbourne North Province) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) : I accepted
the adjournment of the debate on this
Bill at a time in the preceding sessional period when I believed the
value of the proposal in the Bill would
unfortunately be lost because of the
matters raised during discussion,
which took the measure away from
what the Opposition hoped would be
serious consideration of a valuable
.1mendment to the legislation.
The Bin provides for an alteration
to section 6 of the Cultural and Recreational Lands (Determinations)
Act 1974. Section 6 of the principal
Act providesAny question difference or dispute arising
between any body corporate or unincorporate and the council of any municipality or
any other rating authority with respect to
the applioation or operation of this Act may
be finally and conclusively determined by
the Minister.

The point at which disputes may
take place is provided for in section
4 of the Act. The basis of the Bill
is that recreational lands are not to
be compulsorily acquired without
specific authority of Parliament. Section 4 (1) provides, on the question
of ratingNotwithstanding the provisions of any Act
or enactment relating to the making and
levying of rates by a municipality in lieu
of the rates that would otherwise be payable
to a municipality in respect of recreational
lands there shall be paid to the municipality
as rates each year such amount (not exceeding the amount that would otherwise
have been payable by way of rates) as the
council of the municipality thinks reasonable
having regard to the services provided by
the municipality in relation to such lands
and having regard to the benefit to the community derived from such recreational
lands.

Mr. GalbaUy and other members
will refer to golf clubs, but these
days, because of my age, I am associated with bowling clubs. Nevertheless, there are lands used for other
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forms of recreation for which this Act
provides reasonable relief. The bowling club to which I belong at Ascot
Vale is situated in a cul-de-sac surrounded by four streets in which the
houses face the street, and the only
access to the bow ling club is through
a right-of-way. The only service
provided to the club by the council of
the City of Essendon is that two
dustbins are cleared twice a week.
The club does not face a road and has
no access to roads other than through
the right-of-way. By agreement with
the council, the club pays rates of
$78 a year. Clubs in other areas
such as Buckley Park or Moonee
Ponds, where access to the roadway
is available, have to pay rates which
have been increased from a nominal
amount to amounts approximating
$240 and $270.
Section 6 of the principal Act provides that appeal can be made to the
Minister.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY: Section
4 (2) of the principal Act deals with
the question Mr. Tripovich is discussing.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVlCH:
Section 4 (2) readsAny body which is aggrieved by the
amount determined by a council pursuant
to sub-section (1) of this section may appeal to the Minister who may determine the
amounts to be paid to the municipality as
rates and every such determination shall
be final and shall be given effect to by the
council and by the body concerned.

That is exactly the same principle as
is embodied in section 6. I do not
wish the discussion of this Bill to
consist of trivialities. The Opposition
has a suggestion which is worthy of
consideration and puts it forward on
that basis for the Government to
examine.
I t has become costly to conduct
sporting clubs, and therefore any
expense that can be saved in the running of such clubs will be helpful.
Honorable members who belong
to bowling clubs and know club
activities intimately will agree that
many of the bowling clubs in
my area are no longer " snob" clubs.
In my own club 50 per cent of the

members are retired people and
the greater proportion of those
are in receipt of age pensions on
which they live. The club charges
a membership fee of $29 a year. The
total of the membership fees would
not pay for the services of the greenkeeper and therefore a saving with
regard to council rates is really
worth consideration. Other clubs are
similarly placed.
However, some clubs are "wet"
clubs which run bars. Again this
amenity is not the great money
spinner that many people believe it
to be because not every person who
plays bowls can stay at the club to
drink, and staff must be paid. The
conduct of clubs is well covered by
law and the bars are merely for
members only and club visitors to
have a drink when they wish to do so.
No huge profits are made in that area.
Members of the Labor Party believe
these factors when in dispute should
be considered by a judge, not perhaps
better than would be done by the
Minister, but on a more equitable
basis so that a precedent could be
established as to how these activities could be encouraged. I suggest
that members of the Cabinet and
particularly the Minister for Local
Government would not be unsympathetic to the objectives of the Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation in his endeavours to foster sport
as a health aid. The Opposition has
a worth-while suggestion to make. If
the Government stands adamant in its
desire to have a Minister alone consider these questions, and the Opposition stands adamant on having a judge
of the Supreme Court perform the
function, then the Bill will be
defeated. Members of the Government believe the Labor Party wishes
to cause people expense in having a
dispute settled; that is not our objective. It is the Labor Party's objective to have an amicable settlement
reached where proper precedents
can be established. The Minister is
pretty busy, irrespective of which
party holds the reins of Government,
and it would be better for another
person to make the judgments.
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I wish to remove from the debate Sandringham has a large internaany heat that has existed in past tional course. Those courses are of
debates alleging any pecuniary extreme importance to Victoria if
interest associated with the Bill. only from a tourism point of view.
I ask the Minister to consider a Tomorrow the Wills Masters golf
further adjournment of the matter tournament will be played at Vicwith a view to referring it to toria Golf Club and will attract
a committee or to enable members people from all over the world. A
of the Opposition to confer with great deal of foreign capital will
the honorable gentleman with a view flow not only into Cheltenham and
to obtaining some benefit in relation Moorabbin but into other parts of
to the amendment proposed by Mr. Victoria from the people who come
Galbally.
and their entourages. Much money
I do not think one member of this will also flow to the local workmen
Chamber would be against the idea who will be engaged in setting up
or ideals of the Cultural and Recrea- the course, supplying meals and
tional Lands (Determinations) Bill. catering. These things cost a great
It is an excellent Bill. Over the deal of money and from a purely
years Mr. Galbally has rendered mercenary point of view one would
great service to the community by wish those activities to continue.
putting forward these matters. I
I am not interested only in that
therefore ask the Minister to con- point.
The golf courses in the
sider my request and I should be Moorabbin area alone total approxidelighted if he would accept my mately 600 acres. On that land
suggestion.
many natural trees including gum
The Hon. W. G. FRY (Higin- and tea-trees are growing and a
botham Province): I am interested considerable number of indigenous
in what Mr. Tripovich has said. plants which would have been tramBoth he and I are interested in these pled underfoot and lost years ago if
sorts of sporting activities. In one the golf courses had not been estabof my municipalities there are five lished. Those trees can now seed
bowling clubs, each of which under and propagate, and flourish in the
the Cultural and Recreational Lands reserves.
Act pays a charge of about $240.
In Melbourne where people tend
Many sporting bodies come within to live in a soulless type of built-up
this classification-for instance, the area and need to get out into the
light harness club which pays the outer districts, the golf course areas
same amount of money.
Those provide a great deal, not the least of
clubs do not receive a great deal of which is the bird life which is able
income and I am therefore interested to flourish there. The fencing of the
in the matter from that point of major golf courses has meant that
view.
to a great extent the natural enemies
I am also interested in the sugges- of the birds have been kept out.
tion that a judge be substituted for
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: And people
a Minister to hear appeals under the with vandalism in their minds.
Act. In my province there are
The Hon. W. G. FRY: Exactly. In
many golf courses and I am extremely anxious that they be main- the gardens around the areas and the
tained for the benefit of the people golf courses which extend over many
the bird life is growing and
in the district as well as for those miles
extending into people's gardens.
who enjoy the right to play on them. Honeyeaters of all varieties are
Mordialloc, for instance, has an in- plentiful and it is common to
ternational course; Moorabbin has find diverse varieties of parrots
five international courses; Brighton and even cockatoos nesting in
has a municipal course;
and rotting trees around the area.
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These things should be kept. The
trees provide fresh air for the district. When train travellers from the
city reach areas such as Highett and
Moorabbin they find that fresh air
really exists. It is due to the regenerating process that takes place largely
on the golf course. It is important that
the golf courses are maintained for
all time and it behoves the municipalities to ensure that this happens.
The courses in the area have been
rated to their advantage compared
with the rates paid by the surrounding landholders and I am not saying
that this should not take place. That
is exactly what the Cultural and
Recreational Lands Act provides. The
Act allows huge areas to be rated in
this way and enables the golf
clubs to carry on. After the rates
have been determined by a council
consultations frequently take place
between the golf clubs and the council. This has happened not once but
on many occasions and honorary
solicitors and interested golf club
members have gone to the council
and put their views forcibly and
clearly, in order to better their position with regard to the assessment
that the council has given. I believe
these legal services are provided free
of charge.
It might be of interest to honorable
members whose areas do not contain
golf clubs to know what sort of
moneys are involved. For instance,
at the Royal Melbourne Golf Club
part of the east course is located in
Moorabbin. I shall quote only
Moorabbin figures. Within Moorabbin
the Royal Melbourne Golf Club
course is valued at $1· 7 million and
has twelve holes. In that area there
are 73 acres. If that course were
rated on the same scale as the houses
in the area the rate would be
$23,120. The rates under the Cultural
and Recreational Lands Act for the
course are $5,962. The Victoria Golf
Club course, which is wholly in the
City of Moorabbin, has a valuation of
$2.000.800 and occupies 130 acres of
land. Rates assessed on the same basis
as surrounding properties would be
$38,080 but the rate paid is $11,424.
Session 1975.-274

The Yarra Yarra course has a land
valuation of $829,000 for 123 acres.
Ra tes
assessed
on
the
same
basis as surrounding properties
would be $11,274 and the rate
paid is $8,000. I point out that the
major golf clubs might do something
to help themselves. Royal Melbourne
Golf Club and Victoria Golf Club are
zoned for reserved living, and
naturally they are rated on a reserved
living zone basis. However, Yarra
Yarra Golf Club is zoned special zone
No. 1, which means that it is zoned
as a sporting ground reserved for
sports and it cannot be used for other
purposes such as housing, unless it is
rezoned. The clubs could examine
that point.
The Hon. C. A. M. HIDER: Is the
honorable member suggesting that
the rates the clubs are paying are too
high?
The Hon. W. G. FRY: I am not
suggesting that the rates are properly
raised on the amounts of actual valuation. I am suggesting that if clubs
were zoned as sporting grounds and
could not be used for housing, this
could affect their valuation.
The Hon. C. A. M. HIDER: This is
up to the clubs.
The Hon. W. G. FRY: It is entirely up to the clubs, but they cannot
have it both ways.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY: I introduced a similar Bill in 1960 which
provided that the golf courses could
not sell or subdivide. The Government would not accept that, but Mr.
Fry is now putting forward a similar
proposition.
The Hon. W. G. FRY: I remind
Mr. GalbaUy that great minds think
alike. I have examined this measure,
and I am concerned. For the reasons
I have given, I want to ensure that
the golf courses remain. I imagine
it can be a costly and time-consuming
procedure to go to the Supreme
Court. I do not move in legal circles,
but I consulted some legal people and
they informed me that the cost could
be in the vicinity of $1,000 to $1,500
for barristers and legal fees.
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The Hon. C. A. M. HIDE'R: That is
a conservative estimation.
The Hon. W. G. FRY: I would
prefer to be conservative than be
accused of exaggerating. A large sum
Df money would be involved to' do
something which at present costs
nothing. Golf clubs had the aid of
solicitors in putting the case before
municipalities, and this is a better
deal for the golf clubs.
I am not particularly happy with
the figures I have quoted. In 1962
a formula was introduced. All the
municipalities have done is to' rate in
proportion each year on the valuations so that they tend to' distort.
There is a good case for re-examining
the matter.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT: Should
they appeal every time a valuation is
made?
The Hon. W. G. FRY: In 1965 the
Royal Melbourne and Victoria golf
clubs appealed to the Minister
against the valuation. The reasonableness of the Moorabbin council is
shown in its computations. At that
time the Minister was the present
Premier, and he disallowed the appeal,
describing the rate "as fairly and,
reasonably applied-the rates should
stand". That was his opinion on the
assessment, and that is how it has
been. The rates should be revised.
Councils generally would be well advised to examine the various areas
involved. The value of land has increased immensely in various localities. The membership of the clubs
and the services the councils require,
ShDUld be considered.
At the
moment I must oppose the Bill, but
there is a reasonable case for considering a revision.
The Hon. C. A. M. HIDER (Monash
Province) : In opposing the Bill, I
put forward two basic arguments.
The first argument relates to' the proposal to' amend sectiDn 6 of the principal Act. The argument of honorable members supporting the Bill
seems to' revolve around the
problems of sporting bodies, and so
on, and the rates they are required to

Lands (Determinations) Bill.

pay. That is the purpose of the Bill.
That appears to be the primary, if not
the only purpose that is put forward
by supporters of the Bill. I respectfully suggest that the Bill prDposes
to amend the wrong section. The
Bill seeks to amend section 6 which
relates to' disputes under this Act.
The final decision rests with the Minister. However, the matter of rating
is covered by section 4 which empowers the municipality to levy a
rate on the particular body. If the
body objects to the amount of rating,
the appeal is then to the Minister.
Under section 4 (2) the Minister
gives a final decision. Therefore, if
the purpose of the Bill is to enable
the appeal on valuations and rates to
go to the court and not to the Minister, section 4 (2) should be amended.
That is the first reason for opposing
the Bill.
My second objection is more general. Mr. GalbaUy put forward arguments in support of the rule of law.
I subscribe to almost everything that
Mr. Galbally said on the rule Df law.
It is most important in a democracy
that the rule of law is upheld and that
citizens have the right, equally with
others, to' have recourse to the courts
for their own protection and to enforce their rights. However, this is a
different matter. We are not talking
about the basic liberty or right of the
individual, nor are we talking about
matters protecting the community
and the individual. We are really
referring to broader aspects of public
interest and welfare. I should like to
know how a court would decide this
issue, and what factDrs the court
would consider to decide what rates
should be struck in an area such as
this. The Minister must consider
many factors in deciding the rates
that should be paid by a sporting
body. He must take into account
many intangible matters, including
the Dnes Mr. Fry mentiDned such as
the value of the trees, the birds and
the bees. It would be difficult to ask
a court to make a decision.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY: And
easy for a Minister, I suppose.
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The Hon. C. A. M. HIDER: No; I
am coming to that, because that
is why I oppose the Bill. It is
impossible for a court to decide. It
is certainly difficult for the Minister,
but the Minister is elected by Parliament and the people to represent their
interests and to make decisions on
matters of public and community
interest and welfare. It is for the
Minister to make a political decision
on what is proper in the circumstances. If that decision is wrong, the
political responsibility rests with the
Minister and no one else is to blame.
There is no hiding behind a court
decision and no looking at an Act
of Parliament which lays down certain
standards. It may be that the Minister would be delighted to avoid the
responsibility of making what must
be a difficult decision based on many
different factors. In essence it is a
political policy matter and it should
be decided by the responsible Minister.
For those reasons I oppose the
Bill although I support the general
principle and rule of law. In circumstances in which policy, proper perspective and community interest are
at stake, the Minister must make the
decision. It would be impossible for
the court to do so.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province): I had no intention
of entering the debate but some of the
questions put by my colleague, Mr.
Tripovich, and also Mr. Hider are
somewhat perplexing to me. I
recall the days when the Premier,
then Minister for Local Government,
was perplexed by the situation
in which he found himself in
ordinary appeals and the acquisition of land by a municipality, the
Shell case at Hoddle Street, and so
on. The Town and Country Planning
Board originated from that. I ask the
Minister to agree to an adjournment
of the debate because there are
various aspects I should like to study.
I am certainly not capable of doing
so in detail today. If the honorable
gentleman will indulge me to this
extent. I shall be grateful. I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.
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The motion for the adjournment
of the debate was agreed to, and it
was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, October
29.
VAGRANCY (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
October 14) on the motion of the
Hon. J. W. Galbally (Melbourne
North Province) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare): The
House will be aware that I do not
administer the Vagrancy Act, nor do
I represent in this House the Minister who administers that Act.
Upon examination of the report of
the Statute Law Revision Committee
it became obvious that this was the
type of matter in which I should be
interested. A certain portion of the
report drew my attention to it. It
referred to the fact that vagrancy
was not a police offence or a matter
for the Chief Secretary, that it was
really a welfare matter. The section
of the report of the Statute Law Revision Committee which drew my
attention to the matter was paragraph 12, which statedWhilst it considers that imprisonment is
no solution, the committee cannot accept
the view that people who wish to wander
the streets, and even die on the streets,
should be 'able to do so. The committee
believes this is a social problem and society
would be failing in its duty if it allowed
these people to exist in this way.

This raises two separate issues:
Firstly, that vagrancy is a social problem; and, secondly, what ought to
be done by the community about it.
The term "vagrancy", which is the
term with which honorable members
are familiar, has become associated,
as Mr. Galbally has pointed out on
many occasions, with criminality. The
Government wishes, to use a modem
term, to decriminalize this aspect of
vagrancy. Therefore, Mr. Galbally
will not be without a great deal of
support from all sides of the House.
I appreciate what the Minister for
Local Government, who represents
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the Chief Secretary in this House, has
done in regard to this Bill. He had
previously undertaken the duty of
producing a Bill on vagrancy. I consulted other Ministers and suggested,
foolishly perhaps because it is no
easy task, that I should take over this
problem. While I do not wish to take
over the administration of the Act, I
hope that I will be able to make some
recommendations to those who administer it, largely along the
lines on which Mr. Galbally has
introduced this Bill into the House.
The Bill refers to section 5 of the
Vagrancy Act and it is important that
I should read it. There was some
confusion about wrong Bills and
wrong sections being debated, so I
hope there is no more misunderstanding on the section that is being deba ted now. Section 5 (1) of the
Vagrancy Act providesWhere any member of the Police Force
has reasonable cause to believe that any
person has no lawful means of support or
has insufficient lawful means of support, he
may arrest such person either with or without warrant and bring him before a court of
petty sessions or justices, or may summon
him to appear before a court of petty sessions.

So, I assume that section 5 (1) of the
Vagrancy Act defines a vagrant. I
can not find a definition in the other
provisions of the Act.
Section 5 (2) of the Act providesEvery person who fiails to prove to the
satisfaction of the court or justices that he
has sufficient lawful means of support or
that such means of support as he has are
lawful shall be liable to imprisonment for
a term of not moreth'an twelve months.

There have been many arguments
over this section of the Act for many
years. Any person who wishes to
consult Hansard on this matter will
see that the arguments are on the reversal of the onus of proof.
Section 5 (3) of the Act statesThe fact that any person charged under
this section can produce or prove that he
possesses money or property shall not be
taken into account in deciding the charge
against such person unless he shows by
his own or other evidence that he honestly
obtained such money or property.
The Hon. W. V. Houghton.

Bill.

This is a reversal of the onus of
proof.
The HON. J. W. GALBALLY: A
classic case was the prostitute
charged with vagrancy. It was alleged that her money was not lawfully obtained. This can be seen in
the law reports.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON: It
is not a generally accepted principle
of British law and justice, but it is
not completely unaccepted.
The
argument has been advanced, and I
suppose it has some validity. I refer
to the situation where the Taxation
Department asks a man to provide it with information upon
which it can base a charge that he
has not declared certain sums of
money. I suppose this could be in
some ways regarded as a reversal of
the onus of proof.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALL Y: Does
the Minister mean that the taxation
law reverses the onus of proof?
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON:
Yes, in some respects, and that has
been argued on many occasions.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY:
I
agree with that, but matters dealing
with revenue are quite different from
matters of civil liberties.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON:
That is another very reasonable
argument, but I am not saying that
there are not exceptions to every
case. The principle of British justice
that there must be no reversal of
the onus of proof is not necessarily
right in every case.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY: How
does one get over this? I have never
seen a man of wealth charged with
vagrancy.
Honorable
members
know of many wealthy men who
have obtained all their money improperly.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON:
It is not appropriate to argue this
matter across the Chamber at present. I appeal to Mr. Galbally to let
me develop my argument because he
has had two opportunities to make
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second-reading speeches on this subject. His comments were fairly
appropriately reported in the newspaper, and when compared with them,
Ministerial statements pale into insignificance.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT:
Why
should they not be used with imagination, fortitude and application.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON:
Unfortunately, Mr. Galbally does not
use the forms of the House as they
should be used.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: I have
seen the Minister use the forms of
the House when it suits him.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON:
If I have done so, I apologize, because I believe the forms of this
House are important and they should
be adhered to.
Section 5 (4) of the Act providesAn info.rmatiDn under this section may
be heard and determined by two. or mDre
justices sitting out Df sessions if the perSDn
charged consents to. the matter being so.
heard and determined.

That section has been amended by a
later amendment to the Justices Act
to provide that the case may be
heard by two or more justices not
sitting as a court, which is the
modern terminology. This produces
shades of last night's debate on the
motion for the adjournment of the
House. There is, of course, an important distinction which provides
that the person charged must consent to the information being dealt
with in this way.
In 1963 or 1965 a report was compiled by the Statute Law Revision
Committee which suggested-I believe I am correct in saying thisthat the Police Offences Act should
be divided into sections because it
was too bulky. It was even said
that the whole of the Act was too
expensive for someone to buy, particularly if they wanted only one section. So the Vagrancy Act grew out
of that recommendation by the
Statute Law Revision Committee.

Bill.
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Subsequently Mr. Galbally introduced the Vagrancy (Insufficient
Means) Bill and the Minister for
Local Government introduced his
Vagrancy (Insufficient Means) Bill.
Subsequently Mr. Galbally drafted
another Bill. Finally the matter was
resolved to the satisfaction of honorable members by their referring it
to the Statute Law Revision
Committee.
The committee examined the matter and made certain
important
recommendations
and
suggestions about the provisions of
these Bills. It rejected the provision
that referred to insufficient means.
The committee said that many of
the provisions in the Bill were provided for in the Alcoholics and
Drug-dependent Persons Act which
was then in the process of being
passed. Furthermore, the committee
said that the provisions in the Bill
could be seen to act against the best
interests of the citizen or against
the civil liberties of the citizen.
For those reasons the Statute Law
Revision Committee reached the
conclusion that many of the provisions were provided for in the
Alcoholics and Drug-dependent Persons Act. The committee was concerned about the question of civil
liberties so it made certain recommendations.
It might be appropriate to read the summary of the
main points set out in the report by
the committee.
They are as
follows(1) The cDmmittee is opposed to. the
extensiDn of the provisiDns of the Vagrancy
Act 1966 to. CDver alcohDlics, drugdependent perSDns and others in need Df
care and protection.
(2) The committee believes that the prDvisiDns relating to. alcDhDLics and drugdependent persDnscontained in the
Vagrancy (Insufficient Means) Bill are
effectively covered by the AlcDholics and
Drug-dependent Persons Act 1968.
(3) The committee believes that the
Vagrancy (Insufficient Means) Bill will not
overCDme these prDblems and accordingly
recDmmends that the legislation ShDUld nDt
prDceed.

For a moment last week I thought
the House was going to proceed
again with the legislation but it did
not.
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(4) The committee believes that the provisions of section 5 of the Vagrancy Act
1966 are being misused when employed as
a holding charge.
( 5) The committee believes that imprisonment, as provided by section 5 of the
Vagrancy Act 1966 does not provide a
solution to the problems and therefore suggests that the section be repealed.

Bill.

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON: The
solution to this problem suggested
by Mr. Galbally in his Bill is far too
Simplistic, but nevertheless much has
been done towards the treatment of
vagrants. There are, as Mr. GalbaUy
rightly stated, voluntary welfare
agencies that are dealing with the
problem of vagrants or as they are
sometimes described in another context "the homeless men" . There
are the Gill Memorial Home, Ozanam
House, the Society of st. Vincent de
Paul, and Hanover House.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: And the
magnificent Johnson Street Bridge!

I wonder why the Statute Law Revision Committee used that very
important word "suggests". It did
not recommend that the provisions
of the Act ought to be repealed. The
committee stated that it suggests
that the provisions of that Act ought
to be repealed.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: What is
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON: I
the Minister making of that?
suppose that is certainly one place, so
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON: I that we could say that the Country
will come to that. I believe what the Roads Board is also involved in this
Statute Law Revision Committee had social welfare undertaking.
in mind was that such a suggestion
Before section 5 of the Vagrancy
implied perhaps a rather large Act is repealed, we must ensure that
number of complex issues, and it con- other provisions of the law are
sidered that it might not be available to be used in cases where
appropriate in the circumstances to the Vagrancy Act is now used.
recommend that the section be re- There must be an adequate legal
pealed.
framework. We must ensure that
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY: The there is provision for an appropriate
Minister is saying tha t the word establishment to which people in
need of care and protection may be
" suggests" was used.
sent.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON: I
The committee felt that the Alcoam not only saying it; I am reading holics and Drug-dependent Persons
from the report.
Act did not set up establishments
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: The which were appropriate to the treatMinister should go back to paragraph ment of large numbers of vagrants.
As had been pointed out, voluntary
36 of the report.
welfare agencies may be used for the
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON: I housing of homeless and vagrant
hope that by suggesting that the persons. There are provisions in other
section be repealed the committee statutes which may not always have
had in mind quite a number of prob- been used, or which have not always
lems, but this is a simplistic Bill been appropriate in cases of drunkenwhich says that section 5 of the ness, which provide for the streetVagrancy Act should be repealed. sweeping operation, as it has been
What does that involve? The repeal called, the clearing of vagrants from
of section 5 of the Vagrancy Act does the streets of Melbourne.
The voluntary welfare agencies
not do away with vagrancy.
which are largely supported by the
The Hon. J. W. GALBALL Y:
It Government are doing good work in
abolishes vagrancy as a crime. That this field. The police indicate that
is all the Labor Party is trying to do. they are using more discretion and
The honorable gentleman means that sending persons to these organ izait does not do away with the vagrant. tions as an alternative to arresting
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them. The Government realizes that
this problem must be treated in a
charitable and not a penal way. In
so far as Mr. Galbally and other
honorable members have said that, I
entirely agree.
At present, a committee is gathering statistics which will show the
reasons why arrests were made.
There will be an examination of the
findings of the committtee to determine whether there are appropriate
areas of law under which this problem
can be dealt with. After social welfare and voluntary agency supports
have been provided, after the law has
been strengthened in other areas as is
found necessary to provide for the
problem, and after it has been
administratively decided what other
establishments may be needed for the
treatment of vagrants, the way will
be open for the decriminalizing of
vagrancy.

Bill.
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attempt to solve the problem. Its
intention was to refer vagrants to
assessment centres and to use the
Alcoholics and Drug-dependent Persons Act in an enlightened way. But,
on the way, it was thought that that
was not the entire solution.
I was astonished to hear the
Minister
state
that
charitable
organizations were dealing with this
matter. The honorable gentleman
would have given the impression to
those who do not know that these
organizations are dealing with the
problem on a large scale.
The
evidence to the Statute Law Revision
Committee revealed that they were
dealing with only a small percentage
of the vagrants involved, and that
that was all their means enabled them
to do.
The organizations were all short of
money and accommodation. On the
whole the vast majority of the 3,000
homeless men in Melbourne-there
The consequences of this Bill would are also homeless women-could not
not be simple; its implications are be given their assistance. Evidence
complex. But they are being care- given to the committee showed that
fully examined. I do not want any- some 60 per cent of the 3,000 homeone to tell me that I have been too less men, or 1,800 of them, were
long about this because I have been vagrants mainly because of alcotackling the problem for only a few holism or the taking of drugs. Theremonths. I believe that early in the fore, the Government proposed to
New Year I shall be able to make set up assessment centres. Pararecommendations to the Ministers graph 15 of the Statute Law Revision
concerned so that vagrancy may be Committee report which the Minister
decriminalized.
referred to states that the Alcoholics
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern and Drug-dependent Persons Act
Province): The results of attempts 1968 was expected to be proclaimed
made in this House to amend the on 1st November, 1974. That was
vagrancy laws are intensely frus- six years after it passed through this
trating to those who want them House.
I had hoped that the Minister
changed.
Five years ago Mr.
Galbally first introduced a Bill to would tell us that the Act had been
repeal section 5 of the Vagrancy Act. proclaimed-perhaps with some feelThe Minister for Social Welfare does ing of triumph-and that the Governnot seem to have grasped the back- ment would give effect to the rest of
ground to the present Bill. He has paragraph 15. Initially, the Departrevealed that the Government has ment of Health proposed to establish
four main institutions. There was to
made virtually no progress at all.
be a detoxification centre, an assessAt one time the Minister for Local ment centre at Pleasant View, Preston,
Government applied his mind to the Heatherton Hospital, and the Gresmatter and brought in a Bill which well Rehabilitation Centre, which
was subsequently referred to the would have about 140 beds. They are
Statute Law Revision Committee. In all referred to in paragraph 15 of the
many ways that Bill was an admirable report.
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The Minister did not mention any
of those institutions. He merely
made a general statement that some
efforts have been made by the Government. I hope some Government
speaker will back up the Minister
and fill in on this. I had hoped we
would be told what had happened
to these places which the Department of Health proposed to establish. They were to have a large turnover. They were to deal with some
2,500 patients each year. How many
are they dealing with?
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON: We
are considering vagrants, not alcoholics.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: If the
Minister had been listening, he would
have known that I pointed out that
evidence given to the Statute Law
Revision Committee showed that, of
3,000 homeless men in Victoria, 60
per cent were vagrants because of
alcoholism or drug taking. Therefore,
1,800 men should have been dealt
with at the treatment centres
referred to in paragraph 15 of the
report. But the Minister did not refer
to any of those institutions. He made
no statement on the Alcoholics and
Drug-dependent Persons Act which
comes within his administration.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON: It does
not. Bad luck!
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: That is
an extraordinary remark. The Minister says, "Bad luck." He skulks
away from the point and laughs at
me. The Minister for Social Welfare
is supposed to deal with vagrants
but he now says that only for the
past few months has he taken
an interest in them.
He also
says that he is not responsible for
the Alcoholics and Drug-dependent
Persons Act. If it is not the Minister
for Social Welfare, which Minister is
responsible?
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON: Look
at the Act.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: Apparently Mr. Hamilton is not aware that
Acts no longer state which Minister
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will administer them; they merely
refer to, "The Minister". Perhaps
Mr. Hamilton can tell me who
administers the Alcoholics and Drugdependent Persons Act.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHToN: You
should know who administers the
Act.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: Let us
say that it is the Minister of Health.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON: That
would not be a bad guess.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: I am
sorry that the Minister is treating
the debate so facetiously; I think this
is a serious matter.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHToN: I think
so, too. But if you do not know which
Minister has responsibility for the
Alcoholics and Drug-dependent Persons Act, you cannot be serious
about it.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: I was
attempting to get the Minister for
Social Welfare to admit that a very
important sector of community
welfare does not come within his
portfolio and that he has not been
very concerned about it. For years,
attempts have been made to decriminalize the Vagrancy Act. The Statute
Law Revision Committee has investigated the problem, Mr. Galbally has
introduced Bills, and so has the
Government, in attempts to do something about this situation. The Minister has the nerve to tell the House
that a committee was looking at the
reasons why we have vagrants.
The Statute Law Revision Committee
has been all through this process.
Evidence was taken and the reasons
were given. There were tables showing exactly why people were committed to Pentridge Prison.
The Hon. D. G. ELLlOT: It is
a committee, an inquiry, or a Royal
Commission, and that puts a matter
off for another year.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: In this
case, Mr. Elliot is right. Any Government committee looking into this
matter will be going over the
ground which was covered by the
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Statute Law Revision Committee.
The police, the Salvation Army and
other organizations keep excellent
records and excellent witnesses gave
evidence to the Statute Law Revision
Committee. Paragraph 10 of the report of the committee shows the
number of people sentenced to imprisonment over a period of six years.
In 1961, the number was 1,119. The
number fell after that. I do not
know the latest figures, but they are
still high.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON: Can
you give the classification of the
various crimes?
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: I suggest that the Minister reads paragraph 10 of the report which,
obviously, he has not examined as
carefully as he should have. He will
see a reference to a sample of 41
persons sent to gaol in the period to
8th March, 1974, when 101 vagrancy
cases were dealt with by the courts.
The figures are there for the Minister to see and they were also given
in great detail in the evidence to the
committee.
Mr. Galbally's Bill seeks to repeal
section 5 of the Government Vagrancy Act which particularly deals
with people who lack any lawful
means of support. I have consistently
supported the repeal of the section
and I continue to do so. Clause 3 of
the Bill refers to section 6 of the
principal Act which relates to consorting. I do not believe section 6
was reported on by the Statute Law
Revision Committee.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY: No, it
is still before the committee.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: I know
that lengthy evidence has been taken
on this section but as it has not been
reported on, I feel somewhat embarrassed by having to refer to clause 3
of the Bill. I indicate at this stage
that the National Party will certainly
support clause 2 which seeks to repeal section 5 of the principal Act. I
am not quite certain what is to be
done about section 6 which is still
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before the Statute Law Revision
Committee, but the National Party
would like further consideration to
be given to clause 3 of the Bill.
I do not propose to take up the
time of the House much longer; this
is the third or fourth time I have
spoken on this topic and my feelings
are well known. However, I must
express my disappointment with the
performance of the Minister for Social Welfare this evening. It is not
only a question of disposing of the
male vagrant without lawful means
of support who can be found nightly
in the streets of Melbourne; there is
also the question of young girls who
are without lawful means of support
and who are sometimes considered to
be in moral danger. A number of
charges can be laid against them.
The Minister for Social Welfare
has established Houghton Lodge in
Bendigo. I understand there are four
such hostels in Victoria which house
young girls. I inspected Houghton
Lodge the other day and found
reasonable accommodation for eleven
girls although accommodation could
be found for fifteen girls at a pinch.
It is a converted private house. There
is a resident supervisor and an extremely good committee which has
been formed is working hard to provide amenities for Houghton Lodge.
Apart from the dedicated committee,
the service clubs in Bendigo have
done an outstanding job. The Apex
Club has furnished Houghton Lodge
and all in all it is an extremely good
and effective institution. However,
the Minister for Social Welfare has
insisted that the girls who live in
Houghton Lodge should pay board.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON:
What has that to do with the Vagrancy Act, which the House is now
debating?
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: That is
where the Minister and I disagree.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON: The
girls in Houghton Lodge have not
been put there because of the provisions of section 5 of the Vagrancy
Act.
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The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: These
girls have been picked up or found in
various ways and usually they do not
have sufficient lawful means of
support.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL:
Many of them go in there of their
own volition.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: That is
true. I am commending the Minister
for Social Welfare for establishing
Houghton Lodge. Such establishments have been set up in Bendigo,
Ballarat and Geelong and there is another one. However, there are only a
small number. The Minister for Social Welfare is requiring a payment of
$30 a week from these girls for board
and lodging. They are entitled to receive unemployment benefits of $36
a week so that leaves the girls in
Houghton Lodge the princely sum of
$6 a week.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON: They
are working girls. That is the whole
basis, to provide them with accommodation whilst they are working in the
community. We must assume they
are getting more than $36 a week.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE: Unfortunately, the Minister has not been
accurately informed about this because some are not working and are
on unemployment relief. Whether
working or not, they pay $30 a week
and if they are unemployed they have
$6 pocket money. It is fairly obvious
what will happen to them in that
event-probably they will get themselves into trouble.
Some efforts are being made by the
Government to cope with people who
do not possess sufficient lawful means
of support but these are very weak
efforts and long delays have occurred.
I invite some back-bench member of
the Government party to inform me
what has happened to the establishment of centres under the Alcoholics
and Drug-dependent Persons Act.
What has the Government done other
than have the Minister for Social
Welfare say the responsibility is not
his and in turn the Minister of Health
say it is the responsibility of the Min-
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ister for Social Welfare? What has
the Government done about setting
up these institutions which were so
dreamily and fancifully promised by
the Government to cope with the
social problem which comes under
section 5 of the Vagrancy Act which
is still on the statute-book? Many
of those persons are still going to
prison under the provisions of that
section.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (MelIn order to
bourne Province) :
give Government members sufficient time to answer the questions
posed by Mr. Clarke, and also in
deference to the Leader of the House
and his desire to present some urgent
Government business, I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and it was
ordered that the debate be adjourned
until Wednesday, November 5.
RACING (TOTALIZATOR
COMMISSIONS) BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
October 14) on the motion of the
Hon. V. O. Dickie (Minister of Housing) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province):
The Opposition
opposes this Budget Bill which seeks
to amend the Racing Act to increase
the deductions from on-course and
off-course totalizator investments
except off-course double and offcourse quadrella betting. What the
Premier and Treasurer is doinghonorable members should remember that the Premier is the man
who said he would make it happen
-is to increase the take from
the bettors' pool from 14 per cent to
15 per cent. Members of the Labor
Party are not the only people who are
unhappy about this increase because
there appeared in the Sun NewsPictorial yesterday a statement made
by the Chairman of the Victoria
Amateur Turf Club, Sir Rupert
Clarke, on Monday afternoon which
criticized the State Government over
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the announcement of increased
Sir
deductions from turnovers.
Rupert Clarke said-

received in New South Wales and the
Australian Capital Territory and 86
per cent received in South Australia.

It is unfortunate the Government did not
see fit to consult the industry prior to its
decision being announced.
Such consultation may well have made
available to the Government alternatives
which would have been less injurious to the
industry.

Any person who attends race meetings frequently-there are not many
around here-will see punters week
after week on a Saturday afternoon,
or any day in the week when a race
meeting is held, moving along the line
of bookmakers looking for an extra
point in the odds which are available.
Punters are giving the Totalizator
Agency Board away because of the
extra 1 per cent rake-off by the
Government. This measure will kill
the goose that lays the golden egg.
My opinion is shared by many
other people. The State has been
rid of starting-price bookmakers for
some years but if this measure is
passed these bookmakers will return
to their usual haunts in back lanes
around Melbourne and in other
places.
Anyone who is conversant with starting-price bookmakers would know the other places
to which I refer. If this occurred,
the blame could be directly attributed to the Government. It is quite
apparent that the Premier and many
other members of his Government
know little about raCing.

The Premier believes the proposal
contained in this measure will return
an additional $2·5 million which will
be allocated to the Hospitals and
Charities Fund. The Labor Party has
no objection to where the money is
allocated provided that it is used for
a good cause.
With the day-to-day growth of the
operations of the Totalizator Agency
Board, at least a turnover of
$3·5 million could be achieved. There
is no doubt in my mind that this
target could be achieved within the
next financial year. If the Premier
was so anxious to raise extra money,
he could have done so from other
sources within the State-from such
people as land developers and other
people who delight in cheating and
fleecing the worker to make their
easy dollar.
Turnover from the Totalizator
Agency Board this year amounted to
$450 million and the Government received $28 million-a nice little rakeoff from the people who support the
racing industry. Surely the Premier
did not expect for one moment that
he would receive such a large amount
of money during the past financial
year. The Premier should have inquired from the Totalizator Agency
Board what he was likely to receive
this financial year when he was preparing his Budget instead of providing for an extra 1 per cent deduction
from the punters' pool from investments on the on-course and the offcourse totalizator at the various race
meetings held throughout the State.
It will mean that in Victoria successful punters will receive a return
of 85 per cent in dividends from the
bettors' pool as against 87 per cent

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON:
expert is in this House.

The

The Hon. R. J. EDDY: I do not
include the Minister of Housing in
my remarks. He knows a great
deal about racing. It has already been
indicated by the responsible Minister
for Youth, Sport and Recreation that
the Victoria Racing Club has made
representations for an additional
eight mid-week meetings, and this
has been supported by the Government. Nobody can deny that.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL:
What has that got to do with the
Bill?
The Hon. R. J. EDDY: The additional eight mid-week race meetings
will return an extra $2· 5 million to
the Government. The Premier will
take this amount from successful
punters. It would not have been
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necessary to introduce this Bill to
increase the revenue by 1 per cent
if the additional eight mid-week race
meetings had been allowed. This
Bill will allow the Government to
fleece the poor old punter, who, in the
majority of cases, is the ordinary
working man who is already overtaxed by the Government.
The
greatest amount of money returned
to the Government through the
Totalizator Agency Board comes
from agencies within the inner areas
of Melbourne.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL: What
is the average take to the Government on a mid-week race day?
The Hon. R. J. EDDY: It depends
where the meeting is. These agencies
within the metropolitan area receive
very little for the money they return
to the Government. The municipalities in which these agencies are set
up should receive a percentage of
their takings for the year. This
money could be used by the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation for recreational purposes to
benefit people generally, and more
particularly the young people in
those areas. The inner municipalities
have practically no recreational facilities. One has only to walk across
Victoria Parade into Fitzroy to find
that there is only one football ground.
This is used on a Sunday for soccer,
and is used very little for school
sport and other such purposes.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett): Order! I do not think that
gambling can be regarded as a sporting interest. Mr. Eddy is now bringing in physical recreation.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY: No, Mr.
President, I am saying that this
money should be given to the municipalities in order to create these reserves. Credit goes to the Victoria
Racing Club, the Victoria Amateur
Turf Club and the Moonee Valley
Racing Club, for their wonderful interest in and administration of racing
within this State. If it had not been
for the hard work of the race clubs,
the pay-out to the Government of
some $28 million from the turnover of
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$461 million would not have been
possible. An amount of $28 million
is not a bad rake-off from the poor
old punter who is going to be fleeced
further by the Government.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL: The
poor old successful punter!
The Hon. R. J. EDDY: That is
right. There must be quite a few of
them when the Government can receive a rake-off of $28 million in
twelve months. With the extra 1
per cent and eight extra mid-week
race meetings during the year, the
amount of $28 million will easily be
turned into something like $30 million
or $35 million. If the Government
continues along these lines it will
create havoc in the racing industry
and will turn people away from racing. This will result in the Government's rake-off not being as large as it
has been over the past few years.
The Government should have another look at this Budget Bill and
reconsider it, not only in the interests
of racing, but in the intere~ts of the
people who support raCIng. For
these reasons the Labor Party opposes the proposed legislation.
The Hon. S. R. MeDONALD
(Northern Province): Some weeks
ago the Premier introduced in another place the Budget which included a number of measures designed to
raise or increase revenue to the State.
One of the measures outlined by the
Premier in his Budget speech was the
proposal to amend the Racing Act.
In his explanatory speech the Minister outlined the purpose of the Bill.
He said that it was to increase the
deductions from on-course and offcourse
totalizator
investments,
except off-course doubles and offcourse quadrellas. The 1 per cent
increase will be directed automatically under the Racing Act to the
Hospitals and Charities Fund.
Members of the National Party
have decided to support the Government's Budget and, for that reason,
they intend to vote for this measure.
I am rather surprised at the attitude
of the Labor Party on this issue because in the press, and everywhere
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else in the past few days, there has
been a great deal of discussion and
controversy on the constitutional
crisis which would be created by the
Upper House voting against a Budget
measure.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett): I do not think honorable
members should go too far into that.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD: That
is as far as I intend to go on the subject.
I only wanted to draw
attention to the inconsistent attitude
of members of the Labor Party
in Victoria, and their colleagues
in Canberra. Because the National
Party has decided to support
the
Government's
Budget,
and
because this is one of the matters
outlined by the Premier in the Budget,
the National Party intends to vote
for the Bill.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) :
I am not a
hypocrite about racing, and I think
my worthy confrere, the Minister of
Housing, would declare himself a
non-hypocrite in this direction, too.
There are too many bleatings from
the Government side which show a
complete and utter lack of sympathy
for a truly great industry-an
industry that employs thousands
of people throughout Australia.
Not long ago I thought that a
drinkers' and punters' party should
be formed. When doubt exists on
how to raise more revenue, any Government, and I include the Commonwealth Government in my comments
-I am not whitewashing any
Government-seems to think in
tenns of higher excise duties and increased taxes in their Budget.
A couple of important points have
been overlooked. I have spoken with
members of the city racing clubs, the
Port Phillip District Racing Association, Sir Reginald Ansett and the
country racing associations, including
associations that affect members of
this House, and I found a great divergence of opinion between country
racing associations on whether the
proposal of the Victoria Racing Club
should be accepted. Those who do
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not recognize its worth are being
very short-sighted, and I will explain
why.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON: What
are we talking about?
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: I am referring to the fact that if the Government had accepted the proposal of the
Victoria Racing Club it would have
been provided with at least three
times the revenue it will achieve, on
estimate, from this 1 per cent increase.
Mr. Hamilton not only
knows nothing about racing, but also
knows nothing about gambling. In
fact I am sure he knows nothing
about anything. All he does is bleat
from the side. The proposal of the Victoria Racing Club suggested that with
the exception of key meetings in
country areas, such as cup meetings,
autumn cups, and so on, mid-week
racing should return to a city meeting every week in Melbourne. This
was enjoyed before the war. However, it was replaced by country
meetings. This was a war time
measure which was designed to promote greater production. City midweek meetings every week have
never been reintroduced although it
is 30 years since the war finished.
The figures submitted by the Victoria Racing Club indicate that the
increased turnover from additional
city meetings would provide the
Government with at least $7·5 million
to $8 million extra revenue. The
reasons for this are obvious. The
racing public trusts city racing more
than country racing because the
form is far more visible and, except for the major country meetings
such as the Geelong Cup, the Bendigo
Cup and the Ballarat Cup, the
infinitely
greater
prize money
attracts a better type of horse.
Whatever cup may be running, the
turnover on the totalizator has been
immeasurably greater on city meetings.
Members of the National Party
who support the objections from
country racing associations to the
proposals of the Victoria Racing Club
are being very shortsighted. The
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major snag in country racing, particularly in the area represented by Mr.
Swinburne and Mr. Bradbury, is the
paucity of prize money for Friday and
Saturday meetings. A horse may win
a race every fortnight in the country
and the owner still finishes out of
pocket because the low prize money
does not cover the cost of training
fees, veterinary fees, transport and
so on. The additional revenue derived
by the Totalizator Agency Board on
city meetings could be used to increase the prize money at country
meetings. I have visited many country
racecourses and I know tha t the
small prize money is a justifiable
moan from race horse owners.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett): How is this related to the
Bill?
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: It has
everything to do with it, because the
additional income that could be derived from Totalizator Agency Board
turnover could be used to increase
prize money at meetings on which
the Totalizator Agency Board does not
operate.
Most honorable members know
that I love race horses and indeed
that I own Tharloo, which is trained
by MT. Jack Freyer at Corowa. My
horse has won 11 races out of 22
starts but still I am about $800 out of
pocket in covering the expenses involved. Unless a person is a big
gambler, he cannot hope to cover
those expenses. I am not a large
gambler and therefore would not put
more than $20 on a horse-then I
am very upset if it does not win.
It is not good enough for the Government to take the easy way out.
If the proposals of the Victoria
Racing Club were implemented, the
Government would net at least three
times as much with the additional 1
per cent levy. I have been reliably informed that this is so by persons such
as Mr. Rupert Steele and Sir Rupert
Clarke. If the Government were to
accept the proposal of the Victoria
Racing Club, the greatest fillip possible would be given to country racing
because the Victoria Racing Club
suggested that a larger allocation
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could be made to country meetings
on which the Totalizator Agency
Board does not operate.
One of the main snags affecting
country racing throughout Victoria is
the low prize money. Race meetings
at Wangaratta, Wodonga, Chiltern,
Echuca, Mildura, Birchip, Horsham
and Murtoa provide prize money of
$450 or $500 for the main race
and the other races would carry
prize money of $300 to $350.
Approximately eight or ten horses
take part in each race and first prize
would be about $200, $100 for second,
with perhaps $40 for third and $10
for fourth. It probably costs a horse
owner about $46 to
$50 a
week for training fees, on top
of which are veterinary fees,
transport fees and so on. Therefore a prize of $100 would not
even cover the trainer's legitimate
expenses. I find the company of a
racehorse much more acceptable than
that of many human beings, and I
would not object to being reincarnated as a horse.
I advise my country friends to look
beyond their noses. Probably, they
have spoken to Mt. Pat Heffernan
although in fact I think he is in favour
of the proposal of the Victoria Racing
Club. Members representing country
areas are trying to look after local
interests as much as they can. However, I am sure that the Minister of
Housing agrees with me that, in the
long run, country interests are not
being protected by their attitude.
the
prize
money
at
Unless
country
meetings
is
increased,
particularly at meetings on which
the
Totalizator
Agency
Board
does not operate, owners will not be
able to continue to race horses in
country areas. It is generally accepted
that a win in a city race virtually pays
the fees for a year. I do not race my
horse in the city because it is not good
enough. This does not get away
from the fact that greater encouragement should be given to racing in the
country.
The proposals contained in the Bill
should be dispensed with so that the
Government can receive unto itself
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NOES.
three times the estimated revenue
from the additional 1 per cent levy Mr. Eddy
Mr. Tripovich
on Totalizator Agency Board turn- Mr. Galbally
Tellers:
over. My argument can be supported Mr. Kent
Mr. ElIiot
Mr.
Thomas
by logical figures which have been Mr. Trayling
Mr. Knight
prepared by the Victoria Racing Club.
PAIR.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. Walton
The Bill was read a second time Mr. Long
and committed.
The remaining clauses were agreed
Clause 1 was agreed to.
to.
Clause 2 (Deductions from onThe Bill was reported to the House
course investments.)
without amendment, and passed
The Hon. V. O. DICKIE (Minister through its remaining stages.
of Housing): I agree with most of
The sitting was suspended at
what has been said by honorable
members opposite concerning the 6.32 p.m. until 8.4 p.m.
ability of the totalizator to have taken
from it further percentages of its
LAND SETILEMENT
turnover. All honorable members
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
know that the main reason for its
introduction was to overc.ome the inThe debate (adjourned from Seproads being made by starting-price tember 30) on the motion of the
bookmakers. The totalizator is on a Hon. F. J. Granter (Minister of Water
finely balanced fulcrum and I agree Supply) for the second reading of
wholeheartedly that it cannot stand this Bill was resumed.
any more inroads.
The HOD. D. E. KENT (Gippsland
The takings of the totalizator in Province): At the outset I want to
the last financial year were in the dispel any fears in the minds of
vicinity .of $460 million, and the in- honorable members about the wordvestments will continue to increase. ing of this Bill by making it clear
I go along with the words of warning that the deletion of the word" male"
that have been uttered that if further does not imply emasculation of any
inroads are made on Totalizator individual. Honorable members who
Agency Board investments, starting- have been members of this House for
price bookmaking will start to rear its some time know that we do not
head again.
recognize sex in this place, and the
The Committee divided on the measure legalizes the fact that there
clause (the Hon. G. J. Nicol in the is no acknowledgment of sex in
chair)this Parliament. It may be a concession to International Women's
Ayes
24
Year, but supposedly the deletion
Noes
8
will remove discrimination on the
Majority for the
ground of sex. I hate to be harping
clause
16
on that subject. The difference in
human beings has been acknowledged
AYES.
and in future there will be no restricMr. Houghton
Mr. Block
tion on the eligibility of females to
Mr. Hunt
Mr. B~adbury
Mr. Byrne
Mr. Jenkins
apply for farms under the provisions
Mr. McDonald
Mr. CampbelI
of the Land Settlement Act.
Mr. Ni co I
Mr. Crozier

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Dickie
Dunn
Fry

Gleeson
Granter
Gross
Hamilton
Hider

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Storey
Swinbume
Ward
Wright

Tellers:
Mr. Clarke
Mr. Grimwade

Other considerations are also
taken into account, and one assumes
that all other things would have to be
equal before a woman was successful
in obtaining a lot. I realize that those
who allocate the lots have a difficult
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task in deciding whether all other
factors are equal when female persons apply.
The Land Settlement Act has been
successful in some respects. It was
preceded by the Soldier Settlement
Act, under which many people were
settled on the land in Victoria. They
joined the ranks of those who are
perpetually unhappy, although they
appreciate that they have gained a
considerable Socialist concession
from the generosity of Governments
of all descriptions. Since the Land
Settlement Act became applicable in
1962, 583 people have been settled
on the land under its provisions.
Many more were settled under the
terms of the Soldier Settlement Act,
and because they had been given an
excellent opportunity, most of them
have been successful. They appreciated the chance, and it has been
almost as good as winning TattersaIl's.
The allocation of farms in this way
is available to only a small number
of people, but that does not alter the
general situation of the availability
of farms in Victoria because other
factors inevitably reduce the number
of farmers in the State. I refer particularly to the fact that for 23 years
in Canberra there was a Government
which gave all the advantages to
amalgamation and investment in
farms from outside, and made it
difficult for the family farmer to
survive.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett): We should not be involved
in Federal matters to a large extent.
Mr. Kent may touch on them in
passing.
The Hon. D. E. KENT: Yes, Mr.
President, I must touch in passing
lightly and kindly upon the evils and
errors of the Government which Australia endured for so long. In those
days there was a Country Party in
Australia, but today the people who
claim to represent the farmers support a policy which has resulted in
the departure of many people from
the land.

(Amendment) Bill.

Of course, there are others factors such as mechanization and
automation which occur in every
industry and which enable one person to manage a large area of land
and produce a greater volume of output. Whatever policy is followed, it
is inevitable that, as there is no
larger area of land to be farmed, output cannot be produced by people
who support the National Party. The
available land can be worked by
fewer people, and that is why fewer
people own farms.
I have figures which indicate that
the number of dairy farmers in Victoria has declined over the past
twelve months by about 500, but the
number of cows being milked on
those farms has increased by 4,000.
The answer to that is that the
philosophy which is supported by Mr.
Bradbury, Mr. Clarke, Mr. Wright,
Mr. Dunn and Mr. McDonald-The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett): Mr. Kent, this is very
interesting, but the debate relates
largely to the last line contained in
the Bill. There should not be a discourse on farming.
The Hon. D. E. KENT: Mr. President, if the House is to deal with
subjects as important as land, all the
ramifications must be examined.
The PRESIDENT: Yes, but not in
discussing this Bill. The Bill is
tightly drawn around one particular
aspect. The most important part is
clause 2, dealing with the subject of
gender.
The Hon. D. E. KENT: My natural
modesty tended to divert my attention from the subject of sex, and
interjections by honorable members
indicated that I was over-emphasizing it. I should not like to do that
in this House, because it might be
misunderstood.
The Labor Party supports the proposed legislation because it removes
discrimination, but legislation cannot
necessarily remove the hidden discrimination which exists in the minds
of some people. The Labor Party
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welcomes the fact that at least the the desperate position of being repVictorian Parliament has acknow- resented, supposedly, by members of
ledged that merit should be the the National Party.
qualification which determines the
The Labor Party supports the prineligibility of any person, irrespective ciple of giving people an opportunity
of gender-which I understand the of working farms and of owning them
House considers to be a more ap- but not of using them for exploitapropriate word-to qualify for the tion. There should be no exploitation
Socialist concession which Govern- on the ground of sex.
The
ments still make available to a few Labor Party supports the Bill, which
selected people.
removes any discrimination on that
ground.
One other point I wish to make is
that despite the propaganda which is
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (Northconstantly spread, supposedly on Western Province): The main purbehalf of country people, the situ- pose of this Bill is to enable women
ation for all farmers everywhere is to be applicants for land settlement
desperate. It has been constantly in Victoria. I was rather concerned
repeated for many years. I have about the timing of the debate on
respect for the mentality and in- this Bill because women could have
tegrity of many farmers but a small been disqualified from applying for
minority is vocal in promoting the blocks which are to become available
idea that the position is desperate. in the near future. I refer to an adThat has gone on since I was a child. vertisement in the Sun NewsPerhaps people deliberately want to Pictorial of 11 th October which
find themselves in this situation of readsdesperation because recently ten
Land Settlement Act 1959.
dairy farms were made available for
RURAL FINANCE AND SETILEMENT
allocation by the Rural Finance and
COMMISSION.
Settlement Commission. Although
SETTLEMENT
honorable members are told that the ROCHESTER IRRIGATION
AREA No. 6.
dairying industry is desperate and
Twelve Farms Available for Application.
that these farmers love free enterThe above farms which are provided with
prisea three bedroom house (with hot water
service and septic tank) and all essential
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond farm
buildings and fenced into four main
Garrett): Is this related to the Bill? paddocks as a basis for further subdivision,
are made available under the Land SettleThe Hon. D. E. KENT: It is im- ment Act 1959.
portant because people are being put
Applications may be lodged by all interinto a position which members of the ested persons who are male· British
National Party have described as subjects, and who are not less than 21 years
desperate. It would be improper for of age.
The holdings varying in area between 38·4
a Government to condemn people to hectares
(96 acres) and 71·6 hectares (179
a desperate situation by allocating acres) are situated near Rochester in a
westerly direction, in the Parish of
farms to them.
Rochester West. The holdings are suitable
The PRESIDENT: Where is this for dairying under irrigation.
Prescribed application forms, plans and
Bill concerned with allocating farms?
detail~ including times inspections can be
It is concerned only with the sex or made,
may be obtained from the Secretary,
gender of workers on the farms.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission,
325 Collins Street, Melbourne, Victoria,
The Hon. D. E. KENT: It is con- 3000. Telephone 61 3771.
cerned with the allocation of farms.
The closing date for receipt of completed
Recently ten farms were available in applications for these farms is Monday, 3rd
the Heytesbury and Rochester settle- November, 1975,at the Commission's Melments and there were 1,000 appli- bourne Office.
*NOTE.-Legislation is currently before
cations for those farms-l,OOO people Parliament
which, if passed, will enable
who wanted to put themselves into females to apply for holding under the Land
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Settlement Act. Applications will be accepted for this group of holdings on the
basis that Parliament will have given consideration to the Bill prior to the closing
date for receipt of applications, and in the
event of the legislation passing into law
prior to the closing date for applications,
any applications received from females
would be treated as acceptable and considered along with all others.

I hope that following the delays in
dealing with this Bill-I know the
Government has difficulties because
several Bills are awaiting debatethe Minister will indicate that when
the Bill is passed by this House it will
be proclaimed prior to 3rd November
so that any eligible females will be
able to apply.
Land settlement in Victoria has
traditionally been based on the single
unit farm; large-scale operations in
Victoria are rare. There are instances
of some fairly large companies
operating, and the supply of water
for several of these has in the past
occasioned some discussion and
debate. In Victoria and in Australia
there are few examples of the collective farm, where a group of people
operate one farm. In Victoria land
settlement is generally accompanied
by water supply and this is usually in
the form of irrigation along the River
Murray or its tributaries. Water
supplies also gravitate from the
storages near the Grampians and
other areas. The National Party supports the Bill which removes the
word "male" from the description
"male British subject over 21" in
the present Act.

(Amendment) Bill.

Acts of 1884 and 1890. Under the
Closer Settlement Act of 1904 any
person could apply for land.
After the first world war there
was an acceleration of interest in
land settlement and an Act relating
to discharged servicemen was passed
in 1917. One of the first groups of
allotments made available under the
Act was at Birdwoodton in the
electorate represented by Mr. Dunn
and me, and until recent times several of the original farmers have been
operating those properties. No restriction was placed on eligibility for
that land except that the applicants
had to be discharged soldiers and had
to obtain a certificate of competency.
At that time the Acts were interpreted to mean that the male gender
should also include the female gender
and that when the term "discharged
soldier" was used it included any
female person who wished to apply.

Honorable members will recall that
from time to time I have mentioned
that I grew up as the son of a soldier
settler at Red Cliffs. I have stated
what courageous men those settlers
were. There were more than 700 of
them. It is not well known that one of
those blocks was allocated to a
woman. She was a remarkable person named Sister Scott who had
grown up on a sheep station in the
western part of New South Wales.
She became very knowledgeable in
the ways of farming and in the operation of a sheep station. She also
trained as a nurse and in 1915 she
I do not know of any reason why was one of 200 nurses who went
a female cannot succeed in operating overseas and disembarked in Egypt.
a farm, although statistics prove that She received further training and
very few attempt it.
It is
eighteen months in West Africa
interesting to note, despite some of spent
and eighteen months in a hospital in
the conclusions to the contrary, that England. When she returned in 1920
women have nearly always been she
became matron of the Wentworth
eligible under various Acts to obtain District Hospital. In 1921land in Victoria. In 1869 under the
Land Act no restriction was placed
The Hon. D. E. KENT: She must
on eligibility of leaseholders, except still have a vote, too.
that married women were excluded.
I presume the reason was to stop any
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT: That is
family from having two holdings. no way to speak of a person who has
These conditions were retained in the passed on.
The Hon. K. I. Wright.
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The Hon. D. E. KENT: Mr. Wright
did not mention that.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT: If Mr.
Kent would contain himself, he would
hear. In 1921 it was suggested to
Sister Scott that with her experience
in farming she would be eligible for
one of the properties. She made an
application and was allotted block No.
267 in Eleventh Street which was not
far from the block on which my colleague Mr. Jenkins grew up-block
No. 63.
Concern was expressed that she
might marry a soldier settler and that
they would then have two blocks on
which they could operate. This prediction proved correct and she married Mr. Carey who had block No.
428 and for a while they operated
the two properties.
Sister Scott
operated her property by working on
it originally and later by managing
it and when she died in 1973 she still
owned the property and had done so
for more than 50 years.
That is an indication of what happened in earlier times and how well
a w,ornan could operate such a property. The Commonwealth Re-establishment and Employment Act was
passed in 1945. It provided various
forms of assistance for returned soldiers, including land settlement. The
legislation was administered by the
Soldier Settlement Commission. Under the Act both males and females
could receive loans. For land settlement applications there was a
requirement of a certificate of
qualification and, generally speaking, this required twelve months'
work
on a
property because
a twelve months' period would
take one through the various cycles
on which a property would be worked. The allocation was then based
on several matters. The greater the
length ,of war service of an applicant,
the better his chance of obtaining a
larger or better property. The farming experience of the applicant was
also considered, as was the personal
integrity of the applicant. There was
a statement of marital condition because it was found that a man who
was married was more settled and
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more likely to make a success of the
property on which he was established.
Statistics prove that few, if any, certificates of qualification were issued
to females and certainly no blocks of
land were allocated to females under
the Soldier Settlement Act. In 1953
the Land Settlement Act was passed
which defined the eligibility of a person as a male of not less than eighteen years of age. Land was acquired
by the Government and developed
but at that stage no allocation was
made. In 1959 the Land Settlement
Act was repealed and the definition
of eligibility of a person was changed.
Under the Act the requirement that
the applicant should be male was retained, as was the qualification of
British nationality, but the age was
increased from 18 years to 21 years.
It is interesting to speculate on
what basis that was done as no land
had been allocated between 1953 and
1959. I hope the Minister can tell
the House why it was done. Under
the Soldier Settlement Act, if a
settler died his widow received the
same rights that were originally
allotted to her husband. This is a
good provision and a further reason
why females should be eligible.
The Minister made some interesting comments in his second-reading
speech. He stated that 1,000 applicants were in the field for ten
allotments which were being made
available by the Government. One
could say that hope springs eternal.
Farming is a way of life for people
and they are putting up with the most
difficult conditions. They yearn to
get on to the land. I notice Mr. Elliot
is not present, but he is always happy
on the land. We have almost converted him.
The Hon. V. T. HAUSER: That
is to the land, not to the National
Party.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT: Members with understanding and common sense belong to the National
Party.
Mr. Kent's remarks were absolutely hypocritical and without
foundation. During the 23 years
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(Amendment) Bill.

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (Northwhen the National Party and Liberal
Party Governments were in office Western Province): A number of
in the Federal sphere various things are taken into account by
incentives were provided.
There the Minister and his department
were checks and balances to enable when he alloca tes these lands. I
men to stay on the land and have have referred to the thrift and capa chance of succeeding. I fear that acity of the applicant, but I was
the way the present Labor Govern- interested to note that lack of capiment is operating more and more tal is not included as an incapacity
people will be leaving country areas. in an application for land. Much as
The Minister for State Development I have supported various applicants
and Decentralization is nodding his who have not perhaps been enhead, because he has the difficult dowed with sufficient capital, it is
task of encouraging people to live a kindness not to encourage people
in country areas. If the regime in to go on to the land with insufficiCanberra is in office much longer ent capita'l because the difficulties
the time will come when people will today are so great. I believe the
amount of capital should certainly
have to be paid to stay on the land.
be taken into consideration.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
There are a number of relevant
Garrett): Order! I suggest that the
honorable member should cease dis- points. For example, war service
has been referred to. There are
cussing the Canberra situation.
applicants who have served in VietThe Hon. K. I. WRIGHT: With nam. The age limit for applicants was
respect, Mr. President, it is relevant increased from 18 to 21 years but no
to this Bill. I will round off my one has referred to an upper limit.
remarks by saying that incentives F arming has been and is becoming
will have to be provided to encour- so difficult these days that in many
age people to go on to the land and areas once a man reaches 50 years
produce food for the country. It of age he finds it difficult to earn
should be remembered that the 10 sufficient income. Labour is not
per cent of the population on the available and the wages are so high
land is providing our food, most of that the average farmer cannot emour clothing and more than 50 per ploy labour to assist him. He must
cent of our exports. If people are do the bulk of the work himself and
to be encouraged to go on to farms, get his wife and children to work
incentives must be provided far be- on the farm.
yond what are provided at present.
The Hon. D. E. KENT: That is
This serious subject must be given
why
1,000 people are begging for
a lot more thought. The other day
I was speaking to Mr. Kent's brother ten farms. They want to make
at Warracknabeal. He is a leading slaves of the women.
member of the National Party who is
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT: The
very concerned about his brother's honorable member is completely out
political leanings.
of touch. As I said, hope springs
eternal.
It is 'a way of life and the
The PRESIDENT: Order! I do not
think that is mentioned in the Bill. applicants are probably optimistic
that there will be a -change of GovThe Hon. D. E.KENT (Gippsland ernment in Canberra and conditions
Province): On a point of order, I will improve.
regard that remark as a personal reI commend the assistance given
flection on myself.
to me by Mr. Morton, the Chairman
The PRESIDENT: There is no of the Rural Finance and Settlement
point of order. The reflection was Commission. Members of the Nanot a grave one.
tional Party have great confidence in
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him. We are supporting many applicants to this excellent Government department.
Honorable members who have a
knowledge of country life realize
that except for a short period of
22 years women have been eligible to apply for land settlement
in Victoria. Honorable members
with country experience can immediately think of women who have
either purchased a property, been
allotted a property in their own
right, or have been left widowed and
operated the property with great
success. Therefore, we can have
every confidence that the restitution
of women as eligible to apply for
land settlement is a step in the right
direction. Members of the National
Party fully support it.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) : Tonight honorable members have heard a remarkable situation in which a member
representing a rural electorate in
this Parliament is canning the very
people whom he represents.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: That is
not fair.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN: Mr. Kent
cast reflections on the primary producers, not only in Victoria but also
in Australia.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Gippsland
Province): On a point of order,
that is a serious misrepresentation.
I spoke about a certain section of
people who claim to represent the
primary producer. I have the utmost
respect for primary producers like
myself and my family.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett): Order! That is a point of
view not a point of order.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province):
Mr.
Kent
canned producers and he also tipped
the bucket on the National Party.
The Labor Party of which Mr. Kent
is a member, and the Canberra wing
of the Labor Party, have spelt the
end of countless thousands of pri-
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mary producers in Australia who
have been forced out of business by
the Canberra Government.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett): Order! I will hear Mr. Dunn
on the Bill.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH: But
for the Labor Government your
family would not be here.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN: If the
Federal Labor Government is in office
much longer, my family will not be
here. The House is discussing a
Bill to settle people on the land.
There appear to be forces at work
in Australia today which are attempting to force people off the land.
Members of the National Party are
committed to forCing those people
on the land out of office and keeping people whom we represent. Mr.
Kent casts reflections against primary producers.
He represents
them, and I hope they read Hansard
or that some of the debate tonight
finds its way back to them.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: There is
no one in the press gallery . Unless
the honorable member can obtain a
reprint from Hansard, he is done.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN: We appreciate Mr. Elliot's interest 'and
knowledge of primary industry. He
was not present when Mr. Wright
suggested that we have nearly converted him to primary industry.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: I am four
square with the honorable member
on many aspects of primary industry.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN: I am
deeply concerned that many people
are leaving the land in Victoria today. Young people are unable to
take up positions on the land. Existing farmers are being forced from
their farms by the economic climate
in Australia which is working
directly against primary producers.
It is time that not only the Federal Government but also the State
Government realized the need to support primary industry in this State.
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The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON: We
have more farmers in our party than
the honorable member has in his.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN: I should
like to see the Minister and his Government do a little more for primary
producers because the Government
does not have a clean record on
land settlement. There is too much
talk and laying of blame at the feet
of other people. We must all accept a little responsibility.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: Including
the National Party.

(Amendment) Bill.

I have put a question on the Notice
Paper in an endeavour to ascertain
whether or not money will be available for this purpose.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER: You are
talking about farm build-up?

The Hon. B. P. DUNN: I am talking
about farm build-up, which is the
alternative to what people should
have, and that is a rural bank-a
bank which could provide money on
a large scale, not only to extend the
size of an existing property, but to
assist in establishing properties. This
Bill is only a drop in the ocean, but it
The Hon. B. P. DUNN: We ac- is a good step forward and therefore
cept it and fulfil it.
should be encouraged. However, much
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: With that more must be done by this Government before the National Party will be
sweaty Anthony in charge.
able to say that the Government has
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond made a determined effort to establish
Garrett): I ask Mr. Elliot to read people on the land.
Standing Order No. 141 and study
This Bill is worth supporting. It
it. He will realize exactly what I
will allow women to apply for land
mean.
holdings, but it is of little significance
The Hon. B. P. DUNN: The Vic- when compared with the total needs
torian Government and other Gov- of primary industry. I repeat that
ernments in Australia, including the many forces in Australia are working
Federal Government, must have a against primary industry, and the
greater commitment to assist people greatest force of all is the Labor
to settle on the land. One of the Government in Canberra. The sooner
greatest needs is finance. Over re- that Government is thrown out of
cent months a number of my con- office, the better off primary industry
stituents have approached me hoping will be. Primary producers in Victoria
to obtain from the Rural Finance will offer their opinion in the street
and Settlement Commission financial without being asked questions; they
backing for a loan to expand their know where they stand, and are clingproperty or improve it in some way. ing to what they have in order to see
this rough patch through.
The Hon. D. E. KENT: Where will
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
the extra land come from?
(Doutta Galla Province) : I was proThe Hon. B. P. DUNN: As I said, voked into this discussion, but I want
the honorable member left the Wim- to say that the Labor Party supports
mera and Mallee too long ago. We this measure. I lived a number of my
will welcome him at any time to adult years in the Mallee and Wimshow him what is happening in that mera districts, as has Mr. Dunn. I saw
a number of very good farmers killed
part of the State. The position is through
accidents or die from sickness
that the Rural Finance and Settle- and disease, and leave widows. These
ment Commission has said that it women, with the assistance of neighhas no more funds. It is as simple bours, carried out the heavy work
as that. The commission will not associated with a farm, and some of
consider any more applications this the women went on to work those
year. The position for the first farms in a way which would have
half of next year is not clarified. been a lesson to any adult male
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farmer. At that time women were
not recognized under the Land Settlement Act, and a woman could not
get assistance because land was for
males only. It is a very good thing
that this has been broken down.
I lived for some time at Underbool,
and my half-brother was a soldier
settler at Duddo Wells. In 1921 land
was cut up on the basis of 640 acres a
settler. Of course, many farmers went
broke because they could not earn
a living on 640 acres. The pattern of
what is happening in the farming
scene today can be seen if one examines the Australian Year Book.
Never mind about the Whitlam Government. I led protest meetings of
farmers when the Menzies Government was in power, and all the people
who supported me on wheat stabilization were not members of the party
which I support, but belonged to all
political parties. This type of measure
is good, but one must understand
what is happening to the farming
community. At the turn of the century
it took 40 per cent of the population
to produce our food requirements and
to provide for exports. That has been
broken down over the years and today
only roughly 20 per cent of the popula tion is producing our primary
produce.
If Mr. Dunn read the forecasts of
agricultural experts he would find
that at the end of the century it is
expected that Australia will be producing twice the amount of primary
produce it is now producing with 5
per cent of the population. It will not
be because of Mr. Whitlam or Mr.
McMahon, or anyone else. Mechanization has come to stay and it will
extend. It is the pure nature of
things. It is "get big or get out" as
Mr. McMahon explained it. Honorable
members do not like to see that, and
I do not like to see it, but whether
we like it or not, it is going to happen.
The argument should be understood
on this basis, and the points of difference between Mr. Kent and Mr. Dunn
are small when compared with the
general issue.
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The attitude of the Labor Party
has been to assist all people, including
farmers, and that attitude will continue. I hope this measure will contribute to it.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) : I did not intend to enter this debate but the
comments made by my colleague on
the Labor bench, Mr. Kent, were of
such a nature that I thought I
should make some comments for Mr.
Jenkins's information on the settler
scheme at Rochester, an area which
Mr. Clarke and I have the pleasure
of representing.
One of Mr. Kent's comments was
that he found it difficult to understand
why there should be 1,000 applicants
for ten or twelve blocks when farming
is in a serious economic situation.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: What
twelve blocks?
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD:
Twelve blocks at Heytesbury, which
have just been allocated, and as Mr.
Wright mentioned, ten blocks are
now available at Rochester. Everyone
of the settlers on the 35 or 36 farms
that were allocated at Rochester in
recen t years has been successful.
The reasons for that are that, firstly,
the farms have been well planned and
well developed; and, secondly, there
was a large number of applicants, and
because of the careful selection
system used by the Rural Finance and
Settlement Commission the ability
and the calibre of the successful
applicants are such that they cannot
help but be successful. The acreage
allotted to settlers at the present time
is about 100 acres.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: Do you
think they can get a living out of
that?
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD: Up
to date they certainly have. Thirdly,
and this is very relevant, these
settlers have some equity in their
property, some as high as 50 per
cent, and they have the advantage
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and privilege of receiving the remainder of the finance on very attractive
terms. This is, more than anything
else, the reason for their success.
I have outlined the reasons why
the settlement scheme at Rochester
has been successful. However, in the
next few weeks it will be very interesting to see whether there will be
a large number of applicants for a
small number of blocks. In the past
fortnight the co-operative dairy companies have announced that the price
of butterfat was being dropped from
60 cents to 50 cents a pound. This
will have a very significant effect on
anyone who is contemplating applying for these blocks.
The Minister of Water Supply
knows full well that the price of
water has increased by 60 per cent
in the past two years, and people are
still waiting for an announcement on
what will happen this year.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: Is that
the Australian Government's fault?
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD: Mr.
Elliot knows as well as I do, and the
Minister of Water Supply knows, that
that is purely a Victorian Government action.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH: That is
purely a Victorian Government responsibility.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD: No
one is denying that.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett): There is no mention of
irrigation in this Bill.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD:
Clause 2 of the Bill relates to land
settlement, and Mr. Wright outlined
the fact that applications are now
being called for blocks at Rochester.
There is some connection between
my remarks and clause 2 of the Bill.
The final point which I want to
make is that Mr. Kent and Mr. Tripovich referred to the trend in dairy
farming in Victoria and said that
about 1,000 farmers went out of the
industry last year.

(Amendment) Bill.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH: But
they have been going out of the industry for years. You know that.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD: I was
about to make that very same point.
It is a natural trend or change, because of increased costs and decreased returns. Mechanization increases the ability of a farmer, and
a farmer who now maintains a herd
of 100 cows will in the future increase it to 200, or even more. That
is a natural trend, and I agree with
Mr. Tripovich on that point. However
at present the inflation rate is approximately 20 per cent and it may increase. Without doubt, this trend
will increase, and that is why last year
1,000 dairy farmers left the industry.
I certainly support my colleagues
Mr. Dunn and Mr. Wright in their
remarks that under the present Federal Government this trend has increased.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: In America
today the number of farmers is half
what it was ten years ago.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD: I am
getting a lot of assistance from my
colleagues on the Opposition benches.
I support the Bill. It is in the spirit of
International Women's Year, and removes the element of discrimination
against women. I think there will be
very few female applicants for land
settlement, but if there are any I
hope they will be successful. The
land settlement schemes at Rochester and Heytesbury have been very
successful because of the careful selection of applicants, and also because
of the beneficial and generous terms
under which the applicants go on to
their farms.
t

The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) : It was not exactly
through reading Standing Orders that
I became inspired to contribute to
this debate. I should have held my
peace and accepted your advice, Mr.
President, but you know that is hard
for me to do. If apologies are necessary, I apologize to you. As I have
often said, and I usually get derisive
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jeers from the corner, I am a latter
day lover of the land; much to my
cost, Sir, but I do not regret it for one
moment. There is something about
the land that gets one. My family
first settled at Gore near Invercargill, and I suppose the love of the
land is something that has come out
in me in my latter days; also a very
high regard for the people who live
on the land.
Land settlement today has become
a rather hazardous undertaking. Mr.
McDonald mentioned blocks around
Rochester. I asked him the acreage
of those blocks, and he said they were
about 100 acres. The honorable member knows as well as I do that, even
with full irrigation and prime land, a
person is hard pressed to get a respectable living from that land for his wife
and family. It is almost impossible.
How would Mr. McDonald like to
maintain the McDonald family on
100 acres of land at Rochester? The
McDonald family has lived in the
area since before the "blacks". He
knows the area from Timmering
through to the River Murray better
than anyone else. He has worked his
property with distinction, as did his
family before him for a number of
years.
Land settlement has been too often
a matter of imagination taking over
a genuine desire to get away from
the rat race, so much so that the
true picture has been clouded by
that desire. The intention to get
away from the rat race has been so
intense that the people concerned
have gone into a farming set-up that
is unreal. This has occurred through
the decades time and again. It is
estimated that 200 beef farmers
on the northern tablelands of New
South Wales will be the ,first to leave
their properties within the next six
to nine months.
Of course, the National Party and
its supporters would try to shunt
that problem on to the Australian
Government. Mr. Dunn has tried to
do that. He has tried to shunt all the
ills of the Victorian rural community
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on to the Australian Government.
The only reason why those farmers
from the northern tablelands of New
South Wales are going out of business is that beef prices have plummeted to an all-time low. The members of the corner party have
changed their name to that of the old
Stanley Bruce party-the National
Party. They would blame the Australian Government if a toilet were
out of place.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett): Order! I have indicated to
honorable members that they may
touch on the Canberra situation just
briefly in passing but this is not a
political discussion on the condition
of farming industry that might or
might not be due to the policies
emanating from Canberra.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: If it has
not been such a debate, Mr. President, it has been 1(1 pretty good pretence. Certain accusations have been
made against members of the Labor
Party which we believe we should
answer, but as I have respect for
you, Mr. President, I will adhere to
your ruling and pass on to another
subject.
The Hon. 1. A. SWINBURNE: As
long as it is on the Bill.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: It is on
the subject of feasibility of farming
in Victoria.
The PRESIDENT: Order! The only
subject I want Mr. Elliot to deal
with is that referred to in the Bill.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: Mr. McDonald has said that more power
should be given to the women of the
species so that they may make application if they so desire for land
settlement areas. I know that Mr.
McDonald has a high respect for the
women in his family and for women
in general, but they have as much
chance, according to the way in
which applications are determined,
of their applications being successful
as I have of flying with my arms
flapping very strenuously up to the
moon.
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The Government is hypocritical.
Members of the Government are
climbing onto the bandwagon of the
Women's Electoral Lobby, but when
they get into the confines of their
homes they are the despots of old.
In a way I respect them for that so
long as they are good to the women
of the species for whom they are
responsible. It is amusing to see
something like this come up. I have
given a precise speech to honorable
members on this subject but I must
be excused for 'adopting a slightly
hypocritical tone. As I said when
Mr. Percy Feltham was a member of
this Chamber, there are the" mugwumps ". They sit on the fence with
their mugs on one side and their
wumps on the other waiting for
political opportunity. It amuses me
no end.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Boronia
PrDvince): I have been forced to
participate in the debate s~mply ~o
remind the House what thIS BIll IS
about. It is a very portentous and
significant Bill. I remind the House
of the substantive clause which
amends section 7 (2) of the principal
Act. It states that the word" male"
shall be deleted.
The Bill is tremendously important
to the province that Mr. Hauser and
I represent. It is well known that
the area is infested with females
searching for l'and on which to settle.
The Hon. D. G. ELLlOT: What type
of land settlement? The honorable
member will have to define that.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK: I shall
steer this debate back to its proper
course. I have listened to Mr. Kent
reviewing the changes that have b~en
made in land settlement. Mr. Elhot
described all types of things, but not
once did I hear him say anything
about the problems of females.
The Hon. D. G. ELLlOT: I did. I
concluded with that remark.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK: I refer
to the application by females for land
on which to settle and the fear that
they will be described as males in
their application forms. On behalf

(Amendment) Bill.

of the people in my province, who
have been desperate for this measure
to be introduced, I say that this is
a most timely debate. Visiting Australia at present is no greater person
than Helen Gurley Brown-known as
HGB-of Cosmopolitan magazine
fame. She is in Australia to reintroduce the concept of the female
fem.ale; the gentler species of the
sex, as opposed tD the wild esoteric
neuter introduced by Germaine
Greer, who is famous for having advocated measures such as that contained in the Bill. This is still unquestionably the cDncept advocated by
Germaine Greer, acd more power tD
her, but I wonder what Helen Gurley
Brown thinks of removing the word
" male" in order tD put some mere
concept of neuter in the Act.
It seems to me nevertheless that
this is a most signifioant Bill. I shall
speak on the matter very briefly and
I promise I will conclude quickly.
My constituents in Boronia Province
unquestionably would regard the Bill
as of great significance to their
future comfort and happiness.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Discriminatory provision
omitted) .
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister of Water Supply): This was
a very interesting debate and I thank
all honorable members for their support of the Bill. When I looked at
the Bill I thought it would not take
very long for it to be passed, but I
misjudged the time it would take.
There was a very interesting verbal
warfare between the members of the
Labor Party and the members of the
National Party and I do not know
who won. The Government deserves
credit for introducing the Bill and it
came out of the debate unscathed.
Mr. Kent referred to the soldier
settlement scheme after the first
world war. There were many sad
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people following that scheme. Governments in Australia made a great
many mistakes in the way the
soldier-farmers were settled. I know
of some land around the Mount
Camel area where soldier settlers
were settled, but they virtually had
no hope of making a success.
The Government has learnt a lot
since then. The farmers who have
now been settled have some advantages, firstly, because of the way the
land is selected and, secondly, beoause of the way in which they have
been settled. They were given more
finance and better conditions, and by
and large they have been more successful.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH: The
land had been brought up to a productive capacity before the settlers
moved on to it.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER: That is
so.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J.
Nicol): Is this referring to females
as the Bill envisages?

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER: 1
believe so, Mr. Chairman. Women
should have the right to apply for
farms if they so desire. Mr. Wright
was good enough to point out that
Sister Scott did quite well on a farm.
I know of many women who manage
farms quite successfully today. This
has gone on for many years and it
will continue to be so.
The Forests Commission has now
given women the right to apply for
positions as foresters. 1 hope that
two or three women will enter this
school early next year. Mr. Wright
mentioned that he hoped this Bill
would be proclaimed at an early
date. I can assure the honorable
member that this will be S'O because
1 spoke tonight to the Chairman of
the Rural Finance and Settlement
Commission, Mr. Morton. He asked
me to urge the House as a speciai
favour to pass the Bill tonight in
order that it may be proclaimed
early next week.
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Mr. Wright also asked me the
reason f'Or the age limit of applioants
being raised from 18 to 21 years.
This was found necessary to attract
applicants with a little more maturity
who would be more settled in their
attitude and who would know more
of what they tare about than persons
of eighteen years of age.
There is no need for any further
remarks from me. The Bill is a step
in the right direction. Women should
be given the right to apply for farming land if they wish to.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) : 1 thank the Minister,firstly, for saying that the Bill
will be proclaimed by 3rd November,
which is the closing date for applicants for the Rochester farms and,
secondly, for the spirit of the Bill
which rectified in 1975 the error made
in 1953.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
SOCIAL WELFARE
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON (Minister for Social Welfare) : 'I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Bill is to amend
the Social Welfare Act 1970 by(a) Repealing the only remaining
reference in the principal Act to
solitary confinement;
(b) repealing the provision relating
to the responsibility of the sheriff in
respect of 'a prisoner under sentence
of death;
(c) enabling a charge against a
prisoner arising out of an incident
within a prison to be heard by a
stipendiary magistrate in a Magistrates Court outside a prison as an
alternative to a hearing by 'a visiting
magistrate inside the prison; and
(d) enabling the Adult Parole
Board to furnish a report on any
prisoner when so required in writing
by the Minister for Social Welfare.
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Following recommendations made
by the J enkinson board of inquiry
that solitary confinement should no
longer be imposed on prisoners as
punishment for offences committed
within prisons, those sections of the
Social Welfare Act 1970 relating to
the power of the governor of a prison and a visiting justice to impose
solitary confinement as a punishment were amended by the Social
Welfare Act 1973.
The only remaining provision in
the principal Act relating to solitary
confinement is in section 122 (8)
which refers to a sentence that has
been suspended for some reason, for
example, bec'ause the offender has
been allowed bail pending appeal.
Clause 2 will delete this provision.
Clause 3 merely repeals section
144 of the Soci~l TNelfare Act 1970
relating to the jurisdiction of a
sheriff in cases of sentence of death.
This no longer applies because of
the provisions of the Crimes (Capital
Offences) Act 1975, which abolished
c'apital punishment.
Section 22 of the Social Welfare
Act 1973-yet to 'be proclaimedwas introduced as a result of recommendations of the J enkinson board
of inquiry that proceedings for the
hearing of informations against prisoners should be conducted by visiting magistrates in open courts, with
legal representation for prisoners.
The recommendation suggested that
the trials should be in accordance
with the provisions of the Justices
Act and the Magistrates' Court Act.
Following subsequent discussions
with the Chief Stipendiary Magistrate, it became clear that suitable
accommodation could not be made
available within Pentridge Prisonthe prison m'a'inly affected by the
legislation-and that a special court
house would need to be constructed
for the purpose. As this expenditure
is 'beyond the means of the department in the immediate future, and
the lack of such a facility is impeding implementation of the legislation,
provision is made in clause 4 for
The Hon. W. V. Houghton.

(Amendment) BiIJ.

the proceedings to be heard outside
the prison at Magistrates Courts
nominated for the purpose by the
Minister for Social Welfare after
consultation with the AttorneyGeneral.
It is expected that most hearings
relating to Pentridge prisoners will
take place at the Coburg Magistrates
Court.
At present, it is obligatory for the
Adult Parole Board, once in every
year and whenever so required by
the Minister, to furnish reports and
recommendations in respect of Governor's pleasure cases, and also when
requested in writing in respect of
prisoners undergoing commuted sentences.
From time to time other special
cases have arisen where the Minister
has felt it desirable for a report and
recommendation to be sought from
the board but, under the existing
legislation, he has no authority to
request such a report, nor has the
board authority to make one.
The proposed amendment to the
Act in clause 5 will enable this
power to be given to the Minister
and the board in appropriate cases.
It has the support of the Chairman
of the Parole Board, Mr. Justice
Starke.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
Walton, for the Hon. R. J. EDDY
(Doutta Galla Province), the debate
was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate
be adjourned until Tuesday, October
28.

VALUATION OF LAND
(AMENDMENT) BILL.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government): I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This short Bill proposes an amendment to the Valuation of Land Act
1960 to allow certain persons who
have substantial experience in the
m'aking of valuations to continue
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to make valuations in specified areas substantial practical experience in
of the State or special classes of the making of valuations of property
valuations, subject to annual review in any part of Victoria, the board
by the Valuers Qualification Board. may issue him with a certificate to
This amendment has been agreed to allow him to continue to provide
in broad principle by the Common- specified classes of valuations in spewealth Institute of Valuers, the Real cified parts of the State. 11 shall give
Estate and Stock Institute, and the one example. Many valuers in the
co-operative hous'ing field, where
Valuers Registration Board.
they have developed special skills,
Honorable members may recall that would have been ruled out unless
when the Valuation of Land (Valuers) they were prepared to obtain full
Bill was before the Parliament in qualifications by 1979. Under this
1973 an amendment was proposed in Bill, upon application, the board will
another place by Mr. J. E. 'McCabe, be able to grant certificates in approthe honorable member for Lowan. priate cases to en'able them to conIt was accepted. U provided that, tinue.
where a person had had substantial
Clause 1 provides that the
practical experience in the making
of valuations in remote areas of Vic- amendments of the Valuation of
toria and where a registered valuer Land Act proposed by this Bill will
was not readHy available, such per- come into effect on a day -fixed by
son could be issued with a certifi- proclamation of the Governor in
cate authorizing him to make valua- Council.
tions for special classes of properties
Clause 2 allows the Valuers
in specified areas of Victoria. I Qualification Board with the approval
should mention that the amendment of the Governor in Council to make
which Mr. McCabe presented to the
House was a compromise on his rules on fees.
original proposal to the Government.
Clause 3 inserts four new subsections in section 13E of the princiThe Valuers Qualification Board pal Act. Sub-section (12) provides
has now been advised that this pro- that where a person who is not a
vision is inoperative until after the registered valuer satisfies the board
first day of January, 1979, which is that he had substantial practical exthe date after which it will be illegal perience in the making of a special
for an unqualified person to practise class of valuations in Victoria before
as a valuer in this State. The Gov- it was required that such valuations
ernment now accepts that the had to be provided by a registered
present compromise provision is not valuer, or alternatively, where a
wide enough as it may operate registered valuer is not readily availharshly against persons who have able and where before the first day
satisfactorily been making valuations of January, 1979, a person had subfor particular specialized purposes, stantial practical experience in the
or in areas where they have special making of valuations of property
experience. The Bill now proposes to throughou t Victoria, the Valuers
expand this provision back to Mr. Qualification Board may issue such
McCabe's original proposal so that person with a certificate subject to
where a person satisfies the board such conditions as the board thinks
that he had substantial practical ex- fit. Sub-section (13) will enable the
perience in the making of valuations board to issue a further certificate
of a particular class of property be- each year to a person previous I)'
fore it was required that these valua- issued with a certificate, and subtions could be made only by a section (14) provides that a certifiregistered valuer or, alternatively, cate will not be issued unless the
where a registered valuer is not fee prescribed under the rules has
readily available and a person had been paid. Finally sub-section (l4A)
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provides that where the board issues
a certificate to a person, such person shall be regarded as a registered
valuer for the area and or for the
specified class of valuation authorized
by the certificate. I commend the
Bin to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. 1. B.
TRAYUNG (Melbourne Province),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 28.
LATROBE VALLEY (MANAGER'S
QUALIFICATIONS) BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) : I move-

Qualifications) Bill

On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
Tripovich, for the Hon. D. E. KENT
(Gippsland Province), the debate
was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 28.

DECENTRALIZED INDUSTRY
INCENTIVE PAYMENTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) : I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

I do this with great pleasure as this
Bill will enable sawmilling companies
to be classified for the first time as
That this Bill be now read a second time. approved decentralized secondary industries so that they may benefit
The LatrObe Valley Act at present from the many valuable incentives
provides that the Manager of the offered by the Government under its
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage ten-point plan for decentralization.
Board must hold a certificate of
Timber is our only great natural
qualification as an engineer of water resource
that is renewable, and under
supply under the Water Act 1958.
sound management it can be imFollowing discussions between the proved. Victoria has vast tracts of
Water Commission and the Latrobe timber-nearly one-third of the State
Valley Water and Sewerage Board !t or 6'3 million hectares is forestedwas unanimously agreed that thIS of which 2'3 million hectares is
requirement was unnecessarily res- reserved for timber production alone.
trictive and could place too great a
To harvest this bounty there are
limitation on the choice of manager.
nearly 300 sawmills in Victoria pr?I agree with this view, particularly ducing more than 700,000 CUbIC
as under section 32 of the Act the metres of sawn timber annually. This
timber had a wholesale value of
board can ensure that its chief approximately
$80 million last year
engineer has the qualification of and almost all of it was marketed in
engineer of water supply. Since the Victoria. Much of it went to the
chief engineer has this qualification furniture industry which relies
there seems no special reason for heavily on kiln-dried Victorian ash
the manager to have it too.
and radiata pine, whilst more than
95
per cent of homes built in. ~his
The Bill therefore provides that in
State
are timber framed. In addItIon,
lieu of the qualification of engineer
the
Victorian
sawmilling industry is
of water supply, the manager of the playing an increasing
role in supplyboard shall be suitably experienced ing chips and other waste products
in the management of water re- for the pulp and panel product insources and shall hold an appropriate dustries.
tertiary qualification. This is similar
By a long tradition, the Victorian
to the requirements for the Director industry has been a producer of
of Water Resources and will open hardwood timber but that situation is
up a wider field when making future changing with the maturing of Vicappointments. iI commend the Hill to torian Government and private planthe House.
tations of radiata pine. Two years
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ago softwood represented about 14
per cent of total Victorian production
and this percentage is expected to
rise to about 70 per cent by the end
of the century.
Victorian sawmills are among the
oldest sources of employment in the
State and sawmillers are certainly the
most decentralized of all employers. There are 12,000 people
directly employed in the sawmilling
industry in this State, who have
approximately 50,000 dependants
whose future rests on the continued,
planned and controlled development
of sawmilling. Indeed, many towns
have grown around sawmills including communities such as Mansfield,
Myrtleford, Heyfield, Orbost, Cann
River and Birregurra. These communities will be sustained and stimulated by the provisions of this Bill.
Not only do these communities
depend on the sawmills but also the
State Government, which relies on
them to provide considerable revenue.
The sawmilling industry paid more
than $7 million in royalties to the
Forests Commission last year and
when rail freight, electricity charges
and permit fees are added, total payments to the State Government and
semi - Government instrumentalities
would have been more than $14 million.
The industry was also partly
responsible for preparation of felled
areas for regeneration according to
commission policy. This policy allows
for efficient management of forest
areas to ensure future timber production, good habitat for our native
wildlife and better development for
scenic and recreational uses. For all
these reasons it is obvious every
effort should be made to stabilize
the sawmilling industry-that is what
this Bill aims to do. A secure sawmilling industry will result in the
development of a series of permanent
and economically viable communities
and enterprises.
Under the proposals in the Bill, the
sawmilling industry will be eligible
for many Government incentives and

benefits including pay-roll tax rebates, land tax rebates, costs of training personnel, the transport of
new plant and machinery and the
right to obtain long-term finance and
Government guarantees. The industry
will be helped greatly by the refund
of its pay-roll tax, estimated to be in
the region of more than half a million
dollars a year.
The proposed legislation will also
enable the State Government, through
t~e Victorian Development CorporatIon, to make loans to sawmilling
companies for industrial development,
provided that such development will
result in increased efficiency and new
job opportunities in the country.
It will also authorize the Government to provide guarantees to those
banks and other financial institutions
which make funds available to improve sawmilling companies. The
sawmilling industry has in the past
found difficulty in obtaining finance
or backing to expand to optimum
proportions because of the very
itinerant nature of the industry and
as a result, the relative short-term
nature of its fixed assets.
The assistance which this Bill proposes to make available will help to
change this pattern and eventually
bring about stability, both financial
and geographical, to the industry.
It is vital for the entire community
that sawmilling operations do not
take place within the Melbourne
region. The industry, by its very
nature, is most economically located
in country areas as are its associated
industries. This Bill will encourage
joinery works and other timber processing and manufacturing operations
to become established in country
areas close to mills as part of their
over-all development.

However, this Bill proposes to
place one limitation on incentives
available to sawmills in that it will
not permit them freedom of road
transport. As few people will deny,
heavily laden timber jinkers cause
considerable wear and tear to road
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surfaces and can also be a hazard to when an application is overdue.
the motoring public. It has been con- Under this amending section a deductrary to Government policy to grant tion of 10 per cent will be made for
the timber industry unlimited use of each month or part thereof beyond
public roads not only for these the due date of receipt. This will
reasons but also because of the eliminate the hardship that has been
marked effect this would have on the occasioned in the past when by some
revenue of the Victorian Railways. mischance or oversight, an applicaMost honorable members would know tion has not been received by the
these negotiations have taken place due date.
over a long time and the timber
Honorable members would be
industry itself conceded this was a
limitation which it understood would amazed to learn of the large percentage of industries which fail to
be part of the over-all deal.
apply by the due date or even by the
Under existing agreements one- end of the financial year for a paythird of the timber produced in Vic- roll tax refund and, under the printoria is permitted to be transported cipal Act, they are unable to receive
by road while the remaining two- a refund. In a number of instances,
thirds must go by the railways. To my department has had to write to
change this agreement would seri- the Treasurer and ask the Treasurer
ously deplete the railways' coffers to make an ex gratia payment. Some
and result in restricted services in refunds payable to industries have
certain areas. It would even make the been of the order of $80,000. Honorservicing of some lines so uneco- able members would be further
nomical that it would sound their amazed to learn that a number of
death knell.
industries do not seek the incentives
which they are legally entitled. I
The Bill was specially designed to to
know what the Government
do
bring the sawmilling industry within has not
to
do
to make them apply. They
the criteria laid down for inclusion as usually apply
they are in finan approved decentralized industry ancial difficultywhen
and
when
is really
so that it may benefit from all the too late to make a claim. itHowever,
incentives offered, other than those
concerning road transport. I obtained under this proposal they will be enlegal opinion on this aspect because titled to claim up to ten months after
under the principal Act the Govern- the due date, although there will be
ment cannot half approve an indus- a 10 per cent penalty charged each
try; it has to be either approved or month.
not approved. That was a problem
Clause 4 proposes to amend the
with the sawmilling industry. This principal Act in order that approved
legislation is a further example of the decentralized industries may obtain
Government's policy to encourage the benefits fully intended in the
the decentralization of all sections of legislation.
industry.
Under the Land Tax Act 1958, land
Clause 2 basically seeks to amend tax is aggregated when the total
the principal Act to add sawmills to holdings of a particular company are
the range of approved decentralized calculated. If land tax is paid in the
industries, whilst at the same time name of the parent company rather
not giving them unrestricted use of than the name of its subsidiary, the
the roads.
approved decentralized industry, a
Clause 3 makes provision for a refund cannot be made.
rebate of pay-roll tax when for some
As the incentive payments legislagood reason the application was not tion was designed to assist all
received by the due date. Under the approved decentralized industries, it
existing legislation no provision is is reasonable that all approved inmade for a refund of pay-roll tax dustries eligible for refunds should
The Hon. Murray By me.
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receive them. The provisions of this
Bill will, I am sure, encourage stable
and real development in the sawmilling industry of rural Victoria, and
the whole community will benefit
greatly. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of the Hon. D. G.
ELLIOT (Melbourne Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 28.
COURTS ADMINISTRATION BILL.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) : I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Its main purpose is to establish the
office of Director of Court Administration. The Government has been
concerned to deal with the problem
of court delays in so far as this is
practicable and to this end last year
engaged management consultants to
make an analysis of the major delays.
The appointment of a Director of
Court Administration as proposed by
the Bill is in accordance with the
resultant recommendations. He will
be involved with the implementation
of recommendations arising out of
the study, and his role, which is
detailed in clause 4, will be to oil the
wheels of justice and assist its creaking machinery to operate more
speedily and efficiently.
The second recommendation of the
consultants to which the Bill gives
effect is to provide for a second
grade of licensed court reporter, with
qualifications which need not be
quite as high as those required for
the existing licence. This will help in
disposing of committal proceedings,
which of course are proceedings in
Magistrates Courts when offenders
are sent for trial before a jury.
On other fronts which are not
strictly the subject of this Bill, other
major steps are already being taken
to reduce court delays. At this stage,
I will confine myself to saying that
the Attorney-General expects that
there will be considerable progress
Session 1975.-275
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in the course of the next twelve
months and that I will further discuss
this aspect in Committee if so
desired. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of the Hon. R. J.
EDDY (Doutta Galla Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 28.
RURAL FINANCE (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from September 30) on the motion of the Hon.
F. J. Granter (Minister of Water
Supply) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Gippsland
Province) : This BiII amends the Rural
Finance Act to aIIow the Rural Finance and Settlement Commission to
make a loan of $50,000 without having to seek the approval of the Treasurer of Victoria. The Bin raises the
maximum amount from $30,000 to
$50,000.
All honorable members win agree
that the commission has made a
dramatic contribution to financing
both primary and secondary industries in rural Victoria. The proposal
is realistic having regard to the added
capital requirements of rural industries, and therefore the Labor Party
supports the Bill.
The

Hon.

S.

R.

McDONALD

(Northern Province) : It is a pleasant

surprise to listen to a thoughtful and
constructive speech from Mr. Kent.
I am pleased that his party supports
the Bin, because members of my
party share that view.
As the Minister and Mr. Kent have
outlined, the only change proposed
by the Bill is to increase from $30,000
to $50,000 the maximum amount
which can be authorized by the
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission. Unfortunately, this is a
measure of the rate of inflation
because only four or five years ago
the maximum was increased from
$20,000 to $30,000.
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A great deal could be said about
rural finances but the only comment
I will make at this stage is that, in
the foreseeable future, it will be
necessary to provide additional
resources to the commission because
the serious situation in primary industries will mean that many more
individual farmers will need to avail
themselves of the facilities offered by
the commission. My party supports
the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADES
(BORROWING POWERS) BILL.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) : I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to increase the upper
limit on the borrowing power on the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board
from $4 million to $10 million.
Amounts borrowed by the board,
together with interest thereon, are
secured by a first charge upon all
the property and revenue accruing to
the board.
That liability stood at $3'6 million
at 30th June, 1975, but the Government has approved in principle a
scheme prepared by the board for the
redevelopment of the Eastern Hill
fire station at an estimated cost of
'$2'5 million, which is intended to be
raised on the basis of $1'5 million
this financial year and $1 million
next year.
Accordingly, clause 2 of the Bill
proposes to increase the maximum
liability in respect of the board's
-debenture borrowers to $10 million
for the following reasonS-Firstly,
to facilitate the urgent redevelopment of the headquarters station
of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade;
secondly, to provide a margin
-for additional expansion and development of the board's facilities in the
foreseeable future; and, thirdly, to
place the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
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Board on the same footing in regard
to borrowing as the Country Fire
Authority.
Any borrowing by the board is of
course subject to the prior approval
of the Governor in Council and subsequently to the requirements of the
Treasurer of this State, and to the
approval of the Australian Loan
Council. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of the Hon. A. W.
KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 28.
FORESTS (SOFTWOOD HOLDINGS
AGREEMENT) BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister of Forests) : I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to ratify and otherwise
give effect to an agreement which
has been made between the Forests
Commission and Softwood Holdings
Ltd. The agreement is incorporated
as a schedule to the Bill and provides
for the supply of raw material from
the commission's plantations in the
Portland-Heywood locality to the
company which intends to manufacture particle board at a plant to be
established at Portland.
Although the agreement has
already been executed, such action
was simply procedural and, as stated
in clause 3 of the agreement, it has
no application or force until ratified
by the Parliament of Victoria.
Softwood Holdings Ltd. is an
Australian-owned company with net
assets in excess of $15 million
and total assets of about $30
million. Its main business development has centred on the southwestern region of Victoria and the
south-east of South Australia, where
it is engaged in softwood afforestation and utilization of softwood
timber. It has established a particle
board plant, a sawmill, and a softwood treatment plant in Mount
Gambier and softwood sawmills at
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Dartmoor and Nelson in Victoria. To
supply these plants, the company
draws part of its raw material requirements from Government plantations in both South Australia and
Victoria and part from its own
plantation established in the PortlandMount Gambier region.
Subject to approval of the agreement by Parliament, the company
proposes to construct a new particle
board plant at Portland, the capital
cost of which will exceed $10 million. I t is proposed to commence
operation of this plant by late 1977
to use the resource made available
by the Forests Commission under the
agreement.
The proposed development will
result in employment opportunities
for 120 people during the construction stage, and following start up of
the plant in 1977, employment for
180 people. It is estimated that, in
addition to the wages paid to these
people, payments to service industries in Portland will total at least
$750,000 annually.
The establishment of the particle
board plant will create a marketing
opportunity for softwood timber of
small size becoming increasingly
available from the extensive State
plantations in the area, and is the
culmination 'Of years of planning and
effort by Forests Commission personnel.
Based on the initial rate of royalty,
the State will receive a revenue from
royalty of the order of $100,000 in
1978-79, rising to $160,000 per
annum over the next eight years with
further increases thereafter.
Reference is made in the preamble
of the Bill to the agreement between the Forests Commission and
Softwood Holdings Ltd. with respect
to the supply of softwood timber for
the manufacture of particle board
which is now submitted for ratification by Parliament.
Clause 1 specifies the title of the
proposed Act. Clause 2 provides
that" Agreement" means the agree-
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ment, a copy of which is set out
in the schedule and includes the map
annexed to the agreement asexecuted, a copy of which is lodged in
the Central Planning Office.
Clause 3 states that the Act shall
bind the Crown. Clause 4 provides
for ratification by Parliament of the
agreement and empowers the commission to carry out the agreement.
Clause 5 requires that royalty shall
be paid into the Consolidated Fund.
Clause 6 specifies that costs and expenses incurred by the State shall be
paid out of the Consolidated Fund.
Clause 7 provides for the Governor
in Council to make regulations with
respect to certain specified matters.
The recitals set out the purpose
of the agreement in the schedule
which is of mutual advantage, and
the parties seek its ratification so
that it may have full force and
effect.
Clause 1 of the schedule sets out
the d~fini tion of certain key terms
used In the agreement. Clause 2 is
a machinery clause which simply
relates to interpretation of references
to other Acts and headings and sidenotes of the agreement.
Clause 3 provides that the agreement does not take effect until ratified by Parliament.
Clause 4 provides for the assignment of rights to another company if
the prior written consent of the
commission has been obtained. This
is a usual procedure in agreements
of this kind.
The succeeding clauses set out the
details of the operation of the industry. Clause 5 provides that the duration of the agreement shall be -twenty
years terminating on 30th June,
1996. Clause 6 is a saver of rights.
Clauses 7 to 24 set out the timber rights granted by the agreement.
Clauses 7 and 8 relate to the rights
of third parties. Clause 9 lays down
details with respect to the plan of
utilization.
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Clause 10 requires the company
to comply with the Forests Act 1958
and regulations under this Act.
Clause 11 grants the company the
right to obtain 'softwood timber from
the area of supply without holding
a licence, and covers other 'matters
relating to the company's right to
softwood timber.
Clause 12 specifies that timber is
to be used for the purpose of m'anufacturing particle board. Clause 13
lays down the commission's obligation to supply timber to the company. Subject to certain provisos,
the commission is to make available to the company a gradually increasing volume of timber. Details
are set out 'in the schedule to the
Bill. Clause 14 sets out the size
and quality specifications for the
timber.
Clause 15 specifies the price to be
paid by the company for softwood
timber. If the company produces
the softwood timber, royalty only is
payable. If the softwood timber is
departmentally produced by the commission, the price payable by the
company shall be the royalty plus
the cost of production and overhead charges.
Clause 16 sets out the company's
obligation to either take or pay for
wood required to be made available.
Penalty payments apply under certain situations of low demand.
Clause 17 sets down the manner
in which royalty is to be paid. The
commission shall determine the
volume of softwood timber purchased and the amount payable.
Clause 18 sets the royalty rate applicable until 30th June, 1977, at
$4.53 'a cubic metre.
Clause 19 provides for royalty review at three-yearly periods. Further rates shall be as agreed between
the commission and the company or,
failing agreement, shall be calculated
in accordance with variations in the
indices referred to in this clause.
The Hon. F. J. Granter.
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Clause 20 requires the company
to obtain the consent of a forest
officer or the commission prior to
constructing certain specified facilities in State forest.
Clause 21 sets out the manner
in which the quantity of timber
supplied is to be determined. Clause
22 requires the company to comply
with conditions which may be specified by the commission.
Clause 23 deals with requirements
in regard to employees of the company. Clause 24 lists the steps to
be taken if a further agreement is
to be made after the expiration of
the present agreement.
Clause 25 provides for suspension
of the commission's obligation to
make the minimum annual supply
available if the commission's plantations are damaged by fire, disease
or other cause.
Clause 26 sets out procedures to
be followed in certain specified disastrous events. Clause 27 specifies
the conditions under which the commission may bring the agreement
to an end. The final clause-clause
28--provides that the commission
and the company may, by agreement,
amend the agreement in matters of
detail and may 'at any time terminate this agreement upon such
terms as they consider appropriate.
The forest industries have received prominence tonight, firstly
through the Bill introduced as a decentralization measure by the Minister for State Development and Decentralization, and secondly, by the
softwood industry Bill which I have
had the pleasure of presenting to
Parliament. The Bill has involved
a great deal of negotiation by officers of the Forests Commission, the
Department of State Development
and Decentralization and my department. It will be an asset to the
Portland district, and I have pleasure
in commending the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. D. G.
ELLIOT (Melbourne Province), the
debate was adjourned.
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It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, October 28.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES
(AMENDMENT) BILL.

This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. A. J. Hunt (Minister for Local
Government), for the Hon. W. V.
HOUGHTON (Minister for Social
Welfare), was read a first time.
LOTTERIES GAMING AND
BElTING (AMENDMENT) BILL.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) : I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

When I was a small boy, amongst
my greatest delights was to go to
Luna Park and spend a penny in the
Penny Arcade, just for fun. Sometimes, when I flipped the machine,
the little ball went round and round
and landed in the hole marked
" Win". If it did, in those days, I
got another go for nothing and also
got my penny back. It was possible
to do this 2, 3, 4 or even 5 times,
and sometimes to win five pence.
This was a wonderful experience
for a small child, but the evervigilant Gaming Squad discovered
that such experiences as those could
seduce young children into a life
of gambling. It was also discovered
that equally, if small children lost
their money-and this could occur,
because the machines were not
-always generous-those children
might instead be seduced into a life
of petty crime. So the provisions
regarding the use of machines for
gaming were introduced into the
Lotteries Gaming and Betting Act.
In 1961, after discovering further
abuses which were creating problems in milk bars, espresso bars,
and so on, P.arliament again amended
the law to make it an offence to
use pinballs for gaming. Definitions
of cc pinball" were given to stop
those who would take advantage of
weak people, particul'arly young

children, but naturally enough, one
had to make exceptions otherwise
none of these machines could have
been used. Machines for which an
element of skill was needed were
exempted from the new definition of
"pinball machines", and these included baseball machines, billiard
machines, and a number of others.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE: Is any
skill needed for that?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT: I do not
know whether Mr. Swinburne has
played the soccer m'achine, but I did
so about three weeks ago. Mr.
President, I do not know whether
you would credit the fact, but some
purveyors of these machines have
been taking advantage of this exemption to describe quite naughty
types of 'machines as baseball
machines, and machines which were
never intended to receive the benefit
of the exemption are being used to
obtain it. This Bill intends to close
that loophole.
On the motion of the Hon. R. J.
EDDY (Doutta Galla Province), the
deba te was 'adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, October
29.
COAL CREEK HISTORICAL PARK
BILL.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE ,(Min-

ister for Tourism): I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Honorable members will be pleased
to know that the Bill does not deal
with such an infamous and scandalous subject as did the previous
measure. It is a simple Bill, which
merely endeavours to perpetuate the
development and operation of a
unique tourist 'attraction in Australia.
The Government's entry into the
field of support for major historical
and tourist projects has been a tremendous success story. No one
would deny that Victoria has led the
rest of Australia in this field, and
has set a standard which is the envy
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of all other States. The other it is thoroughly researched and inStates, in fact, are now copying Vic- vestigated by its sponsors, departtoria by setting up similar pro- mental officers and outside consultjects inside their own borders. ants where necessary to ensure that it
I mention the other Ministers for will be a viable proposition. The
Tourism and the Federal Minister. results of these investigations are
We will bring forward a report on then closely studied by the Historical
and Tourist Projects Committee, comthe project.
posed of Mr. P. W. Merrett, the
The Commonwealth Government Secretary of the Department of State
has also made in-depth studies of Development, Chairman; Mr. R.
Victoria's major historical and tourist Webster, State Co-ordinator of Works
attractions, developed by community in the Treasury; and Mr. K. A. Horn,
drive and enthusiasm and backed by State Librarian, which has the final
solid support from my Government. responsibility of recommending to me
They confirmed that they lead Aus- whether State funds should be comtralia in these areas.
mitted to a project. In this way
I t was a courageous decision by Parliament can be assured that public
my Government to select a limited moneys are well spent.
number of highly potential and
Honorable members who have been
widely distributed projects and with associated with any projects, most
finance and expertise assist local of which take two years, some more,
communities to develop them as before they are finally accepted, will
viable enterprises. These enterprises join with me in thanking the comhave benefited not only the com- mittee which does a wonderful and
munity immediately connected with dedicated job. It is not an easy thing
them, but also the visitors to them to say" No" and they have to say
who learn the part history has played "No" every day of the week.
in creating our present environment.
Earlier I referred to the developThis heritage should never be lost.
ment of these historical and tourist
At the same time it was tremend- projects as a success story and the
ously difficult for the Government to cases which immediately come to
set a limit to the number of projects mind are Swan Hill Pioneer Settleit would support. All sorts of projects ment the Port of Echuca, Gippsland
are presented to the Government. Folk' Museum at Moe, the vintage
They are not always submitted in tramway and mining complex at
writing; some are verbal or con- Bendigo and Sovereign Hill at
veyed by deputation. Communities all Ballarat. The figures which we have
over the State were anxious to copy show that more people are travelling
our major projects and gain a share on the Bendigo trams today than
of the tourist dollar.
To have travelled when the trams served the
agreed to their requests for aid needs of the whole community. In
would have led to projects being de- Ballarat the trams were losing about
veloped willy-nilly, and would have a quarter of a million dollars annuresulted in dozens of bankrupt ally 'and now with the trams running
historical parks, folk museums, and only a little way around the lake,
so forth, throughout the State.
the people who came up from MelSome of Victoria's projects were bourne and worked on the trams in
set up before they became associated an honorary capacity during weekwith the Ministry for Tourism, and ends and holidays last year conwere built solely on the enthusiasm tributed more than half a million
and money of local people. Unfortun- dollars worth of voluntary services.
ately in one case, very little research
As many members of this House
was put into the project. That approach is a thing of the past and will be aware, Sovereign Hill stands
before any project goes ahead today on an area which only seven or eight
The Hon. Murray Byrne.
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years ago was a filthy, dirty mullock
heap--a real eyesore. As a result of
hard work and determination a transformation has taken place and on the
site stands a recreated gold mining
city of the 1850s, full of life and
activity, to which I welcomed the
two millionth visitor only a few
weeks ago. Sovereign Hill attracts
more than half a million visitors each
year from Victoria and other parts of
Australia. More than 100,000 overseas tourists have visited it.
The project is still being developed
but already it has been estimated
that its presence in the area is worth
more than $25 million a year to the
economy of Ballarat and district. It
provides employment for 179 people
either on a permanent or casual
basis, and three approved decentralized secondary industries are directly
attached to it. They are Soho
Foundry, Edinburgh Pottery, and the
Sovereign Hill Manufacturing and
Processing Company which covers
the blacksmith's shop, Ballarat Times
printing establishment and Brown's
confectionery. Those establishments
are beginning to export their products beyond the area, throughout
the city and the State and even overseas.
Sovereign Hill has indirectly caused
the transformation of other tourist
attractions in the area; most have
upgraded their establishments to encourage a flow-on of tourists from
the hill. New attractions have opened
up in the area. Shops, such as those
selling souvenirs or ice-creams, and
a multiplicity of other tourist service
businesses have sprung up to cater
for the visitors. The whole attitude
of the community in Ballarat and
district towards tourism has changed
and people now realize how important
it is to their economy.
Let me also draw the attention of
honorable members to the Swan Hill
Pioneer Settlement which was the
first major historical tourist attraction opened in this State and has
been a real pace-setter. Since its
opening in 1963 it has become the
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largest secondary industry in the city
of Sw'an Hill and is a mainstay of
that community's 8,000 people. The
Pioneer Settlement employs 140
people and attracts 200,000 visitors
a year to an area which is more than
200 miles from a major city. Most
tourists stay overnight in the city
or surrounding district and during
the past ten years more than $4 million has been invested by private
enterprise in ten new motels and
hotels. This is in addition to money
spent on modernizing existing accommodation. All told, it has been estimated that the presence of the Swan
Hill Pioneer Settlement is worth more
than $10 million a year to the
economy of the city and surrounding
region, which is more than the total
revenue of the shire.
Honorable members may ask why
I refer to these projects when speaking to a Bill on Coal Creek at Korumburra, but I do so to emphasize the
importance of historical tourist attmctions to the economy of the area in
which they are situated. Sovereign
Hill, 70-odd miles from Melbourne,
built on local initiative, and a good
deal of local money at a fraction of
the cost, attracts nearly as many paying visitors as our magnificent multimillion dollar Arts Centre and the
combined National Museum-Science
Museum complex located in the heart
of Victoria's major population centre,
Melbourne.
Research has shown that a day
tourist spends an average of $7 in
the area that he visits, but if he can
be influenced to stay overnight, he
will spend about $25. The value of
each new dollar spent does not stay
only with the person who receives it.
It has a multiplier effect by generating additional expenditure in the
local economy. When a person pays
his motel bill, the proprietor uses
the money to pay the butcher, grocer,
baker and laundry.
Other direct tourist spending takes
place at restaurants, service stations,
souvenir shops and photographic
suppliers. Local recipients of these
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tourist dollars in turn spend their
increased income to satisfy personal
wants and needs, and in this way
tourist money is spread into different
sectors of the community. The tourist
industry is labour intensive, providing
additional employment opportunities
for both males and females-but it
also creates other jobs outside the
industry itself. For each person
attracted into the country centre the
amount of money left there is sufficient to employ one person. For
example, an influx of tourists increases the demand for construction
of new accommodation, service stations, restaurants and shops, so new
jobs are created in the building and
allied industries in a region.
Honorable members will now
understand why large numbers of
tourists to Coal Creek will be so
beneficial to the economy of Korumburra and the whole of South Gippsland area, which has for so long
relied on the dairying and beef cattle
industries which are currently in a recession. Korumburra, like Sovereign
Hill, is only 70 miles from Melbourne
and close to the popular holiday
beaches on the south coast-Phillip
Island and Wilson's Promontory-so
it should be very popular with holiday-makers and day trippers alike.
This Bill has been introduced at the
request of the Shire of Korumburra
which is anxious to !see Coal Creek
developed as a viable tourist attraction.
Coal Creek Historical Park is situated on the site where black coal was
first mined in Victoria, and is a relatively new establishment. It was
opened by the Premier only in March
last year. In its first twelve months
of operation 60,000 people passed
through its gates. In the first five
months of its second year of operation attendances have increased by
approximately 1 per cent. These
figures include 164 school tours involving approximately 9,500 children,
conducted through the park. When
fully developed it should attract
hundreds of thousands of tourists
annually.

°
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Coal Creek seeks to recreate a
coal mining and railway town set
in the great rain forests of South
Gippsland in the 1890s. For the conservation minded, 15,000 blue gums
have been planted to show what this
rain forest must have been like. In
years to come wilderness and wildlife areas will also be established.
Thanks to Korumburra council and
a group of citizens with infinite enthusiasm, the township is on the way
to completion with a minehead, railway station, offices, shops, courthouse, school, police-station and sawmill. To help this development the
State Government has so far provided
$136,000 and $100,000 has been received from the Commonwealth. I
hope Mr. Elliot hears this, because
we do not often say these things,
but I am grateful (or the $100,000
that has been received from the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth Government asked for our priorities, and
this was our recommendation. We
publicly acknowledge it, and hope our
other major projects receive similar
support.
The park has now reached a stage
in its development where the Government has agreed to the request
of Korumburra shire to introduce this
Bill which should, if it is supported
by Parliament, enable the control and
management of the project to be
placed in the hands of a statutory
authority comprised of people who
possess not only enthusiasm and foresight but also a high degree of business acumen.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT: Will someone report direct to the Minister?
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE: Yes.
There will be reports to Parliament
and proper auditing reports and procedures. The project will be conducted
in the way any big business should
be conducted.
The authority will ensure that the
park is further developed along the
lines of a normal, healthy and everexpanding business enterprise aimed
at providing both recreation and education for all ages in the community.
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This Bill is in many ways very theme was consistently advanced to
similar to that enacted by Parliament me. These projects will be promoted
in relation to the Swan Hill Pioneer by my department as a chain suitable
Settlement, but as a result of practical for all seasons, by which Victorians
experience in the operation of that themselves, as well as visitors from
Act, its format has been amended interstate and overseas, will be enwhere necessary. The details of the couraged to move out and discover
Bill are set out in the notes which the wealth of history, interest and
have been provided to honorable
drama which exists within the bordmembers.
ers of this State. At the same time
I place on record my congratula- this tourist chain will provide an intions to the Shire of Korumburra and jection of over $100 million a year
its citizens for their drive and en- to the economy of country Victoria
thusiasm in bringing Coal Creek to within a few years. I have great pleasthe stage it has reached today. As ure in commending the Bill to the
yet it can probably be said to be only
in its infancy and I am sure that the House.
setting up of this authority which this
On the motion of the Hon. D. G.
Bill proposes will ensure its continued ELLIOT (Melbourne Province), the
planned development for many years debate was adjourned.
to come. With its close proximity to
Melbourne's eastern and south-eastThe Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minern suburbs, from which it is only an ister for Tourism): I movehour's drive, it has an assured market.
That .the debate be adjourned until TuesWith sound development, a growth day next.
of lively and interesting on-site acThe Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (Northtivities, of which the working coal
mine will be one, I am certain that Western Province): Mr. President,
it will be one of the State's major it took the Minister about a quarter of
attractions in a few years.
an hour to read his second-reading
speech.
Members of the National
I cannot emphasize too strongly
that Coal Creek will not be a rival to Party would like a little more than a
those attractions that I have already week to examine the implications of
mentioned and those in the planning the Bill.
or construction stage such as FlagThe Hon. D. G. ELUOT (Mel.
staff Hill Maritime Village, Warrnam- bourne Province): I do not want
bool; the Shepparton International
Village; the Dai Cum San Chinese more than a week's adjournment, but
project at Bendigo; the Old Mildura if Mr. Wright wants to adjourn the
Homestead-which are going from debate again with the agreement of
strength to strength. This is a much the Minister, I am sure he will be
bigger project than the one which Mr. obliged. I am content to proceed
Manson supported years ago. I cannot next week if it is convenient.
fail to mention the Robert O'Hara
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (MinBurke Museum at Beechworth which
ister
for Tourism) (By leave): I
I hope honorable members will have
should be grateful if the adjournment
an opportunity of seeing in the near
of the debate could be for one week.
future. These are part of a chain of If
Mr. Wright has any problems, I
historic projects that are sensibly
be pleased to agree to a further
shall
placed throughout the State.
adjourn·ment. I will be happy to assist
The managements of these projects him in any problems that he may have.
see themselves as complementary to
The motion was agreed to, and the
one another. Only in the past few
debate
was adjourned until Tuesday,
weeks I attended a meeting convened
.
by the historical parks in which this October 28.
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ADJOURNMENT.
MOONEE PONDS POLICE STATION.

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for State Development and
Decentralization):
By leave, I
move-That the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for State Development and Decentralization) : I move-That the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) : I draw attention to a matter of urgency. I refer
to the crowded conditions existing at
the Moonee Ponds police station. A
fortnight ago I put a series of questions on notice. On Tuesday I received the reply to question No. 545.
Briefly, the story is that the building
was a doctor's residence which
was built 100 years ago. It was an
8-room home which was bought in
1952. There have been no structural alterations. The building has
been converted to a police station.
The staff has increased to the point
where the senior sergeant's office,
which is a room 16 feet 6 inches by
13 feet contains two senior sergeants
and five sergeants. One must edge
between the office equipment to get
through the office.
The muster room, which is 13 feet
by 14 feet, serves eighteen senior
constables and constables. The
Criminal Investigation Branch senior
sergeant's office, which is 17 feet by
13 feet, is maintained as an office for
the senior detective sergeant, but the
Criminal Investigation Branch muster
room in which interrogations and interviews are supposed to take place
serves one detective sergeant and six
detectives. This room is 17 feet by
14 feet.
These conditions have applied for
so long that we are tired of attempting to rectify them. On 25th May,
1965, the Leader of the House in
response to my request said that the
Government would like to do some-
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thing but there was no money. On
15th October, 1968, the police station
was described as a slum. As I
pointed out, it was an old brick building and it was certainly most unsuitable for the increasing responsibilities of a suburb like Moonee
Ponds.
On 7th May, 1969, the honorable
member for Moonee Ponds in another
place asked for the file to be tabled.
On viewing the file, we considered
that there was some hope. On 21st
March, 1972, in response to a question, we were advised that the provision of a 24-hour police station and
district headquarters was included in
a forward-look programme to commence in 1973-74. This was prior to
an election and everyone was most
elated, particularly the policemen,
that something was to be done. This
did not last long. In May we were
advised that it was not possible to
indicate when the police station
would be rebuilt because it was now
to be considered in the light of forward planning.
On 10th April, 1974, we were advised that the plans were under consideration. A new police headquarters
was to be built there. It was suggested
to the Treasury that the design
development be included in the 197374 planning for that financial year
and that tenders might be called in
the 1975-76 year. On 18th September,
1974, we were told that there were no
immediate plans but that the matter
was constantly under review. On lOth
April, 1975, my colleague in another
place, the honorable member for
Moonee Ponds, invited the Minister
to inspect the conditions. We met the
Minister and there was no need to
convince him of the deplorable conditions under which the police were
working. Surely he could see them.
The old Moonee Ponds police court
is next door. The National Trust put
a sticker on it. I thought that would
happen. However, the matter has
been referred to the Historic Buildings
Preservation Council and the building is not considered worthy of
preservation.
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The Minister says quite frankly on
this matterI am unable to say when the station will
be replaced.

If relief cannot be given by replace-

ment of the building and by building
of new district headquarters, will the
Government take into consideration
the old court house which is next
door? I suggest it could be embodied
and brought into some service, without spending much money, to give
the police relief from the overcrowded conditions which exist at
present. I have always said it is
wrong. We want the Government to
build the district headquarters there
at the earliest possible date. In comparison with the new building, the
new municipal civic centre in which
are the administrative offices, the new
court house, and the new municipal
library, the old brick building on the
corner, which is used as a police
station and house, is now a slum. It
stands out like the proverbial country
out-house.
The current buildings should be
used to advantage in the interim.
I ask the Government to bring plans
into operation as quickly as possible
f'Or the rebuilding of the Moonee
Ponds police station, which is
essential.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) : Mr. Tripovich has indicated that my colleague,
the Chief Secretary, is aware of the
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situation. I can do no more than
remind the honorable gentleman of
it and refer Mr. Tripovich's remarks
to him.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.44 p.m.
until Tuesday, October 28.
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.
ROAD FUNDS.
(Question No. 556)

The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE
(Bendigo) asked the Minister for
Social Welfare, for the Minister of
TransportHow much money has been provided for
the year 1974-75 and how much has been
allocated for the year 1975-76 from State
and Commonwealth Government resources,
respectively, showing the percentage from
each source and the total amount available,
for roads in Victoria in the following categories-(i) national highways; (ii) State
highways other than national highways;
(iii) main roads; (iv) forest roads; (v) unclassified roads; (vi) metropolitan area; and
(vii) country area?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare): The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Transport contains a mass of statistical evidence, and I ask leave of the
House to have it incorporated in
Hansard without my reading it.
Leave was grantefl, and the answer
was as followsActual expenditure by the Country Roads
Board for 1974-75 and estimated expenditure for 1975-76 on the roads and areas
referred to is set out hereunder.

1974-75.
Actual Expenditure.
Source of funds
Road Classification or Area

(i) National highways

(ii) State highways (excluding national highways)
(iii) Main roads
(iv) Forest roads
(v) Unclassified roads
(vi) Road expenditure in Melbourne Metropolitan Planning

Area ..
..
..
(vii) Road expenditure outside Melbourne Metropolitan
Planning Area

Commonwealth

$OOO's
15,591
87'3%
7,802
33-2%
5,427
20'5%
912
82'7%
16,546
58'0%
30,355
49'3%
36,402
50-4%

State

$OOO's
2,254
12'7%
15,680
66'8%
21,070
79'5%
190
17-3%
11,962
42'0%
31,224
50'7%
35,850
49-6%

Total

$OOO's
17,845
23,482
26,497
1,102

28,508
61,579
72,252
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1975-76.
Estimated Expenditure.
Source of funds

Road Classification or Area

Commonwealth

(i) National highways
(ii) State highways (excluding national highways)
(iii) Main roads

State

$()()()'s

$()()()'s

$()()()'s

15,412
97·5%
8,315
34·7%
7,482
26·6%

392
2·5%
15,677
65·3%
20,634
73·4%

15,804

15,681
48·8%
35,186
48·9%
30,395
43·1%

100%
16,422
51·2%
36,772
51·1%
40,137
56·9%

1,070

(iv) Forest roads
(v) Unclassified roads
(vi) Road expenditure in Melbourne Metropolitan Planning
Area ..
(vii) Road expenditure outside Melbourne Metropolitan
Planning Area

Total

23,992
28,116

1,070
32,103

71,958
70,532

RURAL RECONSTRUCTION
SCHEME.

Leave was granted, and the answer
was as follows-

(Question No. 558)

( a) From the inception of the Rural Reconstruction Scheme in 1971 to 30th September, 1975. 805 applications were received
for assistance from farmers who were prodominantly beef producers. This ~gure does
not include applications for asslst~n~ to
buy additional land. Of these applIcations
468 were received since 14th March, 1975,
being the date on which the Victorian Government announced special supplementary
assistance to the beef industry.
(b) and (c) 115 applications from beef
producers have been approved under the
Rural Reconstruction Scheme involving
loans totalling $3.345,890, including 20
applications for loans totalling $515,500
approved since 14th March, 1975. In addition loans totalling $1,379,800 have been
approved for 188 applicants under the
scheme of the special assistance being provided for the beef industry.
( d) The Ministry of Transport has
advised that at 31st August, 1975, 1598
applications have been received for a subsidy
of 50 per cent on rail freight charges Qf
which 1591 have been successful, involving
an amount of $50,761.66.
(e) The guidelines for assistance under
the Rural Reconstruction Scheme are set
out in the Commonwealth State Grants
(Rul"al Reconstruction) Act 1971. Special
supplementary assistance is avaHable for
an applicant who is ineligible for assistance
under the Rural Reconstruction Scheme
and whose financial needs cannot be accommodated from normal sources or from the
Commonwealth Development Bank. Those
eligible are primary producers whose
normal source of income is derived sub-

The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Treasurer(a) How many applications under the
Rural Reconstruction Scheme have been
received by the Rural Finance and Settlement Commission to assist in meeting the
special needs of beef producers?
(b) How many such applications have
been approved, and what is the total amount
of finance granted?
(c) How many applicants have received
assistance under the special fund set up
by the Premier to assist beef producers unable to receive assistance under the Rural
Reconstruction Scheme or the Development
Bank, and what is the total amount of
finance so granted?
(d) How many applications for a subsidy
of 50 per cent on rail freight charges have
been received, how many have been successful, and what is the total amount of finance
granted?
(e) What guidelines have been applied in
dealing with applications under the above
headings?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization): The answer supplied by the Premier and Treasurer
is lengthy, and I ask the leave of the
House to have it incorporated in
Hansard without my reading it.
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stantially from beef production and who
still have a sound asset structure :and would
be viable on the resumption of a market
recovery to a long-term trend but who
lack the finance needed to carry on in the
period of low market return. Loans, which
are principally 'aimed I8t meeting carry-on
expenses are limited to $10,000 in anyone
case with the objective of ,averaging $7,000.
The procedure being followed is that
applications are submitted and considered
for assistance under rural reconstruction
but if the applicant is ineligible for all or
part of his requirements under rural reconstruction he is automatically considered
for a loan under the special supplementary
scheme.
The subsidy of 50 per cent on rail freight
charges is payable to beef producers moving
stock to market or slaughter from the farm
within Victoria. The producer is required to
sign a statutory declaration that he is a beef
producer and the owner of the cattle being
transported which must have been upon his
property for the preceding three months,
except when travelling for agistment.
In addition the State Government initiated
a special scheme of subsidy in respect to
transport charges for beef cattle carried by
road within Victoria from farm to market,
details of which farmers can obtain from the
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission.

RAIL SERVICE FOR
ALBION-BROADMEADOWS.
(Question No. 567)

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) asked the
Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Minister of Transport(a) On how many occasions, and when,
have representations been made ,to the
Railway Department and/or the Minister
of Transport for a passenger train service
to be established on the 10-mile standardguage section between Albion and Broadmeadows. and what was the result of those
representations?
(b) Have there been any ch'arges made,
or are any proposed to be made, that would
permit a passenger service to function
between Albion and Broadmeadows?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare): The
answered supplied by the Minister
of Transport contains several tables
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of figures, and I ask leave to have it
incorporated in Hansard without my
reading it.
Leave was granted, and the answer
was as follows(a) The Victorian Railways Board has
considered representations for the provision
of a rail passenger service between Albion
and Broadmeadows on the occasions as
listed below.
16th December, 1927
14th March, 1930
14th March, 1930
12th December, 1930
12th September, 1935
22nd November, 1954
6th December, 1954
22nd April, 1955
2nd October, 1956
18th October, 1956
4th December, 1956
28th October, 1958
8th May, 1959
27th March, 1961
19th August, 1965
1st October, 1968
7th October, 1968
25th November, 1968
6th January, 1974
22nd April, 1975
In addition the railways have considered
representations made through my office on
the following occasions20th November, 1953
4th November, 1957
2nd April, 1963
21st June, 1967
24th August, 1973
17th March, 1975
On each of these occasions the request
was declined.
(b) No.

iGrgislatinr Assrmhly.
Wednesday, October 22, 1975.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) took the chair at 2.34 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.

MENTAL HEALTH AUTIlORITY.

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition): I ask the Minister of
Health whether it is a fact that Kevin
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Lloyd, a 17-year-old boy who was
formerly a patient of the Mental
Health Authority training centre at
Sunbury, spent more than a month in
the Royal Children's Hospital recovering from dehydration and pressure
sores. Is it also a fact that the Minister has established an inquiry into
this allegation? If so, can he inform
the House who will be heading the inquiry, whether any material is available in that respect, when the
honorable gentleman expects to
receive a report, and, if a report is
received, whether it will be made
available to the House?
of
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health): My attention was drawn
last month to the matters referred to
by the Leader of the Opposition as a
result of correspondence from Mr.
Tony Staley, M.H.R. I requested that
the Mental Health Authority report to
me on the matter. That report is
available, and I have asked officers of
the Mental Health Authority to visit
Sunbury tomorrow to make a further
inspection of the conditions and
various matters that have been
alluded to in the report.
Mr. HOLDING: Could I have a copy
of the report?
Mr. SCANLAN: At this stage it
is not correct to state that an inquiry
has been established, but I can
promise the House that a full inquiry
will be empanelled to examine every
aspect of this matter.
. At present I do not believe the
report should be made available to
honorable members, but I am prepared to discuss this matter with
Leaders of the respective parties because of the nature of the material
contained in the report, which may
lead to disciplinary action.
REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT
DEVELOPMENT SCHEME.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the National Party): Is the Premier
aware that large amounts of money
provided under the Regional Employment Development Scheme are owing
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to various municipalities and other
bodies throughout Victoria and that
this is causing financial embarrassment to many councils, because the
money has already been spent? The
money is supposed to be provided by
the Commonwealth Government, but
the financial position of many State
instrumentalities is in jeopardy. Will
the Premier take up this matter with
the Federal Treasurer with a view to
having the outstanding amounts paid?
Mr. HAM ER ,(Premier and Treasurer): I shall be glad to take up
this matter with the Federal Treasurer. I am aware that delay in the
payment of money to be provided
under the Regional Employment Development Scheme for projects which
have been approved, and in many
cases undertaken and even completed
and fully paid for by councils, has
been considerable and is getting
worse.
This
has
nothing
to
do with the current constitutional
crisis; it has been going on for some
time. It is mainly an administrative
matter.
I shall be glad to take up the matter
and ascertain whether the payment of
moneys due to the various councils
around the State can be expedited.
HEYTESBURY AND ROCHESTER
SETILEMENT SCHEMES.
Mr. WOOD (Swan Hill): I direct
a question to the Minister of Lands.
In view of the doubtful viability of
the dairying industry due to greatly
reduced butterfat prices, will the
Minister re-examine the advisability of
allocating more farms in the Heytesbury and Rochester settlement
areas?
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister of
Lands) : It is true that opening prices
for butterfat this season have been
reduced by perhaps 15 cents a pound.
It is also true that the first release
of ten lots of land attracted well over
1,000 applications. There is an intense desire in Victoria, particularly
among younger groups of farmers,
who at this stage have probably been
able to operate only as share-farmers,
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to obtain lots on the favourable terms
which the State can offer at Heytesbury and Rochester.
The Government will keep the
situation under review, but I would
be loath to stop the allocation of
those farms.
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keep an eye on the security of the
school in co-operation with the
public works officer for the region.
Funds for the supply of this equipment have come from the Education
Department.

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN
ASSOCIATION.
FUNDS FOR VICTORIA POLICE.
Mr. BURGIN (Polwarth): Has the
Mr. WILKES (Northcote): Is the
Chief Secretary aware that the Secre- board of management of the Young
Christian
Association
tary of the Victoria Police Associa- Men's
tion is in Canberra today seeking approached the Minister for Youth,
from the Commonwealth Government Sport and Recreation for funds to
funds in excess of $50 million for help to keep the City Road building
the Victoria Police? If so, will he open and functioning? If so, has the
giye an assurance that he supports Minister given this proposal his full
thIS move by the association? Can consideration and has he given
the honorable gentleman inform the thought to granting more funds to the
House why, over the years, he has Young Men's Christian Association?
not been to Canberra to seek funds
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
for the depleted Victoria Police Sport and Recreation) : The board of
Force?
management of the Young Men's
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary): Christian Association has approached
This morning I received a letter from the Government for help in a variety
Inspector Rippon, the Secretary of of ways. One request was that the
the Victoria Police Association, in- Government buy the building or
forming me of his actions. I did not assist in its maintenance. The Govknow that he was in Canberra today ernment has substantially assisted
but I should like to be a fly on the the Young Men's Christian Associawall to hear what transpires between tion, to the extent of some $200,000,
Mr. Rippon and the Federal Govern- to reduce some of its financial comment.
mitments over the past two or three
The State Government uses its years. In addition, the Government
powers and persuasive facilities to has provided subsidies for Young
obtain sufficient funds from Can- Men's Christian Association workers
berra. It has not been successful in both the metropolitan area and
because of the idiosyncratic nature of throughout the State.
the Federal Government. I shall be
The Government has had the
keeping a close watch on the out- building referred to examined and
come of Mr. Rippon's representations decided that-considering the likelito the Federal Government.
hood of its remaining usable and the
cost of maintenance to keep it runSCHOOL FIRE-FIGHTING
ning-in no way is it a viable proAPPLIANCES.
position. Therefore, the Government
Mr. WHmNG (Mildura): With is unable either to purchase the
regard to those schools which have building or to help keep it functionfire-fighting appliances, can the Min- ing.
ister of Education inform the House
WODONGA STOCK SALES.
who is responsible for the maintenance of the appliances and from what
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows):
source the necessary funds come?
Has the attention of the Minister of
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Edu- Agriculture been drawn to the alleged
cation): The practice has been that malpractice applying at auction sales
the principal of the school should in the Wodonga stock market and, if
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so, does the Government propose to
take action to assist the Wodonga
City Council in overcoming this practice? If the Minister's attention has
been drawn to this matter will the
honorable gentleman have an investigation into it carried out?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of Agriculture): My attention has not been
drawn to any alleged malpractice in
the Wodonga sale-yards. If an
approach is made to me by the municipality for assistance I shall consider it.
SCHOOL CADET CORPS.
Mr. SKEGGS (Ivanhoe): In view
of the decision of many schools to
retain a cadet training corps, will the
Minister of Education consider payment for the extra staff activities of
those teachers who are prepared to
supervise summer cadet 'training
camps?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education): I am well aware of the
benefits of cadet training. I have had
some experience in this field at
Mildura, where we were well looked
after by the now member for Dandenong in his then capacity as the
member for Mildura
I· regard cadet training as a valuable means of promoting self4iscipline, giving experience in community living and promoting team
spirit. The Government would be
happy to consider any suggestions
that are put to it to enable those
schools which wish to continue--not
just private schools but schools such
as Melbourne High School, Northcote
Technical School and others within
the department that have had cadet
corps-with this activity to do so
without being dictated to by the
Federal Government.
MEAT INDUSTRY COSTS.
Mr. McINNES (Gippsland South) :
Following the answer given by the
Minister of Agriculture to a question
which I asked recently concerning a
study carried out by the Department
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of Agriculture into the cost returns
of each phase of the meat production
cycle from producer to consumer, is
the honorable gentleman prepared to
make the study available to honorable members?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of Agriculture): I do not recall the honorable member's question. Perhaps he
had better put it on notice.
WILLS MASTERS GOLF
TOURNAMENT.
Mr. CRELLIN (Sandringham) : Has
the attention of the Chief Secretary
been drawn to a report in yesterday's
Herald which stated that certain persons are proposing to cause disruption to the Wills Masters golf tournament which is due to commence
tomorrow at a golf course within the
electorate of Sandringham? Can the
Minister assure the House that
adequate action will be taken to protect the personal security of the
residents of Cheltenham and adjoining areas, the spectators and the
property of the club concerned, as
well an the players, from the action
of people who, by their activities in
other places, have shown that their
sole purpose is to cause trouble?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary):
The record of the Victoria Police
Force is extremely good in protecting
the lives and property of the citizens
of Victoria within the streets and
lanes of a city and its suburbs from
any harassment that may be caused
with regard to international troubles
in the field of sport.
I deplore the fact that international
sportsmen who come to this country
have to put up with the sort of
harassment which has been seen in
the past because of some international dispute .. Surely the whole
field of international sport is free from
such ideological conflicts. I am not
debating the matter but I am stating
that the environs and the area of the
Victoria Golf Club will be adequately
protected from any insanity.
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PAROLE BOARD ANNUAL
REPORTS.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West): I
address my question to the Minister
of Agriculture, who acts in this House
fur the Minister for Social Welfare.
Is the honorable gentleman aware of
the concern over shortages of staff
to provide adequate supervision in
the parole area in this State? If he
is aware of it, will he take steps to
ensure that the 1974-75 annual
report of the Adult Parole Board and
that of the Youth Parole Board are
tabled in this House, also the 1973-74
annual reports for those two parole
boards and the 1972-73 annual
report of the Adult Parole Board so
that the House can properly appreciate what is occurring in the parole
area?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of Agriculture) : The honorable member for
Brunswick West knows of the staff
difficulties experienced in the parole
board area, but unlike his Federal
counterparts we cannot create instant
staff who are adequately trained to
take over. I will draw this matter to
the attention of my colleague in
another place to see whether he can
bring in assistance from other areas
to help in the preparation of these
vital reports.
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tions to be filled, and also officers
who are employed by voluntary organizations to assist in the training
and recruitment of further volunteers.
There are 3 such persons and a
further 7 are to be appointed. When
subsidies are reviewed annually,
increases will apply to those areas.
CO-OPERATIVE MILK FACTORIES.
Mr. FOGARTY (Sunshine) : Did the
Minister of Agriculture make the
statement attributed to him in a milk
industry journal dated April, 1974,
that co-operative milk factories
should have a fair share of
Melbourne's milk proceSSing and
distribution? Further, is the Minister aware of a recent decision by a
dairy farmers' organization which
resolved that farmer-owned and controlled factories should have a fair
share of Melbourne's milk processing
distribution? If those two points of
view are correct, what action has the
Minister or the Government taken
to ensure that there is open competition in milk processing and distribution for the householders of Melbourne?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of Agriculture): I did not read the journal
mentioned by the honorable member
but I agree with the desire of farmers
that farm co-operatives should have
a share of Melbourne's milk distribution. There is absolutely nothing to
prevent them from buying that share.

YOUTH, SPORT AND RECREATION
SUBSIDIES.
Mr. McCLURE (Bendigo): Further
AUSTRALIAN WOOL CLIP.
to the statement made by the Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation
Mr. AUSTIN (Hampden): Is the
yesterday that municipalities can ex- Minister of Agriculture aware of a
pect increased subsidies for the recent industrial statement which
employment of recreation officers, claims that an ever-increasing amount
can the Minister advise the House of the Australian wool clip is being
whether similar increases are to be sold privately, often at 20 per cent
made in other areas subsidized by below the Australian Wool Corporahis department?
tion floor price? If the Minister is
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth, aware of the situation, can he,
Sport and Recreation): Yes. The through his department, take steps to
other areas where a subsidy will overcome this serious problem?
apply include the State directors of
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of Agricoaching, of whom there are 12; culture): In a report released in
detached youth workers, of whom January, 1974, the Australian Wool
there are 13 with another 11 posi- Corporation, among other things,
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recommend acquisition of Australian
wool and control over its export to
control the flow of supply and
demand. In my view that is important, but not as important as the
reserve price which has been put into
the wool market floor. As honorable
members who sell wool are aware,
a large proportion of the gross return
received from the sale is absorbed in
a number of costs and that totals
approximately 13 per cent or 14 per
cent. I can understand that this discounted price by a private buyer outside the auction system could be very
attractive to farmers in straitened
financial circumstances. This trend is
growing in Western Australia. It will
clearly undermine the auction system
by removing competition from the
system. In my opinion the recommendation of the Australian Wool
Corporation that all wool should
come under acquisition ought to be
implemented.
VICTORIAN SECONDARY
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray): Has
the Minister of Education yet agreed
to extend to members of the Victorian Secondary Teachers Association the same privilege which is
granted to members of the other two
teac~ing unions in Victoria, namely,
the nght to have union dues deducted
from their salaries? If not, will the
Minister indicate when he expects to
make a decision on this simple
matter?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education): The matter is still under
consideration by the Government,
and an announcement will be made
at the appropriate time.
WHOLE-OF-LIFE SENTENCES.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds):
Is the Attorney-General aware that
the State Full Court, in a reserved
judgment delivered by the Chief
Jus.tice, Sir John Young, raised
senous doubts about the mandatory
whole-of-life penalty for a murder
conviction? If so, is the honorable
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gentleman aware that the Law Ref10rm Commissioner has also said that
for the Governor in Council to be
compelled to fulfil the role of a
sentencing authority is open to serious objection? If the Attorney-General
is aware of those two criticisms of
legislation regarding sentencing for
murder convictions, does the Government intend to take action to have
the legislation on this matter
amended to provide the courts with
the authority to vary sentences for
certain crimes with which murder is
associated?
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General):
It is not proposed to introduce any
amending legislation. Parliament dealt
with this matter as recently as early
this year. The honorable member has
given a somewhat garbled version of
what the Full Court had to say. It
directed attention to some matters
which were already under consideration by the Government, because
since Parliament passed the law relating to the abolition of capital
punishment the Government has
always intended that a system of
periodic reviews of life sentences
will be instituted. The consideration of that matter is well advanced.
IRRIGATION CHARGES.
Mr. HANN (Rodney): I ask the
Premier whether a decision has been
made on irrigation water rates and
charges. If it has not, when is a
decision likely to be made?
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer) : A decision has not yet been
made. There is to be a meeting
tomorrow morning, I believe, between
the Victorian Irrigators Central
Council and the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, at which
discussions will be held on the
implications of the resolution passed
by the Victorian Irrigators Central
Council calling fur no increase in
water rates and accepting that there
will be dismissals or retrenchments
and a diminution of services and
maintenance in the irrigation districts.
When these implications have been
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made clear and discussed, a decision
will be made about the water rates
and charges.
CONCRETE BLOCKS IN
NICHOLSON STREET.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition): I direct a question to
the Chief Secretary, following a
recent inspection conducted by him
and the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition of concrete blocks running parallel to tram lines in
Nicholson Street, and his statement
in the House yesterday that he and
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
had reached a state of harmony in
this matter. Can the Chief Secretary
inform the House whether the
harmony so reached involves the
actual removal of the concrete
blocks, because they constitute a
considerable safety hazard and at the
same time are an obstruction to road
traffic, particularly at peak periods?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary):
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
and I inspected the area in question.
I have also discussed the matter with
the Minister of Transport, whose
jurisdiction covers the Tramways
Board. It is upon the tram track
areas that the blocks have been laid
down. This has been done with the
knowledge of the Fitzroy City Council, the Road Safety and Traffic
Authority and the Tramways Board
for a period of a year, as a test, and
as a special case for research along
that stretch of road. I understand
also that the Minister of Transport
and the Deputy Leader of the Opposition have discussed the matter. I do
not know the outcome of that discussion and I therefore invite the
Leader of the Opposition to discuss
the matter with his deputy.
SPRAYING OF MOSQUITOES.
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East) :
Is the Minister for Conservation
aware that an officer of his department recently gave evidence before
the Town Planning Appeals Tribunal
opposing the granting of a building
permit at Hollands Landing on the
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Gippsland lakes on the ground, among
others, that development would create
pressure for spraying the breeding
grounds of mosquitoes in that area?
If this is so, does the comfort of the
people in the area concerned come
second to the sex habits of the
mosquitoes?
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) : I am not aware of the
particular case. It is not unusual for
planning authorities to call on people
from different segments of my department to give evidence at hearings of
the Town Planning Appeals Tribunal.
I have no knowledge of whether the
department gave evidence in the
interests of the sex habits of mosquitoes. If the honorable 'member
cares to give me more information
on his legitimate objections, or rather
on the illegitimate habits of mosquitoes, I shall be pleased to look
into the matter and give him further
information.
PAPERS.
The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid on the table by the
ClerkEducation Act 1958-Resumption of land
at Bendigo-Certificate of the Minister of
Education.
Grain Elevators Board-Report and statement of accounts for the year ended 31st
October, 1974.

TRUSTEE COMPANIES (UNIONFIDEUTY) BILL.
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General):
I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to amend the Trustee
Companies Act 1958 so as to authorize the Union-Fidelity Trustee Co. of
Australia Ltd. to alter its share capital. The Bill adopts the principles of
the Trustee Companies (Equity Trustees) Act 1971 and subsequent
similar Acts.
The Union-Fidelity Trustee Co. of
Australia Ltd. was constituted in 1962
by an amalgamation of the Union
Trustee Co. of Australia Ltd. and the
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Fidelity Trustee Co. Ltd.-Act No.
6902 was passed to facilitate the
amalgamation. The capital and shares
of the company are subject to the
restrictions contained in the Trustee
Companies Act 1958. The special provisions relating to this company are
contained in item 2 of the Second
Schedule to the Act.
Item 2, in common with other items
in the Second Schedule, requires that
the Union-Fidelity Trustee Co.
Australia Ltd. shall leave uncalled a
proportion of its share capital which
can be called up in the event of a
liquidation. This uncalled capital is a
type of guarantee fund to protect
beneficiaries who might be entitled
to sue the company for breach of
trust.
At present, item 2 provides that
the capital of the company shall be
divided into shares of not less than
$5 a share and limits individual shareholdings to 1,000 shares. It also provides that no more than $3 a share
shall be called up, except if the company is wound up. In fact, only
128,000 of its 200,000 shares have
been issued and these are paid to
$2.75 each. The uncalled amount on
each share is therefore $2.25 and of
this $2 can, of course, be called up
only upon liquidation.
The Bill enables the company to restructure its share capital in the same
way that any company is permitted to
do under the provisions of the Companies Act 1961. Honorable members
will appreciate that it is necessary to
have legislation for the reason that
trustee companies have special legislation applying to them, namely, the
Trustee Companies Act.
The proposals in the Bill will permit the company to have the flexibility of other companies, in that it
will be able to convert its reserves
into capital and thereby enable its
share capital structure to better
reflect its true financial strength,
rather than the present situation,
where the value of reserves is disproportionate to capital. I would emphasize that under no circumstances
Mr. Wilcox.

(Union-Fidelity) Bill.

will the company be able to reduce
its share capital and this will add to
the financial stability of the company.
At the same time, the Bill retains a
limitation on the number of shares
which any member of the company
may hold.
The Bill also ensures that the
reserve liability will be not less than
$256,000 and thereby preserves the
protection already afforded to beneficiaries; beneficiaries being those
persons who entrust their estates to
the care of this particular company.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr. JONES (Melbourne), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, November 5.
MINES (AMENDMENT) BILL.

The debate (adjourned from October 16) on the motion of Mr.
Balfour (Minister of Mines) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East) :
The purpose of this Bill is to change
drastically the definition of the
miner's right in the Mines Act and to
make certain other amendments to
that Act. The National Party is not
happy with the proposals, particularly
those concerned with the proposed
change in the rights conferred under
a miner's right. As the Minister said
in his explanatory second-reading
speech, the miner's right was introduced in 1855, and there has been
little alteration since then in the
rights and privileges attached to the
miner's right.
The honorable member for Morwell
commented that the miner's right and
the circumstances surrounding its
issue are very much part of the history of Australia. It seems to me that
there should be good reason before
any change is made to the rights and
privileges which miners have enjoyed
for so many years and which were
won with some difficulty by the early
pioneer miners of Victoria. I do not
consider that in his explanatory
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speech the Minister sufficiently justified the drastic changes that are
proposed.
It is intended that the rights conferred under a miner's right will be
confined to prospecting. I have yet to
hear any real contradiction of the
claim that all the major mineral discoveries in this country have been the
r~sult of a pr~spector getting out on
hIS own, studYIng the countryside and
doing exploratory work. There is
little evidence that large deposits of
J:?inerals hav~ been found by exploratIOn companIes. Indeed, in recent
years there has been been too much
experience of the damage that can be
done, the subterfuge that can be engaged in and the manipulation of the
stock market by exploration companies. These factors do not come
into consideration in the case of
people operating under miners' rights.
Members of the National Party do
not suggest for a moment that the
miner's right should remain precisely
as it is; we consider that there is
scope for some change but that the
alterations proposed are altogether
too drastic and are not warranted in
the circumstances.
Many of the provisions of the Bill
will be more properly dealt with in
Committee. However, I wish to make
a few points which have been brought
to my notice by persons who still
engage actively in prospecting or still
make use of the miner's right, which
has been their right and privilege for
many years and who do not wish
to see it changed too drastically.
At page 99 of the Australian Encyclopaedia, the following relevant
point is made on Australian mining
lawThe primary object of all Australian mining law is to make the mineral wealth of
the nation accessible by facilitating the
search for and recovery of minerals.
The mining laws are so framed that they
sec~e to all come.rs within practicable
linuts absolute equalIty of right and privilege in working mines in the State' the
foundation of the possessor's title is' discovery followed by appropriation according
to the provisions of the mining Acts and
regulations.
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That is a worth-while point of view
to keep in mind. Under the present
n;tiner's right provision the acquisitIOn of wealth-which it is the right
?f every person to try to achieveIS open to anybody who can find gold
or minerals in the soil. If a person
wishes to improve his position by
searching for wealth of this kind
that is a right that every individuai
ought to be able to afford.
However, under the new provisions of the Bill if people wish to
do more than just prospect or explore they have to go to the trouble
and expense of taking out a 'lease.
This might be reasonable enough in
relatively developed areas, but many
of the prospecting areas are in remote parts of the State. 'In order to
~st.ablish a right to obtain a lease,
It 1S necessary to carry out surveys
and so on, and this costs a tremendous amount of money. That
provision would inhibit the desire of
the private individual to go prospecting with a chance of developing
~ valuable mineral deposit, because
In many cases these are only minor,
certainly in the initial stages. U is
certainly not reasonable to expect
people to spend large sums of money
carrying out surveys to establish
the boundaries on a lease, whereas
the prOVisions of a miner's right enable him simply to peg out the
boundaries of his claim and work
within reasonable limits of it.
People who wish to prospect for
mineral deposits ought to be encouraged, as big companies are encouraged, to take out leases. The
National Party agrees with some of
the provisions in the Bill, such as
that limiting the exploration period
under a miner's right to twelve
months. There appears to be some
confusion on this question bee'ause,
although the measure limits the
period of a miner's right to up to
fifteen years, a publication provided
by the Library entitled Prospectors'
Guide 1970, issued by E. Condon.
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LL.B., Secretary for Mines, under
the authority of the Minister of
Mines, statesAny person may obtain a miner's right
available for one year from the date of
purchase.

This seems to be contrary to the
information contained in the Act,
and is the only place where a period
of one year is mentioned. I do not
know whether that means it has to
be renewed each year for up to
fifteen years, but it is not in line
with the provisions of the Act.
I know of no objection to the requirement for a miner's right to be
renewed annually or to limit the
things that can be done under a
miner's right such as removing the
provision for a gardener's residence
and confining the right to prospecting or mining operations. However,
there is no justification for the complete removal of these provisions.
The National Party does not object
to the deletion of the provision relating to mining registrars and the
registering of claims being concentrated within the 'Mines Department.
In answer to a question on 8th October, the Minister of Mines listed
al~ ~he mini~g registrars and deputy
mInIng regIstrars throughout the
State. The three registrars in the
Gippsland mining district, for example, are located in isolated portions of the district. 'It is strange
that mining registrars should still
be located at remote places such
as Walhalla and Aberfeldy, although
perhaps there is some justification
for one being situated at Omeo.
There is not much that I wish to
say during the second-reading debate because the Bill lends itself
more to debate in the Committee
stage. At this juncture the National
Party is opposed to the complete
emasculation of the miner's right as
proposed by the Bill. There is room
for the private citizen to prospect,
and if he discovers minerals he
should be able to mine them within
the limitations of his own resources.
Perhaps there is justification for
Mr. B. J. Evans.

Bill.

modification of the miner's right but
not for removing it, because the
average person would not be interested enough to go prospecting under
the severe limitations placed on them
by this measure.
At present the Act provides
enough protection, or amendments
could be made to add to the protection which companies that hold
leases may require. From my experience in this regard, I know that companies have the advantage. If a company holds an exploration lease over
a large area-and there are very few
areas, particularly in the East Gippsland portion of the State, which are
not covered by exploration leasesits rights supersede those of the
prospector who may go out looking
for minerals.
If in their application the leaseholders have not anticipated, for example, that they will be prospecting for gold and instead look for
silver, lead and zinc, and a prospector finds gold in the area, why
should
the
leaseholders
take
precedence over him for the
right to develop that mineral?
If he found silver, lead or zinc, the
company which held the exploration
licence would have some entitlement
to it because those metals would be
covered by its licence. There is need
for some modification of the present
provisions but not such a drastic
change as the Bill makes. I shall refer
to this further during the Committee
stage.
Mr. McCLURE (Bendigo): There
is some romantic appeal in being able
to prospect without reservation or
control anywhere on Crown land in
Victoria and I can understand the
point of view raised by the honorable
member for Gippsland East. I had
some reservation about the proposals
in the Bill but, on thinking the subject
through and in the light of the knowledge I have as a result of living in one
of the old mining areas in Victoria, I
saw the wisdom of the changes.
Over the years, and particularly in
the latter half of last century, prospectors who took out miners' rights
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may well have gained some benefit
for themselves but they left a bad
legacy, the effects of which are still
being felt. It is important that we
take the opportunity of remedying
the situation even though it could be
argued that there is not much mining
activity now so there is no need to
rock the boat.
In the Bendigo area, the Mines
Department fills in hundreds of shafts
each year. Many shafts are not charted in any way and become known
only when they subside after heavy
rain. Each year I was there a mine
shaft appeared in the grounds of the
primary school I attended. The uncontrolled activities of the past which
caused this should not be allowed in
the future. In one case at the school
a workman was digging a hole for a
flagpole. He jumped out of the hole
suddenly and an old shaft caved in
the second he escaped.
The amendments to the Act proposed by this Bill do not take away
from individuals the opportunity of
prospecting anywhere they please on
Crown land, even though the area
may be the subject of an exploration
licence. The Bill provides that a prospector cannot register a claim or take
out a licence for himself in respect
to any part of an area which is
covered by an exploration licence.
However, clause 24 (c) provides that,
after the termination of an exploration licence, no further exploration
licence shall be granted until after the
expiration of 90 days. This means that
if a prospector discovered an auriferous area with good prospects, he
would have to wait for the exploration licence to expire and then move
in and register his claim. His risk
would be that the company holding
the expiration licence might come
across his find during the currency of
the licence.
There is not much prospecting in
Victoria now, and it is unlikely that
there will be much in the future. The
Bill will not restrict mining operations but it will prevent miners from
acting as they did in the past. Not
only did the miners of old dig holes,
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remove materials, and spoil the landscape, but the Mines Department did
not have a register showing where
mining took place. This is essential.
Under the old arrangements a miner
could establish a mine, work it, and
remove a substantial amount of
material, but never had to inform the
department where the mine was.
That position must be rectified. The
general provisions of the Bill are
needed, particularly that which relates to miners' rights.
Mr. STEPHEN (Ballaarat South):
This Bill has given many members of
Parliament some natural concern.
When something which has existed
since 1855 is to be changed, we
become apprehensive. We should be
particularly careful not to infringe too
many rights which have existed for
such a long time.
When speaking for the Opposition,
the honorable member for Morwell
outlined some of the history of
Peter Lalor and his involvement in
the Eureka Stockade episode as it
applied to miners' rights. The honorable member attributed the main
reason for the Eureka uprising to the
section of the Act concerning miners'
rights, but that is not entirely correct.
Nevertheless, the honorable member
was correct in stating that it did have
a large bearing on the rising at
Eureka when miners were endeavouring to have charges for the right to
mine cut down. The point was not
so much the cost of a miner's right
but that, when alluvial mining became
less and less profitable, the charges
were a much heavier burden on
miners than they had been over the
initial few years of mining.
This is mainly a Committee Bill
which does a number of things. It
limits the rights and privileges that
go with a miner's right. Honorable
members have spoken about that
extensively and clearly. The benefits
are restricted almost to those of a
prospecting licence. However, it does
not introduce the problem which
many honorable nlembers have said
the Government has brought in with
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this measure. It allows a miner's
right to be used for recreation. Many
holders of miners' rights take their
families with them to fossick along
creeks on Crown land. They derive
a great deal of recreational pleasure
and interest from doing that.
The Bill will not deprive them of
this pleasure in any way. It merely
precludes the use of explosives and
machinery and prevents the prospector from staking a claim on an
area for which an exploration licence
is valid. If the prospector finds something worth while, it may be necessary for him to hold his peace until
the exploration licence expires.
During this 90-day period it will be
possible for them to take out such a
licence. That is an important point
because no longer may a company
renew an exploration licence which
it has been holding for some time and
renewing every two years. As pointed
out by the honorable member for
Bendigo, clause 24 (c) will preclude
automatic renewal of the licence from
taking place, thereby giving many
other people an opportunity to take
out a licence if they believe they have
found something of major interest.
One of the provisions of the Bill is
to set a more stringent standard
by which pollution by mining is determined. Over a period the Mines
Department has received several
complaints from the Lands Departm,ent, the Forests Commission, the
Soil Conservation Authority and the
Environment Protection Authority
about damage that is being done by
people on Crown land. I believe,
in line with current thinking and
modem trends, it is inevitable that
the Government should legislate
to tighten up the standards that apply
in this field and in particular in mining
activities throughout Victoria.
During the Committee stage it will
be possible to discuss in more detail
those sections of the principal Act
which are being altered by the Bill.
I believe honorable members will
accept what the Government is trying
to do in this area in the interests of
Mr Stephen.
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the State. It was quite understandable
that honorable members on all sides
of the House should indicate their
initial concern that the Government
was changing the miner's right that
has existed since 1855. On thorough
examination of this Bill honorable
members will be satisfied that the
individual's rights are to be protected
and will support the proposed legislation.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 6320
s. 3).
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister of Mines):
I have listened with interest
to the comments which honorable members have made regarding
this Bill. It appears that their main
concern is the alteration to the
miner's right. I assure the House that
these alterations have not been made
lightly. They have been made in light
of the circumstances which exist today and are totally different from
those which existed 100 years ago
when the miner's right was introduced.
The 'Bill provides that a person who
obtains a miner's right will be able
to undertake searching and prospecting activities in the same way as
before. In view of the large number
of miners' rights that have been
issued over the past few years it is
amazing that so few claims have been
pegged. It appears that people are
using miners' rights for searching in
places where they are permitted to
do so and, unfortunately, where they
are not permitted, for gemstones and
other things. Those activities will not
be stopped.
However, because of the various
needs of the areas, an increasing
number of places will be exempted
from mining. I agree with the honorable member for Bendigo that in
years gone by in Bendigo, Ballarat,
Castlemaine and similar places,
operating under miners' rights people
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have shifted great quantities of soil.
An endeavour is now being made to
restore those areas to their original
condition.
People will not be prevented from
purchasing the miner's right either on
an annual basis or, if sufficient money
is paid, for a three or four-year
period, in order to go out prospecting.
Certainly a change has taken place
in that originally a claim could have
been pegged and the land used for
any purposes. The Government believes that if a person finds something
which he considers to be of worth,
generally he wishes to develop it and
for his purpose a mining lease is far
better than a pegged claim. I suggest,
as have other honorable members,
that this is a Committee Bill. The
rights of the individual will still be
safeguarded. People will still be able
to prospect but in the future may not
occupy a piece of land for purposes
other than mining.
I move-Clause 2, paragraph (a), page 1, line
15, omit "claim within meaning" and insert "land pegged out as a claim under the
provisions" .

!

I

During discussions with Parliamentary Counsel in the drafting of this
Bill the honorable member for Morwell pointed out that the proposed
definition was difficult to understand.
On his suggestion the Government is
proposing this amendment. It was
agreed to by Parliamentary Counsel
and I believe it is an improvement.
Mr. B. J. EVANS (GippslandEast) :
It has been only two minutes since
the :Minister presented to the Committee a list of nine amendments
which he proposes to move. Honorable members are entitled to consider
the effects of these amendments. It
is all very well to place before the
Committee a list of amendments that
certain words or clauses should be
deleted; honorable members are entitled to ascertain what the effect of
these deletions will be. I ask the Minister to report progress to give
. honorable members the opportunity
of studying amendments. From looking at this list it is impossible to draw

I
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the full im.port of the amendments and

it is unfair to honorable members to

proceed at this stage.
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister of Mines):
I
agree
with
the
honorable
member for
Gippsland
East.
When one receives a page of written
words it is difficult to put them into
the right place and to delete certain
words and insert others. If the honorable member would like to have
some time I would agree to progress
being reported. However, I suggest
that in the main the amendments are
quite simple. If the honorable member for Gippsland East or the honorable member for Morwell require
any assistance in understanding the
amendments I shall be happy to
supply it.
Progress was reported.
INFLAMMABLE UQUIDS
(AMENDMENT) BILL

The debate (adjourned from Sep·tember 11) on the motion of Mr.
Balfour (Minister for Fuel and
Power) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. AMOS (Morwell): This is a
machinery Bill which amends the
definition of " inflammable liquid " to
bring the definition into line with
present international and national
usage. It also makes a number of
other amendments to the Inflammable Liquids Act to enable the officers of the Mines Department responsible for policing the Act to
carry out their duties more efficiently
than they have been able to in the
past.
The reason for bringing the Victorian 'Standard into line with present international and national usage
was fully explained by the Minister
during his second-reading speech.
The honorable gentleman 'StatedIn the 1966 Act "inflammable liquid"
means, with certain exclusions, liquid having a flash-point of less than 65 degre~s
Celsius. Instead of 65 degrees, the BIll
would make the limiting figure 61 degrees
Celsius.
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Contained in the schedule to the Bill there is need to look more closely
is the formula for how the flash- at the proper disposal of those conpoint is determined and the appara- tainers. I have researched the annual
tus for determining the flash-point reports of the Chief Inspector of
Inflam'mable Liquids in Victoria over
of inflammable liquid.
a number of years, and although I
As I have indicated, the purpose have not been able to find any direct
of the Bill is to bring Victoria into instance where the disposal of a 44line with international and national gallon drum has led to a dangerous
usage and to make up for short- situation, either from the drum excomingsin the principal Act. The ploding or from improper use being
Bill also refers to 'Such things as the made of it, in view of the large numregulation of certain vehicles used bers of these containers, we must
for carrying inflammable liquids ; the act to ensure that a tragedy assodisplaying of warning signs on ciated with an explosion of that kind
vehicles which carry inflammable does not occur.
liquids, and the power to enable
officers of the Mines Department to
The amendments proposed in the
take photographs of certain installa- Bill appear to be reasonable. They
tions in order to carry out their certainly give the Mines Department
duties in a manner which has been greater authority in policing the Act
and bringing Victorian standards inimpossible in the past.
to line with international standards.
It has been brought to my notice As this is a sensible move, the Opthat certain problems have been as- position does not oppose the
sociated with the taking of photo- measure.
graphs of installations by officers of
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland 'East) :
the Mines Department when the
security people involved in protect- The Bill sets out to bring the Vicing those installations have thought torian standards in determining the
it not proper and have not permitted flash-point of petroleum products inphotographs to be taken of the par- to line with international standards,
ticular processes. To enable the and it seems to be a sensible move.
Mines Department to launch prose- The Minister for Fuel and Power has
cutions successfully and to enable given assurances that the Bill will
officers to carry out their duties in a not m'ake any dramatic change, or
more efficient manner it has been hardly any change at all, in the
found necessary for tbis power to be handling of these products, and on
given to enable photographs to be those assurances the National Party
taken.
supports the measure.
Provision is also made in this
Mr. STIRLING (Williamstown): r
amending Bill to enable officers of wish to raise with the Minister for
the Mines Department to request Fuel and Power a point which conassistance from the Victoria police cerns the lowering of the flash-point
if it is found necessary to ask for standard of domestic heating oil from
help in policing sections of the Act. 65 degrees Celsius to 61 degrees
The Bill also covers the disposal Celsius. In his second-reading speech,
of certain containers of infl'ammable the Minister saidThe change would, however, have the inliquids. The provision does not particularly refer to the disposal of cidental effect of permitting the output of
home heating oil from refineries to be somedrums commonly known to most what
increased. At present, home heating
Victorians as 44-gallon drums- oil and other middle distillate petroleum
they are now 210-litre drums- products are produced in such a way as
which I am sure many honorable to have flash-points that are slightly above
degrees Celsius, enabling them to be
members have seen on muni- 65
classified as combustible liquids, not incipal tips and scattered in other flammable liquids. If the flash-point can be a
places throughout Victoria. Perhaps few degrees lower, it is possible to include
Mr. Amos.
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is displayed on a vehicle which is
not being actively used, people in
the community may become careless
and thereby be at risk through this
lack of control, when in fact sometimes danger does exist.
Under the provisions of the Bill,
inspectors will be empowered to take
nis is the point I wish to photographs to support prosecutions
make: On domestic oil heaters and also for the better enforcement
there
are
two
controls-a of the legislation. That must be comfuel control and an air control. mended. In addition, a bridging
If the fuel control is moved to a licence will be introduced and this
certain position, whether low, medium will allow multiple owners to take
or high, the air control will be com- a number of licences for registration
paratively set. For instance, when at ,the one common date. This must
the fuel control knob is adjusted to streamline the work of the departlow, the air control knob will move ment 'administering the Act and be
to the centre position. The point I in the interests of the community.
make is that that is a set air proThe 'motion was agreed to.
vision for the combustion of the particular domestic heating oil that is
The Bill was read a second time
in use at present. However, byalter- and committed.
ing the flash-point, the air position
Clause 1 was agreed to.
that is applicable at the time will be
very different with the lower flashClause 2 (Amendment of No. 7512
point heating oil. I seek the Min- s. 2).
ister's assurance that this matter has
been considered, because I can imMr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
agine damage occurring to the com- and Power): I thank honorable
bustible area of domestic heating members for the way in which they
appliances.
have supported this measure. Not
being an expert on oil heating, I
Mr. STEPHEN (BaUaarat South): regret that I cannot provide a proper
Few members of Parliament have answer for the honorable member for
opposed the measure. Most have Williamstown. The flash-point of 61
commended it, because its main pur- degrees Celsius which has been
pose is to regularize the definition of adopted instead of 65 degrees Celsius,
inflammable liquid to comply with is now an international figure. I am
international and Australian stand- sure the experts who chose that
ards. The Government believes there figure took into consideration the
will be no loss of safety. The hon- effect of the drop in flash-point on
orable member for Williamstown can the various types of equipment in
be assured that the experts believe use. In my second-reading speech,
there will be no loss of safety as a I indicated that the Government had
result of the provisions contained in received representations from oil
the measure. The proposed legisla- companies in the Williamstowntion defines more precisely the Altona area. Doubtless they were
apparatus which will be used for aware of the world-wide acceptance
measuring flash-point, and this has of the reduction in flash-point.Cerbeen proved. Inspectors are given a
grea ter degree of control over tank- tainly, as part of their operations
ers which are not being actively within the refinery, it has enabled
used for transporting inflammable them to widen the use of their
liquids. This is a necessary improve- products. I believe oil with this flashment, because familarity breeds con- point will be quite suitable for use
tempt. If a hazardous warning sign in normal domestic oil heaters.
light petroleum fractions that are predominant in Australian crude oils. For ·that
reason, petroleum marketers have made representations to the effect that an early
alteration of the definition would help to increase the supply of home heating oil during
the coming winter. The suitability of the oil
for use in domestic oil heaters would not
be affected.
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Mr. AMOS (Morwell): I place on
record my appreciation of the assistance given by the Minister and Mr.
Kilmartin, an officer of the department, to me in my researches. As the
Minister indicated in his secondreading speech, many of the changes
are quite technical, and they are difficult for a layman to understand. I am
most appreciative of the action of
Mr. Kilmartin in going through these
amendments with me and enabling
me to understand clearly exactly
what is intended.
Another point I make concerns
the number of tanker accidents
reported in the annual report of the
Chief Inspector of Inflammable
Liquids. The Government should seriously consider the formation of a
special squad, perhaps not divorced
from but within the structure of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board,
consisting of men with technical
know-how in meeting all types of
emergencies and disasters in which
liquefied petroleum gas or other inflammable or combustible liquids are
involved. There could be danger to
large sections of the population, and
an expert squad might help to prevent tragedies similar to those which
have occurred in other countries. I
present that suggestion for the Minister's consideration.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 to 8.
Clause 9 was ver.bally amended,
and, as amended, was adopted, as
were clauses 10 and 11.
Clause 12 was verbally amended,
and, as amended, was adopted, as
were the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from September 16) on the motion of ,Mr.
I. W. Smith (Minister of Agriculture)
for the second reading of this Bill
was resumed.

(Amendment) Bill.

Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows):
The Bill proposes to make some
rather dramatic changes in what has
been, up until now, the accepted
method of providing agricultural education in Victoria. I am sure the
Chief Secretary will welcome this
change because of his lifelong interest in this field. The most significant
change wiII be the establishment of a
Victorian Advisory Council on Agricultural Education. The Bill will
abolish the advisory committee of six
people from the Dookie and Longerenong agricultural colleges. The
proposed council will be much
more
representative
and
will
cover all aspects of agricultural
education.
There is a significant movement within the agricultural industry, and the industries
that service the primary industry, for
agricultural education in the future.
I should like to draw to the attention of honorable members the report
of the working group convened at
Glenormiston Agricultural College in
June of last year. The report highlights what has been exercising the
minds of people involved in this field.
At page 1, the report states1. The department's agricultural education
programmes should aim to achieve the following objectives1.1 To provide agricultural education programmes which(a) meet the needs of the farming community for training in farm management and related agricultural technology;
(b) are primarily concerned with the provision of adult and continuing
education matched principally to
regional needs, with colleges present and future acting as vital
resource centres for agricultural
education in each region; and
(c) are designed to provide mobility between various levels of training and
flexibility of courses.

This is leading to a new concept being accepted and is 'a departure from
the single-campus type of agricultural college that exists at Dookie,
Longerenong and Glenormiston. A
multi-campus type institution would
make greater use of the educational
facilities provided by the State at
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the institutions of advanced education established in Victoria, including one in Gippsland, one in the
Western District, and the Victoria
Institute of Colleges. Technical
schools could also be utilized under
the mUlti-campus type concept in
agricultural education.
Excellent papers have been prepared on this subject by people who
are experienced and qualified to put
forward their views. The other important point to which the report
refers is the second principle-To serve this primary aim, agricultural
colleges should be integrated with the department's regional extension services.

These services are well established
and the expertise that is gained
from them is well known to the
primary industry.
Agricultural education activities should
also be co-ordinated on a regional basis with
the State's other decentralized education
services (primary, secondary, technical, tertiary, etc.) and with the proposed arrangements for apprenticeships in agriculture.

I believe the people involved in the
study have crystallized the thoughts
of the many people who have become interested in this field. At
page 3, the report points up important aspects of farming, namely, farm
management problems and the problems associated with the task of
formulating policy and 'advising the
Minister and the Government in this
area. The report statesIt is generally accepted that economic and
technological pressures will continue to bring
substantial changes in the structure of the
agricultural industries.

I do not think anyone would argue
against that statement. There has
been sufficient evidence, particularly
in the past decade, to give strength
to that point. The report continuesAs a consequence, there will be an increasing demand for more highly trained farm
managers, farm operatorsr farm workers and
service personnel to mamtain viable farm
units.
Problems of human adjustment in agriculture during periods of rural reconstruction are well recognized but, as yet, the
methods of dealing with them are not resolved.
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This illustrates examples of the
traumatic problems which face the
farming community. Climatic conditions and marketing conditions
would be two major factors. One
could take, for example, the current
crisis through which the beef industry is passing, and hopefully is moving to a much stronger position than
it has enjoyed during the past 18
months. This was created by marketing decisions made by people outside
Australia and by Governments outside Australia. The farmer finds himself bewildered and unable to cope
with the massive marketing information which flows through the
various sources of supply. These
are the areas that the agricultural education programmes of the
future will have to pay more attention
to than they have in the past if they
are to equip the farm manager with
the capacity and expertise to be able
to absorb this material and understand and appreciate the message
which is given.
There is not much point in a Government, at either national or State
level, expending large sums of money
to establish an elaborate market information programme if the recipient
is unable to comprehend the information or understand the message that
that service provides; he must be
educated to that programme. This is
the future role of agricultural education as I see it.
I revert to the multi-campus concept of future agricultural colleges. I
have already said that greater use
should be made of the education resource centres and the institutes of
advanced education that already
exist. I take the college of advanced
education in Gippsland as an example.
This area of Victoria has a history of
long-standing neglect in the field of
agricultural education. Gippsland is a
vital part of the Victorian dairying
industry, yet the opportunity for a
farm manager, and particularly an
owner-operator, to avail himself of
courses has been non-existent.
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Victoria has already spent vast
sums of money to establish the Gippsland Institute of Advanced Education,
which has available the resources for
teaching and the equipment to provide farm management courses. For
instance, the business studies section
of the institute could produce an excellent farm management course on
the financial aspects of farm management. The engineering section could
provide a course in agricultural engineering. The technical schools that already exist in this part of Victoria
could provide an excellent short
course covering a variety of farm
management and farm operations.
Most importantly, by using the
multi-campus concept it is possible
to provide for the farm manager, the
manager-operator, or owner-operator,
who is not able to absent himself from
his farm for a long period to attend
a sophisticated course at Longerenong, Dookie or Glenormiston agricultural colleges.
Ross-EDWARDS:
Part-time
Mr.
courses are available. They have been
providing them for years.
Mr. WILTON: The point is that
those courses have not been available
where the farmer is ; they have been
available only at certain centres.
When such a programme was attempted at the Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology it fizzled out; the
farmers could not make use of it because the resource centre was in the
wrong place.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS: They cannot
be provided in every town.
Mr. WILTON: I am not suggesting
that they should be. I am saying that
greater use could be made of the
resource centres that already exist
intead of repeating what I con side;
to be a mistake in building an expensive single-campus type agricultural
college in Gippsland which would
serve only a small section of the
farming community. This excellent
point was made in a paper which
was published as a report to the
Academic Board of the Gippsland

(Amendment) Bill.

Institute of Advanced Education.
uses as examples the establishment of a college at Orange
in New South Wales and also Glenormiston in western Victoria. The report points out that there is a deficiency in the adequate provision of
vocational preparation of those whose
role in life fits between the farm technician or farmer skilled in husbandries
and the Government employee or researcher. The report saysIt

In an attempt to bridge some of this gap
in the system, associate diplomas in farm
management, following the trend overseas,
are now offered at the more recently established agricultural colleges at Orange, New
South Wales, and Glenormiston, western
Victoria. The response in enrolments this
year at Glenormiston has substantiated the
demand for such a course.

The report later points outYet the expenditure on such establishments is high and the educational benefits of
a single purpose college situated in isolation
are somewhat limited. The cost of establishing Orange Agricultural College was $3'5
million which included $'5 million for the
adjoining farm. The first year enrolments at
Orange have been between 30 and 40 for the
past two years.

That clearly pOints up the whole
question. The sum of $3.5 million was
expended and first year enrolments
were between 30 and 40 students for
the past two years. That is a pretty
expensive form of education in terms
of financial resources of the State,
in view of the number of people who
complete the course and return to
primary industry much better equipped to cope with all the problems that
they are likely to be confronted with
in farming today. The Opposition supports this Bill.
The Advisory Council on Agricultural Education will be much more
representative than the existing advisory committees. A number of organizations will be represented, including the Graziers Association of Victoria, the Victorian Farmers Union,
the Victorian Dairyfarmers Association' the Victorian Young Farmers
Association, the Victorian Fruit and
Vegetable Growers Association, and
the Victoria Institute of Colleges, One
member of the council shall be a
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teacher of rural studies at a university
in Victoria ; one shall be a teacher in
the Technical Schools Division of the
Education Department; and one shall
be an officer or employee of the Department of Labour and Industry.
It is evident that a great deal of
expertise will be brought together in
the academic and in the practical
sense. Some members of the council
will be practical farmers of long experience, chosen from names submitted by the Victorian Farmers
Union and the Graziers Association of
Victoria. There will also be highly
qualified people in the academic sense
from the universities, the Victoria
Institute of Colleges, and the department.
It would be beneficial if the Bill
provided that the council should report to the Parliament once a year.
This is desirable because it would
enable the council to advise Parliament what it was doing and would
enable Parliament to inform itself
about the council's recommendations
and what it proposed in terms of agricultural education. It would also provide Parliament with the opportunity
of discussing the activities of the
council and the question of agricultural education if Parliament so desired. Therefore, the Opposition will
submit an amendment at the appropriate stage in Committee.
Summing up, I hope that as a result of the passage of this Bill there
will be a change in agricultural education which is highly desirable. This
matter has been widely discussed in
primary industry circles and in agricultural education circles, and I hope
that with the groundswell that is developing in favour of these changes
there will not be a repetition of the
Government's choosing a site somewhere in Gippsland. It has already
been announced that an agricultural
college will be established, and Warragul has been mentioned. I hope it
does not become a single-campus type
college like those at Dookie, Glenormiston and Longerenong.
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The total education resources that
already exist in the Gippsland region
should be utilized to a much greater
extent than they have been in the past
so that the farmer will be given the
opportunity of undertaking courses
that are specially designed to meet
his needs, which are really great. The
farmer has many problems to cope
with.
Australia has to export much of
its primary industry and is heavily
dependent on the overseas market,
which is becoming increasingly more
selective and more demanding in its
standards and qualities. These are the
challenges that the farmer has to
meet.
We must aim for an agricultural
education system that will equip the
farmer of tomorrow to be not only
an expert farm manager but also
something of an expert in financial
investment so that he will be able to
cope with the fluctuations in his returns. In that way he can achieve
what is now generally referred to as
a levelling out of his financial returns
over a period of years.
Time alone will tell whether this
proposal will be successful. Provided
that the Government is responsive to
the advice that it receives, and responds in a progressive manner by
throwing off the shackles of the old
concepts, there is a better than even
money chance of achieving success.
Mr. TREWlN (Benalla): The Bill,
which proposes to revamp agricultural education in Victoria, is an important one from various angles. No
one would decry the attempt that is
being made to bring some areas of
agricultural education into the modern stream. It is of interest that only
20 per cent of the State's agricultural
education is carried out at universities
where students have the opportunity
of obtaining degrees in agricultural
science, veterinary science, and so on.
We know that certain courses relating to agriculture are available within some colleges of the Victoria Institute of Colleges. In some instances,
secondary schools provide courses
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enabling students to obtain extension
information and involvement in agriculture. But, in the main, since 1884
when the Dookie Agricultural College came in the existence, most agricultural training in Victoria had been
carried out at Dookie and Longerenong and, in later years, Glenormiston, which specializes mainly in
dairying and pasture improvement.
What is paramount in agricultural
education, irrespective of degrees and
theoretical knowledge, is practical
experience. Without it, a primary
producer could be a complete failure.
He could produce something which
he could not market or something
which was of no benefit to anyone.
Members of the National Party support the reorganization of some areas
of agricultural education, but we are
disappointed that proposed section
7A, as contained in clause 2, gives the
Minister, through the Director of
Agriculture, the right to lease or sell
land at the existing agricultural colleges. For the benefit of the Minister
I point out that the proposed new
section statesThe Minister may authorize a body or
person(a) to use any real or personal property
vested in him and used for the purposes of an agricultural college; or
(b) to use lands of the Crown reserved
for the purposes of an agricultural
or horticultural collegesubject to such conditions, including the
payment of fees and charges, as he determines.

In other words, the Minister can arrange for the retention of small areas
for the dormitories and accommodation of theoretical research facilities
and lease the rest of the property.
Of those interested in agricultural colleges, 99 per cent would be horrified
to think that legislation allowed that
to be done. I thought the new section
would appertain to two or three areas
of the State alienated for agricultural
education. One area is in the electorate I represent, at Longwood,
where some 200 or 300 acres are
leased. I believe the clause was included in the Bill to properly authorize that. But it has come to my knowMr. Trewin.

(Amendment) Bill.

ledge during my research over the
past few days that the intention is
much wider. I have been told that it
is intended that the area of the college grounds could be reduced to
something similar to the areas of the
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, the Bendigo Institute of
Technology, the Ballarat Institute of
Advanced Education, the Gordon Institute of Technology, and so on.
lf that happened, the agricultural
colleges would be like any other
school. They would not serve for
what we mean when we speak of
agricultural education. Besides theoretical learning, there should be practical education and involvement with
agriculture. The fact that people need
practical experience is illustrated in
our technical schools, particularly by
the courses available for apprentices.
Under the new work-experience
scheme, people will obtain practical
experience whilst still at school, so
that, on comp'leting their education,
they will have some practical knowledge of the employment they enter.
On this provision the view of the
National Party differs very strongly
from those of the Minister and the
Government.
The Bill will set up a Victorian
Advisory Council on Agricultural
Education, which will comprise
eighteen members. lf the council acts
in the way other educational councils
have acted and meets three or four
times a year, it will be difficult to
get all eighteen to attend. Some members would attend on instruction from
the body they represent or of their
own volition. But, although it is good
to have wide representation, the
Minister will have to be careful to
choose dedicated people to be members of the council.
The legislation provides that the
councH will advise at least four colleges that are in existence and any
other educational institutions which
may be declared under the provisions
of the Act. Will each college continue to have a small advisory council
of its ?wn? Will such small advisory
councIls have as much authority as
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high school and technical school advisory councils? Will they be able to
advise their principals and certain
teachers of the operation of their
colleges as high school councils do?
The councils of the colleges of the
Victoria Institute of Colleges have a
degree of autonomy. Will councils of
agricultural colleges have the same
autonomy and be able to advise about
the running of particular colleges?
The Bill does not indicate whether
this will be so. The Bill should contain provisions for councils of agricultural and horticultural colleges
similar to those which apply to colleges affiliated with the Victoria Institute of Colleges, to ensure that a
college's council will be able to advise it directly.
The shadow Minister of Education,
the honorable member for Footscray,
is giving me advice, but his ideas on
agricultural education would not be
wide or good. I will be interested to
learn of the extent of his involvement
with agricultural education. I ask
the Minister to comment on the
remarks I have made because they
are pertinent to the future of the
colleges.
Dookie came into existence in 1884,
and Longerenong not long after. For
practical purposes, Dookie had 6,048
acres and Longerenong 2,300-odd
acres. Both colleges have served their
purposes in providing academic training in certain areas for students who
have been enrolled over many years.
They have also provided the opportunity for students to gain practical
experience, particularly those young
men and women who came from the
metropolitan area Or rural cities.
More than half of the students have
been in those categories. It is essential to acknowledge that, at some
point, practical experience must be
available to students.
In the late 1960s there was a spate
of private extension officers giving
advice in rural areas to both experienced and not - so - experienced
farmers.
Session 1975.-276
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Mr. GINIFER: How many were
from Dookie?
Mr. TREWIN: There were a few
from Dookie, but many were not.
Many of them had no practical experience. Their knowledge of farming came from text-books. They
reasoned that if a pound of wool
could be produced on so many square
metres of land once, irrespective of
whether the season was wet or dry,
that would always happen. That is
why the National Party believes
agricultural colleges must continue in
a form which will serve agriculture
more widely than by merely providing theoretical knowledge. My party
believes that that is the intention of
the Bill.
Clause 4 repeals sections 9 and 9A
of the principal Act. Those sections
deal with the financing of agricultural colleges.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler): Order! I offer the suggestion to the honorable member for
Benalla that it may be better to refer
to particular clauses during the Committee stage.
Mr. TREWIN: I thank you for
your advice, Mr. Speaker. In bringing
this up now, I wanted to make the
point that the agricultural colleges
are financed in a certain way, but
that it was not long ago that the
House passed a Bill which gave
Dookie and Longerenong the opportunity to have a stock trading account. The repeal of section 9A of
the principal Act will mean that that
will be no longer possible.
I am aware that it is hoped that,
in the future, the arrangements for
financing these colleges will be made
at a different level than was previously the case. I should like the Minister
to inform the House whether these
colleges will be financed under similar arrangements to those applying
to the Victoria Institute of Colleges
or the State College of Victoria. The
National Party hopes that will be so.
lf the colleges are to be funded by
the State Treasury, members of my
party would like to know what is
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proposed and what will happen to the
farm management areas of the colleges. If the area of the farm is
separated
from
the
colleges,
there will no longer be any
need for a stock trading account at Dookie Agricultural College.
There will be no need to purchase
breeding herds to enable students
at the college to undertake practical
work in the field.
More information should be given
to the House by the Minister on
certain clauses of the Bill, just as
the people of Victoria should be
informed of the future of agricultural colleges. I have grown up
close to the Dookie Agricultural
College and know the importance of
the operation of the farm. 11 also
know the advantages which have
flowed to the rural community from
certain work on primary production
which has been conducted at the
farm.
If the financial arrangements are
to be altered, honorable members
should be told what is happening. If
the farm is to be sold, we should be
informed how the college is to operate, because under this Bill both of
those features are left very much
in mid-air.
The National Party decided at a
party meeting to voice its disappointment with the Bill, which it believes
is not complete. It also believes more
research should be undertaken,
otherwise certain areas of agricultural education will be neglected.
One of the most important areas is
the definite need for practical experience to be closely allied with theoretic-al experience in agricultural education.

The National Party will vote
against the Bill to indicate its disappointment to the Government, and
especially to the Minister of Agriculture. IJt is disappointing that members of the previous council, after
years of service, were not called
upon to assist or to give an opinion
on the future of agricultural education. The National Party does not
Mr. Trewin.

(Amendment) Bill.

want to take agricultural education
into the theory age because theory
alone can lead farmers to bankruptcy
and can produce a group of people
totally unprepared to meet the everchanging challenges experienced in
agriculture today.
Although the Bill provides for the
holding of short courses in agriculture, these courses have been available for years. Farmers are disappointed at the lack of enthusiasm
exhibited by the Government and the
rejection by the Federal Government
of involvement in some areas of the
rural economy. It is disheartening to
farmers who want to do things which
previous Governments have considered necessary.
The Bill supports only certain
areas of involvement in agricultural
education. The National Party has
made its decision on the measure and
hopes that whatever might be said
tonight will result in some benefit
to agricultural education.
Mr. FORDHAM 'CFootscray): 1 am
glad to have the opportunity of
speaking briefly on this important
measure and to support my colleague, the honorable member for
Broadmeadows, who is the shadow
Minister of Agriculture. One thing
which has concerned me in my responsibility in the field of education
is that when 1 travel throughout
rural Victoria, I realize the paucity
of opportunity that exists for agricultural education at the tertiary
level. Undoubtedly agricultural education has been the Cinderella area
in education in Victoria during the
past twenty years. Significant advances have taken place in areas of
commerce 'and technology and in a
whole range of tertiary educational
areas, but there has not been a
similar advance in agricultural education.
There are a whole host of reasons
for this. One has been the reluctance
of the Government to make a significantfinancial commitment. Another
has been the attitude of the Country
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Party which, for some reason or another, is now known as the National
Party. This party has put forward
its conservative attitude on the
measure by talking about practical
experience as being the basis for all
education. 'It is a party which doubtless considers that the farmer, in
his training or his agricultural education, must continually have dirt on
his hands and also have his head
in the dirt. That is typical of the
attitude adopted by the National
Party. It is not the attitude of farmers generally but it is the attitude
of this conservative rump of 6 per
cent which believes in that concept.
It has not the slightest idea of what
education is all about, or of how
agricultural education has developed
in Victoria.
What is needed is for agricultural
education to become part of the tertiary education network of the State.
We must have an institution which
is not set apart or treated as a
second-rate area of education. Agricultural education needs more assistance than any other area because
of the configuration of international
trade problems. Farmers and other
primary producers throughout Victoria need more assistance in management, finance and concern for
other members of the rural community. Instead we find this backwoods attitude of 'a backwoods
National Party which has no idea
of helping the farmer in the dilemma
that he now faces. I suggest that
farmers have been placed in that
position by the retarding action
adopted by members of the National
Party.
Honorable members interjecting.

Mr. FORDHAM: I have not seen
members of the National Party so
agitated for a long time. T am delighted to see so many of them in
the House----it is very unusual. I am
glad that they are awake at l'ast,
and I hope there will be contributions from them so that Opposition
members can spread the word
throughout Victoria of the type of
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statements made by members of the
National Party and by the honorable
member for BaHaarat North, who
continually interjects.
For the sake of the rural community in Victoria, I look forward to the
day when agricultural education will
become part of the tertiary network
in this State. 'It will be integrated
with those tertiary institutions already established throughout Victoria and people who wish to become
farmers will be given the opportunity
to do so.
I have received objections from
students at the Dookie Agricultural
College and Longerenong Agricultural CoUege over the inadequate
treatment that they have received
from the State Government. These
centres of agricultural education
should be increasingly integrated
within the universities, or rather
with the Victori'a Institute of Colleges. This will ensure proper agricultural education instead of the
second rate treatment they would
receive if the proposals voiced by
members of the National Party tonight were accepted by the Government.
The Bill before the House is taking the second last step, although
only a small step, towards ensuring
that agricultural education receives
a higher priority than it has so far,
partly because the Australian Government is now providing the
majority of the funds. Does the
Leader of the National Party dispute
that?
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS: Yes.
Mr. FORDHAM: I look forward to
hearing the contribution of the honorable member on the funding of
agricultural education, as tertiary
components of education -are now
funded from Canberra. As I say, this
is the second-last step in the procedure of linking with the universities and the Victoria 'Institute of
Colleges. It is to be hoped that the
next step will be when the institutions become properly integrated
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within the tertiary education network
throughout Victoria and when the
millstone which has hung around the
neck of agricultural education-I refer to the National Party-will be
cast aside in the interests of the
people of Victoria.
Until farmers and people in the
rural community are educated in institutions where other professions
and trades are taught as well, this
desirable relationship will not be
achieved. The concept of tertiary
education is the education of people
of varying interests and trades together for the mutual benefit of the
community.
Members of the National Party, by
their interjections, apparently have
not heard of this proposal, preferring
to have the farmer treated as a
second-rate citizen. The Australian
Labor Party believes the opportunity
should be m'ade available. It has
been the policy of the Labor Party
for years that farmers should have
the opportunity to receive education in tertiary institutions throughou t Victoria.
I hope the House will support the
-amendment which has been fore-shadowed by the shadow Minister
of Agriculture.
Mr. Ross-EDwARDs: There is no
'such person.
Mr. WILTON: I am the shadow
-Minister.
Mr. JONA {Hawthorn): On a point
of order, Mr. Deputy Speaker, I draw
your attention to the reference by
the honorable member for Footscray
to an honorable member of this
'House as a "shadow Minister". I
understand that a ruling that has
been given from the Chair is that an
honorable member should be referred
to as the honorable member for
.whatever electorate he represents, or
as the Minister for whatever folio is
'held. The use of the term c, shadow
Minister" is unacceptable to the
Parliament when identifying honor.able members.

(Amendment) Bill.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr.
McLaren): Order! The use of that
title is not recognized within the
Standing Orders of this Parliament,
but I see no objection to the use of
the term. If an honorable member
needs to refer to another honorable
member, the usual practice is for
him to refer to that person as an
honorable member, but in passing if
reference is made to a cc shadow Minister ", and provided that it is not
done regularly, the term will be
acceptable.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray): Mr.
Deputy Speaker, I am pleased that
you support my reference to the
shadow Minister of Agriculture, and
as ,I am the shadow Minister of
EducationThe DEPUTY SPEAKER: I did not
give the honorable member for
Footscray absolute licence. I suggested that the honorable member
should refer to members of the House
as honorable members, but that in
passing he could use the term
" shadow Minister".
Mr. FORDHAM: 1 conclude by
stating that 1 support the amendment to be proposed by my colleague. I believe it is most desirable
in the interests of the community
that the proposed advisory council
should report to Parliament on the
activities it will have undertaken to
increase the importance of 'agricultural education in Victoria. I urge
honorable members to support the
foreshadowed amendment to be
moved by the honorable member for
Broadmeadows.
Mr. BURGIN (Polwarth): 1 have
little difficulty in agreeing with the
previous speaker, who apparently is
going to vote in favour of the Bill.
I have to disagree with the National
Party, which apparently is going to
vote against the Bill. The National
Party appears to know what it is
talking about, so the situation is that
the Opposition is voting for the Bill,
not knowing what it is talking about,
and the National Party, which does
know what it is talking about on this
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measure, is going to vote against the disappointed that the National Party
Bill. This is rather hard to follow. will be voting against this excellent
Country people believe that agricul- Bill. I will be voting with the Opturalcolleges are needed to give position members who do not know
specialist training in agriculture to what they are talking about.
people who will make up the farming
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
community in the future. The best the National Party): The National
training these young people can get Party, as has been stated, supports
is practical training at agricultural the principle of the setting up the
colleges.
proposed new body.
The experts, who wiU supposedly
'Mr. FORD HAM : Not the Bill?
come from the universities and the
Mr. ROSS-EDW ARDS: Not the
higher areas of learning, will get
their training at this level and will total Bill, but the principle of setting
give many people in the farming com- up the proposed Victorian Advisory
munity wrong advice. However, so Council on Agricultural Education.
long as there is practical training at As the honorable member for Benalla
agricultural colleges for the rural said, there are ,certain aspects of the
community, the farmers in the State Bill about which the National Party
of Victoria will be able to sort out the is not happy. Perhaps the National
wheat from the chaff when advice is Party would be reasonably happy if
given to them by the academic someone of agricultural experience
experts who have all the theories was always to hold the portfolio of
Minister
of
Agriculture,
but
about running farms.
honorable members must look at the
I very much favour the change of dreadful possibility that in perhaps
status of the agricultural colleges in 30 or 40 years' time there might be
their being brought together under holding the portfolio a self-opinionone organization, and the way they ated Socialist who has never been
will be funded in future. Of course outside the tram track areas, such as
Federal money is needed for the the honorable member for Footscray.
funding of these colleges, just as it
Mr. FORDHAM : I was at Shepparton
is needed for the funding of other
institutions. People expect to get last week.
financial support from the central
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr.
taxing authority for the agricultural McLaren): Order! I suggest that the
colleges and other institutions of honorable member be heard in silence.
learning. Many times in the past, The interjections are disorderly.
agricultural experts with the full
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: It is a very
measure of academic training given
in this and other States have serious matter to contemplate the
given wrong advice. Honorable mem- possibility that a person with
bers do not want every college the views that the honorable member
in Victoria to turn out this for Footscray holds might become
breed of person. There must be a Minister of Agriculture in this State.
variety of courses in agriculture, and If that happens, Heaven help agriculthis measure achieves this with short ture in Victoria! The honorable memcourses for farmers. There will be a ber is an academic. He does not
variety of short ,courses, full-length know what he is talking about, and
courses, and full, academic training he knows nothing about agriculture.
services. This is the way in which
Mr. WILTON: I suppose you do.
the agricultural colleges must be
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: I do not
': developed.
criticize the honorable member for
I therefore support the Bill whole- Broadmeadows because at least he
heartedly, but I go back to the point makes a study of it. He is not a
where I started and repeat that I am farmer in the real sense, nor am I. He
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(Amendment) Bill.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr.
McLaren): There has been some
indication that honorable members
might be discussing the Budget
Papers. That is not the case. Reference has been made to the
Commonwealth Government on the
question of agricultural education,
and to go beyond a passing reference
would be out of order. I suggest to
the Leader of the National Party that
he restrict himself to a passing referMr. WILTON (Broadmeadows): ence on this matter, and not enter into
On a point of order, if any member a full-scale discussion of matters of
of the National Party or the Liberal Federal policy. However, as it has
Party wants to argue party policy on been mentioned by previous members
agriculture, the Opposition is pre- in passing references, the honorable
pared to accommodate him, any- member may also make a passing
where, inside or outside the House. reference. But a full-scale discussion
At the moment the discussion con- on Federal Government finance in this
cerns agricultural education. Any matter-unless it relates to agriculdiscussion on present Federal policy, tural education-is out of order.
whether it be rural, industrial or anyMr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
thing else, is quite irrelevant to the
Bill before the House. I seek the National Party) : Thank you, Mr.
your ruling, Mr. Deputy Speaker, for Deputy Speaker. In passing I was
the guidance of other members who mentioning that honorable members
may wish to follow the Leader of the have had to listen to criticisms of the
National Party. Other members of policies of the National Party when,
the Opposition want to participate in in the past three years, the present
the debate, and if there is an open go Federal Government has virtually
destroyed primary industry in Victhey will be in it.
toria.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
I was referring to the committee or
the National Party) : On the point of council of eighteen which will be set
order, I direct to your attention, Mr. up under this Bill. In theory it will
Deputy Speaker, the fact that the be a very able, high-powered comhonorable member for Footscray mittee. Whenever this Government
harangued honorable members for has a problem, it appOints a comsome time on the virtues of the mittee. One thing that worries me is
Federal Government regarding agri- that senior public servants are conculture in Australia, and how much tinually being appointed to commoney the Federal Government has mittees, and are likely to be members
provided for it, when in fact that of twelve or fifteen committees. This
Government has performed dismally. makes it very difficult to hold committee meetings because the indiMr. FORDHAM (Footscray): On viduals concerned have commitments
the point of order, the Leader of the all around Australia.
National Party, as is usually the case,
Mr. GINIFER: It depends on the
has misrepresented the position. Any political party to which one belongs.
reference I made in passing to the
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: No, public
Australian Labor Government con- servants have meetings of committees
cerned its contribution to agricultural all around Australia, and particularly
education. The information is in the in agriculture it is necessary for them
Budget Papers. Reference to the to travel a lot. They are on some
wider issue of agriculture certainly is committees in which they have no
not within the confines of this Bill.
direct interest; they have ability, but

is a trier; it is an interesting hobby
for him, and I pay tribute to him. But
the honorable member for Footscray
has been telling the House what the
Labor Party has done for agriculture
in Australia in the past three years.
Agriculture in Australia is on its
knees. The poor unfortunate farmer
is living a peasant's existence, thanks
to the policy of the Australian Labor
Party in the Federal sphere.

Agricultural Colleges [22
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the meetings must be restricted and
held at infrequent intervals. I am
not criticizing the composition of the
proposed council, but if the Government keeps on appointing public
servants to committees it will have
to realize in the end that they will
have little time left to carry out their
conventional and normal duties.
Mr. MACLELLAN: How many public
servants will there be on this council?
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: Its composition is set out in the Bill. I suggest
that the honorable member should
read it.
Mr. MACLELLAN: There are three.
Mr.
ROSS-EDW ARDS :
Three
more. Membership of the council will
involve them in another two or three
hours every couple of months, and the
working week these days is very
short. One matter that concerns me
-it is not dealt with in this Billis that no mention has been
made of advisory committees.
In the past there has been an advisory
committee covering Dookie and
Longerenong agricultural colleges.
This committee has served a worthwhile purpose because of the value
of having experienced primary pro~
ducers to provide advice on practical farming-advice which is not
always freely available. One example is the irrigation system at the
Dookie Agricultural College. Over
the years, the advisory committee
has saved the Government tens of
thousands of doHars, and most of the
mistakes that have been made have
occurred because the advice has been
ignored.
No provision is made in the Bill
for the continuation of these advisory committees.
The Dookie
Agricultural College comprises a
large area of land. It is a massive
farming enterprise and therefore it
is necessary for primary producers
in the area to be available to provide expert advice.
The other matter which concerns
the National Party has been mentioned by the honorable member for

1975.] (Amendment) Bill.
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BenaIla and relates to proposed new
section 7, as contained in clause 2.
Members of the National Party are
fearful that one day the honorable
member for Footscray may become
Minister of Agriculture, because his
avowed policy is to get rid of the
practical work at these colleges and
bring all agricultural students to Melbourne so that they can mix with his
Communist and Socialist friends.
Judging by the honorable member's
remarks, he would alienate the farming land around Dookie and Longerenong colleges and lease it out.
The Bill will give the Minister of
the day the right to at least lease
the land so that someone else can
use it for an indefinite period.
The Opposition contends that the
National Party is not interested in
tertiary education. On the contrary,
the National Party is interested in
having a higher standard of education in agricultural colleges. However, certain aspects of the Bill worry
members of the party, not so much
under the present administration but
because of what might happen at
some distant date in the future. This
Bill will become one of the Victorian
statutes and all honorable members
know how Commonwealth legislation
has been abused by the present Federal Government.
It worries members of the National Party to think that the 6,000
acres at Dookie or the 2,500-odd
acres at Longerenong could be leased
out or let out on licence to outsiders and then have the equivalent
of the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology sitting out in the bush.
If this occurred, the students might
as well be brought to Melbourne because there would be no point in
having an agricultural college at all.

I appreciate the problems facing
the Minister of Agriculture, but I
criticize the honorable gentleman for
not being stronger in standing up
for the principle that students at
those colleges should undertake
practical farming. Students at the
colleges are not doing practical work
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because the Minister is being stoqd
over by the unions. This is common
knowledge. The great bulk of the
work at the colleges could be practical work for the students.
While the present Government remains in power in Canberra, it is
a fact of life that a farmer has to
work incredibly hard. It is useless
to take agricultural students through
a purely academic course with little
practical work other than a visit
to a neighbouring farm to see what
is happening. In these circumstances, the boys and girls will face
many difficulties when they get out
in the cold winds.
The honorable -member for Footscray is an academic and is interested in tertiary institutions. He is
building up a reasonable knowledge
of how the system works. In the past
week or so, he has visited some
of the outstanding centres of educa tion in Victoria, and possibly
learned a lot. However, the agricultural college is very different in
many ways from the conventional
tertiary college because practical
work must play an important part.
Mr. FORDHAM: What about engineering and medicine?
Mr. ROSS-EDW ARDS: Practical
work in engineering and medicine
can be done in a room measuring
20 feet by 20 feet, whereas for
practical farming the student must
get out into the paddocks and the
fields to experience the work. On
occasions the farmer has to work 24
hours straight, but the Collins Street
farmers on the other side of the
House do not understand this.
Whether a person is a grain farmer,
a fruit grower or any other sort of
primary pr.oducer, it is necessary for
him to get out and work when the
occasion demands. The work cannot
be put off because the farmer who
puts it off will lose his crop. These
facts will never be understood by the
person who is used to working a
six hour or seven-hour day, I have
been trying to impress upon honor-

(Amendment) Bill.

able members the need for practical
experience for the student during
his training days.
Mr. DOUBE: What does the honorable member think about the
current graduates from the agricultural colleges?
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: Both the
Dookie and Longerenong colleges
have made an outstanding contribution to agriculture in this State.
Mr. DOUBE: This Bill will make
them even better.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: As I have
explained, the National Party agrees
with certain aspects of the Bill.
Members of the party agree wholeheartedly with the setting up of the
council and the basic principles contained in the Bill, but we are concerned about the proposal to alienate
land f~om the colleges.
Mr. GINIFER: That is already
being done.
Mr. ROSS-EDW ARDS : Nobody
objects to 30 or 40 -acres being
leased out, but members of the National Party are concerned that 5,900
acres out of 6,000 acres at Dookie
Agricultural College could be leased
out.
One of the other shortcomings of
agricultural education, university
educa tion and technical education is
tha t insufficient use is being 'made
of the existing facilities for 365 days
of the year. More short-term courses
are needed, particularly during the
vacation. It is disgraceful that universities should remain empty for
three months at a time. For part
of the year, full use is not being
made of the agricultural colleges.
Mr. FORDHAM: Does the honorable member think the staff are on
holidays for three months?
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: I suggest
that some of them are. A similar
situation exists with the schools, and
it is ridiculous that they should
remain empty.
Mr. GINIFER: The shearing sheds
are empty for some time.
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Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: Yes, but funds that have flowed through to this
the more that a farmer uses his facili- State from the Commonwealth Govties the more efficient he is. I am ernment, the number of academics
sure the Minister will 'agree that in rural industry would have
more short-term 'courses are needed been depleted to a far greater exbecause many practical farmers need tent.
to have the advantage of being
The Leader of the National Party
instructed in up-to-date methods of suggested that one had to be pracfarming.
tical about farming in this State. All
Before the Bill is transmitted to honorablemembers acknowledge the
another place, I hope the Minister need to be practical' about farming,
will heed some of my remarks, but can any member of the National
particularly concerning proposed Party suggest that Victoria does not
new section 7 as contained in need the sort of academic expertise
clause 2 and the possibility that the that Dookie and Longerenong agriculprovision could lead to lands being tural colleges, and the proposed Adalienated for a certain time.
visory Council on Agricultural Education will provide? If members of
Mr. EDMuNDs: Where does the that party believe Victoria only
Bill say that?
needs practical farmers with no acaMr. ROSS-EDWARDS: It does not demic experience, they should not
say it specifically, but the National have agreed to earlier measures on
Party wants to see incorporated in the this subject. On their argument, VicBill provision for the appointment of toria does not need the services of
advisory committees for these agri- the Commonwealth Scientific and Incultural colleges. The members of dustrial Research Organization and
the committees do not expect to be the testing stations throughout the
paid, but they are talented and well- State which have been able to apply
educated persons with practical ex- technical and academic knowledge
perience in the area who could con- to some of the scientific aspects of
tribute much to agricultural educa- farming. Without these services,
tion. In every other sphere of tertiary farming would not be where it is
education, similar committees exist today.
and I cannot understand why a similar
It is not the fault of the Ausprovision has not been included in
tralian
Government that the rural
this Bill.
industry is depressed today; it is
Mr. WILKES (Northcote): I con- due to the effect of world markets.
gratulate the honorable member for No member of the National Party
Broadmeadows, who is the shadow can suggest that beef prices are as
Minister of Agriculture, and the hon- Iow as they have ever been in the
orable member for Footscray, who is past 25 years because of the Austhe shadow Minister of Education, tralian Government. Beef prices all
on their contributions to the debate. over the world have been low and
The Minister might think the this has affected the price of beef
Bill is insignificant and refer to it as in Australia. The same could be said
a small Bill.
when the price of wool dropped and
Mr. I. W. SMITH: It is just that when the Australian Government
was able to secure greater markets
the debate is getting off the track.
Mr. WILKES: The Minister does for Australian wheat. The Australian
not know what I am going to say Government's wheat stabilization
but I intend to say it as SUCcinctly as plan has provided the wheat induspossible. The Leader of the National try with the support that it needed.
Party did not understand the Bill and
I cannot understand the attitude of
his criticisms arose from a reference the National Party, or the Leader of
by the honorable member for Foots- that party, who purports to represent
cray that if it had not been for the farmers in some oblique way,
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(Amendment) Bill.

The National Party is out of step
with this Bill and with the rural
community that it purports to represent. Country people and farmers
would be the first to accept that if
one shall be a person nominated by the any expertise can be injected into
Minister from a panel of not less than the rural industry to help it econothree names submitted by the Victorian mically, it will be welcome. If some
Agricultural Societies Association;
of the academics whom the Leader
Is there any objection to that? It is of the National Party objects to
difficult to find an objection.
having any say in agriculture or
one shall be a person nominated by the rural industry can supply some of the
Minister from a panel of not less than answers that the National Party obthree names submitted by the Graziers viously cannot supply to the economic
Association of Victoria;
problems of the Victorian rural indusIs there anything wrong with the try, they will be welcomed by those
Graziers Association of Victoria?
people. The proposed section further
one shall be a person nominated by the states-

in taking objection to a Bill which
sets up a Victorian Advisory
Council on Agricultural Education.
Proposed section 8 (1) (a) provides-

Minister from a panel of not less than
three names submitted by the Victorian
Farmers Union;
one shall be a person nominated by the
Minister from a panel of not less than
three names submitted by the Victorian
Dairyfarmers Association;
one shall be a person nominated by the
Minister from a panel of not less than
three names submitted by the Victorian
Young Farmers Association;
one shall be a person nominated by the
Minister from a panel of not less than
three names submitted by the Victorian
Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association;
two shall be persons nominated by the
Minister from panels of not less than
three names, submitted by such organizations representing agricultural technology industries as the Minister determines;

Is there anything wrong with that?
Does the National Party not want
any technical knowledge or expertise
in the rural industry?
one shall be a person who is a principal
of a State Agricultural College nominated by the Minister on ,the recommendation of the Director of Agriculture;
one shall be a person who is a teacher at
a State Agricultural College nominated
by the Minister on the recommendation
of the Director of Agriculture;

The Leader of the National Party is
testy about any mention of a flow
of Federal funds to assist agriculture
in Victoria. As I have pointed out
on a number of occasions, country
people do not care where the money
comes from so long as they receive
it and it improves their lot.
Mr. Wilkes.

one shall be a person nominated by the
Victoria Institute of Colleges;

That is further evidence of the need
to have this type of expertise on the
advisory council.
I wish now to direct attention to
the functions of the council. The
only comment I have is that the
advisory council would have been
enhanced by the presence of a member of the Victorian Trades Hall
Council. If that council had the
opportunity of nominating a representative, he would represent the
rural industry. However, the architects of the Bill and the Government
do not believe that anybody from
the Victorian Trades Hall Council
would have anything to offer to the
advisory council. The Opposition believes such a person would have a
lot to offer, just as the people who
have been nominated will have a lot
to offer to the advisory council and
the rural industry in general. As it
is not the intention of the Government, to its discredit, to do so, and
as no objection has been raised by
the National Party, I merely offer the
advice that the Government should
have considered this course.
Proposed section 8A (1) sets out
the functions of the advisory council,
and I wonder what the attitude of
the National Party is to these. They
areto advise the Minister in relation to agricultural education in the State generally ...
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This applies particularly to require- cultural education programmes and
ments arising from changes in agricul- resources. Obviously there needs to
tural production. Changes are taking be an extension of what has applied
place in that field all over the world. over the years at Dookie and LongDifferent methods are used in every erenong colleges. That extension will
country for the growing of wool and come through the possibilities that
wheat and for all types of farming. will stem from this advisory council,
The National Party is not interested and the people who can be co-opted
in introducing new measures that under the provisions of the Bill.
might in the long term improve rural
The council would not want to
industry. It is prepared to support co-opt any member of the National
the uneconomic elements of the rural Party, but, for the purpose of furtherindustry.
ing the interests of the industry, it
If sections of the rural or agri- may wish to co-opt farmers who are
cultural industry in Victoria are particularly interested in certain
uneconomic, here is a way in which types of farming and would be of
they can be assisted. The National assistance to it. Under the proposed
P,arty is an incredible outfit; it wants legislation, the advisory council will
assistance from wherever it can get have the power to do so.
it for the rural industry. I should
Proposed section BE (4) provideslike to know what the attitude of the
The
Council may, with the apNational Party would be if it did not proval Advisory
of the Minister, co-opt a person or
have the assistance of scientists persons ,to assist it in the performance of its
functions and a person so co-opted shall be
t~ained at Dookie and Longerenong
agricultural colleges and other people paid such fees and such travelling and other
allowances as are fixed from time to time
trained at academic levels who are by
the Minister.
employed in rural industry in Victoria. What would be the position So the farmer can be involved in
of the Department of Agriculture if this advisory council if the council
it did not have academic expertise? sees fit to harness his expertise in
If one visits the establishment run any section of farming or rural
by the Department of Agriculture at industry, and yet the National Party
Werribee, one sees how that is objects to that.
served by academics. There has to
The Opposition could not ascertain
be a practical application, but that what
the Leader of the National Party
can be made easier and, more im- objected
to in the Bill. It was sugportantly, economical by the exper- gested that
he objected to proposed
tise of these people. That is one section 7B (1), which statesreason why the National Party
Minister may, by instrument in writshould have another look at this ing,Thedelegate
all or any of his powers or
measure.
functions under section 6, 7 or 7A in relation
a State Agricultural College to the PrinOther functions of the advisory to
cipal of that College or to the Director of
council are to advise the Minister Agriculture and may by like instrument vary
on developments in and outstanding or revoke such a delegation.
needs for research in agricultural However, it could not be ascertained
education. If the National Party does whether that was what was worrying
not want to undertake research into the National Party, because the
some of the problems of the rural Leader did not say so. He had a
industry, such as rust in wheat and fixation about the 6,000 acres of land
difficulties associated with sheep at Dookie Agricultural College and
raising and wool growing, that is a the 2,500 acres at Longerenong
matter for its decision. Its members Agricultural College which he said
ought to state their objections. The might be disposed of by a future
advisory council is also empowered Socialist Government or Minister.
to advise the Minister on the ration- The Leader of the National Party is
alization and co-ordination of agri- dead scared of the word " Socialist ".
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The Minister of Agriculture is not
concerned whether a Socialist Minister has the same powers that he
has under this legislation, because
he is the first to realize that a
Socialist Minister would administer
the legislation better than he would.
It is difficult to ascertain where
the objection comes from. The National Party ought at least to be
honest enough to tell the Parliament
why it objects to the proposed legislation and, in expressing that honesty,
tell Parliament whether it wants to
have academic expertise in the industry or if it wants the industry to
struggle along without any advice,
technical know-how or assistance
from the national Government.

Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East) :
Honorable members have just heard
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
make one of his most unfortunate
speeches in the House, because he
displayed a sad lack of appreciation
of the realities of the agricultural
industry.
The major problem confronting
people engaged in agriculture in Victoria is not that they do not produce
enough, but that they produce too
much; they are too efficient for their
own good. This has been going on
for a long time, and over the years
it has been shown that the Australian
farmer is so efficient that he can
produce far more for each head of
the work force in the rural community than farmers in any other
country of the world. Because of that
efficiency, fewer people are engaged
in rural industries, and as a direct
consequence of that they represent
less of a political force. There are
fewer votes to be gained from primary producers in Australia than in
almost any other country in the
world.

(Amendment) Bill.

to politics, all it is concerned about
is numbers. If one does not represent
a group of a large number of people,
one is nothing to the Labor Party.
The Labor Party's concept of democracy is that if it can get 51 per cent
of the people on its side, it will do
exactly what it wants; ignore every
other point of view and forget about
everybody else. The National Party
is endeavouring to make heard the
voice of the country people.
That voice may not be heeded,
but there is some satisfaction if
it is heard at least occasionally.
While the National Party represents
people in the rural industries it will
be heard in this Parliament.
My objection to this Bill is on different grounds from those raised
earlier by my colleague. The Government is using a sledge hammer to
crack a walnut. I cannot understand
why there is a need for a council of
eighteen individuals selected from a
wide variety of different backgrounds
to run the Victorian agricultural colleges. It would be more practical if
each of the existing advisory councils
of the colleges appointed representatives from their councils to form a
co-ordinating council to carry out the
requirements of the Bill.

The Bill does not contain the implications with regard to academics
and so forth which have been mentioned during the debate. The academics come mainly from the
universities rather than from the
agricultural colleges. In the colleges
the main emphasis must be on obtaining the informa tion from the experts
who have been educated in other institutions and conveying it directly to
people who will be engaged in
agriculture. I cannot see any real
need for anxiety about the Bill. The
In this vast country of Aus- measure is not as earth-shattering as
tralia, which is regarded as a signifi- that. However, I would be most discant rural country, the proportion of turbed if under the terms of the Bill
the population engaged in primary there is any possibility, even though
production is probably less than that it may be remote, of land on which
in any other country. The Labor Party the agricultural colleges are situated
is well aware of that; when it comes being diverted from its present use.
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The principal purpose of the agri- experience in agriculture prior to
cultural colleges is to provide a entrance to the college and an oncombination of practical and aca- going blend of theoretical and practidemic training which will make good cal training. This is the essential
farmers better farmers. There is no thing that the Victorian agricultural
need to go into the effects of this education system has lacked in the
measure on agriculture. It will not past and to a great degree still lacks.
have any effect on agriculture, cer- Many academics are being produced
tainly not in the near future, and and this Bill will only aggravate that
there is no point in honorable mem- situation. Consideration should be
bers becoming excited about what given to a system more like the
may be considered to be the far- British system in which there is a
reaching effects on agricultural more localized agricultural college,
production in this country in the where local farm workers, farmers'
immediate future.
sons and younger people can involve
themselves directly in the practical
Mr. HANN (Rodney): It was not aspects of farming as well as the
my intention to speak in this debate theoretical aspects. I hope this will
but after the speech of the Deputy come about in Victoria with the
Leader of the Opposition I believe it Gippsland college when it is
is my responsibility to do so. The established.
honorable member is a member of a
party which has no understanding or
The Government should be comknowledge of rural areas not only in mended for introducing the farm
Victoria but all over Australia. It is apprenticeship course. There is a need
interesting that recently the Opposi- for the course but a greater need
tion shadow spokesman for agriculture exists to fill the gap between the
visited an area ad.lacent to my elec- academic qualifications that can be
torate to speak with financial mem- gained at Dookie, Longerenong
bers of my party to learn about the and other agricultural colleges and
problems of agriculture in rural areas. the basic farm apprenticeship course.
Mr. GINIFER: There is nothing
I agree with the honorable member
wrong with a bit of education.
for Gippsland East that in establishing
Mr. HANN: That is true, but per- the type of council proposed in the
haps provision should be made for Bill the Government is creating
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition another over-body that will meet from
and his spokesman on agriculture to time to time. Its purpose will be
attend one of the agricultural colleges purely to advise the Minister. The
for some time where they might learn proposition that was put forward by
something and as a result make better my colleague could surely provide
speeches in the House on the subject. that advice from representatives of
Members of the National Party are the existing advisory councils which
concerned that the provisions of the in the past have played an important
Bill, particularly those that relate to role in the individual colleges. The
the leasing of land, may create a Victorian Government is creating an
situation which moves away from the enormous number of committees and
direction in which agricultural educa- advisory councils, and many public
tion in Victoria should be headed. For servants are appointed to those posimany years in both the Dookie and tions. The public servants are often
Longerenong colleges sufficient prac- over-committed and consequently an
tical experience has not been pro- area of neglect occurs in their own
vided. That situation still exists. The departments.
Glenormiston college in the Western
There is also the problem of the
District has for the first time created
the principle that students are ex- person who tries to consider this
pected to have had at least two years' matter objectively and reasonably.
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Most of the councils and organizations that exist at present are on an
ad hoc basis and meet haphazardly,
not in accordance with the requirements of legislation such as this. The
National Party is the only party in
this Parliament that ever speaks up
in the general interests of the farming
-community. I know that some backbench members of the Government
party are practising farmers.
Mr. McCABE: There are more of
them than in the National Party.
Mr. HANN: But they are seldom
heard in the House; they do not have
the numbers. The National Party
expresses its concern regarding this
Bill and believes the Government
should be looking towards a greater
degree of practical training in agricultural education rather than the concept that is given effect to by the
setting up of this advisory council.

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park): When
one hears the remarks of members
of the National Party and their woolly
thinking on this matter one wonders
what has gone wrong. They have
come from their country electorates
and have been mesmerized in the city
by the neon lights or the lights that
shine outside Parliament House.
Far be it from me to assist the Government with its legislation, but in
this Bill no reference is made to the
leasing or purchase of land. Members
of the National Party have omitted
to study the principal Act and to note
that the measures to which they are
objecting are basically contained in
section 10. This Bill provides that
paragraphs (a), (b), (c), (d) and (f)
of sub-section (1) and also paragraphs (fc) to (g) inclusive shall be
repealed. That leaves only paragraphs (fa) and (fb) which have
been contained in the legislation ever
since the inception of the Agricultural
Colleges Act. To refresh the memory
of honorable members I shall read
those paragraphs. Section 10 (1)

(Amendment) Bill.

provides that the Governor in Council
may make regulations for or with
respect to(fa) the forms of renewals of leases pur-

chase leases and applications and
consents for or in connexion therewith or for or in connexion with
assignments or mortgages thereof or
sub-letting and the terms and conditions to which renewals of leases
and purchase leases are to be subject;
(fb) the fees to be paid for or in connexion with renewals of leases purchase leases grants surveys assignments and mortgages of leases and
sub-letting;

It is a pity that members of the
National Party have not done their
homework and studied the principal
Act.
If they are so opposed to the
clauses in the Bill why did they,
during the term of office of the
Country Party in Victoria, allow 500
acres of the Dookie Agricultural College land to be leased? That land is
still leased and the National Party has
to this day made no complaint about
it. That 500 acres of land is within
Nalinga, along the banks of the
Broken River and along the NalingaViolet Town road. The National Party
has been the perpetrator of the things
which it is accusing the city-based
Liberal Government of perpetrating.
If members of the National Party
believe the colleges of advanced agricultural education in this State are
of such a high academic standard,
why have those colleges not been
recognized as tertiary institutions and
received the financial assistance
which tertiary institutions have received? If the National Party wants
agricultural colleges to provide for
practical farmers, and I agree with
that idea, it should attempt to have
introduced courses which will give
diplomas not of agriculture but of
practical farming.
In Victoria there are two excellent
schools of agricultural science, one at
the University of Melbourne and one
at La Trobe University, which are
able to produce the type of agricultural scientists who are required in
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Victoria for research. There are also
outstanding schools of veterinary
science which cater for the special
aspects about which honorable members are concerned. Members of the
National Party should be endeavouring to provide colleges which will do
something for the practical farmer
and should not be talking about what
academics mayor may not do. There
are sufficient academics available to
do that work. They should not be
complaining that city people are not
looking after their interests. Their
interests are being taken care of. The
National Party ought to look after
itself as well.
Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley): 1I
sometimes despair for the future integrity of the House when honorable
members are subjected to addresses
such as has been heard today from
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition.
It was absolutely dripping with hypocrisy, misinformation and half truths.
It is extraordinary that members of
the Opposition have set themselves
up today as experts on farming when
not one is a practical farmer. They
hold only two country electorates, one
of which is occupied by open-cut
mines in the Latrobe Valley, and in
the other, the honorable member for
Kara Kara has forsaken the farmers
of Kara Kara and is on the spinning
wheel in Bendigo. The honorable
member for Broadmeadows masqueraded, as he frequently does, as an
expert on farming problems.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park): On a
point of order, the House is discussing an important piece of legislation.
The Bill proposes to extend the provisions of the Agricultural Colleges Act
1958 to certain colleges, to establish a
Victorian Advisory Council on agricultural education, and for other purposes. Although the honorable member's opinion of members on this side
of the House might be entertaining
and interesting to members on his
side, it has absolutely no relevance
to the Bill. If debates are extended
so that half the time is spent in attacking the personal reputation of mem-
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bers, the House will indeed be in
danger, as the honorable member
mentioned.
Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley): On
the point of order, over the past
hour members of the National Party
have been subjected to unprecedented
attacks by the honorable members for
Footscray, Broadmeadows and Deer
Park and the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. I should have thought that
I would have the opportunity to reply.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler): Order! I uphold the point
of order, but I advise honorable members that possibly I have been a little
lax in not drawing members back to
the Bill. In the debate there have
been too many references to honorable members in other places and
their knowledge of this, that and the
other. There has been a little too
much debate on personalities on all
sides of the House. I must uphold the
point of order.
Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley): I
appreciate your ruling, Mr. Speaker.
I agree wholeheartedly with your
sentiments because of the number of
occasions on which the debate has got
on to an unfortunate footing. The
Dookie Agricultural College is within
the electorate of my colleague, the
honorable member for Benalla. For
many years he has known of it and
has lived adjacent to it. He has consulted with the council and the principal of the college on many occasions. I understand that the Longerenong Agricultural College is in the
electorate of the honorable member
for Lowan, who has been strangely
silent today; nothing has been heard
from him. For many reasons, members of the National Party are concerned about the implications of the
Bill. Firstly, it seems to be the thin
edge of the wedge to allow for the
disposal of the land associated with
these colleges.
Mr. WILKES: That is rubbish. The
honorable member does not even
know what the legislation is about.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler): Order! The Deputy Le'ader
of the Opposition was afforded all
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possible protection. He made a
lengthy speech and I am sure he
covered all the points he had in mind.
I call on the honorable member for
Murray Valley, without assistance.
Mr. BAXTER: The Minister and the
Government which he represents may
have no intention of disposing of this
land, but the honorable member for
Footscray in his contribution to the
debate indicated that that was what
he had in mind in the unfortunate
event that he ever became a
Minister of the Crown in Victoria.
The
honorable
member
said
that he believed if education was
to fulfil its purpose, the students
undertaking agricultural education
should be located in an area where
they had regular and frequent contact
with students in other faculties.
Agricultural colleges situated in Melbourne would be confined to academic work and not to practical experience. The present agricultural
colleges would be discarded and the
great work that has been done since
1884 would be lost to the State.
Practical managerial expertise is
lacking in primary industry in Victoria. There are two aspects involved.
Many farmers take too little interest
in their farm organizations and in
keeping up to date with new developments. They do not attend field
days or displays by the Department
of Agriculture, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Vermin and Noxious
Weeds Destruction Board, and so on.
Management expertise is sadly lacking in that area and tends to be
self-perpetuating. Farmers' sons tend
to pick up the habits, irrespective of
whether they are good or bad, of
their fathers. The other side of the
coin is the large number of academically trained people, to which I
have no objection. These people
make a valuable contribution to the
industry and they are vital to it.
However, too often they set themselves up as experts on farming and
pontificate to farmers. They have
often been proved sadly wrong.
Mr. DOUBE: For example?
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The SPEAKER:
Order!
The
honorable member should ignore
interjections.
Mr. BAXTER: Frequently academic farm management consultants
advise farmers. Four years ago a man
from the city bought into a farm in a
district with which I am familiar.
There was no objection to that. It
was a perfectly reasonable move.
He was advised by a man who went
under the title of Farm Management
Consultant. This man had an agricultural degree from the University
of Melbourne but no practical experience. That farmer is now bankrupt, and in my opinion, the bankruptcy was caused simply because
he was poorly advised by this
so-called expert. He was advised to
buy sheep which were patently unsuitable for the district. No other
farmer in the district had them. He
was advised to grow crops which
were unsuitable for the district. Some
people have too little practical experience. This lack of practical expertise is costing them dearly.
I refer to some of the land settlement schemes which go back as far
as the first world war . It does not
take much study to come to the conclusion that farmers who had previous
experience either at Dookie Agricultural College or Longerenong Agricultural College or on a farm for some
length of time did well. Those with
no practical experience relied on a
cheque book. They had a wonderful
time while the money lasted, but unfortunately it did not last long. Farming depends on practical experience
to a larger extent than is obviously
understood by many honorable
members.
Members of the National Party are
concerned that the Bill is the thin
edge of the wedge to weaken the
practical experience that is at present available to farmers in the State.
I propose to make further comments
at the Committee stage. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition read out a
certain clause with which the National
Party agrees, but said nothing of the
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clauses with which we disagree. I
refer to clause 4 which repeals section
9 of the principal Act which deals
with the Stock Trading Account.
How can Dookie Agricultural College
and other agricultural colleges operate efficiently without a stock trading
account? Some years ago the House
passed legislation to give that efficient
provision to the management of these
farms, and for some reason this is
now being repealed. Members of the
National Party entirely support the
agricultural colleges. We believe that
the proposed legislation will not enhance their future.
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time under the provision of section 7A
contained in clause 2 of the Bill there
is a possibility that the Minister may
lease out. He may also lease the land
on which the colleges are situated.
A side notation to the clause is " Use
of colleges for other purposes". Does
the Minister intend to turn these
colleges into holiday camps, or something like that? This proposed legislation will give him all the necessary
power. Under the provisions of
clause 4 the Minister repeals the
provisions which provide for the
account referred to as the State
Agricultural College Stock Trading
Account to be kept in the Treasury.
Under this provision an amount of
up to $100,000 may be held for these
colleges' day-to-day purchases, to
meet the cost of sale of stock. If
that is taken out of the Bill, members
of the National Party find nothing to
replace it.

Mr. WHITING (Mildura) : The honorable member for Deer Park gave
the House a lesson on what should
happen to agricultural education in
the State. The only thing he failed to
do was point out that there are already established in a number of
technical schools certificate courses
Unless the Minister can provide a
of agriculture that are the basis for
the three steps of agricultural educa- satisfactory answer about what he
tion. The top phase of the situation is has in mind for the future of agriobviously the Melbourne and Latrobe cultural education in Victoria, memuniversities courses in agricultural bers of the National Party will oppose
science. The course has been estab- this Bill.
lished at Melbourne university for
The motion was agreed to.
many years and is highly regarded,
but at the diploma level of agriculThe Bill was read a second time
tural education, Dookie, Longerenong, and committed.
and to a lesser degree Glenormiston
The sitting was suspended at
agricultural colleges, and Burnley
Horticultural College, have been pro- 6.16 p.m. until 8.3 p.m.
viding facilities for many years, and
Clause 1 was agreed to.
doing an excellent job. One can only
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 6194
look at the various Government departments in the State, the Common- sections 6-7A).
wealth Development Bank, which
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of Agriemploys as valuers of property many culture):
My custorp is to thank
diplomates of Dookie and Longere- honorable members
for their contrinong colleges and also from the butions to the debate.
If I did that,
chemical companies and many other it would reek of incredible
insincerity
fields in agriculture. When people because
I
have
never
before
apply for loans from the bank they such a diatribe of crap on any heard
legisare interviewed by persons who hold lation
that
I
have
had
anything
to
diplomas of agriculture from either do with.
Dookie Agricultural College or Longerenong Agricultural College.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS: The use of
that word is unbecoming of a MinisThe argument of the National Party ter. He should withdraw it.
is that this facility should be retained
and upgraded. The Bill does neither of
Mr. I. W. SMITH: The word is in
those things, because for the first the dictionary.
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The CHAIRMAN (Mr. McLaren):
Order! I suggest to the Minister that
the word is unparliamentary. He
should substitute a more appropriate
expression.
Mr. I. W. SMITH: I think the word
could be withdrawn. I bow to your
ruling, Sir. What upsets me about
the commentaries on this measure is
that so many members have expressed concern without bothering to
undertake a reasonable amount of research into the background and history of agricultural colleges within
Victoria or to consult people who
have the responsibility of the day-today administration of agricultural
colleges. The honorable member for
Broadmeadows is the exception. His
contribution at least was on the Bill
and showed some understanding of
the problem.
I can understand the frustrations
of some members and the release that
they found in venting their wrath
on this piece of rural legislation,
which is the first in this session. Few
comments were related to the Bill.
Honorable members ignored the fact
that the newest agricultural college,
Glenormiston Agricultural College,
does not operate under the Agricultural Colleges Act. Any honorable
member who studied agricultural
education in Victoria would have
found that the most successful agricultural college currently operating in
this State is Glenormiston Agricultural College. He would have asked
himself the question: "Why is this
college more successful than the
other two colleges?" The answer is
that it is less hamstrung than the
other colleges by existing legislation
simply because it is not under the
Agricultural Colleges Act 1958, to
which most members addressed their
remarks.
This Bill paves the way to allow
all agricultural colleges throughout
Victoria to operate in the same manner as Glenormiston. I do not mean
that the same courses will be provided-of course they will not. But
the pattern of administration will be
modelled on what has been achieved
at Glenormiston.
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To regularize what is happening at
Glenormiston and to permit what it
is desired to do at Dookie and Longerenong, because some things are
prevented by the original Act, it was
necessary to bring in this amending
Bill.
The honorable member for Footscray indicated some enlightenment
in terms of educational aspirations.
If it were possible to combine his
remarks with comments of the
Deputy Leader of the National Party
and the honorable member for
Benalla, one could probably understand what the Government is trying
to achieve-a mixture of academic
and practical application in agricultural education, not just for the relatively few students who now pass
through Dookie and Longerenong,
but for the thousands of farmers
around each of those colleges who
need on-going education. Honorable
members who read the second-reading notes would surely gain some
understanding of the proposal.
Mr. Ross- EDWARDS: One cannot
take any notice of your secondreading notes.
Mr. I. W. SMITH: I do not think
the Leader of the National Party read
them. He was blinded by his desire
to ensure that certain things did or
did not happen.
Concern was expressed about the
advisory council. One does not need
power under an Act to establish and
to operate an advisory council in any
area. A Minister surely has that
authority. What I am concerned about
in this Bill is to form an over-all
advisory council and to bring in
bodies, which otherwise might well
be reluctant to participate, to advise
me on an over-all agricultural education procedure and policy. As is the
case at Glenormiston now, each college will have its own administrative
advisory council. There is no need
to legislate to permit that to happen.
To allay the fears of the Leader of
the National Party, I point out that
there will be a local advisory group
associated with each agricultural college.
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The Stock Trading Account was
mentioned by several honorable
members, but mainly by the Deputy
Leader of the National Party. I suppose in the original Act the Stock
Trading Account appeared to be an
important advance on the existing
situation. The position has changed.
The Treasurer has conceded that a
separate account for stock trading
is now a matter of routine within
the Treasury-a matter of his authority without legislation. The Treasurer is permitting us to operate a
separate stock account and to apply
the profits in a way that is considered
to be most beneficial to the agricultural college concerned. There is no
need for a separate restrictive provision which inhibits the worthwhile operation of college farm
operations such as the purchase of
seed, fertilization and other products
which are outside the Stock Trading
Account.
Those were the two
points that were paramount in the
minds of most honorable members.
Every member of the National
Party who spoke expressed concern
about the power to lease or to sell
the land around agricultural colleges.
Having listened to the speeches, I
consider that those members have
no knowledge of how agricultural
colleges are currently operating. Obviously it is desirable for a student
to get his hands dirty, to get a feel
of what agriculture is all about. That
is no different from any other form
of education. The practical application of this is not now taking place
at agricultural colleges to any significant degree. Certainly some students help in milking a few cows, or
running some poultry, or growing a
bit of grain, and that will continue,
but it is not a major factor.
Mr. Ross-EnwARns: It will not
continue at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology.
Mr.
I.
W.
SMITH:
We
are not talking about the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology.
Obviously, honorable members who
commented on this provision are not
aware that students are excluded from
the day-to-day workings of farms
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at agricultural colleges. There are
many employees at these colleges
doing jobs which they want pre..
served. We must look at the facts
of life. Rightly or wrongly the scope
for student involvement in practical
farming at the colleges is limited.
One would hope that the students
would dirty their hands and get the
feel of agriculture, but this is not
a significant part of the regular
curriculum. It would not be practical
to reverse this situation.
Demonstrating the practicalities of
farming to people in agriculture is
best done on commercial farms, not
on farms at agricultural colleges
which are affected by being subject
to award rates of pay, limited hours
of work, and so on. As the practical
work at agricultural colleges has been
restricted, it could be considered
by the Advisory Council desirable to
lease out some of the area or some
of the facilities. I am grateful to the
honorablemember for Deer Park for
directing my attention to an existing
lease. If the council recommended
tha t portion of the property of an
agricultural college should be used for
other purposes, in the interests of
agricultural education I would have
to consider its submission. But there
will be no blank cheque for me to do
what I like with the land.
Mr. Ross-EnWARDs: You could
lease it all.
Mr. I. W. SMITII: That is right
in theory, but in practice it is not.
Mr. Ross-EnWARDs: What do you
think the honorable member for
Footscray would do if he had the
chance?
Mr. I. W. SMITH: While the
Leader of the National Party was not
listening I made the point that this
could happen at Glenormiston.
Mr. Ross-EnWARDs: But we are
speaking about Longerenong.
Mr. I. W. SMITII: Dookie, Longerenong, Glenormi'Ston and Burnley and
any future colleges proclaimed under
the new legislation will be m the
same position as Glenormiston is
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now. Up until now, it has not been
possible to lease part of Dookie or
that what your people have been
doing is illegal?
Mr. Ross-EnwARDs: That is the
point I make. Why do you accept
Longerenong.
Mr. 1. W. SMITH: Mr. Chairman,
I shall ignore the interjections simply
because they are not relevant. I repeat that the Glenormiston Agricultural College does not come under
the Agricultural Colleges Act. Therefore, as Minister of Agriculture I
have power to do at Glenormiston
all those things which this Bill will
give me power to do at Dookie and
Longerenong as well.
Honorable members should be
aware of the great changes in agricultural education which concern us.
Gone are the days of run-down
agricultural colleges with student
intakes decreasing or remaining static
and the facilities being under-used.
Surely we can now look forward,
with the help of this Bill, to involving
as wide as possible a spectrum of the
community with the agricultural colleges so that people can participate
directly as farmers or members of the
community.
The provision to which the Leader
of the National Party referred also
provides for facilities as well as land
to be used. This is important to the
community. I again direct his atten-·
tion to what happens at Glenormiston
where the hall and other facilities
are used by the community and the
college is a part of the community.
Mr. Ross-EnwARns: That happens
at Dookie and Longerenong as well.
Mr. I. W. SMITH: It does not
happen very often at either of those
places. No doubt, other points will
come up as the clauses are dealt
with, but I think I have answered
all the queries made on three major
points-the advisory council, stock
trading accounts, and the capacity to
lease out the facilities of the colleges.
I hope those honorable members who
opposed the provisions of the Bill
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have changed their minds and support what I believe is a great initiative in agricultural education which
will benefit not just a few students
but thousands of farmers.
Mr. WILTON {Broadmeadows):
The Leader of the National Party
levelled accusations at the Opposition
during the second-reading debate. As
he frequently does, the honorable
member accused the Labor Party of
not having any regard for the farmers
of Victoria, in particular, and of Australia as a whole. That accusation is
completely unfounded. I suggest that
the honorable member take a closer
look at the record of the Labor Party.
To take one small example, when
the party to which the Leader of the
National Party belongs was a partner
in the Federal Government, 21 per
cent of the funds provided for agricultur.al education were contributed
by the Federal Government. Under the
Labor Party administration the proportion has increased to 41 per cent.
That nails the lie. That is just one
small example. I realize that I would
not be permitted to enlarge on that
poin t by going beyond agricultural
education because you, Mr. Chairman, in your role of Deputy Speaker,
have ruled against that.
On this occasion I am in agreement
with the Minister of Agriculture. The
National Party has changed its name
but not its shibboleths. It still wants
to have something each way. Its
members were critical of the measures and the potential services that
it would render to agricultural education and also of the experts, as
they termed them, who flow from the
School of Agricultural Science. One
member of the National Party went
to the point of relating the story of
how somebody went broke because
somebody else told him to do something.
But everybody with any understanding of the industry knows that
it is crying out for more and more
research programmes. How can they
be carried out unless the agricultural
education system, in its entirety, produces the sort of people to undertake
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them? That is only part of the programme. With the passage of this
legislation, we can look to a broadening of the concept of agricultural
education. The Minister has directed
attention to the decline in the number
of students at agricultural colleges.
Members of the National Party have
again spoken off the top of their
heads. Apparently they decided to
vote against the measure but they
have now suddenly realized that
everyone in primary industry wants
it. The Victorian Farmers Union, the
Graziers Association, and the Dairyfarmers Association all want this Bill
passed.
We have a classic example of the
attitude of the self-appointed guardians of the farmers, the misused
section of the community, whose
record in Government has been
notorious. The National Party has
abandoned the farmers time and time
again and left them to the mercy of
rapacious speculators and market
manipulators who were allowed
to act unchecked while the National
Party sat on the Treasury benches
in the national Parliament. Proposed
new section 6 (2), as contained in
clause 2, providesThe Governor in Council may by proclamation published in the Government Gazette,
declare a college or educational institution
to be an agricultural college for the purposes
of this section.

I appreciate the significance of that.
1 hope that under that provision there
will be a proclamation which will
bring already established institutions
-for example, institutes of advanced
education-within the scope of agricultural education. However, 1 direct
attention to the words, cc or educational institution ". 1 hope there will
be no clash of interests between the
Minister of Education and the Minister of Agriculture of the day. A
close liaison at Ministerial level will
be needed.
Unfortunately, the present Government does not have a good record
in this regard. There have been a
number of conflicts of interests at
Ministerial level with vacillation and
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procrastination resulting. If Ministers
had been prepared to get together to
resolve problems, the result would
have been much better. However, the
provision is important and the Opposition is prepared to go along with it.
Mr. TREWIN (Benalla): .J thank
the Minister for commenting on some
of the matters which 1 brought up
during the second-reading debate. 1
expressed my opinion and those of
my party. The Minister and the honorable member for Broadmeadows
have referred to the way in which
the debate has widened and developed
politically. The debate beoame political after 1 had spoken. The honorable
member for Footscray generated the
downturn in the calibre of debate.
This was carried further when the
honorable members for Broadmeadows and Footscray mentioned
that funds for the agricultural colleges were flowing from the Federal
sphere. The estimates for the past
two years show that the only increases which have occurred have
been as a result of inflation. The provision this year for salaries for agricultural education has increased by
'about $100,000 over the amount for
last year and it was about the same
amount for the year before. That is
little more than would have been
available under normal circumstances and follows the general inflation'ary trend which has been indicated in the past two Budgets. ,I am
not aware of any flow of Federal
funds into agricultural education and
1 do not know whether that is indicated in any Budget paper available
to this Parli'ament.
Mr. SIMMONDS: Have you been to
Dookie recently?
Mr. TREWIN: Yes, and 1 saw the
dining room and kitchen which was
completed about five years ago.
Mr. SIMMONDS: How much Commonwealth money was spent there?
Mr. TREWIN: That was the last
Commonwealth money spent 'at
Dookie Agricultural College. I was on
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the Council of the Victoria Institute
of Colleges and the funding was
arranged through that body under
the technical and advanced education grants.
During my second-reading speech
I mentioned the sale of college land.
As the Minister of Agriculture indicated when speaking to this clause,
land has not been sold but land
and facilities are being leased. I
was wrong when I said that the land
was being sold. It is to be leased
and arrangements made for other
people to use the facilities on the
land. I suggest that this is a continuation of what was brought up
by the honorable member for Deer
Park, who mentioned that land was
already leased 'at Dookie college.
That land is about 4 to 5 miles
from the college and it is inconvenient to work that land as part
of the farming venture conducted by
the college.
I seek your indulgence, Mr. Chairman, so that I can point out that the
last clause of the Bill repeals certain sections relating to regulations.
The only two paragraphs of section
10 (1) of the principal Act that are
retained provide that regulations
may be made about the renewal of
leases of land. What interests me
is that the land has been leased
without legislative authority. As the
Minister of Agriculture explained,
land can be legally leased at Glenormiston now. I understand that
point, but inclusion in clause 2 of the
proviso about the leasing of land
m'akes the operation of land leasing
at Dookie and Longerenong equivalent to that at Glenormiston and, I
assume, at Burnley, because some
of the property there would be available for lease.
This relates to the point 1 made
earlier about the leasing of land land
property. ,I appreciate that inclusion
of the provision in clause 2 regularizes something which was irregular.
I should welcome the Minister's comment on the fact that a lease has
been in existence for some time.
When I spoke earlier, I referred to
Mr. Trewin.
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what is agricultural college land at
Longwood which iI understand has
been leased for many years. If the
proposed new sections in clause 2
refer to this area as well as to
property within the college, I agree
that it is necessary to have such a
proviso.
However, I maintain that it is
necessary to have a farm at the
agricultural college.
During his
second-reading speech, the Minister indicated that the departmen t and he desired to make the
facilities at the colleges available to
many more people so they could
have the advantage of the research
which has already been carried out,
together with the facilities which are
available, to enable them to extend
their involvement, interest and knowledge of agriculture.
A few minutes ago the honorable
member for Broadmeadows referred
to research. I inform the honorable
member that it is a little while
since research was conducted at
Dookie. If the land is to be disposed
of and leased to, say, A. V. Jennings,
he may conduct the farming operation with the machinery which is
already there and c'arry out some
research. However, I warn the honorable member for Broadmeadows that
if the land is taken away from the
college there will no longer be the
opportunity for the Department of
Agriculture to perform research of
a certain kind.
Many years ago Dookie college
was the place where most of the
breeding of wheat strains was carried
out. Horsham now has the facilities
for doing this work. I admit that
these are changing times, but there
may be a need to use certain areas
for research purposes and that is
why it is essential that the land
should remain under the control of
Dookie college.
In my initial contribution to this
debate, I voiced my opposition to the
proposed new sections contained in
dause 2, but that opposition has
been relieved to some extent by the
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Minister in his explanation that he
is endeavouring to have the other
colleges placed on the same footing
as Glenormiston college. He need
not go all the way as there should
be some flexibility, and if this clause
gives him that flexibility my mind is
eased. That is the feeling of the
National Party on this point.
Mr.
MACLELLAN
(Gippsland
West): There is provision in clause
2 for the Minister to authorize outside bodies or persons to use real
or personal property vested in the
Minister or the agricultural college,
or to use lands of the Crown reserved for an agricultural or horticultural college, subject to such conditions as he determines. That is
paraphrasing the provision to its
essentials.
There is 'a difficulty about this
proposal. This relates to the Minister's power to delegate his authority for the outside use of college
facilities and assets to the principal
of the college. This appears in proposed section 7B which provides that
the Minister may, by instrument in
writing, delegate all or any of his
powers or functions to the principal
or to the Director of Agriculture.
The proposed section does not suggest that there is any power for the
Minister to do that subject to reservation or conditions.
Presumably, if the Minister is going to delegate these powers to
lease or to allow outside use of the
land, he would not want to give the
principal authority to lease, say, 1,000
acres of land at a rent of $1 a year.
There should be a limitation on the
terms of the lease and on the outside
use of the land.
I suggest to the Minister that before the Bill is transmitted to another
place he should have a further look
at this clause with Parliamentary
Counsel with a view to providing the
Minister with power to delegate subject to reservation.
The honorable member for Deer
Park, with his usual diligence for
researching old legislative matters,
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went back to the 1958 Act. If he
had gone back to the 1944 Act or
the 1928 Act he would have found
reference to the leasing of agricultural land and reservations. This is
so despite the yapping of the honorable member for Reservoir, who
is always concerned with apprentices so long as they are not agricultural apprentices; he does not
have any consideration for them.
Agricultural colleges and reserves
for agricultural colleges appear on
almost every parish plan in Victoria.
In the early days it was a device
used by those who were in the area
in the process of selection of land.
They used to suggest the reservation of land for an agricultural college, or reserve and then lease the
land so reserved. The provisions to
which the honorable member for Deer
Park referred really relate to the
process by which these old agricultural reserves were sold to farmers
in the area. Some of them were subdivided for soldier settlement farms
and some were leased for many
years and subsequently turned into
freeholds in the names of abutting
or nearby owners in the district.
Over the years, of the hundreds
of agricultural reserves in Victoria,
many were sold as reserves in
excess of needs land any money received from the sale of Crown land,
in the usual manner, went into
Consolidated Revenue.
The honorable member for Deer
Park referred to the outside use of
existing agricultural assets and to
the disposal and dispersal of old
reserves, including agricultural reserves which were then in the process, from 1928 to 1944, from 1944
to 1958 and from 1958 onwards, of being disposed of and dispersed to local
landowners. That background provides some indication why the honorable member for Benalla was concerned about the retention of the
last two regulating powers. Those
powers relate to property sold on
terms, the terms generally being
upwards of 30 years. What we are
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here concerned about is the power
of the Minister to permit outside
community use of existing 'agricultural assets and reserves, including
the land, buildings and similar
things. I am sure the National Party
and other honorable members would
be delighted to support clause 2. I
am not quite sure which clause the
National Party is going to vote
'against and I shall be interested to
learn which one it is.
Clause 2 invites community participation in the operation of colleges
and this is most worth while. The
only difficulty is that the power of
the Minister has been drafted in too
narrow a sense, and the Minister
will need a wider power to delegate
to college principals terms and conditions so as to limit the period or
the manner in which the power c:an
be exercised by the principals . .J am
not suggesting that the principals are
not capable of making a responsible
judgment, but the Parliament must
assure itself-the Minister would
wish to assure himself-that the
Minister is able to delegate powers
in a special way to the principals of
the colleges so that there is no
possibility of these powers being
abused or of a mistake occurring
which may go beyond the powers
contemplated by the Minister at the
time he made the delegation. I ask
the Minister to agree to have- this
proposal examined before the Bill is
transmitted to another place with a
view to his lachieving additional
powers to delegate to the principals
of the colleges or the Director of
Agriculture the terms and conditions
under which he makes the delegation.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the National Party) : I should like to
comment on the proposed new section 7A because, despite the interjections and advice that I received
when I brought this matter to the
attention of the Minister in my
second-reading speech and the
abuse that the National Party has
had to put up with, it has now been
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acknowledged that it is an important
provision which is worthy of deep
consideration by the Committee.
It has now been accepted that
what has been going on in leasing
land at Dookie and Longerenong has
been illegal and that this Bill will
regularize what should not have happened in the past. The Minister tried
to skirt around the question by talking about Glenormiston, but no
problem existed there.
The honorable member for Gippsland West, in his usual able manner,
despite a couple of unfortunate remarks, has highlighted an important
facet. It is necessary for the Minister
to be able to delegate certain of his
powers to the principal of the
college, particularly concerning the
community use of facilities, sporting
ovals, halls, dining rooms and so on,
in the same way that similar arrangements are being made with schools.
H'owever, there must be a distinction
between community use of facilities,
leasing of freehold land and hiring
out of machinery. Naturally, the
principal would be empowered to
allow community use of facilities, but
it is a different thing to allow him to
lease or license broad acres. I therefore fully support the contention of
the honorable member for Gippsland
West that it may be possible to frame
a suitable amendment between here
and another place.
Mr. WILTON: What sort of an
amendment do you suggest?
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: It should
be possible to delegate powers up to
a certain point, but not to allow the
principal to lease 500 acres at Dookie
Agricultural College.
Mr. WILTON: The Leader of the
National Party should examine proposed new section 7B (2).
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: I acknowledge the point made by the honorable member for Broadmeadows,
which I had thought of previously.
It would be ridiculous to give the
principal full powers to enter into
what would be considered to be a
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genuine contract to lease an area of
land and then for the Minister to tell
him that he had gone too far. Surely
some limit should be placed on the
powers, and beyond those limits it
must be up to the Minister to act,
obviously on the recommendation of
the principal.
Mr. WILTON : The Minister, not the
principal, is answerable to Parliament.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS : The honorable member for Broadmeadows
misses the point that the Minister is
not answerable to Parliament if certain powers are given to him. If he
acts within those powers in his Ministerial capacity, he does not have to
answer to Parliament.
Mr. WIL TON: He has to explain.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: Yes, but
the Minister can do what he has to
do within the powers given to him
under the Bill. Despite his earlier
protestations the Minister has seen
the point.
What the honorable gentleman has
not understood is the National
Party's position concerning the
advisory committees which are quite
separate from the proposed Advisory
Council on Agricultural Education. In
order to involve the community,
experts in the area, and the practical
farmer, let us have advisory committees for Dookie, Longerenong and,
if need be, for Glenormiston agricultural colleges.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. McLaren):
Order! I suggest that the honorable
member's remarks relate to clause 3.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: I will deal
with that point later. The proposed
new section 7A is a serious matter
and I am delighted that my party
has drawn it to the attention of
honorable members. I emphasize that
serious attention must be given to it
between here and another place.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of Agriculture): Legal opinions have been
given by the honorable member for
Gippsland West and the Leader of
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the National Party on the wording of
the proposed new section 7B in
clause 2. I am a layman in these
matters and when I read the provision that the Minister may "by
instrument in writing" delegate
powers, I thought that that would
enable me to pen out exactly what I
meant by delegating my authority.
I should like to take up the suggestion
of the honorable member for Gippsland West to consider this matter before the Bill is introduced in another
place and to seek appropriate legal
advice because the point he made,
which was supported by the Leader
of tl'1e National Party, is valid.
Honorable members would not
want the Minister of Agriculture to
delegate an authority which he later
regretted and had to cancel. As a
layman, I had assumed that the instrument in writing provided me with
the power that I wanted. I may well
be right, but I would like to check
the point. If honorable members are
satisfied with that assurance, perhaps
the Committee can proceed with the
further consideration of the Bill.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3 (Victorian Advisory
Council on Agricultural Education).

Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows):
I apologize to the Committee for the
fact that the amendment which has
been circulated in my name refers to
clause 2, whereas it should be clause
3. I moveClause 3, page 6, line 44, after section SF
insert"SG. (1) The Advisory Council shall,
within three months after each year
ending on 31 December submit to
the Minister a report on the performance of its functions under paragraph (a) of section SA during that
year.
(2) The Minister shall cause a report
under sub-section (1) to be laid
before both Houses of Parliament
within three weeks after it is received or, if Parliament is not then
sitting, within three weeks after the
next assembling of Parliament. "

The Opposition considers that the
advisory council will be an extremely
important body with considerable
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responsibility for the future of agricultural education in this State and
in particular for the direction in
which agricultural education will be
heading. The Opposition believes that
Parliament should be apprised of
what the council is doing, what it is
thinking and what it is suggesting;
that Parliament should also have an
opP'Ortunity, if it so wishes, or if
any honorable member desires, to
discuss the activities of the council.
The simplest and most practical
way to bring this about is that, on
the tabling of the report each year, it
would be competent for any honorable member to move the appropriate
motion that the House take note 'Of
the report. This would enable honorable members to have an extensive
debate on the activities of the
council.
I trust that the Minister will accept
the amendment because it would not
in any way inhibit the council but
in fact would encourage it because
the council would then respond in a
positive manner, knowing that what
it was proposing and thinking would
be placed before Parliament. I believe
the council would welcome this
opportunity. The many advisory
councils that are being set up under
legislation should have to submit
reports to Parliament so that honorable members may be informed of
what is going on in the particular
area of operation.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of Agriculture): The honorable member for
Broadmeadows provided me with a
copy of his proposed amendment so
that I would have the opportunity of
considering it. Although the principle
is commendable, many advisory committees and councils are established
by Ministers, either under legislation
or without it, to advise them. This
proposed advisory council will be
established to advise the Minister of
Agriculture and I shall not accept
an amendment whereby the advice
which is necessarily tendered to the
Minister, as a matter of automation,
becomes advice to everyone. In a
sense, I suppose it is stretching the
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point because obviously the recommendations of the committee would
be of great advantage to the Minister
as well as agricultural education in
general.
If the honorable member is concerned about being advised of the
activities of the council, I would
prefer some sort of machinery
whereby, if he were dissatisfied with
what was going on in agricultural
colleges, the honorable member
would call the Minister to account
and make the Minister responsible
rather than the advisory council,
whose membership is co-opted from
organizations. Power is provided to
fix fees and travelling expenses, but
these will be nominal amounts which
will not cover the costs of the persons attending the meetings. To
impose upon these members the
additional burden of preparing an
annual report for Parliament, when
perhaps this is more properly the
responsibility of the Minister, is unreasonable and sets a precedent
which might act as a considerable
disincentive to a person becoming a
member of an advisory committee.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray): I
hope the Minister will reconsider his
stand. Admittedly, this is a new idea
in terms of agriculture and a number
of other departments, but a whole
host of precedents exist in the field
of education of bodies with similar
functions, particularly in tertiary
education but also in post-primary
education, making reports through
the Minister to Parliament. Hopefully,
Parliament is representative 'Of the
community.
The Minister rejected the amendment on two grounds. One was that
the advisory council should be able
to report to the Minister in confidence. One does not argue about
that. The amendment moved by the
honorable member for Broadmeadows
relates to paragraph (a) of section BA
which deals with the statutory functions of the advisory council whilst
paragraph (b) of the section relates
to reports on the performance
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of its functions where the Minister may from time to time request. If
the Minister wants to keep the reports made under paragraph (b) confidential, that is a different kettle of
fish. The statutory functiDns which
the Parliament is bestowing on the
advisDry cDuncil Dught to' be the
subject Df a report to Parliament.
The other ground on which the
Minister rejected the amendment
was the feeling that it would place
a burden on the advisory cDuncil
to' perform work Df this nature.
If the Minister really feels that way,
he should at least agree to ask the
advisory council whether it would like
to be able to report to Parliament on
the functions outlined in proposed
section BA (1) (a) and whether it
would be prepared to accept this
function. I should be surprised if it
were not prepared to do so, given the
range of interests and the work that
is provided by this Bill. I think the
advisory council wDuld be more than
willing to submit a report to Parliament under the heads (i) to (vi).
I hope the Minister will reconsider
this matter. It would set a precedent
in agriculture, but it would be a 'sound
proposition in education, particularly
at the tertiary level.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of Agriculture) : The honorable member .for
Footscray has made a good suggestion. When the council is formed this
proposal can be put to it, and if it
wishes to report to' Parliament annually I shall be happy to undertake
to present the report.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows):
When I was formulating my thoughts
on this point, I made every effort to
gain an indication of what the Minister's reaction would be. I appreciate
that the council has not yet been
established, but I have discussed the
point with people who have been involved in agricultural education for a
fair length of time. The information
I obtained from them was that they
did not think any problems would
arise from the presentation of a
report by the council.
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As the 'Minister said, in addition to
the establishment of the 'cDuncil, the
Bill provides for the payment of
travelling allowances and attendance
fees. That means that Parliament
must make an apprDpriation of funds
from the agricultural vote each year
to provide these fees and travelling
expenses. Therefore, it is important
that Parliament be given an opportunity of ascertaining how the 'council
is working.
The Minister said that if in the
future honorable members were ,con ..
cerned about some aspects of agricultural education, they cDuld question
the Minister, but the forms of Parliament provide limited opportunities to
do so. A Imember would have few
chances to discuss in depth a matter
concerning the advisory council or to
mount a debate in the House to put
forward a view. An honorable member
could ask questions of the Minister at
question time, but the operations of
the council in planning for agricultural education, the influence of the
council in this area and its successes
or failures are the important 'matters
with which the type of report I have
in mind would deal. It would enable
honorable members to conduct an extensive debate in the House.
My understanding of the procedures of Parliament may not be as
complete :as that of the Minister of
Agriculture, and he may be able to
explain to' the Committee how he
would visualize rthatan honorable
member to whom an i'mportant problem had been presented could raise it
in Parliament, apart from during the
Budget debate. The Budget debate, as
all honorable members know, is somewhat disjointed; it goes on every
spring sessional period like the serial
Blue Hills. It would be much more
effective if the Parliament could debate a report tabled by the advisory
council.
The Opposition has proposed its
amendment for those reasons, and I
again appeal to the Minister to accept
it. The honorable gentleman indicated,
on the recommendation of my colleague" the honorable member for
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Footscray, that if the advisory council
had no objection to making a report
he would present it to Parliament.
The Labor Party may have to accept
that undertaking. but the best advice
I have been able to obtain is that
making a report to Parliament would
not present any problems to the advisory council and that the council
would respond in a positive w-ay.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the National Party): I am not
worried about the opportunity to discuss a matter relating to .one of the
agricultural colleges, because the opportunity does occur tD do so. However, I am concerned that if these
people are to be appointed to an advisory ,council, they should be w.orthwhile people who will make sacrifices.
If they are not happy with the Minister of Agriculture, with what is going
on at a college, or with the Department .of Agriculture, they should have
the facility of telling Parliament and
the people of Victoria about it.
The Minister of Agriculture is the
first to rubbish what has happened for
many years at Dookie and Longerenong agricultural colleges, and now
he says it is not good enough and it
should be better. The Minister 'wants
an improvement, so he is going to
appoint an advisory council. One
h.opes that it will not consist only of
members of the Liberal Party. The
Minister has to make .one appointment.
If the Minister is concerned-and
certainly the National Party is concerned--1\bout these 'changes that are
to be made, the council must be able
to express its views. It is of no use for
the council to make a report to the
Minister, because if the h.onorable
gentleman does not like it, it will go
straight into the pigeon-h.ole. The
Minister of Agriculture is an autocrat
by nature, and he would probably use
some of his favourite expressions and
make the type.of earthy remarks that
honorable members have heard in the
Chamber from time to time, and that
would be the end of it. The National
Party wants the report to be tabled in
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the House. It would need to be brief
and virtually a "nil " report, but the
council has a right to put in a signed
report containing its comments on the
year's activities.
Mr. WILTON: Honorable members
w.ould also want to question the members of the 'council.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: Yes, and
honorable members could have dis'cussions with the council members individually if they desired to do so and
if the council ,members wanted to talk
to members of Parliament. Otherwise
'One would hear only rum.ours. Someone w.ould say that a report had been
sent t.o the Minister, and that would
be the end of it.
The National Party has tried to find
out certain facts about the proposed
Gippsland agricultural college, and
the honorable member for Gippsland
South has repeatedly questioned the
Minister of Agriculture about it, but
he has been curt.
'Mr. I. W. SMITH: The honorable
member has all the facts that are
available.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: It took a
long time to get them. It is difficult to
obtain informati'On from the Minister,
but the report would present a way
in which Parliament and the people of
Victoria could be kept infDrmed. The
National Party will support the Opposition on the amendment, and I hope
the Opposition does not go to water,
as was suggested by the honorable
member for Footscray, because it is
not usual for the Opposition to become nervous suddenly at this stage
of the debate.
Mr. WILTON: The Opposition will
persist with its amendment.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: I am delighted that the Deputy Leader has
toughened up the team and that it will
proceed with the amendment.
I wish to make another point-and
the Minister will have to answer this
query by leave, because he has already spoken twice-on whether
there will be advisory councils for the
benefit of the individual colleges.
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Mr. I. W. SMITH: 1 have explained
that.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS: I should
like some mention to be made of it
here, and to hear a more specific
statement on how many people will be
on the council. The Minister can
ch.ange it; he is 1.1ot bound by anythmg. These advIsory councils are
worth while. Perhaps the 'Minister
does not share my views on that matter. Voluntary advisory 'councils on
many
educational
institutions
throughout the State have served Victoria well. It is essential to have Isuch
a council for Dookie and Longerenong agricultural colleges, which in
the past have had a combined
council. It will be different in nature
now, because it has an overriding
body, and will simply advise the colleges on local conditions.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote) : One of
the principal tenets of the Westminister system of government is the
power of Parliament. When one sees
the E::,e.cutive Government, through
the MmIster of Agriculture, rejecting
the concept that a body which the
honorable gentleman is about to
establish through this Bill should
report to Parliament, one cannot
help being suspicious of the Minister's
intention.
When one looks at
some of the statutory authorities
and boards that have been established through Parliament by those
authorities and the statutes in
this State and sees the reports they
have tabled, one is gratified. Some of
the reports are 12 months, 18 months,
and up to 3 years late, and the Opposition does not countenance that
because reports ought to be up to dat~
to give Parliament the opportunity of
critically examining the functions of
the boards, but at least it is a safeguard, an insurance policy by the
people, through the Parliament, to
keep a check on these authorities and
boards.
The Bill makes a proposal, which
the Opposition supports, to establish
an ,advisory council of eighteen me m-
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hers whose responsibilities have been
spelt out in the Bill. Honorable members on both sides of the Chamber
have referred to the responsibilities
and importance of this council. It is an
abrogation of the rights of Parliament
to suggest that the council should
report to the Minister -and not to the
Parliament. The Opposition and the
Leader of the National Party believe
that the advisory council should report to Parliament. I see no problem
about that. I do not know what the
Minister or the Executive Government
want to hide. If they have faith in the
advisory council, why would the Government not encourage it to report to
the Parliament? Is it because the Minister believes that if the council reports to him and something is wrong,
he can sweep it under the carpet and
nobody other than the Executive Government will be any the wiser? I have
not reached that conclusion, but I
pose the question to the Minister. If
he does not think in that way, I
should have thought he would be the
first to suggest that an annual report
to Parliament would be the best way
to ensure that the proposed legislation
and the advisory council which it will
establish will serve the Parliament
and the people as it is designed to do.
If that is not to be the case and if
the Advisory Council on Agricultural
Education will be responsible only to
the Minister the Bill may not achieve
what the Opposition believes it
should achieve. If the Minister looks
around he will be able to obtain advice on this matter. It is quite common to have a body such as this
report to the Parliament only so that
the Parliament, which represents the
people is guardian of the activities of
the council, as is the case with other
boards whose activities can be
criticized or praised by the Parliament. That is important. If that is
not to happen the Minister should
have a sound explanation, which until now honorable members have not
heard, of the alternative to having
this body report to Parliament.
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Mr.
SIMMONDS
(Reservoir):
I support the amendment. The proposal that is being put to the Minister
affects a whole range of legislation.
I cannot understand why there is opposition to an amendment which
requires a report to be made to
Parliament. After all, in the apprenticeship trades, the Minister of
Labour and Industry is quite happy
for a report to be presented to this
House and this enables all aspects of
the education of apprentices in a
whole range of trades to be analysed
and discussed. These reports have
been most critical of the Minister, but
they have given the Parliament an
opportuni ty of assessing the work of
the trade committees and other
functions of the Apprenticeship Commission. With the trade of farming,
a newly-formed apprenticeship trade
so closely linked with this legislation,
I should have thought the Minister
would have welcomed an opportunity
of assessing the role of the advisory
council which is to be set up by this
Bill. I have some reservations about
the composition of the council
because in the practice of apprenticeship trade committees the principle
has
been
established
of
the
employers and the employees being
equally represented and they report
to the commission on the training
facilities.
On the proposed council there is no
balance of employer and employee
which would adequately meet the
needs of the people who are inv.olved
in the training programmes and I
had hoped that the development of
the apprentice farmer would have
some relevance to this legislation. I
should like to see those people who
accept training in this area progressing into higher education forms so
that when this legislation is operating
in the manner in which the Minister
has told the House he hopes it will
operate, it will be possible to assess
whether there is a capacity to develop
from the grass roots training in this
area to further education. This
would mean that there would not be
a closed-off position when a young
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person chooses farming as a career
and undertakes an apprenticeship,
but rather that he would be able to
gravitate from that to higher educational levels.
The council will be comprised of
representatives of the Graziers Association of Victoria, the Victorian
Farmers Union, the Victorian Dairyfarmers Association, the Fruit and
Vegetable Growers Association and
two persons representing the agricultural technology industries. I have
looked through the clause in vain for
someone who may represent the interests of young people who are
choosing farming as a career. I hope
that the Minister, who will have the
authority to nominate two persons,
will endeavour to provide that representation.
I commend to the House the
amendment so capably moved by
the honorable member for Broadmeadows. I should like to draw to
the attention of the House the report
produced by the Apprenticeship
Commission of Victoria for the
year ended 30th June, 1975. As
at June, 1975, according to this
report, 121 different types of apprentices are employed and the
details of their training are set out
in the report. I should have thought
it would have been of great advantage to the Minister to receive in this
House annually information regarding what has been happening in the
administration of agricultural colleges. I hope the honorable gentleman accepts the proposition put by
the Leader of the Opposition and by
the Leader of the National Party that
he ought to accept this amendment.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture): I have already given
my undertaking that I will ask the
advisory council whether it wishes
to submit a report and if so, I shall
agree to the request. I stress again
that the council is set up primarily
to advise the Minister. That is the
way in which I wish to proceed and
I therefore reject the amendment.
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Mr.
Mr.
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Mr.
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Roper
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Stirling
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Sections 9 and 9A of the principal
Act refer to the annual appropriation
out of the Consolidated Fund for the
carrying on of State agricultural
colleges, the account to be called the
State Agricultural College Stock
Trading Account. As was indicated
in the Act, subject to section 9A a
sum of $100,000 is appropriated in
each financial year and into the Consolidated Fund is paid such an amount
as is required by the Minister to meet
the costs and expenses of carrying
on State agricultural colleges under
the Act. Two colleges are involved,
Dookie and Longerenong. Section 9
(2) of the principal Act providesSubject to section nine A of this Act there
shall be paid into the Consolidated Revenue
all receipts from the sale of farm produce
or stock from or for fees from students 'at
State Agricultural Colleges under this Act.

There is therefore a payment into the
Consolidated Fund from the produce
of stock from the college and from
Mr.
McKellar
Mr. Austin
the fees of students.
Mr. Maclellan
Mr. Balfour
Mr. Meagher
Mr. Billing
I will deal with this section. The
Mr. Plowman
Mr. Birrell
Minister said, "Look, we are going
Mr. Ramsay
Mr. Borthwick
Mr. Reese
Mr. Burgin
to revamp this through the TreaMr. Rossiter
Mr. Chamberlain
sury". Apart from that statement,
Mr. Scanlan
Mr. Crellin
there has been nothing to indicate
Mr. Smith
Mr. Dixon
what the arrangements will be. Al( Warrnambool)
Mr. Dunstan
Mr. Stephen
Mr. Ebery
though these colleges have not in the
Mr. Templeton
Mr. Evans
past received appropriations which
(Baliaarat North) Mr. Thompson
enabled them to rebuild and maybe
Mr. Vale
Mrs. Goble
at times repaint many of their buildMr. Williams
Mr. Guy
Mr. Wiltshire
Mr. Hamer
ings, on other occasions they have
Mr. Wood
Mr. Hayes
had appropriations from State or
Tellers:
Mr. Jona
Federal funds-very little Federal
Mr. Skeggs
Mr. Lacy
funds-and been able to restore or
Mr. Smith
Mr. McCabe
(Bellarine)
Mr. McClure
erect new buildings.
As indicated in the Act, the approPAms.
priations would cover the operation
and maintenance of farms. Certain
Mr. Loxton
Mr. Doube
Mr. Rafferty
Mr. Lind
sums have been allocated for agriMr. Suggett
Mr. Mitchell
cultural
education in the appropriaMr.
Wilcox
Mr. Trezise
tions contained in the Budget. After
The clause was agreed to, as was setting aside certain amounts for
salaries, allowances, and so on, under
clallse 3.
the heading " Other services", annual
Clause 4 (Amendment of No. 6194 apropriations to Dookie and Longeres. 10).
nong agricultural colleges will be
Mr. TREWIN (Benalla): Clause 4 supplemented with current payments
concerns the National Party greatly. to State agricultural colleges of
$1,494,850, less an amount of ComIt providesSections 9 and 9A of the Principal Act monwealth contribution towards tertiary education of $620,000. In effect,
are hereby repealed.
NOES.
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there was a State contribution in
1974-75 of approximately $874,000
towards the conduct of the colleges.
I assume that is in addition to the
amount of $100,000 that is needed
by Act of Parliament for appropriation.
In the year 1975-76 more than
$1 million will be appropriated from
the Budget for the operation of the
colleges at Dookie and Longerenong.
Members of the National Party
consider that the past appropriation method has been reasonable.
State funds are either by loan or by
grant from the Federal Treasurer,
plus proportionate funding from
State taxes. I am not aware of the
percentage, nor does it concern me
at present. However, I am concerned
that the appropriations have been
made annually to the colleges. If
they have not been sufficient we can
easily add to them.
Sections 9 and 9A are being repealed. Section 9A deals with the
stock trading account. In 1966 legislation was passed which created the
stock trading account. Before the account came into existence the returns
from the college went to the Consolidated Fund and an appropriation was
made, but because of the need for a
more flexible system to enable the
farm manager and the principals of
the colleges to have funds available
to them at short notice, the stock
trading account was created for
sheep and cattle. I emphasize that the
account related to sheep and cattle.
This enabled the farm manager at the
request of or in co-ordination with the
principal to buy, say, 1,000 first-class
ewes at a sale for breeding purposes.
The purchase of stock before the
stock trading account came into
existence was not conducted effectively or efficiently. When the stock
trading account was established the
flexibility and efficiency that was
given to the management of stock
was most noticeable. As one who has
noticed the operation, particularly at
Dookie Agricultural College, I believe
the continuation of this account would
enable effective and efficient manageMr. Trewin.
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ment in stock trading. After discussion with one of the present council
members, I believe this operation
works effectively. I have discussed
this with one or two people involved
in the college and they are very
pleased with the arrangement. There
is nothing in the measure to indicate
what arrangements will be made;
there was only the statement by the
Minister that arrangements will be
made through the Treasury.
Mr. WILKES: That is fair enough.
Mr. TREWIN: It is fair enough,
but I am not to know that arrangements will be made through the
Treasury except that the Minister
referred to it in the debate.
Mr. WILTON: The honorable member is happy with it now?
Mr. TREWIN: No. Members of
the National Party believe the previous method effectively enabled the
college to carry on its activities.
The matter of student fees is very
interesting. Students attend Dookie
Agricultural College for an annual fee
of $805, which covers their tuition
and board.
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. McLaren):
Order! Are fees connected with the
items which are being repealed?
Mr. TREWIN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Section 9 (2) of the Act statesSubject to section 9A of this Act there
shall be paid into the Consolidated Revenue
all receipts from the sale of farm produce
or stock from or for fees from students at
State agricultural colleges under this Act.

Mr. WILKES: Those are not the fees
of tertiary students?
Mr. TREWIN: The student under
a means test receives a tertiary
allowance of $1,600. The students
who attend these colleges are
fortunate.
Mr. WILTON: Where does this
money come from?
Mr. WHITING: From the taxpayer.
Mr. TREWIN: Students have been
receiving fees for a while, and we
know where they come from. Fees are
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available to tertiary students. Previously there were cadetships. Doubtless, honorable members have heard
of them. Students who won a cadetship were relieved of certain fees but
they were attached to the department.
I will nominate the Department of
Agriculture because the requirement
of taking a cadetship was that the
students had to serve in the department for a certain time. These cadetships have now been discontinued. I
suppose it was necessary to discontinue them because of the living-away
allowance and the tertiary fees that
are available to students.
Members of the National Party will
oppose this clause of the Bill because
they consider that the previous
method of appropriation in the stock
trading account opera ted successfully.
In relation to Glenormiston Agricultural College, reference is made to
an appropriation to cover stock and
equipment. That is doubtless made
under an arrangement for Glenormiston.
Mr. I. W. SMITH: What is the
problem with that?
Mr. TREWIN : There was no
problem with that at that time, but
there are differences between the
colleges. I have been given to understand that the practical work at Glenormiston Agricultural College is not
so much on the farm as on adjoining
farms.
Mr. I. W. SMITH: That is on acres
of the best land. One cannot buy it.
Mr. TREWIN: Members of the
National Party consider that the
colleges operated more efficiently
with the past method of appropriation.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of Agriculture): I thank the honorable
member for Benalla for his remarks
but, as I stated earlier, it is a pity that
he did not seek advice from people
who are in the day-to-day field of
administration.
Mr. WHITING: Which people?
Session 1975.-277
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Mr. I. W. SMITH: In the department. The honorable member conceded that there appeared to be no
problem at Glenormiston Agricultural
College. I point out to the honorable
member this anachronism of the past
in a stock trading account: If the
two ~gricultural colleges, Dookie and
Longerenong, bought wheat bags or
wheat seed or superphosphate, that
does not come out of the stock
trading account and yet it is just as
much an agricultural ingredient of the
day-to-day operations of the farm.
At Glenormiston Agricultural College there is an arrangement with
Treasury for a satisfactory day-tO-day
administration in which, if necessary,
all these normal commodities for the
purchase and operation of a farm can
be effected. I wish to apply exactly
the same principle to Dookie and
Longerenong, without the restrictions
of the stock trading account which
necessitated that the money be paid
into the account and taken from the
account. The administrative procedures involved in that could well
deprive a farmer of the opportunity of
taking advantage of the very market
conditions referred to by the honorable member. I am sorry I disagree
with him, but I wish he had taken the
trouble to find out a bit more about
the matter.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows):
The Minister has explained to the
Committee the producers at Glenormiston Agricultural College. That
situation was explained to me when I
was researching the proposed legislation. I inform the Committee that
the Opposition is satisfied that the
change will bring about a more
practical operation in agricultural
colleges.
The other point that has occurred
to me is that members of the Opposition are hopeful that there will be
more agricultural colleges. Some
honorable members are hopeful that
future agricultural colleges will not
be of the single-campus type.
An imbalance appears to be created
if the stock trading account continues to operate. It may suit one or
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two individuals who are associated
with those two colleges in the advisory council capacity. It smacks a
little of empire building, that
what they have they want to keep
in their own little area. Agricultural
education must be viewed in its
broadest concept. Although Dookie
and Longerenong agricultural colleges are important parts of the
education system it is not the
beginning or end of the system. We
certainly hope it will become much
broader. For those reasons, members
of the Opposition support the clause.
Mr. WffiTING (Mildura) : The Minister has indicated that he wishes to
carry on with a proposal such as
operates at Glenormiston Agricultural
College. This problem has existed at
Dookie and Longerenong colleges for
two years, and it is rather unusual
that he did not seek an amendment to
this provision of the Act before this.
If his proposal is that because at
Dookie and Longerenong colleges the
stock trading account applies only to
cattle and sheep, surely the removal
of the words " cattle and sheep" and
the retention of "stock trading account for all provisions" would
suffice. For the Minister to seek to
repeal section 9, which deals with the
payment of fees and so on, raises
grave doubts in the minds of the
members of the National Party,
and I have yet to be convinced
that there is not something sinister
about this proposal.
The clause was agreed to, as was
the remaining clause.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
EDUCATION (WORK EXPERIENCE)
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
October 1) on the motion of Mr.
Dixon (Assistant Minister of Education) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray): This
Bill amends the Education (Work
-Experience) Act, which was enacted
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less than a year ago. It is somewhat
unusual for amendments to be introduced after such a short time, but
when one examines the area with
which this legislation deals, one
understands the reasons for the
amendments.
The original intention of the
principal section of the Education Act
dealing with work experience was
simply to direct work-experience
programmes to areas within the protection of the law. I mean protection
in the very wide sense---to students,
employers and affected trade unions.
Everyone agreed when the Bill was
passed that this was essential. Workexperience programmes were a
growing feature in schools, and with
that growth there was an increasing
realization that there had to be provision for workers compensation and
protection in a host of other areas.
It was pointed out at the time by
the Minister, and by the Opposition,
that there were bound to be difficulties in the implementation of this
complex legislation, and that has
been the experience in the past year.
A review was needed, and the
Minister appointed an advisory committee to continue to work with him,
and for him, on work-experience
legislation. The three amendments
contained in the present Bill flow
from, and have the concurrence of,
the Minister's advisory committee.
The first amendment is a simple
measure to give greater flexibility to
work-experience programmes. Under
the system which has operated a
student could have one arrangement
for a maximum of twelve days a
term. That maximum has not been
altered, but it does not have to be
one arrangement; it can be a series
of arrangements during a single term.
The second amendment concerns
the number of students an employer
can have working for him during a
school term. This has been made
more flexible by introducing a minimum number at anyone time rather
than during a school term. This gives
greater scope for the operation of
work-experience programmes.
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The third amendment clarifies the
position regarding what has been
described by the Minister as nonprofit organizations. The existing
legislation referred to "community
service of a social or religious
nature". That is changed by the Bill
to read" in an educational, charitable,
or community welfare service not
conducted for profit". This amendment broadens the scope of the workexperience programme considerably
because it brings in education. It will
mean that students who, as part of
their work-experience programmes,
visit and work at particular schools,
will be given even greater encouragement because there will not be a
charge.
When speaking to the original Bill
a year ago, the Opposition gave firm
support to the principle of work
experience, not just as vocational
preparation of a student, but for the
essential socializing experience which
is the core of educational programmes
for any student, and is to be encouraged as much as possible. The
Opposition queried the operation of
the system, and will continue to do
so. There is no doubt that the bureaucratic setup that followed the enactment of the Bill has hamstrung the
operation of work-experience proGreater flexibility for
grammes.
schools must be constantly striven
for so that the maximum benefit can
be achieved. That is difficult simply
because of the range of interests involved; it includes trade unions,
employers, the Department of Labour
and Industry, and on occasions the
Social Welfare Department. Coordination of all these facets, plus
school administration, creates significant difficulties which take a long
time to overcome.
The other point I made a year ago
was the need for complementary
Commonwealth legislation because
the vast majority of people in
industry operate under Federal
awards. If the legislation is to be
strengthened,complementary Federal
legislation is needed. An amendment
relating to the trade union movement
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and Federal awards was passed, and
that has helped to some degree. I
hope the Minister will comment on
what progress, if any, has been made
in achieving complementary legislation.
The other factor on which the
Minister should comment, in the
interests of all concerned, is the
amount of co-operation he has
received from State Government departments and authorities. State and
Federal Government departments and
authorities are major employers of
labour, and many opportunities come
from within their operations. Many
areas of their work are of great interest to students at secondary schools.
I should like the Minister to indicate
the degree of support he has received
at Federal and State levels on this
important matter.
The aim of the legislation is
excellent. It provides for an important social and educational experience for students. Problems are still
evident, and these have been referred
to by a number of schools. The Moreland High School has taken a leading
role in bringing forward suggestions
for change. That school originally
made proposals before the first Bill
was enacted, and it has continued to
make suggestions for change. Some
of those suggestions are embodied in
this Bill. Other schools have submitted
similar reports to the Minister, and
some have sent reports to me expressing concern at the framework under
which the work-experience programme operates, and stating that
there is no flexibility for schools. One
must agree that there are significant
difficulties.
My reply to these suggestlons on
all occasions has been that the Act
must be given a chance to work. A
period of two years was mentioned
when the first Bill came before the
House. On the advice of the Minister's committee, a detailed report
will be given on all the amendments
required to enable a more effective
management of school programmes.
More importantly, one would hope
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that a two-year period would give
experience to the Education Department and the other departments involved, the trade union movement
and the employers, and that co-operation and trust, which is obviously
needed if this programme is to
achieve its maximum result, will grow
between all groups in the programme.
Until there is that trust, and all
groups really believe that the programme is designed to assist
students, that it is not a means of obtaining cheap labour, and that it does
not contravene regulations of the
Department of Labour and Industry,
the Social Welfare Department Or the
Education Department, the system
will not work properly. I hope that
after two years' experience, and with
the work of this Ministerial committee, that will be the case. I also hope
the Minister will call the advisory
committee together regularly so that
this situation can develop.
The Minister has not mentioned
who is on his committee of advice
now; whether it consists of the same
people who were on the original
committee, or whether there has been
a change.
Mr. DIXON: The same people are
on the committee, but others have
been co-opted.
Mr. FORDHAM: The Minister in
his reply could tell the House who
those people are, and where they are
from, so that honorable members
could have an idea of the people now
on this important body. I look forward to the Minister's reply on this
matter.
The other factor I should mention
concerns workers compensation. It
has been suggested to a number of
schools by employers that a major
factor for non-participation in workexperience programmes is that
employers are required to take out
special workers compensation cover
for students taking part in the programme. People dealing with other
insurance companies have found that
this is not necessary. I should like
the Minister to seek the advice of the
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State Insurance Office, which is an
expert in this field, and notify
employers what extra cover, if any,
is required in the various fields of
industry to cover students.
Mr. DIXON: The problem applies
only to a person who does not otherwise have workers compensation.
Mr. FORDHAM: The Minister, by
interjection, suggests that it applies
only in that narrow field. That has
not been the response that some employers have given to' some schools.
They may be making that statement
out of ignorance or for some other
reason. It might be wise to inform
schools so that when they are negotiating with employers they will fully
appreciate the position and perhaps
assist the employers by using their
knowledge of the workers compensation provisions.
Members of the Opposition do not
oppose this amendment to the Educa tion (Work Experiencel Act. We
believe the programme deserves our
support and that the two-year trial
should proceed. It is essential that
the structure which the Minister
has set up be continued. I have no
doubt that in twelve months' time
legislation of a major nature in further developing the work experience programme will be before the
House. I do not think that is 'anything for Parliament to be concerned
about. Rather, it should be seen as
being necessary and inevitable in
view of the complex and difficult
area in which we are attempting
to operate.
Mr. WHITING (Mildura): Members
of the National Party support this
Bill because we believe the concept
of work experience is a good one
for students in Victorian schools.
Like the honorable member for
Footscray, we have found there are
still many teething troubles to be
overcome. The Bill clarifies two
points contained in section 64N and
section 64Q of the Act. We have no
quarrel with these amendments because the clarification will make
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matters a little easier for the schools
which intend to participate in the
scheme.
I have received two comments
from schools in country areas where
there are obvious problems. I am
not certain of the background to one
problem experienced by Yarrawonga
High School, which, in a letter dated
26th August, 1975, to the honorable
member for Murray Valley, statedThe Yarrawonga High School would like
to bring to your notice the very str~ng
opposition to the terms of the EducatIon
(Work Experience) Act, in particular the
section dealing with the compulsory payment of wages to pupils employed in the
work experience so that they may come
under the Workers Compensation Act. It is
the opinion of this Advisory Council that
the very fine relationship that was in existence when such schemes operated without
any payment of wages will be destroyed.
The scheme to be now implemented under
the Act is both immoral and impracticable.
The Council considers that it should be
the Education Department's responsibility to
arrange some insurance cover for all people
engaged in work experience so that the same
contingencies will be covered as are presently 'covered by the Workers Compensation Act.
Because we have been informed that the
terms of the work experience Act are on
trial and are subject to revision we wish to
lodge our very strong protest at the Act in
its present form and we believe that it will
eventually cause schemes particularly in
country schools to be abandoned.
W. A. SMALE,
Secretary, Advisory Council

Another comment I have had on
the situation concerns Kerang High
School. Although the indication is
that this school has operated a programme this year it has been restricted compared with the position
prior to the requirement to pay the
participating students a salary. The
school has tried to obey the spirit
of the Act and has experienced three
problems. A number of employers
who do not normally have employees
are required to pay approximately
$40 for workers compensation cover.
Naturally it is difficult to get employers to agree to employ a student
under work experience commitments
if they have to pay that premium for
a period of 1, 2 or 3 weeks of the
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year. The Kerang High School states
it has had little help from Government departments this year but has
been promised co-operation next
year. I am not exactly certain what
is involved, but I believe there are
not many Government departments
in that area which could co-operate
to any great extent anyway. Perhaps this is just a small-town problem.
Another difficulty is that the Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce will not employ anybody
under the scheme now. As the honorable member for Footscray mentioned, it operates under a Federal
award and because this is a State
Act it cannot agree to participate.
This immediately cuts off the whole
of the motor trade from the workexperience programme. That in itself is a 'major problem because in
some country towns the principal
industry consists of the repair shops
that are operated under the auspices
of the Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce.
These problems are not insurmountable but they certainly highlight some of the difficulties that are
confronting country schools. It is
obvious from the second-reading
speech of the Assistant Minister of
Education that he is looking around
for assistance and solutions to the
problems that have already arisen.
I trust that the work experience advisory committee that has been set
up will produce some answers
to these rather vexed problems, particularly the difficulty facing industries under Federal awards because
complementary Commonwealth legislation does not exist.
Members of the National Party
support the Bill. We hope the
problems that other members and I
have raised will be overcome to
enable the scheme to work. My experience is that the number of
students engaged in work-experience
activities in the latter half of this
year has dropped away considerably.
I am not certain whether that is because of the financial and economic
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situation prevailing in country areas
at present or because of workers
compensation requirements and premiums.
Mr. WOOD (Swan Hill): As has
been stated, the Education (Work
Experience) Act was originally
introduced to give legality to the
commendable practice of giving work
experience to students. The problems mentioned by the Deputy
Leader of the National Party were
experienced before the Act was introduced. The programme operated
illegally in many ways in some
schools. About 93 schools took part
in the programme which involved
approximately 3,000 pupils. It has
been suggested that these activities
were not illegal. They certainly were
not legal, so they must have been
illegal.
The amendments now before the
House will give flexibility to the
operation of work-experience programmes. I discussed the Bill with
the principal and some members of
the staff of Kerang High School and
asked them for their comments on
how it would affect their programme.
As the Deputy Leader of the N ational Party said, they indicated
three problems that they had
experienced. The first was workers
compensa tion.
In country areas a tremendous number of businesses 'are one-man operations. Because they do not have
workers compensation insurance
they have to take out a special
policy to cover students. At $3 a day,
that is $15 a week, plus the minimum
premium of $45, employers have to
pay a total of $60. This is a hindrance.
These employers take part in the programme as a community service.
Honorable members will appreciate
that most students, especially when
they are working with somebody in a
professional capacity, cannot contribute much and are more of a hindrance than a help. I hope the problems
of workers compensation can be
solved.
Kerang High School also mentioned that in its experience Govern-
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ment departments were not participating, and it named the State
Electricity Commission and the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission. I understand that word has
gone out to the various departments
and Government instrumentalities in
the country that they are to take
part, so that difficulty should be
overcome.
Another problem has arisen with
the Victorian Automobile Chamber
of Commerce which operates under
Federal awards. It is feared that the
students will at some future time
claim a salary or wage under a
Federal award although the employers thought that they would
have to pay only $3 a day. Many
organizations fear that there may
be some hidden problems with the
Act that members may fall foul of
at some future time.
The Victorian Chamber of Manufactures sent to its members this
statement dated 10th October, 1975Even though the duty of care may be mitigated in the case of a teacher or principal,
this is not the case as far as the employer
is concerned. The employer would owe both
a statutory and common law duty of care
towards any child employed by virtue of
such an arrangement.
The employer is required to observe reasonable care in the selection of competent
fellow employees and in the provision of an
adequate staff 50 that the work can he
carried out in reasonable safety. This obligation is continuous in the sense that, if
the employer becomes aware that an employee is incompetent or otherwise likely
to prove ·a source of danger to his fellow
workers, it behoves him to take remedial
action. This could be particularly important
in a situation where young children are emp~o'yed. It would be the employers' responsiblh~y to e~sure. that they do not, by their
actIons or mactlOns, endanger the health of
his other employees.
Further, the employer is under a duty of
care to ensure that the premises where his
employees are required to work are reasonably safe. This duty is neither limited to
unusual dangers nor is it necessarily discharged by knowledge or warning of hazard.
This risk and consequent liability upon the
employer, would he further increased with
the introduction of children into the work
area.
The employer would also be responsible
for the negligent actions of such children
whilst in his employ and the common law
doctrine of vicarious liability would apply
under this legislation.
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It concludes in this wayGenerally, it could be stated that the employer assumes the full responsibilities of a
worker in respect to any arrangement and
runs the added risk of employing a child
that may in most cases be more difficult to
control than an adult employee.
Before taking any action in relation to the
employment of young persons under this
Act, members should consult the Chamber's
Legal Officer, Mr. C. Englander.

That statement adds fear, doubt and
uncertainty to potential employers
and it must deter many employers
from participating in a work-experience programme. There must be better communication between employer associations or groups because such statements do not help
country areas or anybody to encourage employers to participate in
the progra'mme.
I hope some further amendments
will be made to the Act. It is in its
infancy and no doubt still has a
long way to go. All of these problems will be ironed out as time goes
by.
Mr. DIXON: You are not suggesting that we should legislate away
the requirement of reasonable care,
are you?
Mr. WOOD: No. I am suggesting
that better communication with employer organizations might help.
There will always be problems, some
of them involving the Commonwealth, and it will take time to overcome them. I am pointing out that
persons who receive statements such
as the one to which I referred may
immediately decide that participation
is not worth the risk although there
may not be any great risk.
The motion was 'agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Conditions of employment of pupils).
Mr. DIXON (Assistant Minister of
Education) : I thank the honorable
member for Footscray, the Deputy
Leader of the National Party and the
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honorable member for Swan Hill for
their constructive remarks on thi~
amending measure. I shall endeavour
to deal in turn with each of the points
they raised. All of them mentioned
the problem of complementary Federal legislation. The Minister of
Labour and Industry and I have personally done all we possibly can to
convey our worry on the need for
complementary legislation to the
Federal Minister for Labor. It is regrettable that the Federal Government has not seen fit to act although,
according to the Minister of Labour
and Industry, it has sympathy for the
principle of work experience. If the
honorable member for Footscray has
any influence with his Federal colleagues, I invite him to use it in an
attempt to have complementary Federal legislation enacted. The regional
director for Geelong, Mr. Reg Fisher,
is disturbed at the fact that the failure to pass complementary Federal
legislation is having a detrimental
effect on the work -experience programme in that area. It is an abysmally wrong situation that although
there is complete agreement on this
principle in State Parliament and verbal agreement at the Federal level,
no Federal action has been taken.
The only interpretation that Liberal
Party members can place on the lack
of action by the Federal Government
is that it is not interested in making
certain that the barriers which have
existed between schools and the community are broken down. Until legislation is actually contemplated by
the Federal Labor Party, I can draw
no other conclusion.
The honorable member for Footscray referred to State Government
departments and authorities. The
Premier and I have both stated on
behalf of the Cabinet that Government departments and authorities are
encouraged to do all they can to help
when there is any approach to ,them
by a school principal or teacher on
behalf of pupils wishing to take part
in a work-experience programme. The
Premier and Treasurer has discussed
with me the finance which will be
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made available to those Government
instrumentalities to enable them to
co-operate.
Both the Opposition and the
National Party have indicated their
support for clause 3 which provides
that there shall be a change in section
64Q of the principal Act by deleting
the words "in a community service
of a social or religious n.ature" and
substituting the words "in an educational, charitable, or community
welfare service not conducted for
profit". This will allow a greater
number of enterprises to provide
work experience and, if the parents
and children agree, no payments will
be made. This is in accordance with
the spirit of the measure.
The honorable member for Footscray has wisely pointed to the need
for a continuing evaluation of what
happens. The advisory committee,
which consists of people from employer and employee organizations,
teachers, and so on, is meeting. The
amendments contained in the Bill
are the results of previous meetings
of that committee. I am sure that the
debate on this measure will be discussed in great detail by that committee. The honorable member for
Footscray asked who are the new
members of the committee. I cannot
give him their names from memory
but I point out that representatives
of the Moreland High School, in particular, expressed concern about the
original legislation and I invited them
to join the committee. They came
along and made their contribution to
its deliberations. When a person }Jarticularly interested in the legislation
is found, we are only too pleased for
him to make a contribution to the
workings of the committee.
The matter of workers compensation cover for children undergoing
work experience was raised by the
honorable member for Footscray. My
advice is that when a boy or girl is
employed, whether in a workexperience programme or in another
way, there is a legal requiremeut that
he or she be covered for workers
compensation, just as any other
Mr. Dixon.
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worker must be covered. I sympathize with the single employers who,
because of performing a community
service, must find something like $45
to provide for workers compensation.
I do not know the solution to this
problem. The Deputy Leader of the
National Party put forward a proposal
from the Yarrawonga High School
that perhaps the Education Department could meet the expenditure.
Unfortunately, it does not have
sufficient funds to do so. We look for
the co-operation of individual employers but we recognize the difficulties involved. At this stage I
know of no way to overcome the
problem. In the case of other employers whose ordinary employees
are covered by workers compensation, there should not be much diffiCUlty.
I shall adopt the suggestion of the
honorable member for Footscray and
advise schools, in the next circular
to them, that contact with the State
Accident Insurance Office should be
beneficial. In a previous circular to
the schools, four people, including
my private secretary, who could advise them on all these matters were
nominated.
I think I have dealt with all the
matters raised by the honorable member for Footscray and the Deputy
Leader of the National Party. I am
grateful to the Yarrawonga High
School for directing attention to the
workers compensation position. I
have dealt with workers compensation which was also raised by the
Kerang High School, and the matter
of little help being received from
Government departments has also
been covered. The honorable member
for Swan Hill clarified that position.
I am disappointed at the attitude
of the Victorian Automobile Chamber
of Commerce although I concede that
it is entirely logical for it to advise
its members that as there is no real
cover the motor trade should be cut
off. I endorse the comments I made
when I first spoke on this Bill. I
should be surprised if the next survey
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shows that the number of children
undergoing work experience has
dropped. I expect the number to have
trebled.
The Chamber of Manufactures
raised the duty of care which is incumbent on all employers towards
employees whether they are children
or not in a way which seems to me
to reveal a conservative attitude.
Perhaps this attitude has been taken
because the Victorian Employers
Federation is represented on the committee and the Chamber of Manufactures is not. But I take the point made
by the honorable member for Swan
Hill that further communication with
the Chamber of Manufactures may
help it to change its mind so that it
will not unduly frighten employers
who would otherwise take part in this
worth-while procedure.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray): The
Minister chose to give my Federal
colleagues a gentle flick on the question of complementary Federal legislation. He tended to suggest that contact with the Australian Government
was through the Minister of Labour
and Industry. Knowing the attitude
of the Minister, who is also Minister
for Federal Affairs, I suggest that
that may be one reason for the
difficulty. I am sure that the Australian Government will give the matter
full and proper consideration. I shall
do all I can to make sure it appreciates the situation. I am surprised
that the Minister did not take the
initiative by writing to the Australian
Minister for Education who has, on
numerous occasions, expressed support for the principles of work experience and who has a vote in Cabinet. I shall write to him on this.
The problem of one-man operations
where workers compensation cover
cannot be provided at a reasonable
cost remains. I again suggest that
the Insurance Commissioner be contacted to ascertain whether he is able
to suggest a solution so that, either
through the Education Department
or in some other way, these people
can be given workers compensation
cover for students at a minimal cost.
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I have a tremendously high regard
for Mr. Carver. I know that he will
do everything he can to try to arrange that cover for students taking
part in a work-experience programme.
The clause was agreed to, as was
the remaining clause.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
LAND BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 7) on the motion of Mr. Rossiter
(Chief Secretary) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park): The
Bill contains four unrelated amendments to the Land Act. The first
amendment deals with the sale of
land for decentralized industry purposes on extended terms and rectifies
some impediments which have been
found in the principal Act concerning
mortgages and registered titles. Prior
to transfer being made from the
Crown, there is in effect no title.
Difficulties have arisen because of the
lack of title, and certain companies
have been unable to obtain finance or
overdraft accommodation for the purchase of the land in question. The
Bill attempts to overcome that
difficulty.
The second amendment relates to
the issue of bee farm licences and
bee range area licences. In the past
no person has been able to obtain
more than three of each of such
licences. Because of the migratory
nature of beekeeping the present
provisions have imposed a restriction
on beekeepers' activities.
The third amendment relates to
special settlement areas which date
back to the early history of the State.
The amendment seeks to clarify the
position of people who have possessed
land for generations and have then
found an impediment when wanting
to purchase the land or to subdivide it.
The Registrar of Titles has discovered
that these areas have been difficult
to administer.
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The final amendment covers the
resumption of certain Crown lands.
Because of the divergence of the four
amendments involved, on behalf of
the Opposition I indicate at this stage
that we do not intend to oppose the
measure and any detailed remarks I
make will be confined to the Committee stage.
Mr. WHITING (MiIdura): In the
opinion of the National Party, the
major amendment contained in the
Bill is the first one which provides
for a new section 137A to cover what
are now called industrial purchase
leases. These leases are for industries
which hopefully will be moving into
country areas. They will be able to
obtain an industrial development
lease on any Crown land which may
be available.
If an industry holds a lease for a
period, there is provision for it to take
up an industrial purchase lease. Provided that the industry complies with
all the conditions set out in the
proposed new section, that lease will
be granted. All should then be well
for those industries which are able
to establish themselves on Crown
land in any part of Victoria, particularly in the country areas.
If the lease is not proceeded with,
provision is made for the :Minister to
cause the buildings erected on the
land to be removed. As the other
general provisions included in the
proposed section make the issue
watertight, and as in the opinion of
the National Party this could be an
additional incentive to industry to try
to find suitable Crown land on which
to establish and to erect buildings,
members of the National Party
believe it will be breaking new
ground which will be desirable for
this State.
Because there is money in honey,
further amendments are made to
sections 142 and 147 of the principal
Act relating to bee farm licences and
bee range area licences. The amendment takes away the limit of three
sites at present provided in each
section. I do not know whether it is
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advisable to place an upper limit on
the number of sites which may be
held by anyone bee farmer.
Situations could develop, where
departmental officers grant bee farm
licences and bee range areas licences
to one person or a company or a
family partnership, and where this
practice could be to the detriment of
others who wish to move into a
particular area only to find that all
the licences have been issued to one
person who was in the game early
enough to discover that it was
a particularly high-producing area
and for some reason or another
wanted to take up a number of
licences in excess of the present limit
of three. Removing the restriction
could result in the exclusion of some
people who may have a just and
legitimate right to come into the area.
I do not believe this situa tioOn will
arise because administrative action
and sound management of these proposals will ensure that it does not.
The proposal to repeal Part IV.
relates to special settlement areas.
During his second-reading speech, the
Minister reminded the House that
Part IV. has not been used since 1916
and the repeal is a tidying up of
the legislation. The provisions contained in clause 5 clarify the situation
with regard to easements contained
on Crown lands and the terminology
used in past years has to be compared
with the present-day thoughts of
some of the officers of the Lands Department who have queried the provision relating to conditions and the
like. The question which was raised
was whether there may have been reservations or some other terminology
used.
As these ma tters are of
importance to the future use of the
Land Act, and as the amendment
clarifies the situation, the National
Party is happy to support the Bill.
Mr. McCLURE (Bendigo) : The proposals contained in the Bill, particularly in clause 2, are of benefit to
Bendigo where most of the zoned
industrial land is Crown land. As
Bendigo is one of the areas which is
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developing rapidly as part of the decentralization programme of this
State, it is of particular interest to
note the way in which Crown land
will now be made available for
industry.
From my experience over six years,
I know that one of the major
difficulties has been the lack
of security that an industry can
obtain over Crown land, especially
in the process of complying with the
requirements of the Lands Department in respect to improvements on:
the land. This problem affects its dealings with lending institutions, and
consequently industries which may
have been attracted to Bendigo have
been forced to go elsewhere.
The development of industrial
estates, as foreshadowed by the
Minister in his second-reading speech,
is also of particular interest and I
look forward to this development in
the near future.
It is appropriate to pay tribute to
the way in which the staff of the
Lands Department co-operate to
assist decentralized industries to become established on Crown land. I
know the measure will facilitate the
work of these officers in the future.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
WODONGA AREA LAND
ACQUISITION (AMENDMENT)
BILL (No. 2).
The debate (adjourned from September 30) on the motion of Mr.
Balfour (Minister for Fuel and
Power) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows):
The purpose of the Bill is to extend
the life of the principal Act for a
further twelve months to 1976. In
introducing the Bill to the House, the
Minister drew attention to the
significant difference between the
Victorian legislation and that which
operates in New South Wales.
The Government has approached this
question in a piecemeal fashion. The
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Albury-Wodonga Agreement Act
1973, and in particular the schedule
to that Act, makes it quite clear
that when the Governments of New
South Wales, Victoria and the Commonwealth came to an agreement
that Albury-Wodonga would become
a growth centre, a period of some
seven years would be necessary to
bring about the development.
Two pieces of legislation were
necessary - the Albury-Wodonga
Agreement Act and Wodonga Area
Land Acquisition Act. At the outset,
the New South Wales land acquisition Act covered seven years but, for
reasons best known to the Government, Victoria decided to approach
this part of the operation on a yearly
basis.
When Parliament was considering
a Bill to extend the life of the
Wodonga Area Land Acquisition
Act until 1975, the Government must
have given serious consideration to
extending the life of the legislation
in line with that of New South Wales.
It also seriously considered giving the
corporation the power of acquisition.
Legislation was prepared to bring
that about. However, the Government in its wisdom abandoned
the idea and decided that the power
of acquisition would be vested in a
Minister of the Crown and the Bill
was presented to the House to
incorporate that principle.
An interesting article entitled, "Tell
landholders, Premier to urge planners ", appeared on 2nd October last
in a newspaper which circulates in
Wodonga. It statedThe Viotorian Premier, Mr. Hamer, will
ask the Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation to tell designated area landholders
personally of its land acquisition plans.

I believe the corporation is inhibited
to some extent by the Government's
policy of extending this legislation
year by year. It would be far more
practical if the legislation was extended to 1978 as was proposed in
draft legislation prepared for Cabinet
last year. It is difficult for a corporation to develop long-term planning
proposals while this limitation applies in terms of twelve-monthly
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leases. The newspaper article to
which I referred mentioned Dr. Ken
Coghill.
Mr. BALFOUR: Who is he?
Mr. WILTON: Apart from being a
Wodonga councillor, he is also the
Labor Party candidate for the area.
He is a very competent person. The
newspaper article shows that he has
a full understanding of this legislation.
Mr. A. T. EVANS: What does it
say? Read the article.
Mr. WILTON: In the article Dr.
Coghill is reported to have said that
the legislation represented a scalingdown of the Victorian Government's
commitment to Albury-Wodonga.
The article proceedscc It is a breach of the agreement between
the ,three Governments, which would have
given acquisition powers to the development
corporation until 1978 ", Dr. Coghill said.
He said the extension of the acquisition
period should be longer than one year.

I agree with Dr. Coghill on that.
The article continues" It parallels the abandonment of Geelong
growth centre and the Federal LiberalNational Country Party's stated policy of
withdrawal of support for the project", Dr.
Coghill said.

That is important when the track record of the Government is studied,
and particularly when one considers
the Government's attitude to the
Geelong area and what happened in
that respect.
Mr. A. T. EVANS: What do you
mean? Explain yourself!
Mr. WILTON: I appreciate the
difficulty that the honorable member
for Ballaarat North always has in
understanding these problems. I know
that one would need to draw pictures
to assist him. However, that is not
possible in this House. Honorable
members will just have to suffer his
ignorance and inabilities; we have
learnt to live with them over the
years. The Government's track record
in regard to the State's development
areas is deplorable. I was quoting as
an example what has been seen in
the political gymnastics of the
Premier in relation to the Geelong
area.

Acquisition (Amendment)

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler): Order! This is a debate on
the Wodonga Area Land Acquisition
Bill. I do not think I could allow the
debate to include Geelong.
Mr. WILTON: Mr. Speaker, I was
just making a comparison between
Geelong and the Wodonga-Albury
area.
The SPEAKER: I ask the honorable member to return to the Bill
before the Chair. The honorable member for Ballaarat North will have an
opportunity to speak at the appropriate time.
Mr. WILTON: The Bill amends the
Wodonga Area Land Acquisition Act.
This is the second piece of legislation
that empowers the Minister to acquire land in a designated area for a
.further period of twelve months. The
Opposition believes this is a piecemeal way of approaching an important matter. It would be much more
practical and beneficial to the people
in the area if the legislation was extended to 1978 to bring it into line
with that which operates in New
South Wales in the Albury area.
People who own property, particularly farming property, within the
designated area, will not know what
is going to happen beyond 1976. It
is unfair to them, particularly when
one considers the planning that is involved in farming operations. If a
farmer in that area wants to enter
into a three or four-year programme,
he will have hanging over his head
next year the question of whether another amending Bill will be passed to
'extend the life of the principal Act
for a further twelve months.
The Albury-Wodonga Agreement
Act was supported on the basis
of the agreement set out in the
schedule to that Act whereby the
members of the corporation were to
be appointed for a period of five years
and the chairman for a period of
seven years.
The chairman is appointed for
seven years. What is the point of
setting up the corporation and -appointing members to it for that time if
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the second leg of the operation is to
be undertaken on a piecemeal basis,
and year by year the power of land
acquisition is doled out? It is a
restriction on the corporation, and I
ask the Minister to state unequivocally tonight the Government's intentions 'On land acquisition powers.
Does the Government intend to ensure that the life of this proposed
legislation will be extended until at
least 1978? I do not think that is an
unreasonable request, and I strongly
recommend that the Minister give this
undertaking so that the corporation
will know where it is going and the
people in the area will understand
what is ahead of them in regard to
land acquisition.
The Opposition does not oppose
the Bill because it is necessary to
have those powers. So far, I understand, it has not been necessary to
use the powers provided under the
legislation. Land has been acquired
by negotiation, and everybody in the
area hopes that that method will
continue to be used. However, if at
some stage it becomes necessary to
acquire the land compulsorily in the
interests of the development programme, the power to do so will
exist.
I again ask the Minister to make a
clear statement of Government policy
on this question during the debate.
Mr. BAXTER (Murray Valley) : As
usual, I am in complete disagreement
with the honorable member for
Broadmeadows. It is true that this is
the second amendment that has been
made to the Wodonga Area Land
Acquisition Act, and in each case it
has been extended by a further
twelve months, but it was certainly
not done through a desire of the
Government to obstruct the operation
of the corporation. It was done
simply in response to local pressures
from that area, where it was
requested almost unanimously that
the Act not be extended until 1978
in conformity with the New South
Wales Act.
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What New South Wales wants to
do is its business; surely what Vict'Oria wants to do is also its own
business. The Premier will recall
attending a large public meeting in
the Wodonga civic centre on 7th
November last year when that message was brought home loud and
clear. On 11th October, 1973, at a
public meeting in the Galvin Hall at
the high school attended by a thousand people as well as by the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization, the same request was made
almost unanimously. In no way can
it be said that any delay in the land
acquisition programme is due to
annual extensions of the Act. The
only feature which is holding up
acquisition is the shortage of funds
from the Federal Government in
Canberra. This has led to an unfortunate set of circumstances, which is
perhaps no one's fault, but it has
unduly penalized a number of landholders and has led to confusion.
I shall recapitulate the history of
the project to establish how this
shortage of funds is now affecting
the progress of the development of
Albury-Wodonga. Honorable members will recall that in the original
concept, as a first step an area within
a radius of 55 kilometres of the
Union Bridge between Albury and
Wodonga was declared as an investigation area. In due course, this area
was reduced and became known as
the reduced planning area. Then
under the Albury-Wodonga Agreement Act, ·a further reduced area became known ,as the designated area,
and it is within that designated area
that acquisition has taken place.
In New South Wales only 15,263
hectares are in the designated area,
and Victoria has a larger area of
36,796 hectares. As honorable members, and particularly the Premier,
will be aware, tremendous pressure
has been applied, particularly on the
Victorian side of the river, for a
reduction in the area of this
designated land, because most people
believe it was far greater than what
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was required to develop AlburyWodonga, even if the development
reached the ultimate, as suggested by
the Prime Minister, of 300,000 people
by the turn of the century.
My colleagues in another place and
I have had endless meetings with the
Premier and the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization on
this matter, and some amendments
have been made to the designated
area. For example, the peripheral
towns of Beechworth, Yackandandah,
Barnawartha, and Chiltern have been
excluded from the area. I have
always found it difficult to discover
why the peripheral towns in Victoria
were included in the designated area
when those in New South Wales,
Howlong and Jindera, were not included. That matter has been resolved, and the corporation has no
power to acquire land in those towns.
The planning of those towns will be
undertaken by the respective municipalities in conjunction with the
Town and Country Planning Board.
Other places in the designated
area, including Allans Flat, Bethanga
and Upper Kiewa have been excluded.
However, the exclusion
has not gone as far as I would
have hoped, because it is still
within the area, but there will be
no compulsory acquisition in those
regions. That leads to a confusing
and unfortunate situation for landholders in that section of the designated area. If for some reason a
person wants to sell his property, I
foresee that he would have difficulties in convincing a potential
buyer that he could buy land in that
area with confidence that it will
never be acquired. It is understandable that as soon as a person from
Melbourne who had gone to look at
a property in that area discovered
the land is in a designated area, he
would be put off, although it is only
a line drawn on a map. I hope that
before long the boundaries of the
designated area can be redrawn to
exclude the three sections where it
has been agreed that there will be
no compulsory acquisition.
Mr. Baxter.

I have previously declared that
to be as far as one can go
in the reduction of the designated area. I did so on the basis
that sufficient funds would be
available in the next few years to
acquire all the remaining land that is
needed. It is becoming obvious that
sufficient funds for this purpose are
not available, and that calls for a
further reduction of the designated
area are justified. If sufficient funds
to buy the land are not available,
it is patently unfair to allow farmers
to be left under this cloud of
indecision which has existed now for
two and a half years, and looks as
though it will continue for some
years in the future. A definite statement is needed from the corporation
stating whether a particular piece of
land will be acquired now, in two
years' time, or never.
By a question without notice, I
asked the Premier some time ago to
request the corporation to inform
landholders of the position on that
basis. The honorable gentleman gave
that undertaking subject to the qu:alification that it would be difficult to
know how far he could go without
knowing what sum would be available in two or three years' time. As
a Parliament, we cannot allow this
indecision to hang over the area
much longer.
A great deal of consideration
needs to be given to whether the
Allans Flat area should be completely excluded from the designated
area in which there can be compulsory acquisition if no funds will be
available to buy property there within a reasonable time. It is obvious
that, in the short term, AlburyWodonga development will not be at
Allans Flat; development there is
years away.
In 1973, the Federal Minister on
the Ministerial council, Mr. Uren,
made many statements that funds
would be available to acquire all this
land within a short time. As recently
as 1974 the Ministerial council was
working on the basis that there
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But what about the people who
went to the corporation in good faith
as long as twelve months ago and
negotiated with it? As there always
are, one or two were difficult. Some
people will always want more than
they are entitled to. But negotiations
were generally conducted in a cooperative spirit, prices were agreed
to, and many people signed contracts. Those contracts were sent to
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization to sign but he
could not sign them because he
had run out of funds. This is disgraceful. The Victorian Government
is not to blame because funds which
it was led to believe would be available are not available. But, somehow,
a number of people in a difficult
situation must be taken off the hook.
I have put a number of cases of
hardship before the Minister. I know
that he is considering them sympathetically and I appreciate his difficulties. But I point out that the unfortunate pUblicity which would arise
if some of these properties are not
paid for would be to the detriment
of the whole Albury-Wodonga project. I impress on the Treasurer that
That undertaking was given some every possible step must be taken
time ago to all landholders within to find funds in cases of hardship.
the designated area . .It was an underWhen the project was originally
taking that, if they wished to sell contemplated there was much fear
their properties, subject to satisfac- in this House that in acquiring land
tory agreement on prices, the corp- in the Albury-Wodonga area the
oration would buy them. It was corporation might do landholders in
reasonable for that undertaking to the eye by paying prices which were
be given at that time because it was less than market value. Honorable
based on the understanding that members who are familiar with the
will be aware of the formula for
sufficient funds would be available Act
establishing land prices. With one
to purchase all properties offered.
or two possible exceptions, no one
However, it has lead to an unfor- can complain about prices for propertunate and quite ridiculous situation. ties acquired in the Albury-Wodonga
The corporation now owns pockets area. The prices have been fair and
of land all through the designated reasonable.
area but, regrettably, it has little
My only reservation is that there
land in the very place where it wants seems to be a lack of proportion beto start development, Baranduda, tween the prices paid for the relasometimes known as Middle Creek. tively-unproductive, steep hillside
Obviously, it has had to declare country surrounding Wodonga and
Baranduda a priority area and con- those paid for highly-productive fercentrate its activities there. In the tHe valley farms. The prices suggest that in comparison with the
circumstances that had to be done.

would be sufficient funds to acquire
all the land needed within three
years. In the short time since then,
something has happened to the
money bin in Canberra and there is
simply just not enough money available.
Obviously, the corporation had to
select priority areas, and a press
statement issued on 14th August,
1975, 'after a meeting of the Ministerial council in Wodonga stated that
the council had decided that the
main land purchase activity should
be concentrated on Baranduda in
Victoria and Thurgoona in New
South Wales. It stated that within
both of those areas priority would be
given to land acquisition necessary
to allow the corporation's activities
to proceed over the next two years.
That is fair enough as far as it goes.
The statement also provided that the
Ministers acknowledged that up to
that time the corporation had been
able to negotiate with landholders
in accordance with an undertaking
which had been given by the Ministerial council.
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fertile valley land the unproductive
hillside country has been overvalued. I have spoken to the ValuerGeneral about this and he agreed
that there appears to be a lack of
proportion. ,Jt seems to be a natural
tendency of valuers to try to bring
the two values closer together. It
is difficult to explain to the owner
of a top-quality dairy farm at Baranduda that he is entitled to only $800
an acre while the owner of hillside
land is receiving $400 an acre.
Mr. HAMER: Which price is wrong?
Mr. BAXTER: In my view, the
price being paid for the hill country
is too high in comparison. In his
introductory second-reading speech,
the Minister for Fuel and Power
made great play of the fact that, so
far, it had not .been necessary to issue
a notice to treat. That is true, but so
far the tough nuts have not been
reached. All acquisitions have been
at the initiative of people who accepted the invitation of the corporation
to negotiate. The stage is now being
reached where it is necessary to go
to people who own property in the
Baranduda area where the first
development is to take place and tell
them that their land is required and
that the corporation will issue a
notice to treat.
I understand that this week a
notice to treat for a property in
Boyes Road was issued. That is a
necessary step in acquiring the land;
it was bound to happen. But
there should not be too much
back-slapping because it has not,
until now, been necessary to issue a
notice to treat.
With regard to planning, particularly as it affects Albury-Wodonga,
one of the disappointing features of
the project so far has been the lack of
actual bricks on the ground. The corporation has been in existence for
some time. Much planning has been
done and a great volume of consultants' reports have been published,
some would claim at great expense,
but it must be remembered that this
is a huge project and surely no Gov-

ernment could countenance spending
the millions of dollars which it is envisaged will be spent in the area without spending one or two million
dollars on decent planning.
However, because the project is
taking longer than first contemplated,
some of the local population are losing
faith. Dozens of maps have been
published with pretty coloured
squares on them, yellow, blue ,and red,
but they do not mean much to the
people who live in Wodong.a. They
want to see a subdivision being
formed, a house, a school or something concrete going up. The corporation is about to do something like
that. It has let the first contract. It was
unfortunate that the first contractor
went bankrupt. I believe the corporation could have been a little more
diligent in ,checking the ,credentials of
the contractor; a red light may have
started to flash if it had looked harder.
I am sure a lesson has been learnt and
that in the future this type of situation will be less likely ,to occur.
The subdivision industry, whether
Government or private, is littered with
bankruptcies arising from earthmoving works. A huge amount of
money is outstanding to the W odonga
business people by the contractors
who are working for the corporation
and if another of these :contractors
goes bankrupt, all confidence will be
lost. The 'contractor 'concerned was
from 'Mordialloc. I requested the corporation, as I am sure the Premier did,
to attempt to give greater regard to
using local contractors who are aware
of some of the pitfalls that might be
involved in working in the area.
When the area was designated to
enable the land to be acquired under
the Act it came under the control of
the Ovens-Upper Murray Planning
Scheme as then administered by the
Town and Country Planning Board.
This tended unfortunately to put a
dead hand over the area. In the first
instance that was probably necessary
but it is regrettable that it has taken
two years to have it lifted. The planning board said" No" automatically
to virtually every application and
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time was spent and much expense
incurred by applicants in appealing
to the appeals tribunal. Although
more cases were won than were lost,
because of the rate of inflation and
delays of up to six or seven months
while the appeals tribunal considered
the matters often many thousands of
dollars extra were added to the cost
of building a home. Young couples
building homes can ill afford such
extra costs.
The situation is now being reached
in which the land within the Wodonga
urban district is coming solely under
the control of the Wodonga City
Council and the land outside the
designated area but still within the
reduced planning area remains under
the Ovens-Upper Murray Planning
Scheme administered by the Town
and Country Planning Boar:d in ass'<;>dation with the municipalities concerned but with the undertaking from
the board that it will withdraw,
provided that the municipalities are
prepared to upgr.ade their own planning orders to mat'ch that of the
board. I believe that is reasonable,
although the Shire of Tallangatta in
particular is somewhat disturbed with
that proposal and is arranging discussions with the board.
The area about which I ,am a little
concerned is the designated larea
where an interim development order
is about to be brought in to be administered by the Albury-Wodonga Development Corporation. The ,corporation desires tha t it be the only
responsible authority in the administration of that order. That would be
a convenient arrangement for the
corpora tion but one of the aspects
which we have attempted to ensure in
the growth of Albury-Wodonga is the
ability of local government to have a
say in what goes on. I hope it is made
perfectly dear to the corporation that
local government-in this case mainly
the rural City of Wodonga-will also
have some say in the issue of permits
in the area that the interim development order of the Albury-Wodonga
Development Corpo~ation 'covers.
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As has been pointed out in earlier
debates in this House, particularly
by the Leader of the National Party,
tremendous difficulties in planning
are beginning to emerge. In the
Yackandandah area, which is outside
the designated area, one finds-The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler): Order! 'I do not think the
honorable member should go to
Yackandandah and areas beyond the
designated area. The House is debating the Wodonga Area Land Acquisition (Amendment) Bill (No. 2) and
if he is to keep within the bounds of
this Bill the honorable member should
not discuss areas beyond the designated areas.
Mr. BAXTER: I shall take your
advice, Sir. It is inextricably tied
up with the whole Albury-Wodonga
concept, but I shall not canvass that
issue. I return to the activities of
the Development Corporation. I hope
that within the next twelve months
within the ambit of the a·mendment
contained in this Bill sufficient funds
will be made available from Canberra
to enable the Minister to acquire,
firstly, the amount of land required
for the immediate purposes of the
Development Corporation, and secondly, other land within the designated area which people for one
reason or another wish to sell to the
corporation under the terms of the
invitation previously issued by it.
I should like to say to knockers
of the Albury-Wodonga scheple that
if they are not careful they will kill
the goose that lays the golden egg
because the Albury-Wodonga project
will enable that region, north-eastern
Victoria and the southern Riverina
of New South Wales, to survive the
economic down-turn through which
Australia is passing now, and will pass
in the future, better than any other
part of the nation, and much
better than any other rural part.
It becomes rather wearisome to hear
some people conSistently knock
everything the corporation does. They
tend to use extravagant language
which the newspapers delight in
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printing. I do not agree with everything that the corporation does, and
I have clearly expressed my sentiments in this House, to the corporation and to the Government, but I
nail my colours firmly to the mast
because I want the corporation
to continue and to operate on a
reasonable basis.
Dr. Coghill, who is the veterinary
surgeon in Wodonga for the Department of Agriculture, and who
has been referred to in the debate,
has been strongly endeavouring to
drive a wedge into what the corporation is attempting to do in AlburyWodonga.
He has consistently
attempted to create dissension. For
the sake of the future development
of the area, I hope he will desist in
his efforts.
For the development to succeed,
and the purpose for which the corporation acquires this land to be
worth while, it is essential for the
corporation, the Governments concerned and the community to attract
productive industries to the area. So
far their efforts have not been particularly successful in that not one
major industry has moved to
Wodonga since the corporation was
established: Sanyo-Guthrie, which is
a large industry, and H. D. Lee-Yakka,
another large industry, both predated the corporation. Some firms
such as I.B.M. Aust. Ltd. have not
established themselves in AlburyWodonga because--whether their
fears were justified or not-they felt
the area was bound up in too many
controls. iFor one thing, they wanted
to take up freehold land. There were
also a couple of other reasons.
The economic climate is not conducive to the establishment of major
new industries, but if the project is
to be as successful as honorable
members hope, productive industries
need to be attracted to the area. The
Federal Government seems to be
relying too greatly on making it a
" goer" simply by directing public
servants to the area. Strangely
enough, in a sense, some Federal
Mr. Baxter.

Acquisition (Amendment)

Ministers seem to find it odd that
public servants are somewhat reluctant to move from Canberra to
Wodonga. That should have been
perfectly obvious to anyone. The
whole object of the project was to
attract people from either Sydney or
Melbourne, or to discourage them
from moving from country areas to
Sydney or Melbourne rather than
to move people out of Canberra down
to Albury-Wodonga.
I have discussed the proposal with
public servants and I find that young
people, whether married or not, are
quite keen to move but, once they
have established a home and have
one or two children at school, it is
difficult to encourage them to move
away from Canberra.
I do not want to criticize public
servants, but a community which is
based on too large a proportion of
public servants lacks the community
spirit which is so evident in many
country towns and cities around this
nation, not only in Victoria. As the
Minister for Fuel and Power interjects, one has only to look at Canberra, which has the reputation of
being a soulless city.
I support the amendment which
provides this Parliament with the
opportunity of reviewing the progress
of Albury-Wodonga on a yearly basis
rather than, as the honorable member
for Broadmeadows suggests, giving
the corporation a blank cheque to do
what it likes until 1978. I appreciate
the co-operation I have received from
the Premier and the Minister for
State Development and Decentralization over the past twelve months.
We have had our differences and
difficulties and I hope within the next
twelve months we shall see AlburyWodonga really begin to achieve
worth-while and concrete progress
in its development.
Mr. A. T. EVANS (Ballaara t
North) : I appreciate the candidness
and honesty of the honorable member
for Murray Valley, and the problems
which he has encountered. All honorable members believed when the
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legislation was originally introduced
into the House that Albury-Wodonga
would be an ideal project for decentralization. All honorable members
supported the proposition and in fact
thought it would further push ahead
this Governmenes policy on decentralization.
Honorable members supported the
legislation also because they thought
it would allow cheap blocks of land
to be made available for young
couples who wanted to build their
own homes. This has been Liberal
Party philosophy for many years and
has been the backstop of family life
in this community. The honorable
member for Murray Valley has
enumerated the problems which have
been encountered in this direction.
The honorable member for Broadmeadows, representing the Opposition, attacked the Government
because it brings this legislation back
for review every twelve months.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) : Order! Earlier in the
House today a point of order was
raised concerning accusations made
across the floor of the House. The
House is debating the Wodonga Area
Land Acquisition (Amendment) Bill
(No. 2) and the debate should be
confined to that Bill.
Mr. A. T. EVANS: Thank you, Mr.
Speaker; I shall contain my remarks
within your ruling. The honorable
member for Broadmeadows stated
that this legislation had to be brought
back to the Parliament every twelve
months for review. He compared that
position with what occurs in New
South Wales where the legislation
operates for seven years. This legisla tion was an innova tion and we all
held high hopes of its succeeding, as
did many young people, but its
operations have been disappointing.
It is more essential than ever,
as stated by the honorable member
for Murray Valley, that the House
review this legislation every twelve
It has obviously been
months.
experimental and, I believe, a failure.

(No. 2).
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After two or three years, no new
industry has been established in
Albury-Wodonga.
In an attempt to bolster the development of Albury-Wodonga, the
Federal Government has decided to
direct public servants to go there.
Public servants in Canberra are not
happy about this, and many may
refuse to go. Not one single new
industry has been attracted to that
area, and if honorable members visit
Albury-Wodonga as I have, they will
find that most people will say that
they were making greater progress
before this legislation was introduced
and the corporation brought into
existence.
Mistakes have been made. The
original proposition was excellent. All
honorable members believed in that
proposition and the purpose which
it tried to achieve. When Parliament
reviews the legislation every twelve
months, it has to decide where the
proposition has fallen down.
One of the first matters we have
to examine is the socialistic inclination of this legislation.
Mr. WILTON: Are you going to
vote against the Bill?
Mr. A. T. EVANS: No, because I
approve of a review of the legislation every twelve months. I am
quite prepared to experiment with
anything which will assist decentralization but I am not prepared to
experiment with anything which will
bring about Socialism and the
destroying of freehold titles.
Mr. CURNOW: You must be an embarrassment to your party.
Mr. A. T. EVANS: Not as much
as the honorable member for
Kara
Kara
is
to
his, but
we
will
not
have
to
put
up with him after the next election.
One other matter must be examined.
A precedent is being set. I had hoped
originally that this precedent could
be followed in Ballarat, Bendigo and
Geelong, but we have learned a nasty
lesson. We have been taking power
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away from this Parliament and delegating it into the hands of bureaucracy, for the sake of quick growth
and decentralization, but even this
has not been brought about. The
Albury-Wodonga enterprise has been
a flop.

Acquisition (Amendment)

Planning Board, he said, " We usually
go by the wishes of the local
authority". Therefore, there is no
appeal above the Albury-Wodonga
corporation. If it makes a decision to
rezone, that decision is final after an
automatic blessing by the Town and
Country Planning Board. The person
The other point that must be involved might appeal to the
closely examined is the action that is Town and Country Planning Board,
being taken about growth centres. but the chairman of the board has
People in Albury-Wodonga say that told me on the telephone that the
they were better off before they had board goes by the decision of the local
this bureaucracy imposed on them. authority, and that is where the
They claim that they were making matter finishes.
better growth and attracting more
Many dangers are breaking down
industry and people when they were
operating under the Victorian Gov- the powers and authorities of Parliaernment's decentralization incentives ment. This is one reason why legislathan under this bureaucratic scheme. tion should be referred to this House.
I repeat that I strongly supported this
One of the problems that has ideal when it came before the House,
bogged down the Albury-W odonga but I am thoroughly disillusioned with
scheme has been lack of funds. As the operation of the Albury-Wodonga
the honorable member for Murray corporation. Too many powers haveValley has said, no funds are avail- been given to public servants and
able. Where do these funds come they are breaking down three of the
from? There is a Ministerial Council strong principles on which this
consisting of the 'Minister for Decen- country has been built. They are
tralization and Development in New breaking down the power of local
South Wales, the Minister for State government, the power of State GovDevelopment and Decentralization in ernment and the principle on which
Victoria and the Commonwealth this country was built, that is, freeMinister for Urban and Regional hold titles.
Development, Mr. Uren, but these
Mr. BALFOUR : We do not want it
funds when available from Canberra
are loan funds on which the State at Ballarat.
Governments pay full bond interest
Mr. A. T. EVANS: The Minister
rates. The State pays for the land and
interjected
that we do not want it
the land finishes under the control of
the Albury-Wodonga corporation at Ballarat. That was a potent point.
which answers to Mr. Uren. The tax- I appreciate the Minister's interpayers of Victoria pay for the land vention.
and constructions. This has been an
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
experiment concerning which we Wheeler) : Order! I advise the honormust take great care before it is able member that the debate relates
extended anywhere else in Victoria. to the Albury-Wodonga acquisition
of land and Ballarat is nowhere near
One other general pOint I should Wodonga.
like to emphasize is the bureaucratic
Mr. A. T. EVANS: I abide by your
powers of the corporation. If a problem arises on the zoning, the appeal ruling, Mr. Speaker, but I remind the
goes to the Town and Country House that probably some of the
Planning Board. This is a great wealthiest agricultural country in
danger in the scheme. Recently I had Victoria is located in both the
a local problem at Ballarat over Wodonga area and the Ballarat area.
rezoning. When I questioned the I should not like the farmers of the
Chairman of the Town and Country Ballarat district to encounter the
Mr. A. T. Evans.
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same problems that have forced
people out of production in the
Albury-Wodonga area. I hope in
future when the Government is planning growth centres it realizes that
primary industry still plays an important part in the economy of this
country.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amending section 8 of
Act No. 8518).
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Members of the Opposition can
understand that because the track
record of the Victorian Government,
which the honorable member supports, in decentralization, is deplorable. It is a ,complete failure from
start to finish.
The Minister is not prepared to
make a statement on what the Government's intentions are. One can
only assume that Dr. Coghill's comments are close to the mark and that
this is a scaling down of the
Victorian Government's
commitments, which are set out in an
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows): agreement signed by the Premier.
I am disappointed that the Minister One assumes that the honorable
is not prepared to make a statement gentleman knew what he was signing
on behalf of the Government on its and was completely in agreement
plans for the future for the Albury- with it. In explaining the Bill, the
Wodonga project, particularly regard- Minister made complimentary reing land acquisition. It is clear from marks about the co-operation that had
the way in which the Victorian Gov- existed at Ministerial level. The honernment is extending the life of the orable gentleman indicated that the
legislation year by year in a piece- spirit of co-operation had enabled
meal way that there is a lot of merit many of the complex problems that
in the procedure adopted in New confronted the Albury-Wodonga MinSouth Wales in the Albury area. isterial Council to be overcome.
People know -clearly what they are Surely it is not asking too much for
about and what to expect. In that the Government to announce its inarea the corporation knows where it tentions. The people in the area want
is going. Victoria seems to be still to know where they are going.
sticking to the old horse and buggy
Mr. A. T. EVANS: When did the
complex and muddling along in the
honorable
member visit Albury?
best way it can.
Mr. W1LTON: It is abundantly
I was interested to hear the comments of the honorable member for clear that the honorable member for
Ballaarat North, who seems to be Ballaarat North has never been there.
extremely opposed to the whole con- Both the corporation and the local
cept. The most startling part of his people would appreciate some clear
comments when he referred to statement of the Government's intenbureaucracy was that he does not tions. The truth of the matter is that
appear to understand what the legisla- the Government is preparing the way
tion is all about. In fact, it is the for backing out of the agreement and
Minister of the Crown who has the scaling down its commitments. For
acquisition powers and the land that those reasons, I charge the Governis acquired is vested in the Crown, ment on this matter and its silence
not the corporation. That is an is its own condemnation.
important difference. The honorable
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
member seems disturbed by the fact
and
Power): There is really no need
that his colleague, the Minister for
State Development and Decentraliza- for me to reply to the honorable
tion, has completely failed in attract- member for Broadmeadows beoause
ing industry to the W odonga area. the intention of the Government is
He seems perturbed about that and quite plain. The Bill contains two
was rather castigating in his remarks. clauses.
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Mr. GINIFER: The Minister should
have put it before the Liberal Party
meeting first for the benefit of the
honorable member for Ballaarat
North.
Mr. BALFOUR: Actually, the Bill
did go before the party. The purpose
of the Bill is to extend the operation
of the Wodonga Area Land Acquisition Act 1973 until 1976. When the
Government first introduced the original legislation it indicated strongly
its intentions that the development
corporation should get on with the
job and that therefore the operation
of the Act would be extended yearly.
Section 8 of the principal Act, as
proclaimed on 18th December, 1973,
readsNothing in this Act shall authorize the
service of a notice to treat in respect of any
land on or after the 31st December 1974.

Then, twelve months later, the Act
was amended to extend the period of
operation until 31st December, 1975,
and the Bill currently before the
Committee proposes a further extension until 1976. This is in line with
the Government's policy that it will
not tie up the area for years into
the future; that it will consider land
acquisition annually. Hopefully, the
Albury-Wodonga development will
continue and I can assure the honorable member for Broadmeadows
that the Government will continue to
pursue the policy that it undertook
in 1973 to deal with land acquisition
annually.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
THOMAS TOWN PRIMARY SCHOOL
CORONER'S INQUEST - FmE SAFETY
IN SCHOOLS - COBURG POLICE STATION - BEACHES FOR NUDISTS HOURS OF SITTING.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education) : I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Adjournment.

Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows):
I raise a matter for the attention of
the Minister of Education. Yesterday,
I was advised by an officer of the
Public Works Department that approval had been given to expend
$44,000 on replacing the asphalt area
at the Thomastown Primary School.
However because of the financial
situation,' the funds are not available.
I remind the Minister of Education
that the school lost its asphalt area
some seven years ago following extensions to the school. In view of the
extraordinary length of time since
the extensions were carried out and
the fact that the school has been
without an asphalted area and thus
suffered considerable inconvenience,
I ask the Minister to reconsider the
matter and make arrangements for
the work to be carried out. The area
to be replaced will provide two
basketball courts, which the school is
most anxious to develop because it
has been seven years without this
sort of sporting facility.
Mr. BILLING (Heatherton) : I raise
a matter of the utmost importance
concerning a Coroner's inquest ~n
the tragic death of a constItuent In
my electorate. The person killed was
Patrick John Farley, 35, of Windsor
Avenue, Springvale. He was a respected businessman who had conducted a butcher's business in Springvale for many years. A report on the
inquest appeared in the Herald .of
Tuesday 21st October, 1975. The Inquest was held by the City Coroner,
Mr. H. W. Pascoe, S.M. I draw the
matter to the attention of the Chief
Secretary and request the honorable
gentleman to consult with the Attorney-General concerning the Coroner's
finding.
The newspaper report states that
the prosecuting sergeant told the
Coroner that Joseph Alexander Russell, 20, of English Road, Macedon,
who was the driver of the car, had
admitted that whilst he was driving
he was eating fish and chips and that
Constable Devine told the court that
Russell had a blood alcohol reading
of o· 18 per cent. The finding by the
Coroner was that "Farley died from
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injuries received when Farley's parked
car and Farley were hit by a car
driven by ~ oseph Alexander Russell,
20, of Enghsh Road, Macedon." Mr.
Pascoe returned a ,finding of death by
misadventure. He said that he could
not ,find culpable driving against
Russell.
It would seem that a driver who
had a blood alcohol level of 0 ·18
per cent would not be in a position
to have control of his car. It could
be clearly said that the actions of this
driver caused an unfortunate death.
1 ask the Chief Secretary to cause
the Chief Commissioner of Police to
make a complete investigation of this
fatality, and 1 should like to be assured that in this instance there will
not be a miscarriage of justice and
that justice will be seen to be done.
This matter is raised because of local
public feeling.
.Mr. ~OPER (~r~nswick West): 'I
raIse WIth the MInIster of Education
a matter of urgent public importance.
It concerns fire safety in schools.
The Minister will recall that I have
asked a number of questions on this
subject, and on some occasions the
information which he has given me
has not tied in with the material on
his department's file and on the file of
the Public Works Department.
Over the past couple of months
there have been a number of school
fires which have seriously affected
State ~c.hool property. Regrettably,
the MInIster of Education and the
Government have not formulated
clear plans on safety measures and
fire precautions in schools in the
future. In a matter of such urgent
public importance, a statement by
the Minister is needed.
I remind the Minister that at the
beginning of this sessional period
about six weeks ago, I placed o~
notice question No. 1420 which I
admit, is quite difficult to ans~er.
However, the Assistant Minister of
Education, in a press release during
the recess, raised the matters that 1
a.sked in that question. Another ques~lon, No. 148~, on the Notice Paper,
IS a comparatIvely simple question to
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answer, and is based upon information which the Minister would have
in his department. This question is
aimed at clarifying wrong information
which the Minister gave to me in the
last sessional period.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars
a month, if the figures of the Assistant Minister of Education are correct,
have been lost to the State over the
past eighteen months because of
school fires. The Minister is unable
to produce a consistent and coherent
programme to overcome this problem
of fire safety, and he is unable to
answer comparatively simple questions that are placed before him in
this Parliament.
Mr. MUTION (Coburg): 1 draw to
the attention of the House, and particularly to the attention of the Chief
Secretary, who is not in the Chamber
at present, a matter of major importance to the police officers stationed
at the Coburg police station. There
are 30 officers at this station, and
also 3 to 5 police trainees, making a
staff of approximately 35. These
officers have as equipment four outmoded typewriters which are in CODstant need of repair. Some time ago
1 submitted a question to the Chief
Secretary, who replied that as soon
as funds were available repairs to the
typewriters would be canied out. He
also said that four typewriters were
adequate. 1 emphasize that there are
30 officers and 5 trainees. During
shift work, 10 to 12 officers have
constant need of typewriters. If one
considers that a typist utilizes one
typewriter during the day, that leaves
three typewriters for the rest of the
office staff. That is absolutely ridiculous in view of the volume of work
undertaken by the Coburg police
officers.
I implore the Government, and particularly the Chief Secretary, to make
urgent inquiries into this matter, and
to supply typewriters to the officers
at the Coburg police station immediately.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas): I
have been requested by a constituent
to raise a matter with the Premier.
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I do not necessarily agree with the Director-General of Education (Buildsubject matter, but I am happy to ing), Mr. N. Barwick, for a detailed
raise it. This constituent has asked study on these aspects. The matters
for the establishment of nudist are unconnected, but an answer will
beaches. He points out that he is a be provided. The aim was to give a
septuagenarian and that he has taken co-ordinated answer. One question,
an active interest in this subject for which is fairly simple to answer, has
some 35 years. Perhaps I could direct been delayed for that reason.
the matter to the Minister for Youth,
Mr. MEAGHER {Minister of TransSport and Recreation.
port): The matters raised by the
This constituent says that during honorable members for Heatherton
his various travels around the world and Coburg will be drawn to the
he has investigated this matter in attention of my colleague, the Chief
great depth, and has ascertained that Secretary.
there are international tourist resorts
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treawhich accommodate up to 10,000 surer): The honorable member for
holiday families at a time, and in Dundas raised a matter which has
which the streets, and supermarkets, been raised many times before. I
and so on, are crowded with nude make it plain that in Victoria, and
people, but not the banks and the in most parts of Australia, there are
shops.
public reserves along most beach
The SPEAKER (the 'Hon. K. H. fronts, which is different from the
Wheeler): What is the nature of the situation in Europe. The Government
honorable member's question? I do is not prepared to set aside any part
not know whether the Premier, to of a public beach for a small group of
whom the matter is directed, can people, for whatever they want to
hear, but I certainly cannot. I ask do there. The matter has been enhonorable members to be silent and larged out of all proportion. The
I ask the honorable member for whole question is whether people are
giving offence to other people by
Dundas to speak up.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN: The basic bathing this way. People have been
request is for certain beaches to be bathing nude in groups for many
made available for the activities of years, and all they have to do is
nude bathers. This man points out find a secluded beach, and no one
that at a recent nudist activity he will bother them.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
attended, he met four parsons, their
wives and families, three deaconesses, Wheeler): Before I put the question
a supervisor of an Anglican youth that the House do now adjourn, I
camp and a policeman. The con- appeal to the House. I know that
stituent says that he believes our it is not my duty to arrange the
beaches will be overrun by people business of the House, but I direct
taking off their clothes, and that the the attention of honorable members
only way to control nudity on our and whoever is in charge of arrangbeaches is to set aside areas for the ing the programme, to the fact that
yesterday the House sat from 4 p.m.
clad and unclad.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Edu- until midnight; today it sat from
cation) : The honorable member for 2.30 p.m., again until midnight, and
Broadmeadows referred to asphalting tomorrow everyone is expected to
of the grounds affected by the new be here at 11 a.m. It is disturbing to
building at the Thomastown Primary sit in this chair and see honorable
School. I shall be pleased to in- members and Ministers looking very
weary, as they will tomorrow and
vestigate the matter.
In reply to the honorable member as they do every other day. Honorfor Brunswick East, I point out that able members and Ministers have to
there are on the Notice Paper three be at their desks at 9 a.m. and posor four questions relating to fire pre- sibly earlier. This causes me concautions. I have asked the Assistant cern, and I appeal to whoever is in
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charge of the business of the House
to try to arrange the hours of sitting so that honorable members will
not look so weary, and pay some
consideration to their health.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned. at 12.7 a.m.
(Thursday) .

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.
The following answers to questions
on notice were circulated-

REGIONAL PLANNING
AUTHORITIES.
(Question No. 1716)

Mr. A. T. EVANS (Ballaarat)
North) asked the Minister of Public
Works, for the Minister for Planning1. Which regional planning authorities received grants in 1974-75 and what was the
total amount of each individual grant?
2. Which authodties will receive grants
as a result of the sum of $250,000 being
provided in this year's Budget, indicating
the amount of each individual grant to each
authority?

Mr.
DUNSTAN
(Minister of
Public Works): The answer supplied
by the Minister for Planning is1. In the 1974-75 financial year the
Western Port Regional Planning Authority
and the Geelong Regional Plann,ing Authority
received grants.
The total amount received by each
authority is as followsWestern Port Regional
Planning Authority
$88,677.25
Geelong Regional Planning
Authority
$55,000.00

Total

$143,677.25

The Town and Country Planning Board
also provides technical and administrative
services to the Loddon-Campaspe Regional
Planning Authority and the East Gippsland
Regional Planning Committee. The board
has assessed the cost of these services at
$56,913 for the 1974-75 financial year.
2. Grants to regional planning authorities
are based on a $1 for $2 formula. A scheme
was introduced from 1st October, 1974,
whereby the Government contributes to the
administrative costs of these authorities on
the basis of $1 for $2 up to a limit of
$150,000 for each authority.
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The sum of $250,000 provided in this
year's Budget will be allocated to regional
planning authorities in accordance with the
above formula. The actual amount to be
received by each authority by way of grant
will not be known until later in the financial
year when their submissions for grants have
been made, reviewed and approved.

LABORATORY TESTING OF
FOODS.
(Question No. 1727)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of HealthFurther to his answer to question No. 1460
asked on 11th September, 1975, regarding
laboratory testing of foods, whether any
fish were tested; if so, what were the results
of the tests; if not, why?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health): The answer is-

of

During the financial year 1974-75, no
fish were examined for pesticide residue
because past experience has indicated that
the levels of pesticides to be expected in
fish are very low.
There are natural trace levels occurring
in most foods and it is difficult to determine
whether any proportion of the levels found
in fish is attributable to adulteration. Fish
have been examined to determine whether
the levels of heavy metal residues are excessive. The following findings from the
health laboratory indicates the number of
samples examined and the range for each
metal.
Having regard to average consumption of
fish, it is considered that the situation does
not represent a hazard to health.
Sample

MercuryAbalone ..
Groper ..
Mussels ..
Oysters ..
Scallops ..
Shark _.
Snapper ..
Tuna
CadmiumAbalone_ .
Lobster _.
Mussels ..
Oysters ..
CopperAbalone. _
Crab
Mussels _.
Scallops
ZincAbalone ..
Mussels. _
Oysters. _
Scallops ..

Number
analysed

Rango (p.p.m.)

10
6
23
2

12

0'01-0'02
0·1 -0'6
0'01-0-03
0'05-0·15
N.D.-O-02
0'05-3-1
0'02-0-52
0·05-0'21

10
34
33
10

N.D.-O·2
N.D.-O-ll
0'2 -42
N.D.

10
15
22

2_6-3,8
4.2-5-6
0.7-2'4
N.D.

60

65
24

60

10
22
2
60

N.D.-Not detected.

13-14
1()...4()
106-168
15-33
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ROSPARK INVESTMENT
PTY. LTD.
(Question No. 1731)

Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir) asked
the Attorney-GeneralIn respect of Rospark Investment Pty.
Ltd.1. Who were the directors as at 30th June.
1975?
2. What is the paid-up capital of the
company and wh'O are the major shareholders?

Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General):
The answer isI have supplied t'O the honorable member
by letter the information he seeks.

COMMONWEALTH GRANTS TO
CITY OF COBURG.
(Question No. 1775)

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Minister of Public Works, for the
Minister for Local GovernmentIf he will ascertain and inform the House1. What financial grants have been made
to the City of Coburg by the Comm'Onwealth
Government during each of the past three
years?
2. What works were carried out and what
was the individual cost of each project?
3. Whether all of the grants so allocated
were confined to specific works by Commonwealth Government direction?
4. What was the increase in the work
f'Orce of the city as a result of the allocation
of these grants?
5. Whether the city has heen informed of
the possibility of receiving new grants from
the Comm'Onwealth Government for the current financial year; if so, what grants and
for what projects?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works): The answer supplied by the
Minister for Local Government isAs the question relates entirely to grants
by the Commonwealth, it cann'Ot be answered with authority or propriety by a
State Minister. The honorable member is
invited to contact the Commonwealth, the
council, or his Federal colleague.

SWIMMING POOLS FOR
FRANKSTON AREA.
(Question N'O. 1819)

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) asked the Minister of
Public Works, for the Minister for
Local Government1. 'What submissi'Ons have been made by
the Frankston City Council 'for subsidies to
build community swimming pools in the
Frankston area?
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2. What areas or sites were requested,
indicating the priOrity for each and what
was the estimated cost in each ca-se?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works): The answer supplied by the
Minister for Local Government isThe City of Frankston advised my department on 31st May, 1973, that it had selected
three sites in the Frankston and Seaford
areas t'O develop public swimming pools.
These were in the Nursery Avenue and
T'Ower Hill Road areas of Frankston and at
Wells Road, Seaford. A further site in the
pines forest area was to be determined.
In a further letter of 3rd July, 1973, the
council advised that it wished to develop
two 25-metre indoor pools, one at
Jubilee Park and the other at Wells Road,
Seaford. Each was estimated t'O cost a
total of $90,000. This department then requested that the council indicate its priorities and supply a draft plan of the proposed
devel'Opments. In discussions with the council it was indicated to the council that the
estimated cost of the pools did not appear
realistic. The council then replied on 10th
August, 1973, that its first priority was for
the development of an indoor swimming pool
complex at Jubilee Park. The total cost
of this complex is now estimated at
$830,000.
The maximum subsidy of $250,000 has
been approved towards the Jubilee Park
complex and this is heing jointly funded by
my department and the Federal Department
of Tourism and Recreation.

NATIONAL COURSING
ASSOCIATION OF VICTORIA.
(Question No. 1829)

Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation1. Whether the National Coursing Association of Victoria has requested a better
financial arrangement from the J?epar!ment of Youth, Sport and RecreatIon; If
so, whether the submission has been
considered and, in that event, what is the
result of such consideration?
2. What amount the association has received from the department in each of
the past five financial years and in this
year to date?

Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation): The answer
is1. There is no financial arrangement
between the Department of Youth, Sport
and Recreation and the National Coursing
Association of Victoria. The association
receives an annual payment from the
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Greyhound Racing Control Board in return for expenses incurred for work carried out on behalf of that board. The
National Coursing Association has asked
that this annual payment be increased.
The payment made by the Greyhound
Racing Control Board to the association is
derived from the board's share of the
annual Totalizator Agency Board surplus.
In determining this share the Greyhound
Racing
Grounds
Development
Board
recommended to the Minister in 1972-73
that the Greyhound Racing Control Board
be allocated an extra 1 per cent of the
Totalizator Agency Board surplus to
enable funds to be made available to the
National Coursing Association. The application of this formula has continued up
to the present year and in 1975-76 will
result in an increase of approximately
21 per cent in the amount paid to the
association last year.
2. The association has received the
following annual payments from the Greyhound Racing Control Board in each of
the past five financial years1970-71
$10,000
1971-72
$10,000
1972-73
$12,667
1973-74
$16,741
1974-75
$20,572
This financial year the National Coursing Association has received $14,834 to
date and it will receive a total of $24,914
for the current financial year.

URBAN LAND COUNCIL.
(Question No. 1847)

Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of Public Works,
for the Minister for Planning1. When the first subdivision of land
under the control of the Urban Land
Council will be offered for sale to the
public?
2. What the terms of sale will be to the
public?
3. What has been the State's financial
contribution to the council?
4. Whether he will provide a copy of the
signed agreement between the Commonwealth Government and the State Government to the member for Moonee Ponds?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works): The answers supplied by
the Minister for Planning is1. It is anticipated that the first subdivision will be released on 14th November,
1975.
2. The terms of sale at the time of first
release are currently proposed to be for
cash, at cost inclusive of holding charges,
upon conditions which will be designed to
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safeguard against speculation and to bring
about early construction of dwellings for
genuine home owners.
3. In so far as purchases arranged
through the Urban Land Council relate to
conservation or recreational lands, the
Commonwealth and the State contribute respectively to agreed projects on the basis of
$2 for $1. In so far as purchases relate ·to
land for development, the funds utilized
are loan funds, and neither the Commonwealth nor the State contribute by way of
grants. It is intended that loan repayments
and interest will be met in full from proceeds of sale.
4. Yes.

INDUSTRIAL WASTE.
(Question No. 1851)

Mr. WILKES (N orthcote) asked
the Minister of Public Works, for
the Minister for Local Government1. Whether the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works has taken any
steps to develop on its property at Brooklyn, a plant to handle industrial waste, indicating the estimated cost of establishing
such a plant, and the area of land it would
occupy?
2. Whether any companies have made
approaches to the board to handle industrial waste in conjunction with a plant estab!ished on the board's property at Brooklyn;
If so, what companies and what stage
negotiations have reached?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works): The answers supplied by
the Minister for Local Government
is1. At the end of 1972 the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works called
tenders for the establishment of an industrial wastes treatment plant on 20
acres of the land it owns at Brooklyn. Four
tenders were received but because of a
reduction in the amount of the waste requiring treatment the project did not proceed at that time. The honorable member
is referred to Ministerial statement in
another place on 24th April, 1974.
2. Terminals Ltd. and E. F. Home made
tentative approaches during 1974 to lease
portions of the Brooklyn land for the purpose of waste treatment but in both cases
their intention was to treat particular
wastes only. This was contrary to the
original intention of the lease which was
to enable and require treatment of all
waste types, No further negotiations proceeded.
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URBAN LAND COUNCIL.
(Question No. 1855)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of Public Works,
for the Minister for PlanningIn respect of house sites to be sold under
the organization of the Urban Land
Council1. How many blocks are expected to be
sold in each of the next six months and
where such blocks are located?
2. What is the estimated average sale
price and how blocks are to be marketed?
3. Who will be eligible to purchase blocks?
4. Whether private agents will be used to
conduct 'Sales; if so, why, which agents, and
on what terms and conditions?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works): The answer supplied by the
Minister for Planning is1. In accordance with the adopted works
programme, it is anticipated that the following blocks will be released for sale-On or 'before 14th November, 1975,112 lots in Thomastown, Shire of Whittlesea; by March, 1976, 98 lots in the same
subdivision; by May, 1976, 128 lots in the
City of Sunshine, at St. Albans.
2. Average sale prices cannot be supplied at this stage. Sale prices will differ
from location to location, and are intended
to be at cost plus holding charges.
3. No restrictions on eligibility to purchase allotments are currently proposed,
but purchasers will be required to comply
with conditions of contracts.
4. It is currently envisaged that private
agents will be used to effect sales, as the
Urban Land Council representing both State
and Commonwealth considers that this is
the most effective way to obtain best possible sales record. Furthermore it is noted
that the State has no reservoir of trained
staff with special expertise in this field. No
agents have so far been engaged to effect
sales. The Real Estate and Stock Institute
of Victoria has been invited to nominate four
local agents to cover each locality where
the Urban ILand Council has purchased
broad acre land. The agents so nominated
will be requested to prepare submissions to
the Urban Land Council outlining terms and
conditions under which they are prepared to
operate. Agents ~ill. be selected after consideration of subml'SsIOns.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE.
(Question No. 1861')

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of Public Works, for the
Minister for Local GovemmentFurther to the answer to question No. 811
asked on 11th 'December, 1974, whether t!te
Minister is now able to provide full detads
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of action or decisions taken on each recommendation of the Board of Inquiry into
Local Government Finance; if so what are
the details?
'

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
The answer supplied by the
Minister for Local Government isW.o~ks):

The information collated prior to the
resignation of the previous member for
Bruns~ick West is being brought up to date,
and wIll be cross checked with all relevant
departments. preparatory to submission to
Cabinet. for release as a report. This process WIll be completed before conclusion
of the current session, and thehonorable
member advised to enable the question to
be asked again and the answer recorded in
Hansard.

FLINDERS STREET STATION
REDEVELOPM'ENT.
(Question No. 1893)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of TransportFurther to the answer to question No.
1618 asked on 8th October, 1975, whether
he will-( a) lay on the table of the Library
files which relate to the initiation of the
Flinders Street station redevelopment project by Meldon Properties Pty. Ltd.;
(b) indicate whether there were other
submissions made by other developers;
(c) advise whether there were counterproposals made by the railways department;
and (d) indicate what steps were taken to
secure agreement in tenure of the contract
which forms the schedule to the Flinders
Street Station Area Redevelopment Act
1971?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport): The answer is(a) I refer the honorable member to the
files the Premler is to table on this matter.
(b) Lend Lease consolidated the rights
already in existence in the area and presented a total plan for the area to the
Government.
(c) Before the Flinders Street station redevelopment became a reality the railways,
as a cons'equence of their need for additional
space for administrative staff, were examining a proposal to utilize their present site
for expansion.
(d) Detailed discussions took place between the railways and the developer over
a lengthy period in connection with the
agreement.
In addition, a co-ordinating committee
comprising of the then Minister of Transport, the Minister for Local Government and
senior offices of the railways and Lend
Lease were responsible for overseeing negotiations which lead to the agreement.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOWGROUNDS.

(Question No. 1903)

Mr. PLOWMAN (Evelyn) asked the
Minister of Public Works, for the
Minister for Local GovernmentWhether, having regard to the present
divergence of opinion between unions, processors, producers and the Metric Conversion Board on the desirability of metric conversion of milk containers, the Minister will
seek a round table conference between the
parties together with himself and tI:te Minister of Agriculture in order to obtam some
consensus in this matter?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works): The answer supplied by the
Minister for Local Government isI have conferred exhaustively with a broad
range of parties. A Ministerial statement
was delivered last night in another place,
and the honorable member may obtain
copies from the Legislative Council Papers
Room.

SEAFOOD PRODUCTS FROM
OVERSEAS.
(Question No. 1920)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of HealthWhether, in view of reported heavy metal
pollution in overseas fishing grounds, particularly Japan, officers of the Commission
of Public Health have tested canned dried
and-or frozen seafood products such as
oysters, scallops, clams, shrimp, prawns,
crab, lobster, salmon, halibut and flounder
imported from overseas; if so-(a) how
many tests were conducted; (b) what products were tested; and ( c) what were the
results in each case?

Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister
Health): The answer is-
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Yes.
(a) 58.
(b) Tuna, salmon, sardines, fish fingers,

whitebait, flake, dace, eel, crab and oysters.
(c) All complied with the statutory limit
for mercury except for seven of the flake
samples from New Zealand which were
taken during early 1972. Some samples have
also been tested for cadmium and these were
below the maximum recommended by the
National Health and Medical Research
Council.
It is known that the Commonwealth Department of Police and Customs has imposed
a limit of O· 5 parts per million mercury
for imported fish under the powers conferred
by the import regulations and close liaison
exists between the laboratories operated by
the Commonwealth and State Departments.

(Question No. 1926)

Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister for Youth, Sport
and RecreationHow many consortiums have been selected
to carry out financial feasibility studies of
the proposal to develop the Royal Agricultural Showgrounds into the Melbourne entertainmentcentre, what are their names,
and when their reports or studies will be
made public and available to the member
for Moonee Ponds?

Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Youth, Sport and Recreation): The
answer is(a) Four.
(b) Erik Kolle &

Associates Pty Ltd.,
consulting chartered engineers, 576 Lonsdale Street, Melbourne.
Rankine & Hill Pty. Ltd., consulting
engineers, 3 West Street, North Sydney,
N.S.W.
Energoprojekt, Engineering and Contracting Co., Beograd, Brankova 4, Yugoslavia.
Lewis & Halley Pty. Ltd., 570 Bourke
Street, Melbourne.
( c) Three of the reports have been received and the report from Energoprojekt,
Yugoslavia, is expected by the end of
November. The reports will be considered
by a committee comprising representatives
of the Royal Agricultural Society, the Ministry for the Arts, the Public Works Department and the Department of Youth, Sport
and Recreation. Should one or more of the
reports indicate that it would be financially
feasible to establish an entertainment centre
at the showgrounds, one or more of the
parties concerned may be invited to conduct
a comprehensive feasibility study.
Each party submitting a report has requested that the details should be regarded
as confidential. It will be appreciated that
each report contains financial details which
might subsequently be included in tenders
for the project and, in view of these circumstances, it is inappropriate to make the
reports public at this stage.

SOCIAL WELFARE DEPARTMENT
LAND IN CARLTON.
(Question No. 1939)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of Public Works, for the
Minister for Local GovernmentWhether the title for the Uniting Church
site at the corner of Princes Street and
Nicholson Street, Carlton contains a 21-ft.
reservation for road widening purposes; if
so-(a) whether the Minister is aware that
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the site has been acquired for social welfare
purposes; and (b) whether the Minister will
take steps to ensure that the road widening
reservation is replaced by a reservation for
community purposes?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works): The answer supplied by the
Minister for Local Government isUnder the prOVisions of the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Planning Scheme, the
land within 30 feet of the northern boundary
of Princes Street, between Nicholson Street
and Station Street is reserved for proposed
main road widening, and has been so reserved for that purpose since 1st March, 1955.
There is no current proposal to remove this
reservation.
The Country Roads Board has proposals
for development of part of this reservation
for road purposes and has submitted these
for approval to the Melbourne City Council.
(a) The Director-General of Social Welfare advises that the property was acquired
in June of this year with a view to its use,
if practicable, for social welfare purposes,
and that at the time his department was
aware of the reservation for road widening
purposes.
(b) No such undertaking can be given
at present, and no application for rezoning
has at this stage been lodged.

HOBS ON PARK PSYCHIATRIC
HOSPITAL, TRARALGON.
(Question No. 1948)

Mr. LIND (Dandenong) asked the
Minister of HealthFurther to the answer to question No.
1673 'asked on 30th September last1. Whether no social worker has actually
been on duty at Hobson Park Psychiatric
Hospital, Traralgon, since early this year;
if so, what was the actual date of the commencement of this situation?
2. What are the--(a) required qualifications; and (b) duties of case aides?

Mr. SCANLAN (Minister of Health):
The answer is1. Hobson Park Psychiatric Hospital has
been without a social worker since 2nd
March, 1975.
2. (a) Qualifications of case aides-To be
an adult; approved educational standard,
mature personality, abili'ty to deal with
patients and clerical experience. Licence
to drive a motor car would be an advantage.
(b) IDuties of case aides-To assist social
workers in routine administration and in
matters relating to social services, patients,
accommodation and personal effects.
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DELORAINE TERRACE,
PARKVILLE.
(Question No. 1972)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of Public Works, for the
Minister for Planning1. Who initiated the prosecution launched
under section 14 of the Historic Buildings
Act 1974 in respect of " Deloraine Terrace",
Parkville?
2. Whether any prosecution has been
initiated against the owners, Compac Ltd.,
under section 14 (2) of the Act; if not, why?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works): The answer supplied by the
Minister for Planning is1. The prosecution was instigated by the
Historic Buildings Preservation Council.
2. No prosecution was initiated against
the owners, as the available evidence did
not warrant it. That conclusion was adopted on the advice of the Crown Solicitor,
after taking the opinion of counsel.

i1lrgi!llatinr A!l!lrmbly.
Thursday, October 23, 1975.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler): took the chair at 11.3 a.m.,
and read the prayer.
ABSENCE OF MINISTER.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler): The Chief Secretary will
be absent during question time. He
is on important business at Government House.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.

GRAIN ELEVATORS BOARD.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows):
Will the Minister of Agriculture seek
the co-operation of the Grain Elevators Board to fix handling charges
for oats so that the oat growers may
avail themselves of the low handling
costs which are applied by the board
to wheat and barley?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture): The honorable member
for Broadmeadows and fanner
organizations are well aware of the
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Government's decision on the handling of oats. A certain amount of
oat handling by the Grain Elevators
Board is available to oat growers and
charges will be fixed shortly.
TEACHERS' HOLIDAY PAY
LOADING.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
National Party): Has the attention
of the Minister of Education been
directed to the claim of the President
of the Victorian Teachers Union that
teachers have been deprived of some
$7 million which represents the 17·5
per cent loading on holiday pay
granted to most employees in Victoria eighteen months ago? Does the
Government intend to make an ex
gratia payment covering some part
of this eighteen months' period? The
situation came about because the
Teachers Tribunal did not bring appropriate regulations into being.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education): This matter came to my
attention. The Government is considering it, and an early decision will
be made.
EXPORT OF CATTLE.
Mr. AUSTIN (Hampden): Has the
attention of the Minister of Agriculture been directed to the recent statement made at Edenhope by Mr. Wally
Curran, of the Australasian Meat
Industry Employees Union, when he
was reported to have said that over
the past twelve months no approach
had been made to his union about the
export of live cattle from Victoria?
Mr. Curran also said that if any approach was made to his union by
producer organizations, he would be
pleased to meet with them and that
he thought they could come to some
amicable understanding. Will the
Minister take steps to arrange such
a meeting between Mr. Curran and
producers?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) : Honorable members
who observe the trends in rural
affairs will be aware that this subject has been a cause of great con-
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sternation among country people. I
am interested to hear of the comment
made by the union leader at a meeting
in Edenhope. I agree with the honorable member for Hampden that a
meeting between farming organizations and the union should be convened. I will be happy to try to
arrange it.
PUBLIC ACCESS TO BEACHES.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote): In the
light of the statement made by the
Premier in Parliament yesterday that
Victorian beaches are on public,
reserved land, how does he account
for the fact that the public cannot
USe many areas of beach between
Sorrento and Portsea because they
have been built on down to the highwater mark? If beaches are public
land, how can this happen?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer): I am not aware of any
public beach in Victoria which is not
open to use by the public. I take it
that the honorable member is referring to leases on foreshores for such
things as yacht clubs and bathing
sheds.
Mr. WILKES: I am referring to private property.
Mr. HAMER: In some cases
there have been leases on the
public foreshore, not the beach
itself, for such things as bowlBut those
leases
ing clubs.
were granted in the past. No such
lease has been granted in recent
times. Our whole idea is to make
these reserves open to free use by
the public. I said that the fencing
of a section of public beach would
not be allowed for exclusive use by
any group.
LAND CONSERVATION COUNCIL.
Mr. WHITING (Mildura): Can the
Minister for Conservation inform the
House whether the recommendations
of the Land Conservation Council on
the Mallee study area are yet available? If they are not, when will they
be available to the public?
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Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister of
Lands): The final recommendations
on the Mallee study are not yet
available, and I cannot give the
honorable member a precise indication as to when they will be available.
WEST GATE BRIDGE.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition): Is the Premier in a
position to inform the House of the
present financial commitments for
completion of the West Gate Bridge
and, if so, to what extent have
guarantees given by the Government
about this been effective?
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer): I am not in a position off-hand
to supply that information. I ask the
Leader of the Opposition to put the
question on notice; if he does so, I
shall give him the full answer.
FLOOD DAMAGE TO ROADS.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas):
In view of the large amount of damage which has been done to rural
roads both this year and in recent
years, and the consequent heavy calls
on the Treasury, can the Minister of
Transport inform the House whether
any studies have been undertaken to
devise construction techniques to
resist this kind of damage?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport): Techniques for the construction of roads to prevent damage by
flooding are well established around
the world. One of the difficulties is
that some of the techniques are so
expensive as to be impractical for
general application. Research is continually being conducted in Australia
and overseas, and Australia has
access to the research with a view
to finding ways of reconciling better
techniques for flood prevention with
the practicabilities of Treasury
finance. The work is continuing
apace and will continue through
organizations such as the Australian
Road Research Board, universities
and other bodies.

without Notice.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
SPECIAL SERVICES DIVISION.
Mr. McINNES (Gippsland South):
In view of the present situation in
which there is still only one psychology and guidance officer in Gippsland east of Dandenong, and in which
Gippsland inspectorates are controlled from the Coburg special
services psychology and guidance
centre, can the Assistant Minister of
Education indicate whether positive
steps are being taken towards
decentralization of special services?
Mr. DIXON (Assistant Minister of
Education): Many steps have been
taken by the Special Services Division of the Education Department to
decentralize its services. Not the
least of these were the steps taken
by the Education Department through
the appointment of regional directors
who, within their charter, have
a capacity to work on behalf of the
primary, secondary, technical and
special services divisions of the
Education Department.
Recently special services complexes were opened in Geelong and
Bendigo, and these services will be
expanded throughout the State as
resources permit. The question of a
special services complex at Moe is
very much in the minds of the
division. Recently I interviewed
members of Parliament who are
associated with development at Moe
and I have received representations
from the Moe City Council concerning this matter. The Government is
doing all it can to provide that sort
of service to the Gippsland area
where there is no doubt that it is
required. The general building programme of special schools is also an
indication of the Government's
efforts in this direction.
Finally, special education authorities for the ascertainment of children's difficulties and handicaps from
the earliest possible age have been
set up and operate throughout the
State. That is an indication of the
way in which the human resources
of the Government attempt to provide service for boys and girls
throughout Victoria.
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AUSTRALIAN ASSISTANCE PLAN.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds):
In view of the decision of the High
Court handed down last Friday dismissing the application of the Victorian Government for an injunction
to prevent the Australian Assistance
Plan from operating, can the
Attorney-General advise the House
whether the Government intends to
take any further action in an attempt
to prevent funds provided under the
Australian Assistance Plan from going into regions to be used for much
needed social welfare activity?
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General):
The Government has only been concerned in ensuring that these matters
are dealt with in accordance with the
Australian Constitution. The Government will abide by any proper
interpretation given on the Constitution.
In regard to some other
matters, particularly those occurring
in Canberra at present, it would be a
good idea if the Prime Minister also
had regard to the Constitution.
EXTENSION OF BURWOOD TRAM
LINE.
Mr. McLAREN (Bennettswood) :
I ask the Minister of Transport
whether a decision has yet been made
to introduce a Bill providing for the
extension of the Burwood tram line
from Warrigal Road along Burwood
Highway to Middleborough Road.
Mr. MEAGHER
(Minister of
Transport): No such decision can be
made until the report of the Public
Works Committee is presented to
Parliament in accordance with the
provisions of the Tramways Act.
The committee is considering a proposal for such an extension, and as
soon as that report is received consideration will be given by the Government to the introduction of such
a Bill.
PRICE SURVEY.
Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara): Is the
Minister of Consumer Affairs aware
of a survey undertaken by the Federal
Department of Science and Consumer
Affairs which compared the price of
Session 1975.-278
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37 grocery items purchased from 59
stores located throughout Australia?
If so, will he make representations to
the Federal Minister for Science and
Consumer Affairs requesting that this
survey be undertaken monthly and
include Ballarat, Bendigo and other
major provincial cities, and that the
results be published in the interests
of the consumer.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Consumer Affairs): The answer is,
"No, no".
SUBSIDY FOR SCOUT
DEVELOPMENT.
Mr. SKEGGS (Ivanhoe): I direct a
question to the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation. In view of the
success achieved by the YarraBatman Area Scout Association in its
appointment of a full-time development commissioner, will the Government give consideration to making a
grant available to assist the scout
movement in this development work?
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation): The answer
to the question is, "Yes". I shall be
grateful if the honorable member for
Ivanhoe will give me more details.
TEACHERS' HOLIDAY LOADING.
Mr.
FORDHAM
(Footscray):
Supplementary to the question asked
earlier by the Leader of the National
Party, has the Minister of Education
received an explanation from the
Teachers Tribunal on the reason for
the inordinate delay in dealing with
the rather simple matter of a 17·5
per cent loading on holiday pay for
teachers? If the Minister has received an explanation, can he inform
honorable members of the reason advanced for the delay and what steps
will be taken to ensure that this ridiculous situation does not happen
again, from the point of view of both
the department and the teachers?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education): As I recall, the only
explanation given was difficulty in
framing the regulation to apply to
teachers because of the different
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manner in which they take their
holidays compared with public
servants. It was not a detailed explanation.
DAIRY PRODUCE PRICES.
Mr. BURGIN (Polwarth): In view
of the low prices being announced by
many factories for dairy products in
the coming year, which in some cases
are up to 12 cents to 15 cents a
pound lower than last year, will the
Minister of Agriculture attempt to
have discussions with the new Federal
Minister for Agriculture, Dr. Rex
Patterson, in an endeavour to obtain
some assistance for this vital Victorian decentralized industry?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) : In answering the first
part of the question, I make the comment that my understanding of the
situation in the dairying industry is
that prices have dropped by approximately 20 cents a pound for
butterfat, which is roughly a 30 per
cent decrease in price and in the income of dairy farmers from dairy
products. This is causing enormous
comment and concern in the dairying
industry which, as I have often said,
is the best decentralized industry in
Victoria. A study undertaken by the
department shows that the net
income available to dairy farmers in
this financial year will be down by
an average of $2,000.
Mr. ROPER: Will you table that
survey?
Mr. I. W. SMITH: The survey will
be available to honorable members
who request it. This is an alarming
trend. Dr. Patters on has been appointed as Federal Minister for Agriculture.
Mr. Ross-EDwARDS: Mr. Heffernan
says he is a good fellow.
Mr. I. W. SMITH: He could not
be worse than the previous incumbent
of that position. I hope to be able
to discuss the problems of all sections of rural industry with Dr.
Patterson in the near future. I have
written to the honorable gentleman
requesting an early meeting.
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SCHOOL CADET CORPS.
Mr. HOLDING: (Leader of the
Opposition): I direct a question to
the Minister of Education, following
an answer by the honorable gentleman yesterday in which he expressed
solicitude for the problems of people
concerned with the running of cadet
units in public schools.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS: He did not
say public schools.
Mr. HOLDING: Schools at which
there are cadet units. Having regard to the lack of adequate playing
facilities in many State primary and
high schools-I refer particularly to
the problems in the Richmond West
Central School in which no adequate
playing facilities are available for the
children-will the Minister give a
firm undertaking to the House that
he will not consider the expenditure
of any funds for school cadet purposes
before
assuring
parents
throughout the State that all the
funds needed to provide proper playing facilities for children in the
primary schools will be granted, and
that that has a higher priority than
facilities for those young gentlemen
wanting to play soldiers?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education): The answer is, "No".
I have taken boys away to cadet
camps. In some cases it was the
first occasion on which they had
moved more than 20 miles out of the
city. The camps were situated in
Mildura. On two occasions I have
taken boys, many of whom were
under-privileged, to the Mildura area
for cadet camps. I am aware that this
was greatly appreciated by those
who participated. It was the first
occasion on which many of them had
been able to spend any time away
from home. As I said yesterday, I
am also aware of the benefits in youth
training generally from this form of
activity.
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE.
Mr.
CRELLIN
(Sandringham):
Has the attention of the AttorneyGeneral been drawn to an article in
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this week's issue of the Truth newspaper headed, "J.Ps in Giant Ripoff ", in which allegations are made
concerning misconduct by some
justices of the peace? Has the honorable gentleman observed that criticisms were published of the Federal
member for Melbourne, Mr. Innes?
Has either the Truth newspaper or
Mr. Innes provided any information
or details relating to these allegations? If so, what action has been
taken by the Attorney-General?
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General):
My attention has been drawn to the
article, and I would welcome full
details, names and particulars of the
alleged transaction, because over the
years we have been at pains to improve the general standards of justices of the peace in this State. After
all, this is something that honorable
members should be particularly interested in because it is well known
that members of this House were
the people who put the names forward to the Attorney-General.
Therefore, all honorable members
should take a great interest in the
performance of justices of the peace.
As I read the article, it alleged that
some justices were charging migrants
fees for taking affidavits. The only
case that has come to my knowledge
over the years is not particularly to
do with migrants but involved a
justice of the peace and his commission was quickly taken away from
him. I do not want to be asked for
details of that case because it might
embarrass some honorable members
opposite.
RAILWAYS UNIONS' BLACK BAN.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne): Is the
Minister of Transport aware that the
combined railways unions have now
unconditionally withdrawn their black
ban on the proposed special train for
Princess Margaret? If the honorable
gentleman is not aware of this, will
he accept my assurance that the
unions have authorized me to advise
him to this effect? Since this offer is
unconditional and in a generous spirit,
will the Minister respond in kind and
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concede that his recent remarks
about" Hitler's brown shirts" were
in the circumstances, intemperate? '
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) : The only intemperate
action that I am aware of is the action
of the unions in threatening to launch
an assault on Princess Margaret for
some alleged offence that I had committed. It seems to me to be wholly
misdirected.
I was not aware of any withdrawal
of the ban. If it has been withdrawn,
I congra tula te the unions on their
common sense and appreciate the fact
that they have listened to reason.
With regard to any remarks that I
have made being used as an excuse
for the ban, I was under the impression that in this State and in this
country there was a principle of freedom of speech. Anything that I
might have said about the unions has
been heavily outweighed by things
that the various unions have said
about me from time to time.
Mr. EDMUNDS: I did not think the
Minister was thin-skinned.
Mr. MEAGHER: I am very proud
of the fact that I am not as thinskinned as some of the union bosses
appear to be.
SCHOOL CAMPS.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West):
I ask a supplementary question of
the Minister of Education following
the answer that he gave to the Leader
of the Opposition concerning special
assistance that the Minister wished
to give to private schools' and a
couple of State schools' cadet units.
Given the Minister's concern about
the need for boys to have trips into
the country away from their home
environment, will the Minister inform the House whether he has an
equal concern that those boys who
are not in the cadet corps and also
girls should have this opportunity? If
the Minister has this equal concern,
will the honorable gentleman take
steps within his department to provide funds so that all adolescent
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children in this State can have access
to subsidized trips away from their
home environment?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education): The Government's general concern in this area was one of
the major reasons for the formation
of the Ministry of Youth, Sport and
Recreation, which has been doing a
splendid job for the past two and a
half years. Furthermore, the Government has been sponsoring the
development of camps by high
schools,
technical schools
and
primary schools. Fine camps have
been established at Lake Eppalock by
Richmond Technical School; at Buxton
by
Collingwood
Technical
School, at Mirimbah by Princes Hill
High School, and one in the Colac
area by the Colac High School. These
are just a few of the camps which
come readily to mind. The Government regards the expansion of this
type of activity as important and is
providing as much finance as it can
in any given year.
SCHOOL CADET CORPS.
Mr. McCABE (Lowan): I direct a
question without notice to the Assistant Minister of Education, who is
also the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation. In view of the amount
of money that was made available
for the cadet corps by the Federal
Government, has the Federal Government indicated that these funds
will be made available for other youth
activities in Victoria?
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation): The question
raised is an important one because
the funds that were previously used
for cadet units in Australia total
between $9 million and $11 million.
There is nO doubt that the existence
of cadet units contributed significantly to the ability of children,
especially disadvantaged children, to
have camping experience which they
otherwise could not afford.
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Mr. ROPER: That is rubbish.
Mr. DIXON: If the honorable member believes it is rubbish, I advise
him that the Minister for Tourism and
Recreation, Mr. Frank Stewart, made
this comment at a Minister's conference about three weeks ago. So
the honorable member can take it
up with the Minister for Tourism and
Recreation. At the Minister's conference this whole matter was discussed and Mr. Stewart said that he
would take this matter up with the
Minister for Defence and would make
representations that the funds be
made available for cadets; if that was
impossible, then he would ask that
those funds be made available for
other youth activities.
I have written to the Federal Government on behalf of the State of
Victoria suggesting a range of activities, including the Duke of Edinburgh's camp, which I believe is an
excellent development for various
activities in our schools. I believe
those funds, instead of being diverted
to defence by the Federal Government, should be used for youth activities because the whole nature of
the cadet scheme was to benefit
young people with camping and other
social activities.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park): Is the
Minister of Education aware of a
special inquiry set up by the Federal
Government, which looked into the
usefulness of the cadet system, and
which was headed by a member of the
Premier's Department, Major-General
Green? This committee of inquiry
found that the cost was in the vicinity
of $11 million, and it only touched a
tiny fringe of young people.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler): The honorable member is
making a statement.
Mr. DOUBE: Finally, the cadet
system was of practically no military
value, in the opinion of the committee. In view of those findings, I ask
the Minister why he is persisting with
this expensive form of assisting youth
in the community?

